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Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 1

Semi-Permanent Deactivation to Four-Wheel-Drive Access

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
November 1996

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
French Creek Forest Services Ltd., Parksville BC

Equipment
• John Deere 892E LC excavator with ditch cleaning

bucket and live thumb (Table 1)

Location
Western Forest Products Limited, Crown land in the
Mahatta watershed west of Port Alice in the Port
McNeill Forest District, northern Vancouver Island

Site characteristics and history
• submontane very wet maritime Coastal Western

Hemlock (CWHvm1) ecosystem
• area was roaded and harvested in the mid 1950s to

mid 1960s.
• roads were constructed on gently sloping,

moderately thick morainal deposits underlying a
thin veneer of colluvium.

• current road prisms were stable so pullback was
not required.

Prescription
• semi-permanent deactivation to four-wheel-drive

access
 
 

• remove deteriorated culverts and re-establish as
much of the original drainage pattern as practical
while maintaining four-wheel-drive access

Operating procedure
• deteriorated culverts were removed and replaced

with cross-ditches to facilitate runoff  where
specified in the work prescription.

• cross-ditches were either armoured with rock to
prevent erosion or excavated to bedrock and the
contour of the ditch and berms were shaped to
accommodate passage by four-wheel-drive vehicle
(Figure 1).

• in one instance, armouring rock was required at the
inflow of a cross-ditch in order to prevent erosion
of a gravel bar (Figure 2).

• culverts left in place had overflow cross-ditches
constructed adjacent to them to serve as a fail safe
against blockages or when the capacity is
exceeded.

• waterbars and cross-ditches are skewed as required
and constructed with appropriate downhill berms
and rock protection at the outflow if required.

Figure 1. Rock armoured cross-ditch.
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Production
Machine productivity varies with the size of the
drainage crossing, the need for armouring or riprap
material, and access to such material for cross-ditch
construction. Productivity per 8-hour-shift on the road
visited by FERIC was approximately 8 to 10 cross-
ditches that include removal of the old culvert plus 1 to
2 overflow cross-ditches.

Equipment description and specification

                                 John Deere 892E LC excavator
Engine power (kW) 220
Approx. weight (kg) 31 000
Width (m) 3.19
Stick length (m) 3.2
Maximum digging depth (m) 7.38
Ground clearance (m) 0.50
Ditch cleaning bucket (m3) 1.90

Equipment suppliers
The John Deere 892E LC excavator is available from
numerous Coast Tractor Equipment distributers in
British Columbia and Alberta, for example, Coast
Tractor and Equipment Ltd., 2011-14th Ave, Campbell
River, BC, V9W 4JT. Tel.: (250) 286-0614

Approximate price (1997) of the John Deere 892E LC
is $400 000.

For further information, contact:
Ken Hall, French Creek Forest Services Ltd., 1295
Boultbee Drive, Parksville, BC, V9P 1W9. Tel.: (250)
752-2410

Disclaimer:
This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that might be suitable.

 Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Riprap added to stabilize a gravel wedge
located upslope from a cross-ditch.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 2

Permanent Deactivation to All-Terrain Vehicle Access

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
November 1996

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
French Creek Forest Services Ltd., Parksville BC

Equipment
• Caterpillar 330 excavator with ditch cleaning

bucket and live thumb

Location
Western Forest Products Limited, Crown land in the
Mahatta watershed west of Port Alice in the Port
McNeill Forest District, northern Vancouver Island

Site characteristics and history
• submontane very wet maritime Coastal Western

Hemlock (CWHvm1) ecosystem
• area was roaded and harvested in the mid 1970s to

mid 80s.
• roads were constructed as cut/fill on moderate to

steep (55 to 90%) colluvium-mantled terrain.
• current road prisms included sections of unstable

fills, failed or blocked culverts, and slides.

Prescription
• permanent deactivation to an all-terrain vehicle

(ATV) trail
 
 
 

• stabilization measures include breaking up of the
road surface, heavy or aggressive pullback of
unstable road fills (i.e., retrieving all sidecast
material and recontouring to original slope)
contouring and revegetation of several slide areas.

• runoff control includes removal of deteriorated
culverts and restoration of pre-logging runoff
patterns.

• a helicopter landing pad is prepared approximately
every 300 m.

Operating procedure
• operator walked the excavator to the end of branch

road, checking ahead on foot for signs of unstable
soil (e.g. tension cracks) prior to traversing by
machine.

• working backwards towards the beginning of the
branch road, the road surface was first broken up
or ripped to a depth of 40 to 60 cm (approximately
the depth of the side-ditch).

• next, sidecast road material was pulled back,
placed against the cut slope, and recontoured to
ensure drainage, leaving a narrow bench for an
ATV trail (Figure 1), as specified in the work
prescription.

 

Figure 1. Road deactivated to an all-terrain vehicle
(ATV) trail.
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• to minimize the risk of ponded water, flat areas
were contoured and logging debris repositioned so
as not to block the flow of surface water (Figure
2).

• logging debris on slopes that is within the
excavator’s reach was retrieved and piled to
increase the area of soil available for tree planting.

• once sidecast material was pulled back and
contoured, large stumps and other debris were
positioned on slopes to serve as wildlife perches.

• deteriorated culverts were removed and replaced
with cross-ditches to facilitate runoff.

• cross-ditches were either armoured with rock to
prevent erosion or excavated to bedrock.

• water bars and cross-ditches were skewed as
required and constructed with appropriate downhill
berms and rock protection at the outflow if
required.

Equipment description and specification

                                           Caterpillar 330 excavator
Engine power (kW) 176
Approx. weight (kg) 36 000
Width (m) 3.44
Stick length (m) 3.9
Maximum digging depth (m) 8.09
Ground clearance (m) 0.51
Ditch cleaning bucket (m3) 1.90

Production
Machine productivity including pullback and
contouring to an ATV trail, and construction of cross-
ditches, is estimated by the contractor to be 125 to 195
lineal m of road per day.

Equipment suppliers
The Caterpillar 330 excavator is available from
numerous Finning branches in British Columbia and
Alberta, for example, Finning Ltd., 8300 Byng, Port
Hardy, BC, V0N 2P0. Tel.: (250) 949-6121

Approximate price (1997) of the Caterpillar 330
excavator is $400 000.

For further information, contact:
Ken Hall, French Creek Forest Services Ltd., 1295
Boultbee Drive, Parksville, BC, V9P 1W9. Tel.: (250)
752-2410

Disclaimer:
This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that might be suitable.

 Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Logging debris oriented so as not to impede
surface runoff.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 3

Permanent Deactivation to Walking Trail Access

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
November 1996

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
French Creek Forest Services Ltd., Parksville BC

Equipment
• John Deere 892E LC excavator with ditch cleaning

bucket (Figure 1) and live thumb

Location
Western Forest Products Limited, Crown land in the
Mahatta watershed west of Port Alice in the Port
McNeill Forest District, northern Vancouver Island

Site characteristics and history
• submontane very wet maritime Coastal Western

Hemlock (CWHvm1) ecosystem

 
• area was roaded and harvested in the mid 1970s to

mid 80s.
• roads were constructed as cut/fill on moderate to

steep (55 to 90%) colluvium-mantled terrain.
• current road prisms included sections of unstable

road fills, failed or blocked culverts, and slides.

Prescription
• permanent deactivation to a walking trail
• stabilization measures include breaking up of the

road surface, heavy or aggressive pullback of
unstable road fills (i.e., retrieving all sidecast
material and recontouring to original slope),
contouring and revegetation of several slide areas.

• runoff control included removal of culverts and
restoration of pre-logging runoff patterns.

Operating procedure
• operator walked the excavator to the end of the

branch road, checking ahead on foot for signs of
unstable soil (e.g., tension cracks), prior to
traversing by machine.

• working backwards towards the beginning of the
branch road, the road surface was first broken up
or ripped to a depth of 40 to 60 cm (approximately
the depth of the side-ditch).

• next, sidecast road material was pulled back and
re-contoured against cut slopes to ensure drainage,
including a central walking trail (Figure 2), as
specified in the work prescription.

• to reduce the risk of ponded water, flat areas were
contoured and logging debris reoriented so as not
to block the flow of surface water.

• during pullback, the excavator retrieved saplings
(e.g., 3 to 4 m high) growing in the sidecast
material and replanted them adjacent to walking
trail (Figure 3).

• deteriorated culverts were removed and replaced
with cross ditches to facilitate runoff.Figure 1. Ditch cleaning bucket.
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• cross ditches were either armoured with rock to
prevent erosion or excavated down to bedrock.

Equipment description and specification
                                 John Deere 892E LC excavator
Engine power (kW) 220
Approx. weight (kg) 31 000
Width (m) 3.19
Stick length (m) 3.2
Maximum digging depth (m) 7.38
Ground clearance (m) 0.50
Ditch cleaning bucket (m3) 1.90

Production
Machine productivity including pullback, contouring to
a walking trail, and construction of cross ditches, is
estimated by the contractor to be 160 to 180 lineal m
of road per day.

Equipment suppliers
The John Deere 892E LC excavator is available from
numerous Coast Tractor and Equipment branches in
British Columbia and Alberta, for example, Coast
Tractor and Equipment Ltd., 2011-14th Ave.,
Campbell River, BC, V9W 4J2. Tel. (250) 286-0614

Approximate price (1997) of the John Deere 892E LC
is $400 000.

For further information, contact:
Ken Hall, French Creek Forest Services Ltd., 1295
Boultbee Drive, Parksville, BC, V9P 1W9. Tel. (250)
752-2410

Disclaimer:
This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that might be suitable.

 Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Permanently deactivated road with a
walking trail.

Figure 3. Replanting tree on deactivated road.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 4

Installation of a 15-m Portable Bridge as a Temporary Stream Crossing

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
February 1997

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
French Creek Forest Services Ltd., Parksville BC

Equipment
• John Deere 992 excavator
• Modular, portable bridge

Location
Class S3 tributary of the South Mahatta River, Western
Forest Products Limited’s, Forest Operations, Port McNeill
Forest District, northern Vancouver Island

Site characteristics and history
• submontane very wet maritime Coastal Western

Hemlock (CWHvm1) ecosystem
• area was roaded and harvested in the late 1970s and

80s.
• temporary crossing of a Class S3 stream was required

to provide access during winter months to a road
system scheduled for deactivation.

• no machine crossing or in-stream activity permitted
due to fisheries constaints at time of installation.

 
 Prescription
• install a temporary crossing (15-m portable bridge)

over a failed stream crossing without disturbing stream
bed or adjacent stream banks.

• remove portable bridge following road deactivation,
again without disturbance to the stream.

• at a later date, when fisheries constraints permit in-
stream activity, failed stream crossing to be removed
and crossing site restored.

Operating procedure
• to prevent stream disturbance, the excavator had to

install the bridge from one side of the stream.
• when preparing one of the two bridge supports, a sill

log was countersunk below the road surface and
topped with a railway-tie sill plate.

• on the opposite side of the stream a railway-tie sill
plate only was countersunk flush with the existing
road surface by hand-digging with a shovel.

• each of the two modules of the portable bridge was
lifted into place with four cables attached to the
excavator bucket and to four lifting points centrally
located on each bridge module (Figure 1).

• each bridge module was positioned on the supporting
sill plates leaving a 0.7 m gap for cover plates.

• once in final position, bridge stringers were bolted in
place through the sill plates using threaded lag bolts,
two bolts per bridge module.

• cover plates (5 in total) were placed between the
bridge modules by the excavator.

• removable handrail units were inserted by hand into
mounting sockets located along the outside edge of
each module.

• to complete the installation, road material was
backfilled to form an approach at either end of the
bridge (Figure 2).

 

Figure 1. Bridge module being lifted into place.
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• the John Deere 992 excavator was close to the
maximum specified weight capacity of the bridge;
consequently, a smaller John Deere 892 excavator (31
ooo kg) was used to cross the bridge and backfill the
opposite side.

Equipment description and specification
See Table 1 for equipment specifications and Table 2 for
bridge specifications. Additionally ,
• bridge is made up of two modules representing the left

and right running surfaces of the bridge, separated by
drop in cover plates.

• each running surface is covered with an epoxy anti-
skid coating for traction.

Table1. John Deere 992E LC excavator specifications1

Engine Power (kW) 213
Approx. weight (kg) 44 300
Width (m) 3.79
1replaces 992D version

Table 2. SureSpan Modular Bridge specifications

Module length (m) 15.2
Module width (m) 1.55
Assembled width (2 modules with
cover plates) (m) 3.8
Module height minus handrails (m) 0.65
Module weight (kg) 5 900
Total carrying capacity (kg) 38 800

Production
Total installation time for this bridge, which included
lifting and positioning the two modules onto prepared sills,
anchoring, installation of cover plates, and backfilling, was
approximately 6 hours.

Observations
• final positioning and placement of a bridge module

was accomplished with the module fully suspended
from the centrally positioned attachment points.
Secondary attachment points were provided at each
end of a module but these were not equipped with
lifting shackles.

• with the module fully suspended and at near maximum
extension of the boom, the excavator lacked the
precise control needed for maneuvering and final
placement of the module causing delays during the
installation procedure. Future installations can be
simplified by refining the installation techniques and
matching them to the capabilities of the equipment
available for installing the modules.

Equipment suppliers
The John Deere 992E LC excavator is available from Coast
Tractor and Equipment branches in British Columbia and
Alberta, for example, Coast Tractor and Equipment, 2011-
14th Ave., Campbell River, BC V9W 4J2. Tel. (250) 286
0614

Approximate price (1997) of the John Deere 992E LC is
$570 000

This modular bridge is available from SureSpan
Construction Ltd., at an approximate cost (1997) of $25
000.

For further information, contact:
Ken Hall, French Creek Forest Services Ltd., 1295
Boultbee Drive, Parksville, BC V9P 1W9. Tel. (250) 752
2410

Nigel Bester, SureSpan Construction Ltd., Suite 216-545
Clyde Ave., West Vancouver, BC, V7T 1C5. Tel. (604)
925 3377

Disclaimer:
This report is based on limited field data and is published
for the information of the BC forest community. It does not
constitute an endorsement by FERIC of a product or
service to the exclusion of others that might be suitable.

 Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research Institute
of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Completed bridge installation.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 5

Sediment Catchment Bag That Attaches to Culvert Outlet

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Clayton Gillies, FIT

Date
May 1996

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
C.I.M.S. Culvert Canada Technology Inc.

Equipment
• sediment catchment bag with attachment collar and

accessories
• small adjustable wrench, nuts, washers and bolts,

and medium sized sledge hammer

Location
At Canadian Forest Products Limited’s Englewood
Logging Division, Port McNeill Forest District,
Vancouver Island

Prescription
• install three sediment catchment bags on outlet

ends of culverts along freshly built road.
• install three inlet collars with debris screens and

deflectors to protect catchment bags.

Site characteristics
• submontane very wet maritime Coastal Western

Hemlock (CWHvm1) ecosystem
• sediment catchment bags were installed along a

freshly built road near fish-bearing Melanie Creek
at Nimpkish Division.

• stream reach below the road is classed as S3 (fish
stream 1.5 •  5 m wide).

• culverts were already in place when the catchment
bags were installed.

• Melanie Creek is located approximately 300 m
downslope from the built road.

Installation procedures
• the attachment collar is placed around the culvert’s

outlet end and fastened using a tightening bolt.
• galvanized cable is threaded through grommets in

the sediment catchment bag at one of its open ends
and the cable is attached to the collar via six
fastening hooks (Figure 1).

• the other end of the catchment bag is cinched
partially closed with another galvanized cable
threaded through grommets, and attached to a
nearby boulder or stump to prevent accidental
removal.

• a collar with an attached debris screen is secured on
the inlet end of the culvert, and a debris deflector is
hung on the screen (Figure 2).

Equipment description and specification
• see Table 1 for physical properties of catchment

bag geotextile.
• a circular collar with six fastening hooks is used to

attach the catchment bag to the culvert.

Figure 1. Sediment catchment bag being installed on
outlet end of culvert.
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Table 1. Physical properties of the geotextile used for
the sediment catchment bag
Product name 600X
Structure woven
Polymer type polypropylene
Mass 203 g/m2

Mullen burst 4134 kPa
Puncture 0.53 kN
Apparent opening size 0.42 mm
Percent open area 1
Permittivity 0.02 s-1

Permeability 0.001 cm/s
Flow rate 81 l/min/m2

• available for culvert diameters of 200 to 1202 mm
• two galvanized cables, two shackles, an inlet collar

with debris screen, and a debris deflector are also
required for the complete catchment bag installation.

Production / study results
• the installation of three catchment bags averaged 30

min each.
• the cost of a catchment bag kit for a 600 mm

culvert, including the silt bag, inlet and outlet
hardware , is $550, (not including labour costs for
installation).

• the cost of the catchment bag kit excluding the inlet
collar, debris screen, and debris deflector is $361.

Observation and comments
• the ends of the culvert were dented and had to be

hammered back into shape with a sledgehammer in
order to attach the inlet and outlet collars.  This
slowed the installation process.

• the manufacturer may modify the collar so that it is
compatible with slightly deformed culvert ends;
this would require the use of a longer spacing bolt.

• inlet collars with debris screens and deflectors are
optional but are recommended to prevent large,
sharp objects from travelling through the culvert
and damaging the catchment bag.

• seepage rates through the geotextile material may
not be sufficient to accommodate high water flows;
for this reason the outlet end of the catchment bag
is not cinched completely closed.

• to function effectively sediment catchment bags
should be checked frequently and emptied
promptly when about half full; an excavator or
backhoe is needed to lift the bag and empty the
fines.

• the catchment bag may be well suited for use
during construction or on new roads when
sediment production is typically greatest and
equipment is readily available nearby to empty the
bag.

References
Kosicki, Kris and Clayton Gillies.  1997.  Trapping
sediment from forest roads using the C.I.M.S. Culvert
Canada Technology Inc. silt bag.  FERIC, Vancouver.
Field Note in press.  2p.

For further information contact:
Russel Jeffery, C.I.M.S. Culvert Canada Technology
Inc., 4760 Strathern St., Port Alberni, BC, V9Y 3E9.
Tel.: (250) 723-1270, Fax.: (250) 723-6470

Rick McEachern, Canadian Forest Products Limited,
Englewood Logging Division, Woss, BC, V0N 3P0.
Tel.: (250) 281-2300, Fax.: (250) 281-2485

Disclaimer
The information contained in this report is based on
limited field observation and is only published to
disseminate information to the BC forest community.
It is not intended as an endorsement or approval by
FERIC of any product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

 Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Inlet collar with debris screen (left) and
debris deflector (right).



Operations:  Roads and Bridges
Article No: 6

Repair of a 40-m Arch Culvert

FRBC Region
Kootenay-Boundary

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
April 1997

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
Tangier Contractors Ltd., Revelstoke, BC

Equipment
•  Bobcat rubber-tired, skid-steer loader
•  Komatsu WA 400 wheel-loader
•  John Deere 850 crawler tractor
•  Kobelco SK 300 LC excavator

Location
Arch culvert crossing for the Shelter Bay Forest
Service Road over Bannock creek, south of
Revelstoke in the Revelstoke Forest District

Site characteristics and history
•  Thompson Moist Warm Interior Cedar-Hemlock

(ICHmw3) ecosystem
•  a 40-m long x 6.1-m wide, natural bottom, arch

culvert was installed in March 1996 to serve as a
fish-bearing-stream crossing and a replacement
for two round corrugated steel culverts.

•  shortly after the arch culvert installation was
completed, a flood event caused by heavy rains
and the failure of a beaver dam upstream
generated high flows that washed out the rip rap
material making up the stream bed in the culvert.
This undermined the culvert footings for
approximately 30 m of the culvert length.

Prescription
•  stabilize arch culvert footings from further scour

and undermining.
•  install a temporary stream crossing for the Shelter

Bay road until repairs to the culvert are
completed.

•  following engineering assessment, complete
repairs to the arch culvert.

Operating procedure
•  to minimize further undermining of the culvert

footings for the remainder of 1996, sand-filled
bags were piled on top of filter fabric adjacent to
the damaged footings.

•  as a safety precaution, a 25-m portable bridge was
installed over the damaged culvert until the spring
of 1997 when repairs were scheduled.

•  the operating window for repair work on the
culvert was in March or early April, prior to
spring runoff; otherwise the culvert is mostly
submerged by the adjacent Arrow Lake reservoir.

•  to dewater the stream bed and footings for repair,
a temporary coffer-dam was installed on Bannock
Creek at the entrance to the culvert and diverted
through a 1.4-m diameter corrugated steel bypass
culvert; the smaller culvert was installed through
the arch culvert and supported on the existing
concrete footing (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Discharge side of arch culvert with bypass culvert
and temporary bridge in place for repair.
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•  
•  in order to stabilize the footings, the repair

involved first encapsulating the outside edge of
the footings with a concrete seal, followed by the
injection of a grout mixture into the voids beneath
the footings (Figure 2). The sequence of steps are
outlined below.

•  the first step was to excavate the damaged stream
bed material between the footings using a Bobcat
loader. Wooden forms were constructed
extending out and down from the footings prior to
pouring the concrete grout seal.

•  reinforcing steel bar (rebar) for the concrete seals
was structurally incorporated into the existing
footings by boring holes into the footing walls,
injecting adhesive, and inserting rebar into each
hole.

•  steel grout tubes were installed through holes
prebored at 1 m intervals along the base of the
damaged footings, extending into the voids below
the footings to facilitate the injection of the grout
mixture.

•  20 Mpa concrete seal was then poured around the
grout tubes and allowed to set.

•  the grout mixture (2:1 cement:sand) was then
injected into the voids below the footings at 100
kPa maximum pressure. The above-footing
portion of the grout tubes were removed.

•  the stream bottom between the footings was
backfilled with stone and capped with stone-filled
gabion mats 2-m x 1-m x 30-cm thick, placed
flush with the footing surface.

•  gabion baskets 4 m x 1 m x 1m thick were imbedded
across the inlet to the arch culvert to a depth flush with
the footing surface to serve as a cut-off wall.

•  rock baffles were added upstream from the inlet
and downstream from the outlet of the culvert to
modify stream velocity according to fish habitat
requirements (Chilibeck 1992).

References
Chilibeck, B. 1992. Land development guidelines for
the protection of aquatic habitat. BC Ministry of
Environment Lands and Parks, Integrated
Management Branch. 128 pp.

For further information, contact:
Jeff Townsend PEng, Field Engineer, Nelson Forest
Region, B.C. Ministry of Forests, 518 Lake St.,
Nelson, BC, V1L 4C6 Tel.: (250) 354-6536

Larry Black, Tangier Contractors Ltd., 1596
Illecillewaet Rd., Box 2808, Revelstoke BC, V0E 2S0
Tel.: (250) 837-3223

Disclaimer:
This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that might be suitable.

  Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Cross section of arch culvert showing concrete
grout seals, grout tubes and gabion mats. (source:
McCavour Engineering Ltd.)



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 7

                       Triangular Silt Dike� Installed in a Ditch Line as a Sediment Trap

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Clayton Gillies, FIT

Date
April 1997

Source
FERIC field visit

Purchaser
International Forest Products Limited

Equipment
•  Triangular Silt Dike� (Figure 1)

•  hand shovel and U-shaped fastening pins (staples)

Location
A tributary to Chapman Creek in International Forest
Products Limited�s Sechelt Operations, Vancouver
Forest District, on the Sunshine Coast

Prescription
•  install the Triangular Silt Dike� to trap sediment

in a ditch line draining into a tributary of Chapman
Creek.

Site characteristics
•  the ditch drains into a small class S5 stream (S5

streams are without fish and ≥ 3 m wide), at 13.5
km along the East Main road which in turn drains
into Chapman Creek (S2 or S3 streams with fish:
S2 streams are > 5 ≤ 20 m wide; S3 streams are
1.5 ≤ 5 m wide).

•  Chapman Creek is part of a community watershed

Installation procedure
• the silt dike was transported to the site in a pickup

truck.

•  the ditch line was prepared using a hand shovel,
by digging a 10 cm deep trench as well as
flattening the installation area.

•  the silt dike was placed into the ditch,
perpendicular to the flow of water, and the
approach and exit aprons were extended and
pinned down with staples

•  the outside edge of the approach apron was placed
in the 10 cm deep trench to ensure that the water
flow would travel over and not underneath the
geotextile (Figure 2).

•  several large rocks were placed onto the aprons to
help secure dike during high water flows

Equipment description and specification
•  the dike is comprised of woven geotextile fabric

and a single triangular piece of urethane foam.

•  standard dike lengths are 2.13 m, and weigh
between 3.1 and 4.1 kg dry.

•  the dike installed was 2.4 m long by 1.6 m wide.

•  variable lengths are available from the manufacturer.

Figure 1. Triangular Silt Dike� installed in a ditch
line.
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•  silt dikes can be easily attached together at their
ends to form a longer silt dike if needed.

•  the triangular section of the dike is 50 cm wide at
the base and 30 cm in height.

•  The dike was attached to the ground using No. 11
gauge wire staples, approximately 17 cm long.

Production and cost
•  total installation time for one silt dike was

approximately 30 min.

•  custom lengths are available for these dikes and
costs vary from $3.50 to 5.50 per 30.5 cm.

Observations and comments
•  the silt dike formed very well to the angled sides

of the ditch.

•  the silt dike is very light and easy to lift, carry and
maneuver.

•  although two people installed this dike, it would
be feasible for one person to install it.

•  once installed in a ditch line, deposited sand and
silt should be frequently removed as routine
maintenance.

•  the manufacturer suggests that the dikes can be
used for numerous applications:
•  as a continuous barrier in and around

disturbed areas,
•  as a diversion dike on a fill or cut slope,

diverting water to a preferred path or drainage
structure (Figure 3),

•  as a temporary ditch liner.

•  in the case of water diversion the water would
flow on the apron rather than on bare soil

For further information contact:
Gary Roach, Triangular Silt Dike Company Inc., 608
Greenwood, Midwest City, OK 73110-1632. Fax. and
Tel.: (405) 741-7406, or Tel.: (800) 290-8473

David Marquis, International Forest Products Ltd.,
R.R.#3, Tillicum Bay Site, C-17, 7425 Sechelt Inlet
Drive, Sechelt, BC, V0N 3A0. Tel.: (604) 885-8523,
Fax.: (604) 885-1944

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community.  It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Cross sectional view showing proper
installation of Triangular Silt Dike�.

Figure 3. Schematic showing the Triangular Silt
Dike� as a water diversion on a fill or cut slope.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 8

Long Term Control of a Chronic Sediment Site with Two In-ditch Sediment Control
Devices

FRBC Region

Pacific

Author

Clayton Gillies, FIT

Date

May 1996

Source

FERIC field visit

Contractor

C.I.M.S. Culvert Canada Technology Inc.

Equipment

• silt fence with self supporting frame

• in-ditch culvert with sediment catchment bag

Location

At Canadian Forest Products Limited’s Englewood
Logging Division, Port McNeill Forest District,
Vancouver Island

Prescription

• long term control of sediment from a road cut by

replacing existing hay bales and a burlap silt fence
with a geotextile silt fence and an in-ditch culvert
with sediment catchment bag.

Site characteristics

• submontane very wet maritime Coastal Western
Hemlock (CWHvm1) ecosystem

• a steep road cut in erodible soil constantly delivers
sediment into the ditch (the road predates the
Forest Practices Code)

• the ditch drains directly into fish-bearing Gold
Creek nearby (approximately 40 m) and there is
no opportunity to redirect road drainage away from
the stream

• at the point of installation Gold Creek is classified
as an S2 stream (>5, �20 m wide)

• previously, sediment in the ditch line was
controlled using geotextile and burlap silt fences,
as well as hay bales.

Operating procedure

• a Komatsu PC400 HD excavator was used to
prepare the site and assist with the installation of
both devices.

Silt fence:

• the self-supporting frame was assembled and then
the polypropylene geotextile was threaded through
the support bar.

• the bottom length along the body of the silt fence
was folded parallel to the ground and covered with
fill (Figure 1).

• the excavator operator and a helper installed the
silt fence.

In-ditch culvert:

• the culvert was transported to the site on a pick-up
truck.

Figure 1. Silt fence installed.
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• the Komatsu PC400 HD was used to prepare ditch
line, unload and place the culvert in the ditch, and
cover it with earth fill.

• the sediment catchment bag was placed on the
outlet end of the in-ditch culvert (Figure 2).

• the excavator dug a 3-m deep settlement pond at
the input end of the culvert.

Equipment description and specification

• the silt fence frame is self-supporting and made of
galvanized steel; galvanized cable and rebar are
used to anchor the silt fence to the ditch line.

• the main body of the geotextile measures 1.4 by
1.5 m, and the two triangular side wings which
facilitate water channeling are 0.6 m along the base.

• the in-ditch culvert was made from a used gasline
pipe 1.2 m in diameter and 3.7 m in length.

• the inlet end of the culvert had a permanent debris
screen welded to it, and the outlet end had 6
fastening hooks welded around it to hold the
sediment catchment bag in place.

• for physical properties of the geotextile fabric used
in the silt fence and sediment catchment bag, see
Table 1 of Watershed Restoration Compendium
Article No. 5, Operations: Roads and Bridges.

• cost of the silt fence including the polypropylene
geotextile and the self-supporting frame and
hardware, is $430; cost of the silt bag with
attachment hardware is $300 (this does not include
the in-ditch culvert).

Production/study results

• the silt fence was installed in about 45 min.

• the installation of the in-ditch culvert was not timed.

Observations and comments

• the excavator was useful for burying the bottom
flap (30 cm) of the silt fence, as well as widening
the ditch line in preparation for the silt fence and
frame.  However an excavator is not essential to
install a silt fence; hand shovels may also be used.

• an excavator (or possibly a rubber tired backhoe)
was necessary for the preparation, placement, and
burying of the in-ditch culvert that was used in this
situation.

• silt fences and sediment catchment bags need to be
cleared frequently; the weight of a catchment bag
filled with fines requires the use of an excavator or
backhoe to lift and empty.

• the previous in-ditch sediment catchment
installations used at this site (geotextile and burlap
silt fences, and hay bales) all had sediment
deposits, indicating that they were also effective.

• seepage rates through the geotextile material may
not be sufficient to accommodate high water flows;
for this reason the outlet end of the catchment bag
is not cinched completely closed.

References
Kosicki, Kris and Clayton Gillies.  1997.  Trapping
sediment from forest roads using the C.I.M.S. Culvert
Canada Technology Inc. silt bag.  FERIC, Vancouver.
Field Note in press.  2p.

For further information contact:

Russel Jeffery, C.I.M.S. Culvert Canada Technology
Inc., 4760 Strathern St., Port Alberni, BC V9Y 3E9.
Tel. and Fax.: (250) 723-6478

Rick McEachern, Canadian Forest Products Limited,
Englewood Logging Division, Woss, BC, V0N 3P0.
Tel.: (250) 281-2300, Fax.: (250) 281-2485

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community.  It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

 Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. In-ditch culvert with sediment catchment
bag attached.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 9

MBW Incorporated’s Continuous Berm Machine

FRBC Region

Pacific

Author
Clayton Gillies, FIT

Date

April 1997

Source

FERIC field visit

Contractor

Mr Green-Up Plantcare Ltd., Powell River, BC

Equipment

• MBW Inc.’s Continuous Berm Machine (CBM),
geosynthetic fabric, and compressed gas cartridge for
manufacturing lengths of continuous berm (Figure 1).

• Clark 731 Heavy Duty Bobcat

• lifting bar for berms

Location

International Forest Products Limited’s Sechelt Operations,
Vancouver Forest District, on the Sunshine Coast

Prescription
• to demonstrate the CBM constructing a continuous-

berm toe wall at the foot of a continually raveling,
unstable open sandy slope.

Site characteristics

• dry maritime Coastal Western Hemlock (CWHdm)
ecosystem

• the site was located along East Main Road in the
Chapman Creek watershed, at approximately 670
m elevation.

• the sandy raveling open scar located above the road,
was about 180 m high and 150 m wide.

Operating procedure

• the CBM was chained to the rear of a pickup truck
for towing during the construction of the berm.

• the Bobcat loaded the CBM hopper with local soil
material, mostly sand and gravels (Figure 2).

• a roll of geosynthetic fabric was placed in front of the
CBM and was fed underneath the hopper to the rear.

• as the CBM was pulled forward by the pickup truck,
the hopper dispersed soil onto the geosynthetic
material; guides folded the fabric around and over the
soil material; the geosynthetic was then manually
stapled closed to form a circular berm (Figure 3).

• the continuous berms were cut in 3-m lengths using a
pocket knife, and the ends were stapled closed.

• the 3-m lengths of berm were lifted into place using a
lifting bar attached to the bucket of the Bobcat loader
(Figure 4).

Figure 2. Bobcat loading hopper of CBM with local
material.

Figure 1. Continuous Berm Machine transported to site
on a flatdeck truck.
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Equipment description and specifications
• the CBM is 2.3 m long by 1.4 m wide, and weighs

approximately 313 kg empty.

• the manual stapler works with compressed air or gas;
nitrogen gas was used during this demonstration.

• the CBM is pulled along the ground like a sled.

• the berm can be extruded at about 5 m per minute,
and has an approximate mass of 1600 kg per m3.

Observation and comments
• continuous berms can be used as an alternative to

rock toe walls or gabions.

• berms seal well to the ground and each other when
stacked.

• preparing, cutting and stapling the ends of the berms
is the most time-consuming phase; the manufacturer
is considering installing an automatic stapler which
would be faster than the manual method used here.

• equipping the CBM with wheels or rollers rather than
sleds may be better on firm ground.

• having the right strength of geotextile is critical when
lifting the berms with the lifting bar; in this case
some tearing occurred during lifting because the
geotextile was too weak.

• segments of the berms can be filled with larger
material (aggregate) to improve drainage through the
geotextile.

• numerous applications of this berm can be found on
MBW Inc.’s website (see below).

• 1997 cost of CBM is $8 400 CDN.

For further information, contact:
MBW Inc., P.O. Box 440, 250 Hartford Road, Slinger,
WI 53086-0378. Tel.: (414) 644-5234; Fax.: (414) 644-
5169; Website: http://www.mbw.com
Email: mbw@mbw.com
Vancouver rep.: Dan Thompson, Tel.: (360) 921-3788

Wally Pence, Mr Green-Up Plantcare Ltd., C-17, RR#1
BNB, Powell River, BC, V8A 4Z2. Tel.: (604) 485-6624,
Fax.: (604) 485-6406

David Marquis, International Forest Products Ltd., RR#3,
Tillicum Bay Site, C-17, 7425 Sechelt Inlet Drive,
Sechelt, BC, V0N 3A0. Tel.: (604) 885-8523, Fax.:
(604) 885-1944

Ed Taylor, P.O. Box 784, Anderson California, 96007.
Tel.: (916) 357-5439

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and
is published for the information of the BC forest
community.  It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of others
that may be suitable.

 Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research Institute
of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 4. Prepared berm being lifted using the lifting
bar attached to the Bobcat’s bucket.

igure 3. Geosynthetic berm being manually
  stapled closed.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 10

Reconstruction of Main Haul Road due to Undermining by Chapman Creek

FRBC Region

Pacific

Author

Clayton Gillies, FIT

Date

August 1997

Source

FERIC field visit

Contractor

Wayne Keddy Contracting, Gibsons, BC

Equipment

• John Deer 690 ELC excavator

• Link-Belt 4300 LS excavator (Figure 1)

• Caterpillar D25B articulating dump truck with a load
capacity of 10 m3

• Kenworth 848 dump truck with a load capacity of 7 m3

• Gravel shaker screens and non-woven geotextile

Location

International Forest Products Limited’s Sechelt Operations,
Vancouver Forest Region, in the Chapman Creek watershed
on the Sunshine Coast.
Prescription

• To excavate and rebuild a 70 m section of road which
had been undermined by Chapman Creek.  All large
organic debris (LOD) to be removed from road fill,
and outer section of rebuilt road prism to consist of
minimum 2 000 kg-class riprap (Figure 2).

Site characteristics

• dry maritime Coastal Western Hemlock (CWHdm)
ecosystem

• the site was located along East Main Road in the
Chapman Creek watershed begining at Road Station
14+390, where undermining by river erosion (single
thread channel) has resulted in a potentially unstable
section of road.

• average stream gradient is 7% and creek bedload
consists mostly of large boulders 2 to 3 m in
diameter.

Operating procedure

• started by excavating the subgrade of the road to
determine the LOD content, and toe rock versus river
boulder content.

• the trees along the fill slope were handfelled and the
John Deer 690 ELC excavator was used to guide the
felled trees away from the creek.

• some felled trees were spanned between river
boulders and the shaker screens were then placed
against them.  Non-woven geotextile was then laid
against the shaker screens to minimize sediment input
into the creek.

• the fill slope was excavated down to LOD or large
creek boulders.  An estimated 20 m3 of LOD, which
consisted mostly of 10 m length logs (longest was 20
m), was removed.

• the first section of riprap wall was built with the John
Deer 690 ELC excavator and then the larger Link-
Belt 4300 excavator was used to interlock larger

Figure 1. Link-Belt excavator placing large
riprap between existing road edge and creek.
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boulders along the creek side and place 30-cm rock
behind the riprap.

• the Link-Belt excavator continued to build the road,
placing 3 lifts of 30-cm material and then applying
sand as the running surface.

• 26 truck loads of sand (228 m3) were used to surface
the road section.

• planting pockets were established at road level among
the boulders next to the creek.  The planting pockets
were lined with non-woven geotextile and then filled
with soil in preparation for planting with nursery
stock.

Equipment description and use

John Deer 690 ELC excavator:
• net engine power of 97 kW at 2 000 rpm

• used to expose and remove the LOD from the road
subgrade as well as assist with directional falling of
the fill slope trees.

Link Belt 4300 LS excavator:
• net engine power of 140 kW at 2 200 rpm

• used to key-in the 2 000 kg-class riprap, as well as to
build up the road in a series of lifts.

Caterpillar dump trucks
• used to remove LOD, haul rip-rap and sand to site,

dump sand on road surface, and travel back and forth
(loaded) to help compact the sand running surface.

• steel 4 by 8 shaker screens wrapped with non-woven
geotextile used as a sediment barrier to the creek.

Production/study results

• reconstruction of the 70-m section of road took
approximately 2 weeks to complete.

• approximate cost of the project was $39 000

Observations and comments

• the smaller excavator was used to help prepare the
road section for the larger excavator.  Until the trees
on the fill slope were felled the confined working
space required the use of the smaller machine.

• the shaker screens and geotextile provided an
excellent means of sediment protection to the creek.

• the operator of the Link Belt 4300 LS excavator was
able to key-in the boulders easily, enhancing the
productivity of the operation (Figure 3).

References

Miles, M.  1996.  River Erosion-Chapman Creek East
Mainline at km 14+390.  Unpublished report prepared for
International Forest Products Ltd., Sechelt, BC.  11 p.

For further information, contact:

David Marquis, International Forest Products Ltd., RR#3,
Tillicum Bay Site, C-17, 7425 Sechelt Inlet Drive,
Sechelt, BC, V0N 3A0.  Tel.: (604) 885-8523, Fax.:
(604) 885-1944

Wayne Keddy, Wayne Keddy Contracting, RR#6, S-19,
C-54, Gibsons, BC, V0N 1V0.  Tel.: (604) 885-8422

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and
is published for the information of the BC forest
community.  It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of others
that may be suitable.

 Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research Institute
of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Reconstructed road section showing large
riprap next to creek.

Figure 3. Section of keyed-in riprap next to creek.



  Operations:            Roads and Bridges
   Article No:            11

Permanent Road Deactivation in the Theodosia Watershed

FRBC Region

Pacific

Author

Nini Long, B.Sc.

Date

June 1997

Source

FERIC field visit

Contractors

3 Leaf Contracting Ltd., in conjunction with Sliammon
First Nations Band

Equipment

Caterpillar 225B excavator

Location

MacMillan Bloedel Limited, Stillwater Division, TFL
39 Block 1, in the Theodosia watershed north of
Powell River, Sunshine Coast Forest District

Prescription

• permanent deactivation of the E3 road, at the
northeast end of the Theodosia valley.

• stabilize slope by retrieving and redistributing
sidecast material to achieve natural slope contours,
restoring natural runoff patterns, and revegetating
disturbed surfaces (Figure 1).

Site characteristics

• dry maritime Coastal Western Hemlock (CWHdm)
ecosystem

• talus slope, roaded and harvested about 20 years ago.

Operating Procedure

• during this FRBC funded project, Sliammon Band
members were trained in road deactivation
methodology and heavy equipment operation.  All
deactivation work was carried out by the trainees,
under the guidance of J.G. Phillips, R.P.F., of
Dendron Development Ltd.

• culverts were removed, and cross-ditches and
waterbars were strategically placed to restore pre-
harvest runoff patterns.  Extra cross-ditches were
installed where cut-slope water flow was evident.
In some areas, unstable fill-slopes were pulled
back.

• cross-ditches were approximately 1 m wide at the
base, with gently sloping sides.  In areas with high
water flow, armouring with rock or large debris
was required (Figure 2).

• all debris was placed on top of mineral soil and
rocks were added for erosion control.

Figure 1.  Permanently deactivated
E3 road.
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• deactivated roads were hand-seeded to control
erosion;  a dry mix of 3:1 (fertilizer to seed) was
distributed on road surfaces.

Equipment description and specification

 Caterpillar 225B excavator
Engine power (kW) 108
Approximate weight (kg) 30,000
Width (m) 3
Stick length (m) 3.7
Maximum digging depth (m) 7
Ground clearance (m)  0.5
Ditch cleaning bucket capacity (m3) 9.6

Equipment suppliers

The Caterpillar 225B excavator is a 10 year old model;
newer models of this machine are available from
numerous Finning branches in British Columbia, for
example, Finning Ltd., 1604 Willow St., Campbell
River, BC, V9W 3M7. Tel.: (250) 287-7494

Production/study results

• productivity numbers were not recorded, since this
was a training operation.  Emphasis was placed on
achieving standards, rather than on productivity.

Observations and comments

• the road was originally built by a bulldozer, which
resulted in the incorporation of large debris into the
road structure;  roads constructed in such a way
are more difficult and time-consuming to
deactivate.

• seeding is beneficial in controlling surface erosion,
improving visual quality, and enhancing soil
productivity.

For further information, contact:

Marion Blank, Ministry of Forests, Sunshine Coast
Forest District, 7077 Duncan St., Powell River, BC,
V8A 1W1.  Tel.:  (604) 485-0779, Fax.:  (604) 485-0799

Walt Cowland, MacMillan Bloedel Ltd., Stillwater
Division, #301- 4400 Marine Ave., Powell River, BC,
V8A 2K1.  Tel.:  (604) 485-3106, Fax.:  (604)485-9829

Chris Roddan, Sliammon Native Council, RR#5
Sliammon Rd., Powell River, BC, V8A 4Z3.  Tel.:
(604) 483-9646, Fax.:  (604) 483-9769

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forestry
community.  It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

 Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Rock armoured cross-ditch



 Operations:           Roads and Bridges
  Article No:           12

Permanent Road Deactivation in the Dakota Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Nini Long, B.Sc.

Date
September 1997

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
Henry Van Epp, Fleetwood Forest Products

Equipment
Linkbelt LS-3400 excavator (with thumb)

Location
Canadian Forest Products Limited, Crown land in the
Dakota Creek watershed near Sechelt, Sunshine Coast
Forest District

Prescription
•  deactivate road to a permanent status.

•  pull back as much material as possible.
•  remove wooden culverts and install cross drains;

repair, widen, and armour existing cross drains.
•  armour stream channels and block ditchlines.

Site characteristics
•  montane very wet maritime Coastal Western

Hemlock (CWHvm2) ecosystem
•  soil types were primarily sandy loams to loams,

derived from silty parent material.
•  a slope of about 58% was measured, with a creek

intersecting the foot of the slope;  elevation of the
site was about 640 m.

Operating procedure
•  deactivation work was done near Dakota Main

haul road, Branch 1111 from station 0+000 m to
1+053 m.

•  sidecast material was pulled back wherever it
could be practicably done;  fill material was used
to recontour the road to pre-harvest slope.

•  wooden culverts were removed, and cross-ditches
were added to areas with high run-off;  cross-
ditches were about 30 cm wide at the base and
about 0.5 m deep.

•  cross-ditches were armoured with rock for erosion
control;  boulders of 0.5 to 1.5 m in diameter were
used for armouring at the outlet end.

•  to further control erosion, roads were hydro-
seeded with a seed mix consisting of 85% grasses
and 15% legumes;  an N-P-K fertilizer (18:18:18)
was applied.

•  armouring was concentrated at the fill slope end
of the cross-ditch, as suitable material was in
short supply to armour the entire length;  the
length of the cross-ditch was left to naturally line
itself with rocks, as the silts wash away.

•  coarse woody debris was scattered on the
deactivated road, to re-establish wildlife niches
(Figure 1).

Figure 1.  Coarse woody debris to serve as wildlife
habitat.
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Equipment description and specification
Linkbelt LS-3400

Engine power(kW) 149.2
Approximate weight (kg) 24,000
Width (m) 3.4
Stick length (m) 6.0
Maximum digging depth (m) 7.4
Ground clearance (m) 0.5
Ditch cleaning bucket capacity (m3) 1.0

Equipment suppliers
Newer models of the Linkbelt LS-3400 excavator are
available from Parker Pacific Equipment Sales, 20329
Logan Lang, Vancouver, BC V3A 4L8. Tel.: (604)
534-8511

Production and cost
•  the cost of hydroseeding the deactivated road was

about $12/m.

Observations and comments
•  in some areas, the road was built very close to the

creek, and on very steep terrain, making it
difficult for the contractor to find or access pull-
back material.

•  intensive armouring with boulders was observed
where the road intersected the creek.  Boulders
were placed on either side of the creek, to
minimize erosion and to prevent excess soil from
entering the water (Figure 2).

•  material from the wooden culverts was scattered
over the road surface as a source of large woody
debris (Figure 2).

For further information, contact:

Bill Lasuta, Canadian Forest Products Ltd., Box 110,
Port Mellon, BC V0N 2S0. Tel.: (604) 884-5264,
Fax.:  (604) 884-5257

Paul Lawson, P. Lawson and Sons: Forest
Management Consultants, 7888 Royal Oak Ave.,
Burnaby, BC, V5J 4K5. Tel.: (604) 430-6396, Fax.:
(604) 430-6328

Johny Ellis, Ellis Environmental Technical Sevices,
RR#2, Site-3, C-46, Gibsons, BC,  V0N 1V0.  Tel.:
(604) 886-3929

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community.  It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2.  Intensive armouring at intersection of
road and creek.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 13

Berm Construction to Address a Continually Raveling Cut Bank in the Dakota
Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date
September 1997

Source
FERIC field trip

Contractor/Consultants
Ellis Environmental Technical Services, Gibsons, BC
P. Lawson and Sons Consulting, Burnaby, BC

Equipment
•  Link-Belt LS3400 excavator
•  Champion SuperPac 840 Compaction Roller
•  Caterpillar D25 and D300B dump trucks

Location
At Canadian Forest Products Limited�s Mainland
Logging Division, Sunshine Coast Forest District, in
the Dakota Creek watershed on the Sunshine Coast.

Prescription
•  to build a catchment berm below a continuously

raveling clay cutbank, consisting of a series of
lifts of local material, compacted to 95% of
maximum dry density (Peart 1995).

•  constructed berm will have a 35-degree slope
angle from the top of the berm down towards
Dakota Creek.

•  failing material will be allowed to pile against the
berm over time, allowing a stable angle of 30 to
35 degrees to be reached.

•  construct buried rock (trench) drains to channel
both sub-surface and surface water flows.

Site characteristics
•  modified very wet maritime Coastal Western

Hemlock (CWHvm2) ecosystem
•  approximate elevation is 640 m.
•  berm was constructed near Dakota Main haul road

Branch 1111 from station 0+542 m to 0+605 m
(Figure 1). Remaining portions of road from
station 0+000 m to 1+053 m were permanently
deactivated with no vehicular access planned.

•  the unstable clay cutbank is on the uphill side of
the road, approximately 35 m high, and in close
proximity (approximately 35 m slope distance) to
Dakota Creek (class S3).

Operating procedure
•  slumping material on the road section was hauled

and stored on a nearby spur road to be used later
during berm construction.

•  trees at the top of the cutbank were felled and
removed for safety concerns and to help prevent
further raveling.

•  the road surface was scarified with the teeth of the
excavators bucket to prevent a slip plane from

Figure 1.  Constructed berm with arrow showing
location of the old running surface and a buried rock
(trench) drain.
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forming between the road surface and the berm.
All organic and unwanted material was removed
during scarification.

•  the berm was constructed in a series of lifts
(approximately 46 cm per lift) using local
material (clay till).  The excavator spread the
material and then the rolling drum compactor
compacted each lift to the desired density.

•  four buried rock (trench) drains were constructed
through the berm at approximately 15 m intervals.
The drains were orientated from the ditch line
towards the fill slope and extended from the top
of the berm down to the old running surface; non-
woven geotextile was placed on top of the rock
drains to act as a filter and prevent fines from
migrating into and clogging the drains.

•  the drainage and armouring rock was hauled to
the site due to lack of local material.

•  the top and sides of the berm were hydroseeded
with EcoAegis  bonded fibre matrix. None was
applied to the clay bank itself.

Equipment description and specification
•  Link-Belt LS3400 excavator (with thumb) was

used to spread material during berm construction,
and remove unwanted material.

•  Champion SuperPac 840 Compaction Roller:

Operating weight =   12 610 kg
Axle load front   =   7 955 kg
Axle load rear    =   4 916 kg
Drum width         =   2.13 m
Drum diameter    =   1.60 m

Production/study results
•  the berm was completed in 13 days between

August 7 and September 5, 1997. Some delays
occurred due to wet weather.

•  the approximate cost was $45 000, which included
hauling blasted rock, end hauling and hauling berm
material, berm construction (spreading and
compacting), and installation of the trench drains.

Observations and comments
•  the road location is in close proximity to Dakota

Creek, between 30 to 40 m slope distance.

•  the EcoAegis  bonded fibre matrix was sprouting
at the time of the site visit and seemed to be
applied evenly over the entire berm.

•  a small clump of the clay bank had recently
slumped down towards the berm.

•  the berm top was slightly insloped towards the
cutbank to help catch any rolling material.

•  Branch road 1111, on which the berm was built,
was also deactivated and cross-ditched. Some
large wooden culverts were also removed (see
compendium reference).

References
Peart, Peter.  1995.  Slope Stability Alongside Road Cut,
6k, Dakota Creek Main, Slide Mechanism and
Stabilisation Recommendations.  Professional Report.  6p.

Watershed Restoration Compendium. Operations:
Roads & Bridges, Article # 12.

For further information, contact:
Bill Lasuta, Canadian Forest Products Ltd., Box 110,
Port Mellon, BC, V0N 2S0.  Tel.: (604) 884-5264,
Fax.: (604) 884-5257

Johny Ellis, Ellis Environmental Technical Services,
RR#2, Site-3, C-46, Gibsons, BC, V0N 1V0.
Tel.: (604) 886-3929

Paul Lawson, P. Lawson and Sons: Forest
Management Consultants, 7888 Royal Oak Ave.,
Burnaby, BC, V5J 4K5.  Tel.: (604) 430-6396,
Fax.: (604) 430-6328

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community.  It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 14

 Deactivation of Roads, Skid Trails and Landings in the Haynes Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Kootenay-Boundary

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
July 1997

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
R and K Pukas Contracting, Cranbrook, BC

Brenkar Logging, Galloway, BC

Equipment
•  Link-Belt 2700 excavator with standard bucket

and live thumb

•  Caterpillar 315 excavator with standard bucket
and live thumb

•  Caterpillar D8K crawler tractor with standard
blade and ripper

Location

Galloway Lumber Company Ltd., Forest Licence in
the Haynes Creek watershed, northeast of Galloway in
the Cranbrook Forest District

Site characteristics
•  dry cool Engelmann Spruce-Subalpine Fir

(ESSFdk) ecosystem at an elevation of 2000 m
•  area was roaded and harvested from the early

1970s to early 1980s.
•  during road and landing construction, natural

drainage patterns were modified.
 
 

 
•  the moderate to steep slopes (45% to 65%)

resulted in deep road cuts, and woody debris was
buried in the sidecast during road construction.
The decay of this debris, along with high cut
slopes and wet soils has created unstable
conditions along some haul roads and skid trails.

Prescription
•  semi-permanent deactivation of all haul road

surfaces
•  permanent deactivation of a portion of a skid trail

leaving all terrain vehicle (ATV) access
•  permanent deactivation and revegetation of skid

trails and landings
•  rehabilitative measures include pullback of

unstable sidecast topsoil, recontouring of cut
slopes to the natural angle of repose, and
revegetation of the treated surfaces with erosion-
control grass mix and conifer seedlings.

•  all existing non-vegetated cut/fill slopes,
ditchlines, and running surfaces on main roads are
to be seeded for erosion control.

•  install cross ditches, fords, swails, and waterbars
to restore pre-logging drainage patterns and
control runoff.

Figure 1. Semi-permanently deactivated road showing
cleaned inside ditch.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

Operating procedure
•  where specified in the work prescription, culverts

were removed and replaced with armoured cross
ditches or fords to direct and control runoff. The
first step was to remove old wooden and steel
culverts with the crawler tractor and blade. Cross
ditches and fords were constructed by roughing in
the ditch to the desired depth with the crawler
tractor. Then, an excavator with standard bucket
and thumb was used for final contouring of the
berms and placement of armouring material.

•  on the portions of the road that were designated for
four-wheel-drive access, ditches were cleaned, and
where necessary, resloped using the crawler tractor
with the blade tilted at an appropriate angle (Figure 1).
Woody debris or stumps perched above the cut
slope were cleared away with the excavator,
thereby removing sources of debris that could plug
ditches or cause sluffing of the cut slope.

•  on a skid trail designated for (ATV) access for a
local guide/outfitter, the excavator transplanted
saplings growing in the sidecast material adjacent
to the ATV trail (Figure 2).

•  During reclamation, sidecast material was pulled
back and placed against the cut slope, taking care
to remove ridges that might pond water. Woody
debris was sprinkled on top of the final contour to
provide organic material to the soil profile and
leave a natural appearance.

•  on some deactivated skid trials, an animal trail of
width equal to that of the excavator bucket, was
formed along the lower edge of the original skid
trail cut.

•  using the crawler tractor with standard ripper teeth
and blade, landings were deactivated and
decompacted by ripping and recontouring to
minimize erosion potential and enhance visual
quality, followed by seeding to sod-forming
grasses.

Production/study results
Sample productivity guidelines for constructing
deactivation features such as cross ditches are as
follows:

•  to construct a 4 to 6 m cross ditch and ditch block
on an average road would take .65 hours,

•  to construct a 10 to 20 m cross ditch and ditch
block on a wider road with steeper slopes
requiring more armour, skewed ditch angle, a
deeper ditch and higher berms, would require 1.2
hours.

Observations and comments
•  fully deactivated skid trails often serve as

guide/outfitter and wildlife trails and the cross
ditches can suffer damage from trampling. On
trails where horse and wildlife traffic is high, logs
are positioned on cross-ditch berms and trees or
bushes are planted to deflect wildlife passage
around a berm.

For further information, contact:
Brian Stephens, Phoenix General Operational
Forestry Consulting, 1309 - 16th St. S., Cranbrook,
BC, V1C 5K5. Tel.: (250) 426-0611

Randy Byford, Galloway Lumber Company Ltd.,
Galloway BC, V0B 1PO. Tel.: (250) 429-3496

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community.  It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Skid trail permanently deactivated leaving
ATV access with transplanted saplings.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 15

Installation of a 21-m Culvert with Baffles for Fish Passage in Axle Creek

FRBC Region
Cariboo-Chilcotin

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
July 1997

Source
FERIC field visit combined with contract
documentation from Tolko Industries Ltd., Quest
Wood Division

Contractor
•  culvert installation and road grade modification

was conducted by Smith Brothers Contracting
Ltd., Quesnel, BC

Location

Tolko Industries Limited, Quest Wood Division’s,
Forest Licence, where Axle Creek Road crosses Axle
Creek in the Narcosli Creek watershed west of
Quesnel, in the Quesnel Forest District

Site characteristics
•  dry warm Sub-Boreal Spruce (SBSdw2)

ecosystem
•  area was roaded in 1985.
•  Axle Creek is a Class S3 stream supporting

rainbow trout.
•  the existing culvert had been washed out and

removed. Prior to being washed out, high water
velocities in the culvert prevented the passage of
juvenile trout.

•  the slope of the road approaches to the culvert
were steep and runoff down the road could result
in erosion leading to sedimentation problems in
the creek.

Prescription
•  replace existing culvert with a 21-m long x 3-m

diameter round corrugated steel culvert
containing baffles to slow water velocity and
allow fish passage. Install an outlet pool
downstream from the culvert.

•  reduce the road grade on the approaches to the
culvert from the current 14% to 8%.

•  stabilize the fill banks on either side of the culvert
openings with riprap and revegetate with a grass
mix for erosion control.

Operating procedure
•  the culvert was installed and the new road grade

was completed by October, 1996 (work
completed prior to field visit by FERIC).

•  baffles for the culvert were fabricated according to
design specifications. Two sets of baffle plates, 60
cm high at the deepest portion, were installed at
approximately 2 m intervals along the inside base
of the culvert (Figure 1). Supported by angle iron
struts, one set were welded in place along one side
at right angles to stream flow and the other set was
located on the opposite side but at a 30 degree
angle to stream flow. A 30 cm wide gap remained
between the two rows of baffles along the
centerline of the culvert.

Figure 1. Inlet end of culvert showing baffles.
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•  an outlet pool was formed by creating a raised
portion (notch) of riprap across the stream bed 6
m downstream from the culvert (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Outlet pool downstream from culvert.

Production/study results
•  approximately 80 person-days were required to

complete the project over a period of 1 month.
•  total cost including purchase of materials,

equipment rental, engineering services and
installation of the culvert plus reducing the
roadway grade was $85 000.

Observations and comments
•  baffles attached to the bottom of the culvert act as

low weirs to increase the depth and slow the
velocity of the water (Anon 1997).

•  alternatives to the round culvert with baffles as a
stream crossing structure, would be a bridge or an
elliptical culvert which would allow the use of
natural stream bed materials in place of baffles
(C. Guppy, pers. comm., December, 1997).

References and suggested readings
Adams, M.A.; Whyte, I.W. 1990. Fish habitat
enhancement: a manual for freshwater, estuarine, and
marine habitats. Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Canada. DFO 4474.

Anonymous, 1997. Barriers and obstructions to fish
passage: culverts. Streamline; B.C.’s Stream
Restoration Technical Bulletin. Vol. 2(2): 1-20.

Parker, M. 1997 MS. The fish passage-culvert
inspection procedures. Technical Report Draft 2A.
Watershed Restoration Program, Ministry of
Environment, Lands and Parks and Ministry of
Forests.

Poulin, V.A.; Argent, H.W. [In Press]. Forest
Practices Code Stream Crossing Guidebook for Fish
Streams, A Working Draft for 1997/1998, Ministry of
Forests.

For further information, contact:
Reg Davis, Tolko Industries Ltd., Quest Wood
Division, P.O. Box 4160, Quesnel, BC, V2J 3J2. Tel.:
(250) 992-1700

Ray Jungaro, Quesnel Forest District, B.C. Ministry
of Forests, 322 Johnston Ave., Quesnel, BC, V2J
3M5. Tel.: (250) 992-4400

Cris Guppy, Quesnel Forest District, B.C. Ministry of
Environment Lands and Parks, 322 Johnston Ave.,
Quesnel, BC, V2J 3M5. Tel.: (250) 922-4400

Austin Smith, Smith Brothers Contracting Ltd., Box
4249, Quesnel, BC, V2J 3J3. Tel.: (250) 992-6623

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community.  It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 16

Permanent and Semi-Permanent Deactivation of Roads and Landings
 in the Copper Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Kootenay-Boundary

Author
Nini Long, B.Sc.

Date
August 1997
Source
Report for 1996 Works for Watershed Restoration
Contract, file report produced by Polar Consulting
Services
Contractors and Equipment
•  Ken Johnson, Polar Consulting Services

(assessments and site supervision)
•  Dwayne or Eli Suhan, Bluewater Contracting (Link-

Belt LS-3400Q and Link-Belt LS-2800 LFC II
excavators)

•  Dugan Braisher, O.W. Braisher Contracting Ltd.
(Caterpillar D6C crawler tractor with ripper)

•  George Higginson, G&L Bulk Sales (Ford 9000
and International 2500 dump trucks)

•  Mike Jmaiff, Blaeden Contracting (Hitachi
EX400LC excavator)

Location
Crown land in the Copper Creek watershed
approximately 40 km northwest of Golden in the
Columbia Forest District

Prescription
•  permanent and semi-permanent deactivation of

roads in the Copper Creek watershed

Site characteristics
•  moist warm Interior Cedar-Hemlock (ICHmw1)

and wet mild Engelmann Spruce-Subalpine Fir
(ESSFwm) ecosystems

•  soil types present:  fine-grained soils, clayey silts,
silty clays, and some gravels

•  terrain was in excess of 65% slope in most areas.

Operating procedure

•  existing culverts were replaced with cross-ditches,
to restore natural drainage patterns.  Major
drainage areas were recontoured to their original
slopes.  All cross-ditches and restored drainages
were armoured with rock for erosion control.

•  debris piles were removed from areas where they
impeded drainage.  However, in situations where
drainage was not a concern, coarse woody debris
piles were left in place for small animal habitat.

•  the road surfaces and sidecast slopes were
recontoured to restore the site topography to four-
wheel-drive, all-terrain vehicle, or walking trail
access.  Following this, roads were seeded to
control surface erosion, with a seed mix
consisting of 70% grasses and 30% legumes.

 
Figure 1. Stumps set out for woodpecker habitat.
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•  landings were also restored and recontoured.
Heavy or aggressive pullback on landings
required the combined use of an excavator and
crawler tractor.  The excavator was used to pull
back fill material and to decompact landing
surfaces, while the crawler tractor was used to
distribute fill material on the landings.
Recontoured landing sites were then grass-seeded
and N-P-K fertilizer (19-18-18) was applied.

•  where pullback was not required, the crawler
tractor with ripper was used to decompact roads
and landings having a grade of < 10%.

•  the contractors retrieved sidecast material that
resulted from a slide.  This material was
endhauled to relieve the affected area of excess
loading, and the slide area was then recontoured.

•  logs and stumps were relocated on the deactivated
sites for woodpecker habitat (Figure 1).

Equipment description and specification

Engine
Power
(kW)

Weight
(kg)

Max.
Digging
Depth
(m)

Link-Belt
LS-2800 LFC II
(excavator)

95 21 319 7.6

Link-Belt
LS-3400Q
(excavator)

114 25 855 7.0

Cat D6C
(crawler
tractor)

104 15 876 -------

Hitachi
Ex400 LC
(excavator)

213 45 000 7.8

Ford 9000
(dump
truck)

186 ------- -------

International
2500
(dump
truck)

186 ------- -------

Production and cost
The overall unit cost of this operation, including all
machinery, equipment, supervision, seed and fertilizer
applications, was $9374 per km.

For further information, contact:
K. Bruce Dean, P. Eng., Watershed Restoration
Program Engineer, Golden Forest District, B.C.
Ministry of Forests, 800-9th St. North, Box 1380,
Golden, BC, V0A 1H0.  Tel.:  (250)344-7518
Ken Johnson, Polar Consulting Services, P.O. Box
2526, Golden, BC V0A 1H0.  Tel.:  (250)344-7644
Dwayne or Eli Suhan, Bluewater Contracting, P.O.
Box 506, Golden, BC, V0A 1H0.  Tel.:  (250)344-
6604
Dugan Braisher, O.W. Braisher Contracting Ltd., P.O.
Box 70, Parson, BC, V0A 1H0.  Tel.:  (250)348-2380
George Higginson, G&L Bulk Sales, P.O. Box 749,
Golden, BC, V0A 1H0.  Tel.:  (250)344-6063
Mike Jmaiff, Blaeden Contracting, P.O. Box 437,
Golden, BC, V0A 1H0.  Tel.:  (250)344-2289

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community.  It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 17

Permanent Deactivation of Roads and Landings in the Glenogle Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Kootenay-Boundary

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
July 1997

Sources
FERIC field visit and “Glenogle Restoration Report
for 1996 Works”, produced by KUCERA Engineers
Inc., Golden, BC

Contractors and equipment
•  Bluewater Contracting Ltd. (Link-Belt LS-3400Q

excavator with standard bucket and live thumb)
•  Blaeden Contracting Ltd. (John Deere 892E LC

excavator with standard bucket and live thumb)
•  O.W. Braisher Contracting Ltd. (Caterpillar D6C

crawler tractor with ripper)

Location
Crown land in the Glenogle Creek watershed, east of
Golden, in the Columbia Forest District

Site characteristics
•  warm moist Engelmann Spruce-Subalpine Fir

(ESSFwm) ecosystem

•  area was roaded during 1979 to 1984.

•  soils are predominantly silty with high coarse
fragment contents.

•  terrain in the watershed is generally steep, with
slopes exceeding 60%.

Prescription
•  permanent deactivation of roads and landings,

including removal of culverts and bridges and
installation of cross ditches to restore pre-logging
runoff drainage patterns and control runoff.
Overburdened fill slopes will be returned to their
natural slope angles, leaving a narrow bench for
either all-terrain vehicle (ATV) or walking trail
access (Figure 1). Woody debris will be burned or
scattered over the deactivated surfaces.

•  cross ditches will be armoured with rock for
erosion control.

•  where pullback is not required, road and landing
surfaces will be scarified to break up compacted
surfaces while still allowing either ATV or four-
wheel-drive access.

•  all existing non-vegetated cut and fill slopes,
ditchlines, and running surfaces of roads will be
seeded for erosion control.

Figure 1. Permanent deactivation to ATV access.
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Operating procedure
•  heavy or aggressive pullback on some landings

required the combined use of an excavator and
crawler tractor. The excavator pulled back fill
material and decompacted landing surfaces, while
the crawler tractor distributed fill material on the
landing.

•  following pullback and recontouring, woody
debris was burned or redistributed across the
deactivated surfaces. Landings that were suitable
for helicopter access were cleared to serve as
future drop-off areas for personnel or supplies
where vehicle access was no longer possible.

•  road surfaces with grades steeper than 10% and
old landings were scarified to a depth of 30 cm
with crawler tractors mounted with rippers
(Figure 2). It was noted in the consultant’s report
that the scarified surfaces, while rough, were
passable by ATV and four-wheel-drive traffic.

•  seed and fertilizer were premixed and either
distributed with manual broadcast spreaders
where walking access remained, or applied with
electrically powered spreaders where ATV access
was possible.

•  where culverts had been removed, straw bales
were placed in ditches to act as traps for sediment
that might otherwise reach fish-bearing streams.

•  many log bridges and culverts had deteriorated to
the point where passage by heavy equipment was
not safe, and in other cases the bridge
superstructure had already been removed. To
access the road system for deactivation with
heavy equipment, rubber mats were used for
temporary stream crossings. See Operations:

Roads and Bridges, Article No. 18 for a
description of the mats and installation.

Equipment description and specification

John Deere
892E LC
excavator

Link-Belt
LS-3400Q
excavator

Caterpillar
D6C
crawler
tractor

Operating
weight (kg) 30 600 25 800 15 900

Engine
power (kW) 164 114 104

Maximum
digging
depth (m) 7.2 7.0 -------

For further information, contact:
K. Bruce Dean, P. Eng., Watershed Restoration
Program Engineer, Columbia Forest District, B.C.
Ministry of Forests, 800-9th St. North, Box 1380,
Golden, BC, V0A 1H0. Tel.: (250) 344-7518
Dwayne or Eli Suhan, Bluewater Contracting, P.O.
Box 506, Golden, BC, V0A 1H0. Tel.:  (250) 344-
6604
Dugan Braisher, O.W. Braisher Contracting Ltd., P.O.
Box 70, Parson, BC, V0A 1H0. Tel.: (250) 348-2380
Mark Garrett, Blaeden Contracting, P.O. Box 437,
Golden, BC, V0A 1H0. Tel.: (250) 344-2289

Peter Bowle-Evans, KUCERA Engineering Inc., P.O.
Box 1079, Golden, BC, V0A 1H0. Tel.: (250) 344-
5269

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Ripper teeth on Caterpillar D6C crawler
tractor.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 18

Using Rubber Mats for Temporary Stream Crossings
in the Glenogle Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Kootenay-Boundary

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
July 1997

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
•  Blaeden Contracting (John Deere 892E LC

excavator) and Bluewater Contracting (Link-Belt
LS-3400Q excavator), both of Golden, BC

Equipment
•  TERRA MAT Flotation Mats, Unique Tire

Recycling (Canada) Inc.

Location
Crown land in the Glenogle Creek watershed, east of
Golden, in the Columbia Forest District

Site Characteristics
•  warm moist Engelmann Spruce-Subalpine Fir

(ESSFwm) ecosystem

•  area was roaded during 1979 to 1984.

•  Glenogle Creek is a Class S2 to S3 stream
supporting a resident trout population.

•  terrain in the watershed is generally steep, with
slopes often exceeding 60%.

•  area to be accessed for road deactivation had
many log bridges and culverts that had
deteriorated to the point where passage by heavy

equipment was not safe, or where the bridge
superstructures had already been removed. In
addition to safety considerations, there were
concerns about sedimentation problems resulting
from equipment activity at stream crossings.

•  see Operations: Landings and Trails, Article No.
17 for a description of road deactivation
activities.

Prescription
•  install temporary structures for stream crossings

that will minimize sedimentation from the stream
bed or stream banks.

Operating procedure
•  rubber flotation mats laid across the streambed

were used for temporary stream crossings
adjacent to old bridge sites (Figure 1).

•  the preferred location for the mat crossing was a
streambed consisting of large-sized aggregate.
This minimized sedimentation caused by mat
placement and equipment passage.

Figure 1. Flotation mats in place across streambed.
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•  using lifting cables provided, two mats 3 m wide
by 4.5 m long were lowered into place end-to-end
across the stream bed using the excavator.

•  the weight of the rubber mats was normally
sufficient to hold the mats in place on the stream
bottom. During periods of higher stream flows
however, mats would lift without the added
weight of the equipment to hold them down. To
cross a stream during these periods of high flows,
the excavator would lay the first mat in place in
the stream and then move ahead onto the mat to
hold it in place. The second mat was then laid
down in front of the first and the excavator moved
forward onto this mat. Before moving off the first
mat, the excavator would reattach to this mat and
then lift it out of the stream as the excavator
moved onto the second mat. Once stream flow
subsided, mats could be left in place in the stream
until work was completed.

•  the approaches to the stream crossing were gently
sloped so no prepatory grade work was required
(Figure 2).

Equipment description and specification
 TERRA MAT Flotation Mat model FM27-1015
Weight (kg) 1840
Weight per area (kg/m2) 132
Width (m) 3.05
Length (m) 4.57
Price FOB Kamloops in
1996 ($) 1159

For further information, contact:
K. Bruce Dean, P. Eng., Watershed Restoration
Program Engineer, Columbia Forest District, B.C.
Ministry of Forests, 800-9th St. North, Box 1380,
Golden, BC, V0A 1H0. Tel.: (250) 344-7518
Dwayne or Eli Suhan, Bluewater Contracting, P.O.
Box 506, Golden, BC, V0A 1H0. Tel.: (250) 344-
6604
Mike Jmaiff, Blaeden Contracting, P.O. Box 437,
Golden, BC, V0A 1H0. Tel.: (250) 344-2289

Timo Hakkarainen, Unique Tire Recycling (Canada)
Inc., 155 LaFarge Road, Kamloops, BC, V2C 6T5.
Tel.: (800) 446-5955

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Approach to temporary stream crossing.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 19

Permanent Deactivation of Roads in the Rutherford Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
September 1997

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
CRB Logging Co., Squamish, BC

Equipment
•  Hitachi EX400 excavator with clean-up bucket

and live thumb

Location
Western Forest Products Ltd., Forest Licence in the
Rutherford Creek watershed southwest of Pemberton,
in the Squamish Forest District

Site Characteristics
•  moist submaritime Coastal Western Hemlock

(CWHms) and moist maritime Mountain Hemlock
(MCmm) ecosystem

•  area was roaded and harvested continuously from
the mid 1970s to the present.

•  roads were constructed on steep (>70%)
colluvium-mantled terrain. Fine to medium sand
soils occupy about 60% of the watershed.

•  road prisms in the watershed frequently contain
areas of oversteepened fills with a high risk of
slope failure. Debris torrents are common.

Prescription
•  permanent deactivation of all roads and landings

including removal of culverts and installation of
cross ditches to restore pre-logging drainage
patterns and control runoff. Rehabilitative
measures will include pullback of unstable
sidecast topsoil where required and recontouring
of retrieved soils to the natural angle of repose
(Figure 1).

•  woody debris will be scattered over the
deactivated surfaces.

•  disturbed areas will be revegetated with erosion
control grass mixes and planted conifers.

Operating procedure
•  culverts were removed and replaced with cross

ditches armoured with rock at the outflow end.
Cross ditches were rock lined if they carried year
round water flow (i.e., permanent creek).

 

 

 

Figure 1. Permanent deactivation using Hitachi
EX400 excavator.
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•  during reclamation, road surfaces were
decompacted to the ditch level and oversteepened
sidecast material was pulled back and placed
against the cut slope. Woody debris was
distributed across the recontoured slope to
provide organic material for the soil profile and to
leave a natural appearance.

•  deactivated and recontoured surfaces were hydro-
seeded by helicopter with an erosion control grass
mix. In some areas where conifers were hand-
planted, grass mix was seeded by hand at the
same time.

Equipment description and specification

Hitachi EX400 excavator
Engine power (kW) 206
Approx. weight (kg) 41 000
Width (m) 3.35
Stick length (m) 3.9
Maximum digging depth (m) 8.3
Clean-up bucket (m3) 2.0

Production and cost
•  the excavator deactivated an average of 200 lineal

m of road per day, including 4 cross ditches.
•  Ministry of Forest sources estimated the typical

range of costs including full pullback,
recontouring, scattering woody debris and the
construction of cross ditches armoured at the
outlet to be $15 000 to $20 000 per km.

Observations and comments
•  the large size class of excavator used for this road

deactivation project was needed to handle large
rock contained in the road fills (Figure 2).

For further information, contact:
Terry Ross or Peter Sinnes, CRB Logging Co., P.O.
Box 281, Squamish, B.C., V0N 3G0. Tel.: (604) 894-
5791

John Howe, JCH Forestry, P.O. Box 974, Squamish,
BC, V0N 3G0. Tel.: (604) 892-5489

Tom Taylor, Squamish Forest District, B.C. Ministry
of Forests, 42000 Loggers Lane, Squamish, BC, V0N
3G0. Tel.: (604) 898-2156

Darrell Filafilo, SNC Lavalin Inc., 1200-1075 West
Georgia St., Vancouver, BC, V6E 3C9. Tel.: (604)
662-3555

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Large rock moved during pullback.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 20

Using a Modified Excavator Bucket for Permanent Deactivation of Roads
in the Mamquam River Watershed

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
September 1997

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
Coast Valley Contracting, Squamish, BC

Equipment
•  John Deere 892D LC and 892E LC excavators

with modified ditch cleaning buckets and
hydraulic thumbs

Location
MacMillan Bloedel Limited, Timber Licence in the
Mamquam River watershed northeast of Squamish, in
the Squamish Forest District

Site Characteristics
•  dry maritime Coastal Western Hemlock

(CWHdm) and very wet maritime Coastal
Western Hemlock (CWHvm) ecosystems

•  area was roaded and harvested from the 1960s to
1980s.

•  roads were constructed as cut/fill structures on
steep (> 70%), well-drained, glacial tills.

Prescription
•  permanent deactivation of all roads and landings

including removal of culverts and installation of
cross ditches to restore pre-logging drainage
patterns and control runoff. Rehabilitative
measures will include pullback of unstable
sidecast topsoil where required, and recontouring
of retrieved soils to the natural angle of repose.

•  woody debris will be scattered over the
deactivated surfaces.

•  disturbed areas will be revegetated with erosion
control grass mixes.

Operating procedure
•  deactivation was performed using a ditch cleaning

bucket that was modified by adding four teeth to
the standard cutting edge. This offered the dual
advantage of the larger volume of a ditch cleaning
bucket with the digging capabilities of a standard
or general purpose bucket (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Modified ditch cleaning bucket on a John
Deere 892D LC excavator.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

•  road surfaces were decompacted to the ditch level
and oversteepened sidecast fills were pulled back
and recontoured where specified in the work
prescription (Figure 2).

•  culverts were removed and replaced with cross
ditches. Armouring rock was placed at the cross
ditch inlet and outlet and along the bottom,
depending on the availability of rock.

Equipment description and specification
•  modifications to the ditch cleaning bucket design

consisted of welding four standard bucket teeth
along the bucket’s cutting edge, and adding
additional ribbing and thicker side walls for
strengthening. Modifications were made in the
contractor’s shop and added approximately 40%
to the purchase price of a conventional ditch
cleaning bucket.

Observations and comments
•  the contractor expressed concerns regarding the

additional long term stress that excavating with
the wider bucket may impose on the excavator
stick and boom. After 600 hours of operating
service, cracks have developed in the boom near
hinge points and the contractor has repaired these
by welding and adding strengthening gussets. To
date he believes that the costs of the bucket
modifications and additional maintenance on the
boom is warranted because of the increased
versatility and productivity of the larger-volume
bucket.

For further information, contact:
Mike Wallace, JCH Forestry, P.O. Box 974,
Squamish, BC, V0N 3G0. Tel.: (604) 892-5489

Steve Vroom, Coast Valley Contracting, 1121B
Enterprise Way, Squamish BC, V0N 3G0. Tel.: (604)
892-3030

Tom Taylor, Squamish Forest District, B.C. Ministry
of Forests, 42000 Loggers Lane, Squamish, BC, V0N
3G0. Tel.: (604) 898-2156

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Fully deactivated and recontoured road.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 21

Semi-Permanent Road Deactivation in the Sanca Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Kootenay-Boundary

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
July 1997

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
Strom Brothers Ltd., Crawford Bay, BC

Equipment
•  Caterpillar 315L excavator with standard bucket

and live thumb

Location
Wynndel Box and Lumber Co. Ltd., and Celcrest
Timber Ltd., Forest Licence in the Sanca Creek
watershed (near Wooden Shoe Lake) northeast of
Wynndel, in the Kootenay Lake Forest District

Site characteristics
•  warm moist Engelmann Spruce-Subalpine Fir

(ESSFwm) ecosystem

•  area was roaded and harvested in the1970s.

•  Sanca Creek is the primary source of water for the
community of Sanca.

•  soils consist of a thin mantle of glacial till and
colluvium overlying granitic bedrock. The most
commonly observed surface soils were thin,
friable sandy loams to loamy sands. Cobbles and
boulders are frequent within the tills and the fines
content is typically less than 5%.

•  soils drain rapidly and when disturbed are a
difficult medium for revegetation. Consequently,
cut banks, fill slopes, and disturbed areas are
poorly vegetated and subject to dry ravelling.
Soils are easily eroded whenever water is
concentrated in ditches and gullies.

Prescription
•  semi-permanent deactivation of haul roads to

four-wheel-drive access
•  rehabilitative measures will include removal of

deteriorated culverts and replacement with cross
ditches or where culverts are left in place,
construct overflow cross ditches to serve as a
backup (Figure 1).

•  all existing non-vegetated cut banks, fill slopes
and other disturbed areas are to be grass seeded
for erosion control.

Figure 1. Roughing in the cross-ditch.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

Operating procedure
•  high recreational use of the area by campers with

motor homes dictated that cross ditches had to be
carefully contoured and constructed to permit
long-term passage by vehicles with less clearance
than standard pickup trucks.

•  cross ditch berms were carefully shaped with the
excavator bucket and thoroughly compacted using
the excavator tracks (Figure 2).

•  cross ditches in these highly erodible soils were
lined with rock armouring to keep them passable.
Care was taken to tamp the armouring rock into a
solid base using the excavator bucket. Smaller
rocks were placed in the spaces between the
larger rocks to complete the lining of the cross
ditch. In some installations with a shortage of
smaller rock, planting crews manually filled the
space between larger armouring rock with smaller
stones at a later date.

Production/study results
•  machine productivity varies with the size of the

drainage crossing, the need for armouring
material, and access to such material. In this
application, where high quality cross ditches were
required in erodible soils, the excavator took
about 45 minutes to construct a cross ditch
because time was required to complete the extra
tasks of packing the berms, locate riprap for
armouring and tamp the armouring rock into
place.

Observations and comments
•  in these highly erodable soils, water flowing in

cross ditches can easily scour soil from between
armouring rocks and undermine the stability of
the driving surface. Tamping the rock into place
and filling in the larger voids with small rocks
helps to minimize scour erosion. Maintaining the
integrity of the cross ditch ensures uninterrupted
passage by recreational users and reduces the
frequency of maintenance.

For further information, contact:
Casey Holden or Ron Piva, Wynndel Logging Co.
Ltd., P.O. Box 40, Wynndel, BC, V0B 2N0. Tel.:
(250) 866-5412

Mary Lou Nesbitt, Kootenay Lake Forest District,
Ministry of Forests, Ridgewood Road, RR 1, S22,
C27, Nelson, BC, V1L 5P4. Tel.: (250) 825-1100

Glen Strom, Strom Brothers Ltd., Box 101, Crawford
Bay, BC, V0B 1E0. Tel.: (250) 227-9679

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Compacting a cross ditch berm.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 22

Permanent Deactivation of Roads and Landings
in the Luxor and Pinnacle Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Kootenay-Boundary

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
July 1997

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
Ralph Stewart Contracting, Edgewater, BC

Equipment
Caterpillar 320 excavator with ditch cleaning bucket
and live thumb

Location
Slocan Group, Radium Division, Forest Licence in the
Luxor and Pinnacle Creek watersheds northeast of
Radium Hot Springs, in the Invermere Forest District

Site characteristics
•  dry cool Montane Spruce (MSdk) ecosystem
•  area was roaded and harvested in 1994.
•  during road and landing construction, natural

drainage patterns were modified.
•  soils consist of well drained sands interspersed

with silts and clays, all with high coarse fragment
contents.

•  the moderate to steep slopes (30% to 70%)
resulted in deep road cuts, with high cut slopes,
which together with the finer textured soils, has
created unstable conditions along some haul roads
and skid trails.

Prescription
•  permanent deactivation of all roads and landings

including removal of culverts and installation of
cross ditches, fords, swails and waterbars to
restore pre-logging drainage patterns and control
runoff. Rehabilitative measures include pullback
of unstable sidecast topsoil, recontouring of cut
slopes to the natural angle of repose (Figure 1), or
insloping to an inside ditch.

•  woody debris will be scattered over the
deactivated surfaces.

•  disturbed areas will be revegetated with erosion
control grass mix.

Operating procedure
•  culverts were removed and replaced with

armoured cross ditches. Shallow cross ditches
were cut across the old consolidated roadbed to
facilitate drainage prior to fillslope material being
pulled back, placed on the road surface and
recontoured.

Figure 1. Deactivated road recontoured to original 
slope.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

•  some existing water bars that drained into loose
fill slopes were reversed to drain to an inside
ditch.

•  on steep slopes with unstable substrates, pullback
material was contoured sloping into an inside
ditch (Figure 2). The inside ditch was cleaned
and, at predetermined locations along the road
grade, drained via an armoured cross ditch to
more stable substrates downslope.

•  a landing with oversteepened fine-textured
fillslopes and subject to heavy runoff from
upslope areas experienced extensive sloughing
and slumping in the fills. This landing was
rehabilitated by diverting upslope water away
from the landing, pulling back the oversteepened
fills, and resloping the surface inward to a large
ditch (Figure 3). This ditch directed runoff to one
end of the landing and then across the road via an
armoured cross ditch.

Observation and Comments
•  insloping rather than full recontouring was used

on steep slopes where it was desirable to direct
water away from unstable slope surfaces (e.g., on
fine-textured soils).

For further information, contact:
Vivian Jablanczy, Slocan Forest Products Ltd.,
Radium Division, P.O. Box 39, Radium Hot Springs,
BC, V0A 1M0. Tel.: (250) 347-6407

Nathan Stairs, Invermere Forest District, B.C.
Ministry of Forests, P.O. Box 189, Invermere, BC,
V0A 1K0. Tel.: (250) 342-4200

Ralph Stewart, Ralph Stewart Contracting, 5157
Hewitt Rd., Edgewater, BC, V0A 1E0. Tel.: (250 )
347-9883

Bob Banting, R.T. Banting Engineering Ltd., 135B -
6th Ave. South, Cranbrook, BC, V1C 2H5. Tel.: (250)
489-5220; Email: bantingeng@cyberlink.BC.ca

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Deactivated road, sloped into ditch.

Figure 3. Recontoured landing insloped to large  
drainage ditch.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 23

Use of a Kaiser Spyder Excavator to Install a Silt Fence
in the Horsefly River Watershed

FRBC Region
Cariboo-Chilcotin

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
September, 1997

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
Joe Gisler

Equipment
•  Kaiser Spyder X5M excavator

Location
Riverside Forest Products Limited, Cariboo Region,
Forest Licence east of Horsefly, in the Horsefly
Forest District

Site characteristics
•  sediment eroding from a steep cutbank on the

Horsefly Forest Service Road is transported
through a culvert onto flats adjacent to the
Horsefly River.

•  sediment deposition area is at the base of a steep
(>70%) sideslope

Prescription
•  install a silt fence in the deposition area below the

culvert to prevent sediment from being
transported into the Horsefly River

Operating procedure
•  Access to the creek flats consisted of saturated

soils of low-bearing capacity. Using a
conventional excavator would have resulted in
considerable disturbance to the area. In addition,
partial excavation of road sideslope would have
been required to reduce the grade for machine
access.

•  The Kaiser Spyder X5M excavator has a walking
leg undercarriage and low ground pressure
footprint (45 kPa), and was able to traverse the
road sideslope and the creek flats with minimal
ground disturbance (Figure 1).

•  prior to installing the silt fence, a sump was
excavated on the flats immediately below the
culvert discharge area to serve as a collection
pool.

•  a silt fence was installed along the lower
perimeter of the sump area. Filter cloth material
was staked in place and backfilled with excavated
soil for additional support (Figure 2).

Figure 1. View of sideslope access from road.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

Equipment description and specification
Kaiser Spyder X5M excavator

Engine power (kW) 40
Approx. weight (kg) 7098
Width (m) 2.05
Maximum travel speed in road
travel configuration (km/h) 11.0
Maximum digging depth (m) 4.6

•  The Kaiser Spyder can travel on roads when
removable wheels are attached on the forward set
of walking legs (Figure 3).

Observations and comments
•  the silt fence represents an interim measure to

contain the sediment originating from the
cutslope. The next step is to apply rehabilitative
measures to the slope in order to stop soil erosion.

•  for additional information on other applications of
the Kaiser Spyder, see Breadon (1985), and Hunt
(1995). For application of other walking
excavators see Operations: Stream Channels,
Article No. 4.

References
Breadon R.E. 1985. The Kaiser Spyder XM5:
Vancouver Island field trials. FERIC, Vancouver, BC.
Technical Report TR-63. 13. pp.

Hunt, J.A. 1995. Site preparation with Kaiser Spyder
X4 Turbo walking excavator in southeastern British
Columbia: observations. FERIC, Vancouver, BC.
Field Note No: Silviculture-84.

For further information, contact:
Ken Gilbert, Forest Renewal BC, Suite 201, 172
Second Ave., Williams Lake, BC, V2G 1Z6. Tel.:
(250) 398-4900

Gord Chipman, Riverside Forest Products Limited,
Cariboo Region, R.R.#3, 500 Soda Creek Rd.,
Williams Lake, BC, V2G 1M3. Tel.: (250) 398-3600

Joe Gisler, P.O. Box 273, Horsefly, BC, V0L 1L0.
Tel.: (250) 620-0014

Kari Hakso, Kemp West Inc., 4911 Bickford Ave.,
Everett, Washington, 98205, USA Tel.: (425) 334-
5572

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Completed silt fence with sump. Figure 3. Kaiser Spyder in configuration for road
travel.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 24

Cutslope Stabilization in the Willis Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
October 1997

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
Tri-Valley Construction Ltd., Princeton, BC

Equipment
•  Caterpillar 225D LC excavator with ditch

cleaning bucket and live thumb

Location
Weyerhaeuser Canada Ltd. Forest Licence in the
Willis Creek watershed approximately 20 km
southwest of Princeton, in the Merritt Forest District

Site characteristics and history
•  dry cool Interior Douglas Fir (IDFdk) ecosystem

•  soils consist of permeable silts, sands and gravels
overlaying a less permeable layer of hard
lacustrine silts and clays. These soil conditions
combined with the steep, V-shaped nature of the
Willis Creek valley makes the landscape prone to
natural landslide activity.

•  Commander Road was constructed in the late
1970s and portions run adjacent to Willis Creek.
In the fall of 1996, rehabilitative measures were
undertaken along a cutslope below Commander
Road where Willis Road branches. Cutslopes
were stabilized, repairing natural water drainage

patterns were repaired, reducing the sediment
delivery-potential into Willis Creek.

•  following pullback of oversteepened fills,
rehabilitative measures included the installation
of french drains between the Willis and
Commander Roads. The network was composed
of vertical slot drains on cutslopes which fed into
horizontal subdrains and finally into natural
drainage courses. The cutslopes were further
stabilized with wattle fences, live pole drains, and
drainage blankets. Non-vegetated areas were
seeded with rye grass and a prescribed seed mix
for surface erosion control.

•  early in the spring of 1997, a slide in the upper
portion of the rehabilitated cutslope removed a
portion of Commander Road. The rehabilitated
area downslope was damaged resulting in
sedimentation into Willis Creek. The slide was
attibuted to subsurface drainage water trapped by
frozen ground at the surface. The resulting
buildup of ground water pressure caused the slope
to fail, releasing a flow of saturated soil (Figure
1).

Figure 1. Slope failure affecting a portion of 
Commander Road.
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Prescription
•  improve the drainage of surface and subsurface

water in the slide and surrounding area to
stabilize the cutslope against further failures.

Operating procedure
•  due to the steep slopes and highly erodable soils,

water drainage was best accomplished via
subsurface rock drains (e.g., slot and sub drains),
using geotextile material to prevent eventual
plugging of drains by fines.

•  rehabilative measures involved the installation of
four subsurface slot drains just below the
initiation zone of the slide where the Commander
Creek Road failed (Figure 2). The aim of these
vertical slot drains was to ensure subsurface
drainage at all times, thus preventing the buildup
of hydraulic pressure beneath periodically frozen
ground surfaces.

•  to further minimize drainage problems from
Commander Road, the existing road was rerouted
further upslope to an area of less steep slopes.

•  downslope from the slide where subsurface
drainage water exits to an open cross ditch, rock
armouring was added to the cross ditch bed to
minimize erosion potential.

•  sliver fills resulting from the slide were pulled
back and in some cases this material was
endhauled to a more stable area.

•  bioengineering treatments in the form of live pole
drains and wattle fences were installed in the
transport zone of the slide track and pullback
zones.

•  non-vegetated areas were hydroseeded with rye-
grass and a prescribed seed mix for erosion
control.

Observations and comments
•  an assessment of the factors responsible for the

slide in the spring of 1997 concluded that
restorative work completed in the fall of 1996 did
not cause this failure. Rather, a recent beetle-
salvage harvest upslope of the slide was thought
to have changed the hydrologic regime of the soils
on the slope and may have contributed to the
potential for a slide. The assessment went on to
state that the area was naturally unstable and that
rehabilitating these roads was not likely to reduce
the frequency, density and severity of slides in the
area.

For further information, contact:
Peter McDonald or Len Harker, Weyerhaeuser
Canada Ltd., P.O. Box 550, Princeton, BC, V0X
1W0. Tel.: (250) 295-4224

Frank Heller, Merritt Forest District, B.C. Ministry of
Forests, Bag 4400, Merritt, BC, V1K 1B8. Tel: (250)
378-8467

Kim McKenzie, TriValley Construction, P.O. Box
808, Princeton, BC, V0I 1W0. Tel.: (250) 295-3944

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Excavation of slide in preparation for 
installation of slot drains. Note well 
established rye grass in background from 
hydoseeding the previous fall



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 25

Using Small Excavators for Permanent Deactivation of Roads and Landings
in East Twin Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Kootenay-Boundary

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
August 1997

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractors and equipment
•  Sorenson Holdings Ltd., Revelstoke (Hitachi EX

120-3 Quad-ELLE excavator with live thumb,
plus standard and ditch cleaning buckets)

•  Marinex Equipment Inc., Revelstoke (Kobelco
SK 150LC Mark IV excavator with live thumb
plus standard and ditch cleaning buckets (Figure
1)

Location
Downie Street Sawmills Ltd. Forest Licence in the
East Twin Creek watershed, east of Revelstoke, in the
Columbia Forest District

Site characteristics
•  wet cold Engelmann Spruce-Subalpine Fir

(ESSFwc) and wet cool Interior Cedar-Hemlock
(ICHwk) ecosystems

•  area was roaded and harvested in 1989/90.
•  soils were primarily silty loams.
•  the steep slopes, often exceeding 75%, resulted in

roads and landings with unstable fillslopes, and
created a potential for slides which threatened
East Twin Creek.

•  access to perform the deactivation work was
hampered by the steep terrain and by partial

failure of an access road running adjacent to a
bedrock face. Rebuilding (widening) the failed
portion of the road would have been economically
and technically difficult and may have threatened
the stability of the talus slopes above the road.

Prescription
•  permanent deactivation of roads and landings,

including removal of culverts and installation of
cross ditches and waterbars to restore pre-logging
drainage patterns and control runoff.
Rehabilitative measures will include pullback of
unstable or potentially unstable fillslope material
or woody debris. Cutslopes will be recontoured to
the natural angle of repose.

•  woody debris recovered during pullback will be
redistributed across the deactivated surfaces and
oriented so that the flow of surface water is not
blocked.

•  interim water management will be achieved on
some roads by excavating cross ditches and
waterbars, suitable for four-wheel-drive access, to

Figure 1. Kobelco SK 150C Mark IV excavator with
standard bucket ramping down to retrieve fill
material on a landing.
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restore pre-logging runoff patterns. Metal and
wooden culverts will be removed where necessary
and replaced by armoured cross ditches or, where
left in place, overflow cross ditches will be
installed as backups. Pullback of fillslope material
will be conducted where the risk of failure is high
and the recovered material will be used to raise
the elevation of the road and/or outslope the road
to ensure drainage.

•  disturbed areas will be revegetated with erosion
control grass mixes and/or planting of conifers.

Operating procedure
•  the narrow access road into the watershed limited

the size (width and weight) of excavator that
could safely pass over the failed section of road.
Because of the shorter reach and smaller bucket
size of these excavators, plus the large amounts of
sidecast material at the landings, two or more
stages of pullback (“ramping down”) were usually
required to recover the fill material (Figure 1).

•  a standard bucket was used to rip the road
surfaces, and to excavate and retrieve sidecast
material. The ditch cleaning bucket was used to
move fill.

•  a rubber-tired backhoe was used for interim water
management work. This was thought to be more
mobile and cost effective than tracked excavators.

Equipment description and specification
                           Kobelco SK 150 Mark IV excavator
Engine power (kW) 76.1
Approx. weight (kg) 16 000
Width (m) 2.59
Stick length (m) 2.2
Maximum digging depth (m) 5.66
Ground clearance (m) 0.48
Note: Specifications for the Hitachi 120-3 Quad-ELLE
were not available.

Production/study results
•  the large amounts of sidecast material to be

retrieved and the use of smaller sized excavators
reduced the overall productivity of road and
landing deactivation in this operation. Large
buried woody debris was particularly time
consuming to retrieve. Some landings required
multiple stages of ramping down to pull back

sidecast material and required over 10 operating
days to deactivate.

Observations and comments
•  road deactivation using the most cost effective

equipment and techniques is the logical goal of
watershed restoration projects. Both costs and
safety must be considered when choosing
excavator size. The advantage of using smaller
excavators may be offset by lower productivity
and safety concerns regarding ramping down. The
smaller machines often had to ramp down in
several stages to retrieve material that a larger
machine could reach or in fewer stages without
ramping down. Occasionally, as in this case,
access conditions dictated the use of smaller
machines.

For further information, contact:
Peter Gribbon, Downie Street Sawmills Ltd., 1631
Bell St., P.O. Box 800, Revelstoke, BC, V0E 2S0.
Tel.: (250) 837-2222

Knud Sorenson, Sorenson Holdings Ltd., P.O. Box
1733, Revelstoke, BC, V0E 2S0. Tel.: (250) 837-5091

Larry Black, Marinex Equipment Ltd., Inc., 1596
Illecillewaet Rd., P.O. Box 112, Revelstoke, BC, V0E
2S0. Tel: (250) 837-9654

Ron Campbell, EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd.,
P.O. Box 3229, Suite 100, Selkirk Bldg., 103-2nd St.
east, Revelstoke, BC, V0E 2S0. Tel.: (250) 837-5631

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.
  Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 26

Installation of a Road Spillway to Control Over-Road Flow and Ditch Drainage in
the Tracey Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date
April 1998

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
RayMac Environmental Services Inc., North Vancouver
and Hazelton, BC

Equipment
•  RayMac’s Road Spillway (3 sections)

(Patent Pending)

•  Caterpillar 320 BL excavator

•  Caterpillar 966 front-end loader

•  tape measure and hand shovel

Location
•  North end of Adams Lake in the Tracey Creek

Watershed at International Forest Products
Limited’s Adams Lake Division, Kamloops
Forest District.

Prescription
•  to install a Road Spillway through a logging road

in close proximity to Adams Lake (Figure 1).  The
Road Spillway will control water flowing along
the road surface as well as act as a ditch drain.

•  clean an established settling pond and excavate a
second pond below the first, to hold and filter
water directed from the Road Spillway.

Site characteristics
•  the site was located within the Thompson moist

warm Interior Cedar-Hemlock (ICHmw3)
ecosystem.

•  the Road Spillway was installed across the lower
road (Road 40) of the North Log Dump on Adams
Lake (an L1 lake greater than 1000 ha).  The road
is approximately 75 m long, has a 10% grade, and
is not well crowned resulting in some water flow
along the road surface.

•  the road is used by loaded logging trucks as they
approach the log dump site.

•  a ‘cattle guard’-like grate to contain over-road
flow and ditch drainage was removed from this
site in preparation for the Road Spillway.  The
grate was not functioning well and needed to be
replaced.

•  a settling pond had already been built down slope
from the previous road drainage structure and had
been collecting sediment for the past year.

•  the road surfacing material was very fine and was
believed to be the source of the sediment found in
the settling pond.

Figure 1. Road Spillway being installed.
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Operating procedure

•  the Road Spillway was delivered to the site on a
low-bed trailer.  A Caterpillar 966 front-end loader
moved all three pieces to the installation site.  The
pieces were moved one at a time using two lifting
chains.  Two lifting hooks were built into the
concrete abutments which made lifting them fast
and easy.

•  the Caterpillar 320 BL excavator prepared the site
using its digging bucket, digging a trench 91 cm
deep and 2.4 m wide, across the entire width of
the road.  All work was conducted from the uphill
side of the excavated trench.

•  after the excavator had roughed in the trench, a
hand shovel and measuring tape were used to fine
tune the trench depth and flatten the excavated
surface.

•  the concrete abutments were lifted and placed one
at a time by the excavator into the excavated
trench.  The abutment on the far (downhill) side
was placed first.  The steel top grid was then lifted
by the excavator and placed on top of the two
abutments (Figure 2).

•  the voids on the outer edges of the two abutments
were then filled in with the material which had
been piled at roadside during the excavation.

Equipment description and specification
•  the Road Spillway consists of three pieces; two

concrete abutments each weighing 4536 kg (10 000
lb), and a steel top grid weighing 1134 kg (2 500 lb).
The Road Spillway is rated to L-75 (L-45 and L-100
are also available).

•  the abutments are made of 20 MPa redi-mix
concrete reinforced with 1.6 cm (5/8 in) rebar, and
the steel top grid is made of structural grade steel.

Production/study results
•  the installation of the Road Spillway took 2 hr,

which included moving the three pieces with the
front-end loader, excavating the site and installing
the Road Spillway.

•  the second settling pond was built in
approximately 30 min, and the first settling pond
was cleaned in 20 min.

•  the cost of the Road Spillway is $7 200 CDN, F.O.B.

Observations and comments
•  a standard dump truck with its tail gate removed

or folded down can be used to transport the Road
Spillway, and a 15 metric tonne excavator
(smaller than the excavator in this case) can be
used for the installation.

• the excavator operator was very precise with the
digging depths and placement of the abutments saving
up to 2 hr of a typical installation time (3 to 4 hr).

•  the steel top grid is removable for routine
maintenance of the trench below.  As well the
grid can be flipped on its edge between the
abutments to act as a temporary road closure; all
three pieces of the Road Spillway are re-usable.

For further information, contact:
Robert McIntyre, RayMac Environmental Services Inc.,
Head Office: Suite 112-126 East 12 St., North
Vancouver, BC, V7L 2J5.  Tel.: (604) 983-0346,
Fax.: (604) 983-8479
Northern Office: Site H, Comp 2, RR#1, Hazelton,
BC, V0J 1Y0.  Email: info@raymac.com,
Website: www.raymac.com

Alan Thorne, International Forest Products Ltd.,
RR#2, Chase, BC, V0E 1M0.  Tel.: (250) 679-3234,
Fax.: (250) 679-3545

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Excavator preparing second settling pond
after installation of Road Spillway.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 27

Installation of a 33.5-m Portable Bridge
as a Temporary Crossing over the Goodspeed River

FRBC Region
Pacific
Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF
Date
June 1998

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
French Creek Forest Services Ltd., Gold River, BC

Equipment
•  John Deere 892 ELC excavator
•  Link-Belt 4300 LS excavator
•  portable compressor
•  Ruskin Construction Ltd.’s modular portable bridge

(2 separate sections, one 18.3 m long and the other
15.2 m long) with decking and launch nose.

 Location
 Goodspeed River, Western Forest Products Limited’s
Holberg Operations on northern Vancouver Island,
Vancouver Forest Region

 Prescription
•  install a temporary crossing (33.5-m portable bridge)

over the Goodspeed River to provide access to a road
system scheduled for deactivation.

•  portable bridge to be launched and eventually
removed from one side with an excavator without
disturbing stream bed or stream banks

 Site characteristics
•  submontane very wet maritime Coastal Western

Hemlock (CWHvm1) ecosystem

•  the portable bridge was installed over the
Goodspeed River which has an S3 classification
(fish stream 1.5 - 5 m wide).

•  the existing road location was approximately 12 m
above the water surface, and 31.5 m from bank to
bank.  The gully sidewalls were almost vertical
preventing any machine crossing at river bank level.

 Operating procedure
• the 2 bridge sections, launch nose, and deck sections

were delivered to the site before the installation
started.

•  the JD 892 excavator prepared and countersunk a
skid log into the launch side of the road.

•  the JD 892 excavator dragged and positioned the
18.3-m bridge section so that it was aligned with the
crossing; enough room was left for the launch nose
to be bolted to the front of the bridge.

•  the launch nose, consisting of two launch I-beams
and supports along with stabilizing cross members,
was assembled and bolted to the front of the 18.3-m
bridge section (Figure 1). The JD 892 excavator was
used to move and hold the I-beams and supports in
place while the bolts were tightened. 

Figure 1.  Installing launch I-beams and supports to
portable bridge section (18.3 m bridge section).
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•  the first bridge section and launch nose were pushed
forward by the JD 892 excavator to make room for the
second bridge section (15.2 m), which was then
positioned end to end with the first so that the two
sections could be bolted together.  Because the launch
nose was suspended over the river when pushed
forward, two bridge deck panels were placed at the
end of the first bridge to act as counterweights.

•  the two bridge sections were bolted together along
the splice plates (Figure 2).

•  once the two bridge sections were bolted together,
the JD 892 excavator pushed from the rear while the
Link-Belt 4300 excavator guided from the side as
the bridge was launched. The launch nose reached
the far side first, supporting some of the weight of
the load as the bridge was pushed into final position.

•  when the bridge was in its final position, threaded lag
bolts were driven into the sill logs, the approach ramp
was built, the deck panels were placed one at a time
on the bridge and bolted into place, and the departure
ramp was built.  The launch nose was dismantled and
stored at roadside for use when removing the bridge.

 Equipment description and specification
•  the portable bridges were supplied by Ruskin

Construction Ltd., Prince George, BC.  See Table 1
for bridge specifications.

•  the John Deere 892E LC was the primary working
excavator at the bridge site and has an approximate
weight of 30 600 kg and rated power of 164 kW.

•  the launch nose is approximately 18 m long and
when installed, projects upwards at a 10%
inclination.

•  the bridges were designed for use with wooden deck
panels.  Each panel is approx. 5.3 m wide by 3 m
long, and weighs approximately 1800 kg.

 Table 1. Ruskin Portable Bridge specifications

 Number of bridge sections  2

 Number of deck panels  11

 Combined bridge length  33.5 m

 Length of individual bridge
sections

 15.2 and 18.3 m

 Girder width  3.2 m

 Girder height  1.65 m

 Width between curb rails on
deck panels (running surface)

 4.3 m

 Combined weight without
deck panels

 23 568 kg

 Rated capacity  L-75

 Production/costs
•  to prepare launch site, attach launch nose and bolt

the two bridges together took 10 hours (1 day).  It
took 2 more days to launch the bridge, prepare the
approach and departure, place and secure deck
panels and remove the launch nose.

•  approximate cost of the bridges and deck panels was
$102 000

 Observations and comments
•  the bridge sections were new and the crew had no

previous experience bolting them together or attaching
the launch nose, which probably increased installation
time in this case

•  the two bridge sections can be used independent of
each other, and both are compatible with deck panel
dimensions.

For further information, contact:
Rod March, French Creek Forest Services Ltd., 604
Matchlee Dr., Gold River, BC, V0P 1G0.
Tel.: (250) 283-2991, Fax.: (250) 283-2219

Ken Hall, Western Forest Products Ltd., Mainland/Islands
Region, Suite 118-1334 Island Hwy., Campbell River, BC,
V9W 8C9.  Tel.: (250) 286-4120, Fax.: (250) 286-3375
Andrew Purdey, Ruskin Construction Ltd., 608 Algoma
Cres., Prince George, BC, V2N 2K8.
Tel.: (250) 563-2800, Fax.: (250) 563-6788

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest community.
It does not constitute an endorsement by FERIC of a
product or service to the exclusion of others that may be
suitable.
  Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada ISSN 0381-7733

 
 Figure 2.  Abutting the two bridge sections in preparation
for bolting them together.  Note the splice plates and bolt
holes on the top, side and bottom of each bridge.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 28

Using Compost to Accelerate Plant Growth on Steep Sloped Road Reclamation
Sites in the Western Cascade Mountains Near North Bend, Washington State

Region
U.S.A. - Pacific Northwest

Author
Patrick Forrester

Date
July 1998

Source
FERIC field visit and discussions with Doug
Schindler of the Mountains to Sound Greenway Trust

Contractor
Glacier Construction and Equipment Company Inc.,
Seattle, Washington, U.S.A.

Various volunteer youth groups led by professional
King County World Conservation Corps members and
overseen by staff from the Mountains to Sound
Greenway Trust

Equipment
•  Catrepillar 966 front end loader

•  Caterpillar 330 BL excavator

•  Volvo 830 articulated 6-wheel-drive dump truck

•  various hand tools and tree planting bags

•  GroCo  - composted sawdust and biosolids
(processed sewage solids) produced by GroCo
Inc. of Seattle, Washington, U.S.A.

•  bales of hay and bags of winter wheat seed

Location
Granite Creek watershed near North Bend,
Washington, USA

Prescription
•  pull back 20+ year old logging roads to restore

original slope angles.

•  construct a crude trail for hiking access to
subalpine lakes by tamping down the recontoured
slope to a width of approximately 2 m.

•  apply GroCo , winter wheat seed, and hay to
portions of deactivated and recontoured roadway
(Figure 1).

Site characteristics
•  generally west facing slopes ranging from 30 to

70% at an elevation of 730 m, and receiving 1900
to 2800 mm of precipitation annually.

•  well drained loamy sand soils containing 35 to
70% coarse fragments, 120 to 150 cm in depth.

•  the Washington State Department of Natural
Resources (Enumclaw, Washington) characterizes
the soils (state symbol 3315) as having a low
mass wasting and compaction potential, and a
medium erosion potential.

Figure 1. Volunteers spreading hay over reclaimed
roadway.  Note crude trail for hiking access (photo
courtesy of D. Schindler).
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Operating procedure
•  after access to the road reclamation site had been

established, a Volvo 830 6-wheel-drive
articulated dump truck hauled GroCo  to
predetermined dump sites along the road.

•  a Caterpillar 966 front end loader moves the
compost from the dump sites to smaller piles at
approximately 15-m intervals along the road
(Figure 2).

•  bales of hay and winter wheat are also placed at
15 m intervals along the road.

•  while restoring the road to its natural slope and
drainage patterns, the excavator also spreads the
GroCo  to an approximate depth of 5 cm while
keeping it about 6 m away from any streams.

•  once a section of road has been completed the
volunteer youth crews start working on the section
to:  finish spreading the compost; ensure that
relocated trees are properly planted; check that
streams are well armoured; spread the winter wheat
at an approximate rate of 45 kg/305 m (assuming a
9 m road width); and spread the hay 10 cm deep at
a rate of approximately 15 bales/30 m.

•  the restored slopes are planted the following
spring with 75% Noble fir and the remainder with
Douglas-fir, western hemlock, western red cedar,
and Sitka spruce, depending on elevation and
seedling availability.

Equipment description and specification
•  Caterpillar 966 front end loader has a 3.1 m3 bucket
•  Volvo 830 dump truck has a 21 m3 box
•  Caterpillar 330 BL excavator has an approximate

operating weight of 35 100 kg and a rated power
of 166 kW.

Observations and comments
•  winter wheat seed germinates readily at this site

(high elevation and high precipitation).  This
helps stabilize the new slopes quickly.

•  the hay forms a mat which holds the seed in place
and protects it from birds, and with the wheat it
begins forming a new organic soil layer.

•  the winter wheat reseeds itself in a declining
population over about 3 years allowing native
vegetation to become established and eventually
to dominate.  This was seen on site as the first
growth of winter wheat was already thinning and
fireweed was starting to colonize.

•  scientists from the University of Washington
College of Forestry have established research
plots to monitor water quality and flow above the
road cut, in the road cut, and below the road cut.
Plots include: areas with GroCo , seeded and
covered with hay; seeded with nitrogen added;
and a control.  Results are not yet available.

For further information, contact:
Doug Schindler, Project Coordinator, Mountains to
Sound Greenway Trust, 506 Second Ave., Suite 1502,
Seattle, Washington, 98104, USA.
Tel.: (206) 523-7075, Fax.: (206) 382-3414

Mike McClung, Glacier Construction and Equipment
Company Inc., 16623-8th Ave. South, Seattle,
Washington, 98148, USA. Tel.: (206) 555-1212

GroCo Inc., P.O. Box 80502, Seattle, Washington,
98108, USA. Tel.: (206) 622-5141

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. GroCo , hay bales, and seed delivered at
approximately 15 m intervals along road way (photo
courtesy of D. Schindler)



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 29

Steep Slope Road Reclamation in the Western Cascade Mountains Near
North Bend, Washington State

Region
U.S.A. - Pacific Northwest

Author
Patrick Forrester

Date
July 1998

Source
FERIC field visit and discussions with Doug
Schindler of the Mountains to Sound Greenway Trust

Contractor
Glacier Construction and Equipment Company Inc.,
Seattle, Washington

Equipment
•  Caterpillar D4H crawler tractor

•  Caterpillar 330 BL excavator (Figure 1)

Location
Granite Creek watershed near North Bend,
Washington, USA

Prescription
•  pull back 20+ year old logging road with the

Caterpillar excavator and restore original slope
angles.

•  construct a crude trail for hiking access to
subalpine lakes by tamping down the recontoured
slope for a width of approximately 2 m.

•  this is a 3-year programme with 5.6 km completed
in 1997, 5.2 km in 1998 and a projected 6 km in
1999.

Site characteristics
•  generally west-facing slopes ranging from 30 to

70% at an elevation of 730 m, receiving 1900 to
2800 mm of precipitation annually.

•  the loamy sand soils contain 35 to 70% coarse
fragments, are well drained, and are 125 to 150
cm in depth.

•  the Washington State Department of Natural
Resources (Enumclaw, Washington) characterizes
this soil (state symbol 3315) as having a low mass
wasting and compaction potential and a medium
erosion potential.

•  this road network is highly visible form the
Interstate Highway, I-90 (Figure 2).

Operating procedure
•  the Caterpillar 330 BL opens up the partially

deactivated road by clearing away ravelling
material and filling in water bars.

Figure 1. Excavator retrieving large woody debris during
road deactivation along a steep section of road (photo
courtesy of D. Schindler).
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•  materials required to top-dress the pulled-back
road are then hauled to the site and deposited at
approximately 15-m intervals.  For further
description of this phase of the reclamation
project see Operations: Roads and Bridges,
Article No. 28.

•  the excavator rips the inner running surface of the
road to a depth of approximately 45 to 50 cm
before pulling back the sidecast material and the
outer running surface.

•  natural drainage is restored and protected against
erosion by armouring the bottoms and sides with
local rock.

•  stumps and large woody debris are retrieved and
placed on the recontoured slope.

•  coniferous trees in the ditchline or on the fillslope
that are greater than 10 cm diameter or 1.8 m in
height are carefully collected and replanted on the
recontoured slope (survival rate for conifers is
about 50%).

•  deciduous trees are also collected and replanted
but have a poorer survival rate than the conifers.
If the deciduous trees are damaged during
collection they are laid across the reclaimed slope
as a source of large woody debris.  Approximately
10 % of the deciduous trees are replanted.

Equipment description and specification
•  the Caterpillar 330 BL excavator has an

approximate operating weight of 35 100 kg, a
rated power of 166 kW, and a 1.9 m3 bucket with
live thumb.

•  the Caterpillar D4H crawler tractor has an
approximate operating weight of 11 100 kg and a
rated power of 95 kW.

Production/study results
•  discussion with the excavator operator suggested

productivities range from 61 to 183 m/8-h shift.

•  factors affecting reclamation rates are: number
and size of landings, depth of established road
cut, frequency of  ramping down to recover
sidecast material, number of trees (advanced
regeneration) to be replanted, and number and
type of streambeds to be restored.

Observations and comments
•  while restoring the natural slope the excavator

operator also tamps in a trail for hikers and
research access.

•  information regarding the research being
conducted by the University of Washington,
College of Forest Resources will be presented in a
future publication of this Compendium.

For further information, contact:
Doug Schindler, Project Coordinator, Mountains to
Sound Greenway Trust, 506 Second Ave., Suite 1502,
Seattle, Washington, 98104, USA,
Tel.: (206) 523-7075, Fax.: (206) 382-3414

Mike McClung, Glacier Construction and Equipment
Company Inc., 16623 - 8th Ave. South, Seattle,
Washington, 98148, USA. Tel.: (206) 555-1212

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. View of road network
scheduled for deactivation (photo
courtesy of D. Schindler).



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 30

Using Ground-Up Logging Slash to Build Temporary Forest Roads on the
Olympic Peninsula, Washington State

Region
U.S.A. - Pacific Northwest

Author
Patrick Forrester

Date
July 1998

Source
FERIC field visit and discussions with Bill Hermann
of Hermann Bros. Logging and Construction Inc.

Contractor
Hermann Bros. Logging and Construction Inc., Port
Angeles, Washington

Equipment
•  Morbark 1250 tub grinder with an integral loader

(Figure 1)

•  Caterpillar 330 hydraulic excavator

•  Caterpillar D6H crawler tractor

Location
Olympic Peninsula near Sequim, Washington

Prescription
•  construct a short-term access/haul road through a

wet area, disturbing the soil as little as possible.
Only the stumps are to be excavated from the
road.

•  accumulate and grind on-site logging slash and
stumps removed from the road, using a Morbark
1250 tub grinder.

•  use the ground-up slash and stumps to build the
road bed.

•  install culverts as required.

Site characteristics
•  second-growth Douglas-fir

•  the area has flat to rolling terrain with silty clay
soils and receives more than 2500 mm of
precipitation annually.

•  partial cutting will be used at this site

Operating procedure
•  after right-of-way falling has been completed, the

excavator decks the felled timber and removes
only the stumps from the road bed.

•  the crawler tractor spreads ground-up wood over
the newly exposed road surface and compacts it to
a depth of 60 cm (Figure 2).

Figure 1. A Morbark 1100 tub grinder working with slash
at a landing on the B.C. coast.
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Equipment description and specification
•  the Morbark 1250 tub grinder weighs

approximately 32 700 kg and has 560 kW of
power.  It has a fifth wheel hitch for towing.

•  the Caterpillar 330 excavator weighs
approximately 35 100 kg and has 166 kW of
power.

•  the Caterpillar D6H crawler tractor weighs
approximately 17 800 kg and has 123 kW of power

Production/study results
•  a recent FERIC study (Forrester 1998) gives a

productivity of 57.3 m3/h for a Morbark 1200 tub
grinder working with log sortyard residues.
Productivity may vary when grinding stumps.

•  road advancement (lineal meters of road
built/day) is dependent on the depth of ground-up
wood required and the number of culverts to be
installed.

Observations and comments
•  the contractor found that grinding the slash and

stumps off-site and hauling the material with a
gravel truck was faster and used less ground-up
wood per unit of road built.

•  if logs were placed on either side of the road bed
prior to placing the ground-up wood, the material
spread less laterally during compaction.

•  fire suppression equipment should be on site
during dry weather conditions.

•  upon completion of harvesting activities, the road
can be deactivated by simply spreading the
ground-up wood and removing culverts.

•  soil compaction should be minimal thereby
reducing rehabilitation costs for planting.

•  if a more permanent road is required, gravel can
be placed on top of the ground-up wood and
eventually reclaimed at the time of deactivation.

•  larger particle sizes, resulting from large aperture
screens in the tub grinder, seem to result in a
better running surface compared to smaller
particle sizes.

•  ground-up wood as a road-building material may
have some application in commercial thinning
operations performed by cut-to-length systems.  In
stands with thin duff layers, shallow rooting trees,
and sensitive soils, this material may be put on the
forwarder trails to protect the root systems and
soils.

References
Forrester, P.D. 1998. Observations of a Morbark
Model 1200 tub grinder processing log sortyard
residues for composting.  FERIC, Vancouver.
Technical Note TN-268, 4 pp.

For further information, contact:
Bill Hermann, Hermann Bros. Logging and
Construction Inc., 2095 Blue Mountain Road, Port
Angeles, Washington, USA. 98362.
Tel.: (360) 452-3341, Fax.: (360) 457-9265

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2.Ground wood road adjacent to a native soil road
(bottom of figure). Note the ruts in the soil road.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 31

Remedial Work to Stabilize 18-m Bridge over Mercantile Creek

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
November 1997

Source
FERIC field visit

Location
MacMillan Bloedel Limited, where the Barkley Main
forest access road crosses Mercantile Creek, near
Ucluelet in the South Island Forest District

Site Characteristics
• very wet hypermaritime Coastal Western

Hemlock (CWHvh1) ecosystem

• the Mercantile bridge is an 18-m wooden bridge
which does not meet current Forest Practices
Code requirements and is scheduled for removal

and replacement in 1998 (Figure 1).

• changes in stream morphology over time coupled
with high stream flows during the winter wet
season pose the risk of periodic flooding over and
around the bridge crossing.

Prescription
• conduct remedial steps to contain and control flood

water around the bridge and stabilize the
approaches to the bridge against erosion and
failure. Remedial measures will consist of
constructing a berm across the road with an
adjacent ditch block to contain and direct flood
water over the road, and reinforcing the
approaches to the bridge with rock armouring
(riprap).

Operating procedure
• guard logs and grader berms were removed along

the approaches to either side of the bridge and
replaced with riprap armouring. Armouring
extended 10 m on either side of the bridge and 20
m on the downstream side. Riprap was raised to
act as replacement guarding for the logs.

• due to the natural contour of land adjacent to the
creek, flooding occurs over only one of the
approaches to the bridge. A berm across the road
and a ditch block were constructed 20 m from the
bridge to promote sheet flow of flood water across
the road and back into the creek channel.

• On the approach to the bridge, the road surface
for 30-m distance was reshaped to create a berm
with a maximum height of 1.0 m above the original
roadgrade. Being a main forest access road, the
berm was carefully designed with a gradual
change in elevation. Berm material was
compacted in 0.2 m lifts during construction by

Figure 1. Mercantile Creek bridge crossing.
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repeatedly walking the excavator over the fill
material. Localized areas not adequately
compacted by the excavator tracks were tamped
with the bucket.

• a ditch block was constructed on the upstream
side of the road, starting at the end of the riprap
armouring and continuing for a distance of 10 m
past the start of the berm (Figure 2).

Equipment description and specification
• riprap material was angular with a nominal

diameter of 450 mm (i.e., at least 50% is larger
than 450 mm and at least 25% is smaller than 450
mm).

• ditch block and berm material were granular with
a mixture of sizes to ensure that all voids were
filled. Bank-run gravel or similar material
compacted in lifts of 0.2 m was recommended.

• John Deere 690 excavator with standard bucket
and live thumb was used.

Production/study results
• the work required approximately 1.5 days to

complete and utilized 2 gravel trucks and an
excavator for a total cost of $4500.

For further information, contact:
Michael Bragg, P.Eng., MacMillan Bloedel Limited,
Clayoquot Operation, P.O. Box 260, Ucluelet, BC,
V0R 3A0. Tel.: (250) 726-3616

Rick MacDonald, RPF, 4641 Margaret St., Port
Alberni, BC, V9Y 6H1. Tel.: (250) 723-4422

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

 Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Location of ditch block and berm.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 32

Permanent Road Deactivation to 4 Wheel Drive, All-Terrain Vehicle, and Walking
Trail Access to the Mt. Cheam Trail

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date
July 1998

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor/Consultant
Skagit Construction Ltd., Chilliwack, BC,
representing Cattermole Timber, Chilliwack, BC,
(road deactivation)

Chehalis Consulting Ltd., Vancouver, BC (level 3,
as-built assessment)

Equipment
•  Caterpillar RB300 B excavator

•  Caterpillar 4-wheel articulating dump truck

Location
Crown land in the Spoon Creek drainage, in the
Chilliwack River watershed near Sardis in the
Chilliwack Forest District

Prescription
•  permanent deactivation of spur road 319

including removal of wooden and metal culverts,
and installation of cross-ditches, fords and
waterbars.  Unstable sidecast was pulled back and
placed along the ditchline, road surface and cut
bank attempting to re-establish local angles for
sideslopes.

•  deactivate to all-terrain vehicle (ATV)/walking
trail access from road station 0+000 (end landing)
to 0+926 (Figure 1), and deactivate to 4 wheel
drive access from road station 0+926 to 4+865.

•  re-vegetate road fill and cutslopes by hand
seeding with a grass mix recommended as part of
the road deactivation prescription.

Site characteristics
•  the site is in a transition between the southern

moist submaritime Coastal Western Hemlock
(CWHms1) and the leeward moist maritime
Mountain Hemlock (MHmm2) ecosystems.

•  the soils are comprised of a thin layer of glacial till
and, in places, a thin layer of colluvium. Bedrock
outcrops were common along the road cuts.

•  the recreational values of this site are high, and
include hiking, camping, and photography.  Lady
Peak, the Cheam Ridge and the alpine meadows
offer natural landform viewscapes.  The road is
highly visible and well traveled by the public as
access to the Mt. Cheam hiking trail.

Figure 1.  All-terrain vehicle and walking trail access left
after road deactivation.  Stumps immediately below trail
were covered with, and supporting, road fill before
deactivation.
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•  tension cracks on the outside edge of spur road
319 were visible at numerous locations before
deactivation.

Operating procedure
•  permanent deactivation was carried out by

following written prescriptions and associated
field markings.

•  wooden and metal culverts were removed and
replaced with waterbars and cross-ditches.  High
stumps were exposed during pullback and large
woody debris was placed perpendicular to the
contours (Figure 2).  Wire cable was also
removed from landings.

•  The landings will serve as helipads and therefore
were not completely deactivated.  The
oversteepened edges of the landings were pulled
back, and any woody debris (logs) was removed
and piled.

•  sidecast fill was pulled back and spread on the
cutbank and road surface to mimic natural slopes.
As the machine worked its way out of the
drainage, the excavator operator ensured that a
ATV/walking trail remained.

•  endhaul sections, where sidecast pullback was
loaded into a Caterpillar dump truck for removal
to spoil sites, were identified in the assessment.
The equipment operators confirmed that
endhauling techniques were used.

Equipment description and specification
•  the Caterpillar RB 300B has an approximate

weight of 35 300 kg and rated power of 139 kW.

•  the Caterpillar articulating dump truck had a load
capacity of about 12 to 14 m3.

Production/study results
•  the estimated total cost for deactivation (and all

associated activities) for 926 m of ATV/walking
trail was $8 200 ($8 860 / km), and for the
remaining 3939 m of 4 wheel drive access was
$17 000 ($4 320 / km).

Observations and comments
•  the road was originally built by a bulldozer which

resulted in large woody debris being incorporated
into the road fills.

•  numerous high stumps that were supporting road
fills were exposed during sidecast pullback and
were left intact to decompose naturally.

•  the landings which were pulled back contained
sizable and sound logs suitable for salvage.
Species were primarily Douglas-fir and yellow
cedar.

References
McBeth, Dwayne.  1997.  Spoon Creek level II
assessment, field prescription report.  McElhanney
Consulting Services Ltd.  Professional Report
prepared for the Ministry of Forests.  6p.

For further information, contact:
Maureen Jones, BC Ministry of Forests, Chilliwack
Forest District, Box 159, Rosedale, BC, V0X 1X0.
Tel.: (604) 794-2100, Fax.: (604) 794-2111

Raveen Singh, Chehalis Consulting Ltd., #6-1266
West Sixth Ave., Vancouver, BC, V6H 1A5.
Tel.: (604) 250-9120, Fax.: (604) 734-2724

Bob Peever, Skagit Construction Ltd., 7650 Arnold
Rd., Chilliwack, BC, V2R 4H8. Tel.: (604) 823-6525,
Fax.: (604) 823-6375

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. High stumps were exposed during sidecast
pullback and large woody debris was placed perpendicular
to contours.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 33

Permanent Deactivation of Roads in the MacKay River Watershed

FRBC Region
Cariboo-Chilcotin

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
September 1997

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
T.K.E. Contracting, Horsefly, BC

Harpers Lake Development Ltd., Horsefly, BC

Equipment
Komatsu PC220LC-6 excavator with ditch-cleaning
bucket and live thumb

Location
Riverside Forest Products Ltd., Forest Licence in the
McKay River watershed east of the Horsefly, in the
Horsefly Forest District

Site characteristics
•  wet cool Engelmann Spruce-Subalpine Fir

(ESSFwk1) ecosystem

•  area was roaded and logged from 1980 to 1991.

•  slopes were moderate to steep (30% to 60%).

•  soils were morainal with numerous shale bedrock
outcrops.

 Prescription
•  permanent deactivation of logging roads includes

removal of culverts and the installation of cross-
ditches to restore pre-logging drainage patterns and
control runoff. Rehabilitative measures include
decompaction of road surfaces, pullback of
oversteepened fills, and restoration of cut slopes to
the natural angle of repose.

•  a proportion of the logging roads will be
deactivated to four-wheel-drive access by
excavating overflow cross-ditches adjacent to steel
culverts to serve as a backup in the event of
blockages or when the capacity of the culvert is
exceeded. Together with water bars, these
structures will help control runoff.

•  woody debris will be scattered over the deactivated
surfaces.

•  revegetate disturbed areas with an erosion-control
grass mix and conifer seedlings.

 Operating procedure
•  where permanent deactivation was prescribed, road

surfaces were first decompacted using the excavator.
Oversteepened sidecast material was pulled back and
placed against the cut slope (Figure 1).

•  where culverts were removed, they were replaced
with cross ditches armoured at the outflow.

 
 Figure 1. Pullback of sidecast material.
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•  woody debris was positioned so as not to block
the flow of surface water.

 Equipment description and specification
 
                                  Komatsu PC220LC-6 excavator
 Engine power (kW)  118
 Approx. weight (kg)  24 130
 Width (m)  3.19
 Stick length (m)  3.0
 Maximum digging depth (m)  6.78
 Ground clearance (m)  0.44

 Production/study results
•  machine productivity including pullback and

recontouring on the roads visited by FERIC, was
approximately 160 m per 8-hour shift.

 Observations and comments
•  the fractured structure of the underlying shale

bedrock allowed the use of a ditch-cleaning
bucket for road deactivaton work rather than a
standard bucket which has a smaller volume.
Using the larger-volume ditch-cleaning bucket for
all deactivation activities improved productivity
and eliminated lost productive time associated
with interchanging standard and ditch-cleaning
buckets.

For further information, contact:
Ken Gilbert, Forest Renewal BC, Suite 201, 172
Second Ave., Williams Lake, BC, V2G 1Z6. Tel.:
(250) 398-4900

Gord Chipman, Riverside Forest Products Ltd., Soda
Creek Division, RR #3, 5000 Soda Creek Rd.,
Williams Lake, BC, V2G 1M3. Tel.: (250) 398-3600

James Moe, Horsefly Forest District, B.C. Ministry of
Forests, P.O. Box 69, Horsefly, BC, V0L 1L0. Tel.:
(250) 620-3200

Gary Beaman, T.K.E. Contracting, Box 23, Horsefly,
BC, V0L 1L0. Tel.: (250) 620-3313

Ernie Niquidet, Harpers Lake Development Ltd., Box
239, Horsefly, BC, V0L 1L0. Tel.: (250) 620-3313

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 34

Permanent Deactivation of Roads on Steep Slopes Within the
Deneau Creek Watershed Near Hope, BC

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date
August 1998

Source
FERIC field visit and a brief summary of the Deneau
Creek Watershed Restoration project prepared by
Bruce Geotechnical Consultants Inc., Vancouver, BC

Contractor
Kerr & Sons Contracting Ltd. for Pretty’s Timber Co.
Ltd., Agassiz, BC

Equipment
•  Link-Belt LS4300 excavator

•  Volvo 860 articulated dump truck

Location
Pretty’s Timber Company Limited’s Forest License,
Chilliwack Forest District, in the Deneau Creek
watershed near Hope, BC

Site characteristics
•  the site is in a transition between the southern moist

submaritime Coastal Western Hemlock (CWHms1)
and the leeward moist maritime Mountain Hemlock
(MHmm2) ecosystems.  Annual precipitation is
considered to be greater than the nearest weather
station at Hope, which records 1955 mm.

•  roads were constructed on slopes generally
between 40 and 110 %.  Maximum side slope
measured during field visit was about 120 %.

•  bedrock and colluvium are the dominant surficial
materials in the watershed at upper elevations.

•  road construction and timber harvesting were
completed by 1989.

Prescription
•  permanently deactivate road network by pulling

back unstable road fill and placing it along the
inside ditch and running surface to recontour the
cut and fill slope to natural slope angles (Figure 1).

•  remove culverts and construct cross ditches to
simulate natural drainage patterns of the hillslope.
Excavate cross ditches and armour them with
coarse rock to prevent future erosion.

•  hand-seed the deactivated and recontoured roads
as work progresses.

Operating procedure
•  roads D1300 (4800 m) and D1310 (300 m) were

deactivated using the Link-Belt excavator, starting
at the end (woods side) of each road.  A Volvo
dump truck was used to endhaul excess fill from
areas where sidecast placement could result in a
high residual hazard, such as at gully sections and
seepage sites.

•  oversteepened sidecast road fill was retrieved
using the excavator and placed against the cut
slope (recontouring).

Figure 1.  Section of deactivated road showing recontoured
surface and placement of large woody debris.
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•  benching (or ramping) down was carried out where
fill material was otherwise out of reach of the
excavator, and where safety permitted (Figure 2).

•  logs supporting road fill were removed with the
excavator and were placed parallel to the slope
along the recontoured surface.

•  blasting was used in one instance to remove
stumps that were supporting a large volume of
oversteepened sidecast material.  The excavator
was unable to reach this material and benching
down at this site was considered unsafe.

•  culverts were removed and cross ditches were
constructed in their place.  Cross ditches were
armoured throughout and at the outlet end.

•  some seepage sites where no culverts were
previously installed were also cross-ditched and
armoured.

•  rock riprap for armouring cross ditches was
hauled to the sites using the Volvo dump truck.
Rock was delivered to each cross ditch location
before deactivation started along the roads.

•  prescriptions were reviewed and marked on the
road surface by an Environmental Monitor during
daily inspections.

Equipment description and specification
•  the Link-Belt LS4300 has an approximate

operating weight of 30 900 kg and a rated power
of 154 kW.

Production/study results
•  road deactivation was done between August 17

and November 3, 1997 (52 working shifts).  On
average, 98 lineal metres of road deactivation was
completed during a scheduled 9-hour work shift.

•  970 lineal metres of road required benching down
to achieve satisfactory deactivation.  This amount
of benching down significantly reduced the lineal
length of completed road deactivation during a
shift.

•  an estimated 46 000 m3 of material were moved
by the excavator, and were either placed against
the roadcut/ditchline and recontoured, or
endhauled to spoil sites.

Observations and comments
•  when rock riprap was delivered to a cross ditch

location, it was more efficient to store it on the
camp side of the proposed cross ditch.  This is
because cross ditchs are usually first prepared
from the woods side and then finished from the
camp side.  Having the riprap on the camp side
does not require the excavator to walk through the
prepared cross ditch to retrieve it, or move the
riprap to the camp side before commencing with
excavating the cross ditch.

•  when the excavator was working on narrow
sections of road, the operator had difficulty
swinging the boom clear of local obstacles
(standing trees and high cutbanks).  This is a
function of the size of machine chosen for the
application, and should be considered when
planning road deactivation projects

References
Bruce Geotechnical Consultants Inc. 1998. Permanent
Road Deactivation Case Study: Deneau Creek
Watershed Restoration.  Unpublished internal report
prepared by Mike Porter, 4 pp.

For further information, contact:
Warren Newcomen, Bruce Geotechnical Consultants
Inc., Suite 210, 1290 Hornby St., Vancouver, BC,
V6Z 2G4. Tel.: (604) 684-5900, Fax.: (604) 684-5909

John Gow, Pretty’s Timber Co. Ltd., Box 729, 7267
Pioneer Ave., Agassiz, BC, V0M 1A0.
Tel.: (604) 796-2114, Fax.: (604) 796-3203

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.
  Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2.  Excavator benching (ramping) down to retrieve
sidecast material.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 35

Three Low-Cost Temporary Stream Crossings Used During Harvesting Operations
in Eastern Canada

Region
Eastern Canada

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
March 1998

Source
Low-Cost Temporary Stream Crossings: Why Go
Around When You Can Go Over? FERIC Eastern
Division Paper presented by Glen Légère at the 79th
Annual Meeting of the Woodlands Forum, Canadian
Pulp and Paper Association

Location
Eastern Canada

Figure 1. Polyethylene pipes used in making a
temporary bridge.

Equipment
•  high-density polyethylene (HDPE) pipe bundles

with non-woven geotextile mats and TerraMatsTM

•  FERIC’s 7.3-m steel-plank bridge

•  Solarc portable bridge

 Site characteristics
•  for use as temporary access to cutblocks or during

initial road construction

 Prescription
•  provide low-cost temporary access structures for

skidding and forwarding equipment to cross small
streams.

•  the HDPE pipe can also be used for wetland
crossings during haul operations or to reduce
rutting on sensitive portions of skid trails.

 Operating procedure
•  using an excavator or forwarder, bundles of

HDPE pipes are laid directly in the stream with an
underlying mat of geotextile material to protect
the streambed. (Figure 1). A second layer of
geotextile material is used to cover the pipe
bundles. A single layer of pipe is laid over the
geotextile material as a final running surface.
TerraMats are laid on the approaches to the
stream crossing and over the final layer of pipes
to protect the stream banks and prevent deposition
of material into the stream. As an alternative to
TerraMats, logging debris can be used on the
approaches and over the pipes, but this practice
may leave debris in the stream after the bridge is
removed.
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•  each of the two planks of FERIC’s steel-plank

bridge can be installed using an excavator or
skidder (Figure 2).

•  The Solarc portable bridge consists of a 90-cm
diameter corrugated pipe arch 6 m in length, and is
maneuvered into position in the stream channel
(Figure 3). As the arch structure is not strong
enough to support the direct weight of a machine,
logs are normally laid on the arch to distribute the
machinery’s weight and also to serve as a ramp.

 Equipment description and specification
•  high-density polyethylene pipes 10.2 cm in

diameter and 4 m long, held together in bundles of
6 to 8  by galvanized cable. Each bundle weighs
between 82 and 110 kg.

•  each of the two planks of FERIC’s steel-plank
bridge has a span of 7.3 m, is 1.2 m wide and
weighs 2 tonnes. Load capacity is 45 tonnes with
the appropriate footings on each bank. L-shaped
steel angle-iron strips are welded along each unit’s
deck to reduce lateral slippage. The cost of one
plank is aprroximately $4000. Blueprints are
available for FERIC members.

•  the Solarc portable bridge is fabricated by first
cutting a 90 cm plastic corrugated pipe into two
equal arches. Two 20 cm culverts are then split
and attached to the bottoms of each leg of the arch
to create footings. The arch is also injected with a
composite material (patent pending) that increases
its strength. A Solarc structure costs
approximately $4000.

 Observations and comments
 Procedures for stream crossings vary with provincial
jurisdiction. Advantages and disadvantages of each
structure are highlighted in the paper. The conclusions
are as follows:
•  of the three options presented in this paper, the

bundles of polyethylene pipes are the cheapest
solution. Although they may cause damage to the
streambed if used on soft soil, they are easy to
install, can work well in both skidding and
forwarding operations, and have proven to be
durable.

•  FERIC’s steel-plank bridge is considerably more
expensive, but protects the streambed better and
can be used on streams up to 7 m wide.

•  the Solarc bridge can serve as an effective
temporary bridge for narrow streams, but may
pose problems if used for streams with soft banks.
It is also relatively expensive.

For further information, contact:
Glen Légère, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada, 580 boul. St-Jean, Pointe-Claire, QC, H9R
3J9. Tel.: (514) 694-1140

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

  Figure 2. Diagram of the FERIC’s steel-plank
bridge.

 

 Figure 3. The Solarc portable bridge.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 36

Using an Erosion Control Blanket and Hand Seeding as an Alternative for Rock
Riprap to Armour Several Cross Ditches in Deneau Creek Watershed, B.C.

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF
Date
August 1998
Source
FERIC field visit and North American Green®
information pamphlets
Contractor
Bruce Geotechnical Consultants Inc. for Pretty’s
Timber Co. Ltd., Agassiz, BC

Equipment
•  North American Green’s® Erosion Control/Turf

Reinforcement Mat (C350™)

•  wire staples, rubber mallets, and hand shovels

 Location
 Pretty’s Timber Company Limited’s Forest License,
Chilliwack Forest District, in the Deneau Creek
watershed near Hope, BC

 Prescription
•  install erosion control matting through prepared

cross ditches as an alternative to rock riprap, and
hand seed the erosion control matting to promote
vegetative growth (Figure 1).

 Site characteristics
•  the site is in a transition zone between the southern

moist submaritime Coastal Western Hemlock
(CWHms1) and the leeward moist maritime
Mountain Hemlock (MHmm2) ecosystems.  Annual
precipitation is generally greater than 2000 mm.

•  road construction and timber harvesting were
completed in 1989.

•  the roads were originally constructed on side
slopes generally between 40 and 110 %.  An
excavator was used to permanently deactivate and
prepare cross ditches through the road, while
leaving an ATV access trail.

•  the parent material is glaciaofluvial in origin,
predominantly sandy in texture and somewhat
erodable.  There was a lack of suitable rock riprap
in the immediate area for armouring cross ditches.

 Operating procedure
•  the cross ditches were prepared along their sides

and bottom by removing large rocks and woody
material by hand.

•  matting was placed along the channel (cross
ditch) bottom, and then on the two sides.  The
matting was unrolled starting from the high side
(water input end) towards the low side, and each
side mat overlapped the middle mat by 10 cm.

•  when two roll ends were abutted, there was an
overlap of 15 cm, with the downhill mat placed
under the uphill mat.

 
 Figure 1.  Prepared and seeded cross ditch showing
vigorous growth on the sides yet minimal growth through
the water flow path.  Note the wire staple used for securing
the erosion control mat.
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•  the mats were stapled with approximately 4
staples/m2, which is the manufacturer’s suggested
density for medium-flow channels.  As well, all
overlaps were aggressively stapled in a double
row of staggered wire staples.

•  the outside perimeter of the combined mats was
secured by digging shallow trenches (10 to 15 cm
deep) and folding the edges down and into the
trenches.  Staples were placed through the mats
before the trenches were backfilled and compacted.

•  hand seeding was done after the mats were
installed.  A seed mix predominantly made up of
Fall Rye, Timothy, and Creeping Red Fescue was
used.  A few larger rocks were placed on top of
the installed mats as a means of further securing
them (Figure 2).

 Equipment description and specification
•  the erosion control composite turf reinforcement

mat (C350) combines a coconut fibre layer with
three layers of UV-stabilized polypropylene
netting.  The mat is designed to provide soil
stabilization as well as stem reinforcement.

•  the manufacturer indicates that the maximum
permissible shear stress for the C350 in a mature
vegetated state is 384 Pa, and in an unvegetated
state is between 108 and 153 Pa depending on the
duration of peak flow.  The C350 when not
vegetated is considered by the manufacturer to be
similar to 20 cm (8 inch) riprap, and to 61 cm (24
inch) riprap when fully vegetated (i.e. grass-
seeded).

•  C350 roll specifications are:
width = 2 m length = 16.9 m
weight = 16.8 kg area = 33 m2

•  the wire staples come in 15 and 20 cm lengths

 Production/study results
•  two people can prepare one cross ditch and install

the mats and pins within 2 hours, at a total cost of
approximately $250.

•  the C350 material is approximately $170 per roll
and a box of 20 cm wire staples (500 per box) is
$30.  A box of 15 cm wire staples (1000 per box)
is $50.

 Observations and comments
•  there was little or no vegetation growing on or

through the matting along the actual water flow
path at the sites visited (see Figures 1 and 2).  The
seeds may have been washed away during
installation, or the environment was not
conducive to germination and/or growth.

•  the manufacturer offers a seed-incorporating
option, called Cell-O-Seed, which eliminates the
need for hand seeding.  More pronounced
germination may be realized through the water
flow path with this option, as seed may not be as
easily washed away before matting is installed.

•  the manufacturer suggests hand seeding should be
done before the C350 mat is installed.

•  C350 is light and can be carried into an area if
necessary.  A hand dug cross ditch could easily be
armoured with this product.

For further information, contact:
For site information: Warren Newcomen, Bruce
Geotechnical Consultants Inc., Suite 210, 1290 Hornby
St., Vancouver, BC, V6Z 2G4. Tel.: (604) 684-5900, Fax.:
(604) 684-5909, Email: newc@istar.ca

For product and software information: Donald Handel,
Nilex Inc., 3963 Phillips Ave., Burnaby, BC, V5A 3K4.
Tel.: (604) 420-6433, Fax.: (604) 420-0445, Toll Free:
(800)-663-0478, Email: dhandel@nilex.com, Internet:
www.nilex.com

North American Green Inc., 14649 Highway 41 North,
Evansville, IN, 47711, Tel.: (812) 867-6632, Fax.: (812)
867-0247, Toll Free CDN (800) 448-2040. Toll Free USA
(800) 772-2040, Internet: www.nagreen.com

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest community.
It does not constitute an endorsement by FERIC of a
product or service to the exclusion of others that may be
suitable.
  Copyright 1999, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada ISSN 0381-7733

 
 Figure 2.  Prepared cross ditch showing good vegetative
growth on either side of the water flow path, as well as
large rocks placed along matting.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 37

Deflector for Road Surface Runoff in the Twin Bays Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Kootenay-Boundary

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
September 1998

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
Carr Environmental Consultants, Cloverdale, BC

Location
Wynndel Box and Lumber Co. Ltd., Forest Licence in
the Twin Bays Creek watershed, northeast of
Wynndel, in the Kootenay Lake Forest District

Site Characteristics
•  warm moist Engelmann Spruce-Subalpine Fir

(ESSFwm) ecosystem
•  harvesting is ongoing and the roads are currently

active.
•  Twin Bays Creek is the primary source of water

for the community of Twin Bays.
•  soils consist of a thin mantle of glacial till and

colluvium derived from weathered bedrock. The
most commonly observed surface soils were
loamy sands having a fines content typically less
than 5%.

•  soils are very erodible and sediment transport into
streams is the major concern in the watershed.
Road surfaces and subsurfaces are built with
loamy sands and have grades consistently >10%.
During snowmelt, water is channeled along the
road surface before the substrate thaws, resulting
in significant erosion and sediment transport from
the road.

Prescription
The end of the current harvesting cycle in the
watershed is approaching and the use of the Twin
Bays Mainline as an active haulroad will end also.
The road is utilized past freeze-up so conventional
structures for runoff control in the winter (such as
waterbars) are not feasible. Open structures such as
cattleguards can become plugged with snow and ice
and are considered too expensive given the time
remaining in the current harvest cycle. As an interim
measure aimed at reducing sediment transport along
the road system, deflective structures are installed at
appropriate locations on road grades to act as water
bars (Figure 1). The deflective structures are to be
designed for low maintenance and to accommodate
traffic associated with logging haulroads, including
passage by road graders.

Operating procedure
•  a deflector is installed by first excavating a 0.60-

m deep trench approximately 1.0 m wide (width
of excavator bucket), and skewed at an angle as
specified in the detailed work prescription.

 

Figure 1. Deflector in place.
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•  the deflector is prepared by fastening a 0.76-m
wide strip of industrial conveyor belting along
one surface of a 15 cm X 15 cm timber (Figure 2).
Belting and timber are cut to span the length of
the structure. The timber with attached belt is
positioned in the trench against the downslope
wall with 15 cm of the one piece belt left
protruding above the finished road surface.

•  the trench is backfilled with drainage material and
recompacted to the original grade.

Equipment description and specification
•  industrial fibre-core conveyor belt 12.5 mm thick

X 0.76 m wide

•  15 cm X 15 cm timber of sufficient length to span
the structure

•  lag screws 7.5 cm in length, with washers

Observations and comments
Belt deflectors for surface water runoff control on
active logging roads have been used in the
northwestern United States for several years but the
practice is relatively new in British Columbia. This
structure was designed as a site-specific, low cost
deflector for interim water management on an active
road just prior to deactivation. Feedback on the
effectiveness of structures to deflect surface water and
on the stability and maintenance requirements of the
deflectors will lead to improvements in the design and
utility of future installations. Experience with the
current installation has identified the need for rock
armouring at the outflow side of the drain and better
drainage capability and integrity of the backfilled
trench ahead of the deflector. Improved drainage of

the backfilled trench could be accomplished by
crushed or suitable pit run rock or engineered
drainage structures embedded in the backfilled trench.
Well compacted, crushed rock would provide
improved support for the buried deflector structure.

For further information, contact:
Ian Wright, Carr Environmental Consultants, Suite
202, 5752-176 St., Cloverdale, BC, V3S 4C8. Tel.:
(604) 574-3100

Mary Lou Nesbitt, Kootenay Lake Forest District,
Ministry of Forests, Ridgewood Road, RR 1, S22,
C27, Nelson, BC, V1L 5P4. Tel.: (250) 825-1100

Casey Holden or Ron Piva, Wynndel Box & Lumber
Co. Ltd., P.O. Box 40, Wynndel, BC, V0B 2N0. Tel.:
(250) 866-5412

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1999, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Cross section of deflector installed (source:
Carr Environmental Consultants).



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 38

Deactivation and Rehabilitation of Roads in the Kwiniak River Watershed

FRBC Region
Skeena-Bulkley

Author
Kris T. Kosicki

Date
November 1999

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
Watershed Department, Nisga’a Tribal Council, New
Aiyansh, BC

Equipment
•  Caterpiullar 315 excavator
•  Gravel truck

Location
West side of Kwiniak River valley within Tree Farm
Licence #1 (Skeena Cellulose Inc.), in the Kalum
Forest District, about 14 km east of LaxGalts’ap
(Greenville)

Site characteristics
•  submontane wet submaritime Coastal Western

Hemlock (CWHwsl) ecosystem

•  moderate to steep hillslopes with granitic bedrock
outcrops and bedrock-controlled gullies

•  gullies run out across roads and directly into the
salmon-bearing Kwiniak River and its tributary.

•  roads were deactivated to four-wheel-drive access
in summer 1998.

•  high residual risk of road-related landslides,
rockfall and debris torrents

•  total length of deactivated and rehabilitated roads
was about 2900 m.

Prescription
•  deactivate the roads to all-terrain vehicle access.
•  rehabilitate selected sections of the deactivated

roads. Deactivation and rehabilitation measures
include heavy or aggressive pull-back of unstable
road fills (i.e., retrieving all sidecast material),
recontouring to original slope, and revegetation of
pulled-back and spoil materials.

•  control runoff by installing cross-ditches and
restoring pre-harvest runoff patterns.

•  install fords on stream crossings.
•  stabilize the debris torrent tracks (gullies) against

potential failures and erosion. For more
information see Operations: Gullies and
Landslides, Article No. 8.

Operating procedure
•  A hydraulic excavator pulled back sidecast road

material and placed it against the cut slope. The
material was roughly sorted on-site. The coarsest
fractions were placed in the ditch to act as
a french drain, and the finer fractions were placed
over the coarse material to provide a growing
medium. The pulled-back material was resloped to
ensure drainage, leaving a narrow bench for an
ATV trail (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Road deactivated to all-terrain vehicle access
standard. Note a stream crossing and established
brushlayers on the cutbank and gully walls.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

•  pull-back material recovered from gullies was end-
hauled with a gravel truck to a stable landing.

•  flat areas were outsloped to minimize the risk of
ponded water, and logging debris was repositioned
so as not to block the flow of surface water.

•  recontoured material was seeded with grass
mixture and planted with willow.

•  all existing water-bars were replaced with cross-
ditches installed at a minimum interval of 20 m.
They were excavated to at least the depth of the
ditchline and kept open on the inslope end to allow
drainage of sub-surface water from the spoil
material and the hillslope above.

•  on sloping road grades, cross-ditches were installed
at an angle (i.e., skewed) across the road.

•  on flat road grades, cross-ditches were installed
perpendicular to the road centre line.

•  to ensure good drainage, cross-ditches were
outsloped at a minimum 3% gradient.

•  cross-ditches were either armoured with rock to
prevent erosion or excavated down to bedrock.

•  ditch blocks were installed to divert all ditch-flow
through cross-ditches.

•  where the sideslope below the cross-ditch was steep
or consisted of erodible material, cobbles and
boulders were used to armour the cross-ditch outlet.

•  on stream crossings, fords with armoured channels
and outflow areas were installed. For more
information see Operations: Road and Bridges,
Article No. 39.

Production/study results
•  the estimated cost of prescribed work was

$112 000, or $28 720 per lineal km of deactivated
road.

For further information, contact:
Mr. Ralph Robinson, Watershed Department,
Nisga’a Tribal Council, P.O. Box 231, New
Aiyansh, BC, V0J 1A0. Tel.: (250) 633-2245,
Fax.: (250) 633-2506

Mr. Craig Nistor, P.Geo., Northwest Hydraulic
Consultants, #2-40 Gostick Place, North Vancouver, BC,
V7M 3G2. Tel.: (604) 980-6011, Fax.: (604) 980-9264,
e-mail: cnistor@nhc-van.com

Mr. Ralph Ottens, Ministry of Forests, Kalum Forest
District, 200-5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BC,
V8G 1L1. Tel.: (250) 638-5163, Fax.: (250) 638-5176,
e-mail: Ralph.Ottens@gems6.gov.bc.ca

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1999, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 39

Installation of an Armoured Ford on a Stream Crossing
in the Kwiniak River Watershed

FRBC Region
Skeena-Bulkley

Author
Kris T. Kosicki

Date
November 1999

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
Watershed Department, Nisga’a Tribal Council, New
Aiyansh, BC

Equipment
•  Caterpillar 315 excavator

Location
Deactivated and rehabilitated road on west side of
Kwiniak River valley within Tree Farm Licence #1
(Skeena Cellulose Inc.), in the Kalum Forest District,
about 14 km east of LaxGalts’ap (Greenville)

Site characteristics
•  submontane wet submaritime Coastal Western

Hemlock (CWHwsl) ecosystem

•  moderate to steep hillslopes with granitic bedrock
outcrops and bedrock-controlled gullies

•  high residual risk of road-related landslides,
rockfall and debris torrents

•  gullies run out across roads and directly into the
salmon-bearing Kwiniak River and its tributary.

•  roads were deactivated to four-wheel-drive access
in summer 1998, and to all-terrain vehicle access
in summer 1999. For more information on
deactivation techniques see Operations: Road and
Bridges, Article No. 38.

Prescription
•  on stream crossings, install fords to replace

removed metal and wooden culverts.

Operating procedure

•  the ford upgrade described here was done in
conjunction with the pull-back at a large gully
crossing.

•  road at the upgraded crossing was realigned
(moved inslope) against the bedrock cutbank
(Figure 1).

•  the bed of the ford was lowered by about 2 m by
excavating to erosion-resistant bedrock and large
cobbles.

•  spoil material from the pull-back excavation, road
relocation, and ford installation was transferred
by the excavator to suitable sites within 30 to 50 m
on either side of the gully.

•  to minimize erosion, the ford has gently sloping
sides armoured with angular rocks. The rock size
(20 cm to 40 cm) is similar to the size of rocks
found in the stream.

Figure 1. Realigned road and armoured ford at a stream
crossing.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

•  to minimize scouring, the ford was armoured at
the steep outlet.

•  the vicinity of the ford was stabilized using
bioengineering methods (Figure 2). For more
information see Operations: Gullies and Landslides,
Article No. 8.

For further information, contact:
Mr. Ralph Robinson, Watershed Department,
Nisga’a Tribal Council, P.O. Box 231, New
Aiyansh, BC, V0J 1A0. Tel.: (250) 633-2245,
Fax.: (250) 633-2506

Mr. Craig Nistor, P.Geo., Northwest Hydraulic
Consultants, #2-40 Gostick Place, North Vancouver, BC,
V7M 3G2. Tel.: (604) 980-6011, Fax.: (604) 980-9264,
e-mail: cnistor@nhc-van.com

Mr. Ralph Ottens, Ministry of Forests, Kalum Forest
District, 200-5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BC,
V8G 1L1. Tel.: (250) 638-5163, Fax.: (250) 638-5176,
e-mail: Ralph.Ottens@gems6.gov.bc.ca

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1999, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Armoured ford at a stream crossing. Note the
steep (90%) gradient of the stream bed and
bioengineering structures for stabilizing the gully walls.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 40

Watershed Restoration Works Along 16 km of the Small River Mainline,
Robson Valley Forest District

FRBC Region
Omineca-Peace

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date
October 1999

Source
FERIC field visit
Stage II-Prescription Phase report prepared by The
Forest Company, McBride, BC

Contractor(s)
Hauer Bros. Lumber Ltd., Valemount BC
The Forest Company, McBride, BC

Equipment
•  Komatsu PC 200 excavator with hydraulic thumb

•  Caterpillar D7G crawler tractor

•  John Deere 510D rubber-tired backhoe

•  2 tandem dump trucks, approx. 9-12 m3 each

Location
Crown land in the Small River watershed, 15 km
northwest of Tête Jaune Cache, in Hauer Bros.
Lumber Ltd.’s Timber Sale Licence (TSL), Robson
Valley Forest District.

Prescription
•  deactivate the Small River mainline and Westfork

spur to one of two-wheel-drive, four-wheel-drive,
or all-terrain-vehicle (ATV) access.  Deactivation
includes constructing waterbars, cross ditches,
ditch blocks, and fords; landing rehabilitation;
removing metal or wooden culverts; dismantling a
bridge; and broadcast seeding (Figure 1).

•  ditch and crown a permanent 663-m detour around
a washed-out section of the Small River mainline.

•  spot-gravel and clear the mainline of saplings to
allow servicing and refueling of equipment.

•  install a railcar bridge where a wooden bridge was
washed out by high flows (described in
Operations: Roads and Bridges, Article No. 41).

•  construct a 100-m rock causeway and deflection
berm along a section of the mainline which is
prone to seasonal flooding during spring freshet
(described in Operations: Roads and Bridges,
Article No. 42).

Site characteristics
•  moist mild Engelmann Spruce-Subalpine Fir

(ESSFmm) ecosystem.

•  Small River is classified as an S2 (fish and/or
community watershed stream > 5, ≤ 20 m wide)
overall.  The majority of the deactivation work
was above waterfalls at 14 km.  Rainbow trout
and dolly varden are present in the lower reaches,
and may be present in the upper reaches.

Figure 1.  Section of the Small River mainline showing the
growth and coverage of the erosion control seed mixture.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

•  the mainline must remain open for public use
(recreational use, grazing leaseholders, trapline
licence holder) and future forestry activities
within the watershed.

•  a natural shale rock quarry at 16+394 m on the
mainline was used as a source of armouring
material.

Operating procedure
•  Small River mainline and the Westfork spur were

deactivated to varying levels of access:
3.3 km = semi-permanent, two-wheel-drive access;
5.8 km = permanent, four-wheel-drive access;
6.9 km = permanent, ATV access.

•  the crowning and ditching of the 663-m
permanent detour was done using a crawler tractor
(16 h) and excavator (24 h).

•  cross ditches and waterbars were constructed
using the excavator and/or the backhoe.  The
shallower structures (Figure 2) took approximately
20 min to build and the larger ones with 1 – 3 m
of fill over wooden culverts (to be removed) took
up to 1.5 h.  Approximately 30 h total were
required to armour the cross ditches using the
excavator, backhoe, and one truck.

•  the construction of 2 fords took 15 h total of
crawler tractor and backhoe time, followed by 9 h
of gravel and rock haul for finishing.

•  two logs were placed across Small River at the
dismantled bridge site for use as ATV access.
The time required to fall, buck, and skid the logs
with the backhoe was 3 h and the placement of the
logs using the excavator was 1 h.

•  the excavator, backhoe, and dump truck took 2 h
to spot gravel the mainline, and clearing saplings
took the crawler tractor 41 h.

•  grass-seeding was done in one day by two people
using an ATV and a broadcast seed-spreader.  The
seeding will reduce surface erosion and will
enhance grazing opportunities along the mainline.

•  the seed mixture contained:
  30%  Orchardgrass
  30%  Sainfoin (legume)
  20%  Clover, white (legume)
  10%  Wheatgrass, crested
  10%  Timothy (grass)

Production/study results
•  the entire project took approximately 40 days to

complete and included:
663 m of crowning and ditching the detour route,
5 wooden culverts and 2 metal culverts removed,
1 wooden bridge dismantled,
1 railcar bridge installed,        89 cross ditches,
1 landing rehabilitated,        2 fords,
1 two-log ATV bridge,        70 waterbars,
100-m causeway constructed,     16 km of seeding.

•  approximate cost of the restoration and
deactivation work (excluding the construction of
the 100-m rock causeway and the installation of
the railcar bridge) was $100 000.

References

The Forest Company.  1998.  Small River Watershed
Restoration, Stage II Prescription Report.
Unpublished report prepared for Forest Renewal BC,
BC Ministry of Forests, and Hauer Bros. Lumber Ltd.,
Valemount, BC.  35p.

For further information, contact:
Ainslie Robson, Hauer Bros. Lumber Ltd., P.O.Box
279, Valemount, BC, V0E 2Z0.  Tel.: (250) 566-4649,
Fax.: (250) 566-4644

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1999, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733Figure 2.  Shallow cross ditch along two-wheel-drive

access section of the Small River mainline.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 41

Installation of a Used Railcar Frame as a Bridge
Along the Small River Mainline Near Tête Jaune Cache, BC

FRBC Region
Omineca-Peace

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date
October 1999

Source
FERIC field visit

Stage II-Prescription Phase report prepared by The
Forest Company, McBride, BC

Contractor(s)
Hauer Bros. Lumber Ltd., Valemount BC
The Forest Company, McBride, BC
Firth Holland Resource Science Corporation, (bridge
engineering design) McBride, BC

Equipment
(on site and available)
•  Komatsu PC 200 excavator with hydraulic thumb
•  Caterpillar D7G crawler tractor
•  John Deere 510D rubber-tired backhoe
•  2 tandem dump trucks, approx. 9-12 m3 each

Location
Crown land in the Small River watershed, 15 km
northwest of Tête Jaune Cache, in Hauer Bros.
Lumber Ltd.’s Timber Sale Licence (TSL), Robson
Valley Forest District.

Prescription
•  replace a washed-out log bridge crossing Glacier

Creek with a used railcar bridge and concrete lock
block abutments (Figure 1).

•  where possible, use 500-kg-class riprap from the
creek bedload to armour the bridge abutments.

Site characteristics
•  moist mild Engelmann Spruce-Subalpine Fir

(ESSFmm) ecosystem

•  Small River at this location is believed to contain
resident rainbow trout and dolly varden.  There
are no fish present in Glacier Creek.

•  the installation site is at station 18+050 m on the
Small River mainline.  Watershed restoration
activities along the mainline include armoured
cross ditches, waterbars, fords, construction of
rock causeway, realigned (detour) road section,
dismantled wooden bridge, and grass seeding.
See Operations: Roads and Bridges, Article No.s
40 and 42.

•  the used railcar bridge replaced a wooden bridge
which was washed out by high flows in Glacier
Creek.  The bed load was up to 0.75 m in diameter
(see Figure 1).

•  the mainline must remain open for public use
(recreational use, grazing leaseholders, trapline
licence holder) and future forestry activities
within the watershed.

Figure 1.  Used railcar frame bridge.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

Operating procedure
•  engineered bridge design, including abutments

was prepared for this crossing (Firth Holland
Resource Science Corporation).  The design
included a clearance of 2.6 m above estimated
high water level.

•  for the abutment on the camp side of Glacier
Creek, lock blocks were placed three high (total of
13 blocks) and backfilled.

•  for the abutment on the woods side of the
crossing, lock blocks were placed two high (total
of 9) and backfilled (Figure 2).

•  the railcar bridge was placed on launching logs
and the excavator pulled the bridge into place.

Equipment description and specification
•  the used railcar frame is owned by the BC

Ministry of Forests, Robson Valley Forest
District, and was purchased from B.C. Rail Ltd. in
1990 for $2 500.  B.C. Rail Ltd.’s prices for 1999
range from $3 000 to $4 500 depending on length
and railcar purchased.

•  the load rating for the railcar bridge is 5 000 kg (5
tonnes).

•  the railcar is predominantly of riveted rather than
welded construction and is approximately 16-m
long and 3.05-m wide.

•  the dimensions of the concrete lock blocks were
0.75 X 0.75 X 1.5 m.

Production/study results
•  bridge installation, including preparing the site,

placing lock blocks, launching the steel railcar
frame, and constructing bridge approaches took
48 hours; cost of lock blocks was approximately
$1 500 and railcar bridge (owned by BC Ministry
of Forests) was $2 500.  The estimated total cost
was $10 000.

Observations and comments
•  the original prescription called for gabion baskets

filled with river/crushed rock for the abutments.
Lock blocks were less expensive than the gabion
baskets.

•  B.C. Rail Ltd. sells used railcar frames ranging in
length from 16 m (52 feet) to 27 m (89 feet).

References
The Forest Company.  1998.  Small River Watershed
Restoration, Stage II Prescription Report.
Unpublished report prepared for Forest Renewal BC,
BC Ministry of Forests, and Hauer Bros. Lumber Ltd.,
Valemount, BC.  35p.

Bradley, A.H; Pronker, V.  1994.  Standard Design
for using Railcar Subframes as Superstructures for
Temporary Bridges on Forest Roads in British
Columbia.  FERIC, Vancouver.  Technical Report SR-
98.  19pp.

For further information, contact:
Ainslie Robson, Hauer Bros. Lumber Ltd., P.O.Box
279, Valemount, BC, V0E 2Z0.  Tel.: (250) 566-4649,
Fax.: (250) 566-4644.

Peter Wright, Ministry of Forests, Robson Valley
Forest District, P.O.Box 40, McBride, BC, V0J 2E0.
Tel.: (250) 569-3700, Fax.: (250) 569-3738.

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1999, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2.  Bridge and abutment on the woods side showing
the lock blocks and use of riprap.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 42

Construction of a Rock Causeway and Deflection Berm Along the Small River
Mainline to Allow Access During Spring Freshet

FRBC Region
Omineca-Peace

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date
October 1999

Source
FERIC field visit

Stage II-Prescription Phase report prepared by The
Forest Company, McBride, BC

Contractor(s)
Hauer Bros. Lumber Ltd., Valemount, BC

The Forest Company, McBride, BC

Equipment
•  Komatsu PC 200 excavator with hydraulic thumb

•  Caterpillar D7G crawler tractor

•  John Deere 510D rubber-tired backhoe

•  2 tandem dump trucks, approx. 9-12 m3 each

Location
Crown land in the Small River watershed, 15 km
northwest of Tête Jaune Cache in Hauer Bros. Lumber
Ltd.’s Timber Sale Licence (TSL), Robson Valley
Forest District.

Prescription
•  build a rock causeway along a 100-m section of

the Small River mainline to permit access during
seasonal flooding (Figure 1).

•  construct a rock diversion berm to direct the non-
peak flows in Small River away from the
causeway.

Site characteristics
•  moist mild Engelmann Spruce-Subalpine Fir

(ESSFmm) ecosystem

•  the watershed is approximately 10 000 ha, and the
native soils are predominantly fine silty loams.

•  during spring freshet or high seasonal flows the
road at this location would be impassable.

•  the road is adjacent to a high-flow side channel of
the Small River, with no riparian vegetation
between the road and the channel.

•  a natural shale rock quarry is located along the
mainline at 16+394 m.  Construction of the 100-
m-long causeway started at 16+997.  The
deflection berm was constructed at 17+097.

•  the mainline must remain open to four-wheel-
drive access for recreational use, grazing
leaseholders, trapline licence holder, and future
forestry activities within the watershed.

•  16 km of the mainline and Westfork spur were
deactivated to various levels of access (see
Operations: Roads and Bridges, Article No.s 40
and 41).

Figure 1.  Rock causeway to allow vehicle access during
seasonal flooding.  Notice the seasonal channel to the right
of the causeway.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

Operating procedure
•  the tandem dump trucks hauled rock

approximately 700 m from the quarry to the
causeway construction site.

•  larger angular rock (up to 0.7 m diameter) was
placed at the base and on the outside of the
causeway next to the high-water side channel
(Figure 2).

•  to prevent fines from the road surface from
migrating into the causeway, geotextile was laid
on top of the angular base rock and then capped
with cobble sized material.

•  large angular rock was used to build a diversion
berm to direct the normal flows away from the
seasonal side channel (Figure 3).

Production/study results
•  falling and bucking: 2 h

•  skidding: crawler tractor for 1 h

•  stump removal and disposal: excavator for 8 h,
crawler tractor for 4 h, backhoe for 3 h, and two
dump trucks for 2 h.

•  rockhaul and surfacing: excavator for 89.5 h,
crawler tractor for 88.5 h, backhoe for 86 h, and
two dump trucks for 89.5 h.

•  total cost of causeway and deflection berm (not
including geotextile or falling and bucking costs)
is approximately $35 000

Observations and comments
•  the prescriptions for the road and access work

conducted along the entire Small River mainline
had input from local user groups.  It was
necessary to keep the mainline open for public
use.

References
The Forest Company.  1998.  Small River Watershed
Restoration, Stage II Prescription Report.
Unpublished report prepared for Forest Renewal BC,
BC Ministry of Forests, and Hauer Bros. Lumber Ltd.,
Valemount, BC.  35p.

For further information, contact:
Ainslie Robson, Hauer Bros. Lumber Ltd., P.O. Box
279, Valemount, BC, V0E 2Z0.  Tel.: (250) 566-4649,
Fax.: (250) 566-4644.

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1999, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2.  Large angular rock adjacent to the high-water
side channel of the Small River.

Figure 3.  Rock diversion berm (arrow) built to direct non-
peak flows away from the causeway.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 43

Temporary and Permanent Stream Crossings in the Lang Creek Watershed

Region
Kootenay-Boundary

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
September 1998

Source
FERIC field visit

Location
Lang Creek watershed, northwest of Golden in the
Columbia Forest District

Equipment
•  Caterpillar 325 RB excavator
•  TERRA MAT Flotation Mats
•  erosion control blankets

 Site characteristics
•  warm moist Engelmann Spruce-Subalpine Fir

(ESSFwm) ecosystem

•  the Lang Main Road, required to access road
deactivation sites, had three log bridges over Lang
Creek that had deteriorated to the point where
they could not support heavy equipment.

•  additionally, there were concerns about
sedimentation resulting from machine activity at
stream crossings during deactivation. Scheduling
of deactivation activities in the watershed
included a critical period for fish spawning. To
minimize sedimentation, the bridge crossings had
to be partially deactivated prior to major work
being completed.

•  surface materials along the Lang Main Road
include moderately well drained colluvium and

till with a coarse fragment content ranging from
30 to 60%.

 Prescription
•  perform partial deactivation at stream crossings to

allow access for deactivation equipment while
minimizing short-term sedimentation from the
bridges, the stream bed or stream bank.

•  remove existing bridge structures and abutments
and install permanent fords for stream crossings
that will minimize long-term sedimentation from
the streambed or stream banks.

 Operating procedure
•  the first of the 3 bridges was considered stable

and suitable for light vehicle or four-wheel-drive
access during deactivation. The abutments were
found to be above water and the streambed
material was sufficiently coarse to allow
excavator fording unaided by rubber mats. The
risk of stream sedimentation from completing
work at this site was considered low, so bridge
removal and ford installation could proceed as
planned without temporary deactivation measures
prior to the fish spawning period.

Figure 1. Completed ford crossing lined with
temporary rubber mats.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

•  the second bridge structure was not safe for
equipment passage and was removed and replaced
by a permanent four-wheel-drive ford structure
(Figure 1). Adjoining stream banks were
armoured with large coarse rock to a height of 1-
1.5 m above the current water level. Cobble rock
armouring was installed 10 m on either side of the
entrance and exit to the ford. Erosion-control
blankets were installed directly above the creek
and in a feeder ditch-line (Figure 2). Hay and
erosion-control seed and fertilizer were applied to
all other disturbed surfaces.

•  three rubber mats were laid across the completed
ford to reduce sedimentation from deactivation
equipment traffic. The ford was prepared and the
mats laid in a fashion that would not obstruct fish
passage. A deeper (20 cm) water passage was left
in the middle of the crossing for larger fish while
shallower water passed beneath the matting to
accommodate the passage of smaller fish (Figure
3). For the duration of the deactivation period,
daily monitoring was conducted to ensure that
fish passage was not obstructed at the ford.

•  the third bridge crossing was prepared for
deactivation by removing soil from the bridge
deck using an excavator and hand tools. Bridge
abutments were above and away from the stream
and no sedimentation was anticipated from their
removal. Therefore, the abutments and decking
were left intact during the fish spawning period to
accommodate four-wheel-drive access during
deactivation. Temporary fording of the stream by
an excavator was allowed because the large
coarse rock and lack of spawning gravel in the
streambed would result in little sedimentation.

•  as road deactivation was completed in the
watershed, the remaining first and third bridge
structures were removed without introducing
sediments into the creek, and ford crossings
similar to the structure at the second bridge were
installed.

For further information, contact:
Nicole Bauche, RPF, Evans Forest Products, A
Division of Louisiana-Pacific Canada Engineered
Wood Products Limited, P.O. Box 170, 1221-10th

Ave. North, Golden, BC, V0A 1H0. Tel.: (250) 344-
8820, Fax.: (250) 344-8807

Douglas, Clapp, P.Eng., R.T. Banting Engineering
Ltd., 217A – Industrial Road F, Cranbrook, BC, V1C
6N4. Tel.: (250) 489-5220, Fax.: (250) 489-3416

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1999, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

 
 Figure 3. Ford showing in-stream placement of
rubber mats.

 
 Figure 2. Erosion-control blankets adjacent to ford.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 44

Slope Stabilization along the Pelican Forest Service Road

FRBC Region
Ominica-Peace

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
October 1999

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
Pokiak Enterprises, Prince George, BC

Equipment
•  Dig-It 198T backhoe
•  Kango air drill

Location
Crown land adjacent to the Shesta Lake Forest
Recreation Site on the Pelican Forest Service Road, in
the Chilako River watershed, Prince George Forest
District

Site Characteristics
•  moist warm Sub-Boreal Spruce (SBSmw)

ecosystem

•  the Pelican Forest Service Road, constructed in
the early 1970s, is on silty clay soils.

•  an oversteepened cutbank with a southwest
aspect, was continually sluffing soil into the
roadside ditch (Figure 1). Sediments were being
transported along the ditch and through a culvert
into Shesta Lake.

•  the steep angle of the cutbank and continual
sluffing prevented natural revegetation from
establishing and stabilizing the slope. Small
slumps along the cutbank caused the slope to
become steeper.

•  the Pelican Forest Service Road and adjacent
Shesta Lake Forest Recreation Site are high
public-use areas, so stabilization and revegetation
of the cutbank were important to reduce visual
impact.

Prescription
•  recontour the cutbank to reduce slope angle

•  re-establish vegetation on disturbed surfaces
using brush layers, live staking and erosion
control grasses

Operating procedure
•  the overhanging bank was removed and the

cutbank was recontoured.

•  two rows of willow brush layers were installed
along the lower portion of the slope. Trenches
were dug to accommodate 1.0 - 1.5-m-long
willow material laid horizontally. Three quarters
of this length was covered with soil (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Cut bank prior to recontouring.
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•  live stakes were planted at a 1-m spacing over the
remainder of the cutbank. Due to consolidated
soil, pilot holes (2.5 cm in diameter and
approximately 50 cm deep) for planting, were
drilled at right angles to the slope using an air
drill.

•  the exposed ends of all live material were sealed
to prevent desiccation.

•  poles (approximately 10 cm in diameter and 3-m
long) secured with live stakes were installed
along the slope contour to act as traps for airborne
seed.

•  erosion-control seed was applied to all disturbed
surfaces.

Equipment description and specification

 Dig-It compact tractor loader model 198T
 Engine power (kW)  13.4
 Approx. weight (kg)  1428
 Ground clearance (m)  0.25
 Width (m)  1.95

•  this unit is self-propelled by two hydrostatically
driven wheels, or alternatively it can be towed
behind a pickup truck or all-terrain vehicle.

Observations and comments
•  a small backhoe was used to minimize the ground

disturbance while accessing the top of the cutbank
for recontouring.

•  work was completed by October 28, 1998. One
year later erosion control grass is well established
and there is good initial survival and sprouting of
live stakes and brush layers (Figure 3).

For further information, contact:
Mike Darin or Dave Porter, Prince George Forest
District, BC Ministry of Forests, 2000 S. Ospika
Blvd., Prince George, BC, V2N 4W5. Tel.: (250) 565-
7100

Hank Pokiak, Pokiak Enterprises, 315-3999 Enemark
Cres., Prince George, BC, BC, V2N 2X8. Tel.: (250)
564-5114

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1999, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Installation of brush layers. Figure 3. Cutbank one year after stabilization
treatment.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 45

Hillslope Stabilization and Fillslope Revetment in the Castle Creek Watershed

Region
Omineca-Peace

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
September 1999

Source
FERIC field visit

Location
Slocan Forest Products Ltd., Valemount Division, at
12.4 km along the Castle Creek East Road, west of
McBride in the Robson Valley Forest District.

Equipment
•  John Deere 590 and 790 excavator (work site)
•  Hitachi EX160 LC excavator (rock pit)
•  Aveling Barford 27 000 kg (30 ton) articulated

rock truck
•  non-woven geotextile material

 Site characteristics
•  moist mild Interior Cedar Hemlock (ICHmm)

ecosystem

•  soils were classed as erosion-sensitive, non-
cohesive glacial tills containing fine-grain silts,
gravels and cobbles.

•  at 12.4 km along the Castle Creek East Road, the
natural hillslope above the road was subject to
extensive ground water seepage which was
difficult to control with surface drainage
structures alone. Sub-surface drainage was
required to dry the road fill.

•  the road fillslope at this point forms the stream
bank for Castle Creek. The main flow of Castle
Creek is forced to turn 90 degrees where the creek
encounters the road so that the fill slope
experiences substantial scouring.

•  the combination of erosional forces of the creek
and the saturated and weakened road fill has
caused the road to wash out on several occasions
in the past.

 Prescription
•  realign and outslope the road

•  restore natural drainage patterns on either side of
the road

•  install major bank protection structures where
Castle Creek contacts the road fillslope

 Operating procedure
•  at the point where the washouts occur, the road

was realigned and moved further away from the
creek channel. The road surface was outsloped to
promote drainage towards the creek.

Figure 1. Completed structure (on right) showing rip
rap bank protection and root wads extending into
creek.
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•  cross-ditches with rock armoured outlets were
installed to facilitate runoff according to the work
prescription.

•  next, the bank of the creek was sloped back
towards the road.

•  Geotextile fabric was laid along the creek bank
and rip rap consisting of angular rock 0.5-1.0 m in
diameter (250 kg class), was laid on top and
keyed in for bank protection.

•  the bank protection works involved the placement
of rip rap and large woody debris revetment using
cottonwood root wads (Figure 1).

•  ten cottonwood trees, 60 – 100 cm in diameter
and 6-9 m in length, were used for tree revetment.
The trees were pushed over with the excavator,
limbed and left with the root wads intact.
Trenches were excavated perpendicular to the
creek at 4-m intervals and the trees were laid in
the trench (one tree per trench) with the root wad
in the creek and the other end in the road
substrate. The trees were sloped outward and
anchored in place with rip rap of the same size as
used for bank protection.

•  erosion control seed with fertilizer was applied to
all disturbed surfaces.

Production/study results
•  rock (estimated volume 790 m3) used as rip rap

was taken from a slide area adjacent to the Castle
Creek Mainline, approximately 2 km from the
work site.

•  cottonwood trees used for bank revetment were
obtained nearby and moved using the excavator
and rock truck.

•  costs for moving the road, repairing the slope
drainage, and completing the bank revetment was
approximately $18 000, and required 6 days to
complete.

Observations and comments
•  each buried cottonwood tree with surrounding

rock was designed to act as a french drain to pipe
water away from the road substrate. Cottonwood
is resistant to rot when buried in a cool, wet
environment (Peter Wright, personal
communication).

•  the root wads were positioned to slow the creek at
high flows, trap additional woody debris, and
collect sediments that would further slow the flow
and protect the bank from erosion. The root wads
and accumulated debris will also provide fish
habitat.

•  the project was completed in late September,
1998. One year later the structures appear to be
functioning as designed. Silt from Castle Creek is
accumulating around the root wads and coarse
woody debris is accumulating along the bank
revetment area. Initial sprouting of the cottonwood
was evident on the root wads (Figure 2). The
cottonwoods will provide shade as they grow.

•  thus, the cottonwoods provide three functions:
road substrate drainage, bank protection, and
vegetation.

For further information, contact:
Peter Wright, Robson Valley Forest District, BC
Ministry of Forests, P.O. Box 40, McBride, BC, V0J
2E0. Tel.: (250) 569-3700, Fax.: (250) 569-3738

Tony Bild, Slocan Forest Products Ltd., Valemount
Division, P.O. Box 189, Valemount, BC, V0E 2Z0.
Tel.: (250) 566-4421, Fax.: (250) 566-9851

Richard Fairservice, D.R. Estey Engineering Ltd.,
4722 Centennial Way, Prince George, BC, V2N 5S5.
Tel.: (250) 561-2574, Fax.: (250) 562-7614

Andrew Wilson, Omineca Region, BC Ministry of
Environment, Lands and Parks, 325 – 1011 Fourth
Ave., Prince George, BC, V2L 3H9. Tel.: (250) 565-
7112, Fax.: (250) 565-6629

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1999, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

 
 Figure 2. Cottonwood root wad showing initial
sprouting one year after project completion.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 46

Re-deactivation of the Hookup Road in the West Sand River Watershed, Western
Vancouver Island

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
November 1999

Source
FERIC field visit combined with contract
documentation from Ostapowich Engineering
Services Inc.

Contractor
Consider It Done Watershed Restoration Services
Ltd., Lake Cowichan, BC

Equipment
•  John Deere 992E LC excavator with 4.9-m stick

and an 892 standard bucket and live thumb
(Figure 1)

Location
Hookup Road in TFL 44 (Weyerhaeuser Canada Ltd.,
Clayoquot Operation), in the West Sand River
Watershed, near Uclulet in the South Island Forest
District.

Site characteristics
•  in the early 1990s, extensive networks of forest

roads on Vancouver Island were deactivated to
then-current standards. Since then, landslides
have occurred on some deactivated roads,
suggesting that in some situations the deactivation
measures used may not have been adequate to
stabilize the failure sites. Insufficient control of
runoff and residual deposits of oversteepened
sidecast material are thought to contribute to the
subsequent failures. Today deactivated roads in
high-risk situations are being re-deactivated using
new techniques to bring them up to current
standards. The re-deactivation of the Hookup
Road illustrates some of these techniques.

•  very wet hypermaritime Coastal Western
Hemlock (CWHvh1) ecosystem

•  the Hookup Road was originally deactivated in
1992-1993 to Coastal Fisheries Forestry
Guidelines (Action Assessment Plan) standards.

•  original deactivation consisted of pullback and
recontouring of a portion of oversteepened
sidecast material and the removal and
replacement of some drainage structures with
cross ditches.

•  slides and debris torrents from this portion of the
road occurred both before and since the 1992-93
deactivation.Figure 1. John Deere 992E LC excavator with 4.9-m

stick .
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A recent assessment of the potential for landslides
from the deactivated road revealed the following:
•  sections of steep fills still remain after

deactivation, in some cases supported on logs
and stumps. The potential for slides varied from
moderate to high along 644 m of the 1436-m
segment of road to be re-deactivated.

•  some cross drains concentrate runoff which
resulted in slides downslope. Some cross drains
located at subsurface seepage sites, converted
subsurface drainage to surface runoff below the
cross drain.

•  some original drainage structures remain, and
erosion was occurring at stream crossings.

 Prescription
•  re-deactivate road to permanent deactivation

standard
•  pull back all residual sidecast material and

recontour to original slope
•  remove or rework of some existing drainage

structures to disperse runoff or seepage and
restore pre-logging drainage patterns.

 Operating procedure
•  rebuild an access trail for the excavator on the

previously deactivated road bed.
•  in sections of existing pullback, re-excavate the

material to ensure that the original road surface
was decompacted and to identify the transition
between undisturbed and sidecast material.

•  sort and replace the pullback material, with coarse
material placed against the cutbank and finer road
subsoil and sidecast material next to the final
layer of topsoil. Organic material was placed onto
the pullback and re-contoured to the original
slope. The transition zones from deactivated to
undisturbed ground were made irregular to blend
in to the slope, and to break up zones or planes of
stress. Finally, large woody debris and stumps
were placed randomly across the finished surface.

•  ramping down was required in some locations to
reach deep fills, (Due to safety considerations, not
all fills were retrieved.)

•  where it was desirable to disperse soil water,
blanket drains were constructed using coarse fill
material. For surface seepages where there was an
absence of aggregates, a shallow mix of soil and
small woody debris was utilized to disperse
drainage and prevent rilling. Seepages and drains
were reworked as rock-lined swales or rock-filled
trench drains to prevent erosion.

 Observations and comments
•  using a smaller 892 bucket and associated

hydraulic cylinders, rather than a 992 bucket,
provided faster cycle times and greater machine
stability for long reaches.

•  adequate support for the excavator is essential
when deactivating roads on steep terrain. If the
excavator needs to work near the outside edge of
the road prism, fill, puncheon, and stump or
boulder cribbing should first be removed.

•  achieving the desired stratification of soil layers
when re-deactivating a road is difficult if the
pullback was not sorted when the road was
previously deactivated.

•  re-doing heavy pullback on steep slopes is more
hazardous than performing initial pullback.

•  consider safety at all times.

•  on steep terrain, blanket drains that disperse
drainage may be more suitable than cross drains
that concentrate runoff.

For further information, contact:
Dennis Clarke, Consider It Done Watershed
Restoration Services Ltd., P.O. Box 1230, Lake
Cowichan,  BC, V0R 2G0. Tel.: (250) 749-4150

Rick MacDonald, Renewal Investment Corp., 4641
Margaret St., Port Alberni, BC, V9Y 6H1. Tel.: (250)
723-4422

Glynnis Horel, Ostapowich Engineering Services
Ltd., 227 Horel Rd., Saltspring Island, BC, V8K 2A4.
Tel.: (250) 653-4925

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1999, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 47

Culvert Outflow Modification to Allow Fish Passage in the Cottonwood River
Watershed

FRBC Region
Cariboo-Chilcotin

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
October, 1999

Source
FERIC field visit and report by Parker (1999)

 Location
 West Fraser Mills Ltd., Tree Farm Licence, at four
culvert crossings on the 1300 Road, Cottonwood
River Watershed southeast of Quesnel, in the Quesnel
Forest District

 Site Characteristics
•  wet cool Sub-Boreal Spruce (SBSwk) ecosystem

•  culverts were installed in the mid-1970s.

•  scour of the streambed at the outflow of each
culvert had resulted in drops of 25 to 60 cm. This,
combined with high flow velocities in the
culverts, lack of substrate within culverts, and
lack of an outlet plunge pool, limited passage by
adult fish.

Prescription
As an alternative to culvert replacement, two different
techniques were prescribed to improve fish passage at
the four sites as follows:

•  at three sites, a backflood weir was constructed
several metres downstream of the culvert outlet to
create a pool of sufficient depth to submerge the
bottom lip of the culvert (Figure 1).

•  at the remaining site an extended riffle was
constructed from the outlet of the culvert to the
streambed to produce a moderate gradient.

Operating procedure
•  the backflood weirs were constructed such that

the crest of the weir caused water to backflood to
slightly above the bottom lip of the culvert outlet.
This eliminated the drop into the plunge pool, but
resulted in a steep slope riffle at the tail of the
plunge pool. Weir design and substrate sizing was
conducted according to need. One site required
the construction of 2 weirs (creating 2 pools) in
order to gain the elevation needed to backflood
the culvert.

•  for the riffle construction at the fourth site,
assorted angular rock was used to to build a riffle
with a moderate gradient from culvert outlet to
stream substrate over a distance of approximately
7 m. The bottom of the culvert was rock lined and
this rock was held in place by a large keystone
positioned at the culvert outlet which extended
slightly above the outlet lip. Small gravel was
used to fill interstitial spaces. The completed

 
 Figure 1. Completed structure showing backflood
pool formed by weir and rock placed in culvert.
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structure provided a moderate gradient along the
stream substrate from above the culvert, through
the culvert, and down the constructed riffle.
Reduced water velocity and elimination of the
outlet drop improved fish passage.

Production/study results
•  shot rock used for riffle construction (4 loads per

culvert location) was hauled from Quesnel, a
distance of 50 km.

•  total cost for construction was approximately
$3000 per culvert location.

Observations and comments
•  the structures were completed in the fall of 1998.

To monitor changes in the structures over time,
elevations were measured seven months after
construction to allow for settling. Pool depths at
three of the locations ranged from 0.5 m to 1.13
m. Following spring 1999 runoff, the four
locations were remeasured (Figure 2). The
greatest post-flood change that occurred was the
reduction in residual depth of the three primary
pools created by the weirs. In-fill of fine bedload
(up to gravel size) reduced residual depths from
between 60 to 89% of the pre-flood
measurements. In-fill of fines at the tail of outlet
pools resulted in two of the weir crests being
higher than the pre-flood measurements. Flood
waters created step-pool morphology on the faces
of the riffles. These changes were anticipated,
however, and allow for effective fish passage up
the riffle face at low flows. During an August
1999 assessment, rainbow trout were found in
every constructed riffle, pool and culvert.

•  over the long term the extended riffle design from
the lip of the culvert is expected be more stable
and durable than the backflood weir design. Bed
material in the culvert of the extended riffle
design is more likely to be maintained over time
due to support by the key riffle boulders at the
outlet holding the material in place. The extended
riffle design allows for construction closer to the
road surface, so bed material in the culvert is
more stable, and riffle slope is less than the slope
formed on a riffle downstream from a weir.

•  Parker (1999) concluded that based on the limited
observations at this test site, the extended riffle
structure was a viable and cost-effective
alternative to culvert replacement (assuming
culvert capacity is sufficient) and was likely to be
a more stable and viable structure in the long term
than a downstream weir. In some cases an outlet
weir pool may be an essential habitat feature.

References
Parker, M. 1999. Cottonwood Culverts Post-Flood
Assessment August 1999. Streamline; B.C’s Stream
Restoration Technical Bulletin. Vol. 4/No. 2, pp 12-
14.

For further information, contact:
Michael Parker, Ministry of Environment Lands and
Parks, #400 – 640 Borland St., Williams Lake, BC,
V2G 4T1. Tel.: (250) 398-4696, Fax.: (250) 398-4214

Alan Hunter, West Fraser Mills Ltd., P.O. Box 6000,
Quesnel, BC, V2J 3J5. Tel.: (250) 992-0888, Fax.:
(250) 992-9233

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Backflood weir structure one year after
construction.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 48

Permanent Road Deactivation Using Culverts in the Fontaine Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Cariboo-Chilcotin

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
October, 1999

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
Kadenbach Kontracting, Quesnel, BC
(bioengineering)

Grant Webster Excavating, Quesnel, BC (culvert
installation).

 Location
 West Fraser Mills Ltd., TFL #52, in the Fontaine
Creek watershed approximately 70 km east of
Quesnel, in the Quesnel Forest District

 Site Characteristics
•  wet cool Engelmann Spruce-Subalpine Fir

(ESSFwk1) ecosystem

•  area was roaded and harvested in the early 1980s.

•  the 13K road was built using a crawler tractor and
blade and a high roadbed resulted. Erosion was
occurring along ditches as a result of runoff being
channeled along ditches for long distances.
Spacing between culverts was as high as 200 m
(10 culverts installed originally over 1.5-km road
length). The lack of adequate drainage structures
disrupted the natural drainage pattern of the
surrounding area.

•  the steep angle of the cutbanks in some locations
prevented natural revegetation and artificial
seeding from establishing and stabilizing the
slopes.

Prescription
•  install additional culverts, appropriately spaced, to

re-establish the natural pre-logging runoff pattern.
Culverts were favoured over cross ditches because
of the deep road fills.

•  install modified brush layers on steep cut slopes
that are not revegetating naturally.

Operating procedure
•  the number of existing culverts along the road

were increased substantially. Ditch blocks were
formed downslope from each culvert to prevent
channeling of runoff water past the culvert intake
(Figure 1). Rock armouring was installed at
culvert outlets to prevent erosion.

•  modified willow and cottonwood brush layers
were installed and supported using 15-cm-high
boards anchored in place with steel reinforcing
bar (rebar).

 
 Figure 1. Culvert with ditch block for final drainage
control.
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•  remaining slopes were roughened-up with the
excavator bucket and all disturbed and non-
vegetated surfaces were seeded with an erosion-
control grass mix containing fertilizer.

Production/study results
•  culvert installation required 8 person-days. A

total of seven 1000-mm culverts and eight 600-
mm culverts was used to replace the existing
culverts. Bioengineering required 24 person-
days.

Cost summary:
Culverts $22 000
Culvert installation $6 600
Bioengineering $5 500
Total cost $ 34 100

Observations and comments
•  the modified brush layers were installed in

August, 1998. One year later, the degree of
sprouting success varied with slope aspect; south-
facing slopes had a greater proportion of layers
sprouting than north-facing slopes (Figure 2).

For further information, contact:
Alan Hunter, West Fraser Mills Ltd., P.O. Box 6000,
Quesnel, BC, V2J 3J5. Tel.: (250) 992-0888, Fax.:
(250) 992-9233

Konny Kadenbach, Kadenbach Kontracting, 4686
Hydraulic Road, Quesnel, BC, V2J 6P9. Tel.: (250)
747-3885

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Vigorous sprouting from brush layers on a
south facing cut slope one year after installation.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 49

Permanent and Semi-permanent Road Deactivation and Slope Stabilization
in the Mary and Alice Creek Watersheds

FRBC Region
Cariboo-Chilcotin

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
October, 1999

Source
FERIC field visit

 Contractors
ECI Erosion Control Inc., Quesnel, BC (Caterpillar
excavator and skidder rock truck)
Lake Excavating Ltd., Williams Lake, BC (Caterpillar
rock truck)
Kwik Kat, Quesnel, BC (Hitachi and Samsung
excavators, Bobcat and 2 gravel trucks)
Rafter K Contracting, Quesnel, BC (erosion control
blankets)

 Equipment
•  C-7D Tree Farmer skidder converted to a rock

hauling truck
•  Caterpillar D250E articulated dump truck
•  Hitachi EX200, Samsung SE130 and Caterpillar

416 excavators
•  Bobcat 735 loader
•  Curlex erosion blankets

 Location
 Crown Land on spur roads of the 3500 Road in the
Mary & Alice Creek watershed approximately 50 km
east of Quesnel, in the Quesnel Forest District

 Site Characteristics
•  Sub-Boreal Spruce (SBS) ecosystem

•  area was roaded and logged in the late 1970s to
early 1980s.

•  soil texture is predominantly silty clay that is
easily eroded whenever water is concentrated in
ditches and gullies. Slopes are moderate (20 to
30%).

Prescription
•  remove all existing drainage structures and replace

with cross ditches or rock fords suitable for four-
wheel-drive vehicle access.

•  install live stakes and wattle fences to prevent soil
erosion and revegetate cutslopes.

•  seed all disturbed areas with an erosion-control
grass mix.

Operating procedure
•  existing drainage structures were removed and

replaced with rock-armoured, angled cross ditches
as specified (Figure 1). Erosion control blankets

 
 Figure 1. Cross ditch showing rock armouring.
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were used in some cross ditches. Additional cross
ditches were installed to restore pre-logging
drainage patterns and control runoff. Rock for
armouring was sourced locally and hauled to cross
ditch locations using the articulated dump trucks.

•  on steep cutslopes subject to soil erosion, wattle
fences were installed along the slope contour.
Willow (primarily) and some cottonwood live
material were woven between 1.2-m-long
reinforced steel bars (rebar) hammered into the
slope. The height of the wattle fence was
sufficient to allow a terrace to be tamped behind
each fence and soil was foot-packed tightly
against the fence to ensure good contact between
soil and the live material. Wire was used
occasionally to join willow whips together but the
fences were not tied to the rebar supports.

•  Live stakes approximately 50 cm in length were
planted at a spacing of 1 by 0.5 m, in the area
between wattle fences (Figure 2).

•  all disturbed surfaces were seeded with erosion-
control seed mix.

Production/study results
•  Total costs for deactivation of 17.5 km of road to four-

wheel-drive access was approximately $99 000.

Observations and comments
An articulated dump truck has the advantage over
conventional dump trucks of improved
maneuverability in tight locations because of
articulated steering. High clearance and lower ground
pressure provide improved trafficability across rough
terrain and cross ditches (Figure 3).

For further information, contact:
Ray Jungaro, B.C. Ministry of Forests, Quesnel Forest
District, 322 Johnston Ave., Quesnel, BC, V2J 3M5.
Tel.: (250) 992-4400, Fax.: (250) 992-4403, Email:
ray.jungaro@gems1.gov.bc.ca

Konny Kadenbach, Kadenbach Kontracting, 4686
Hydraulic Road, Quesnel, BC, V2J 6P9. Tel.: (250)
747-3885

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

 
 Figure 2 .Wattle fence and live stake being planted.

 
 Figure 3. Skidder converted to a rock truck.
 



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 50

Erosion Control Along Roads in the Inzana Lake Watershed

FRBC Region
Omineca-Peace

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
October, 1999

Source
FERIC field visit

 Contractors
Lakeview Holdings Ltd., Fort St. James, BC

 Equipment
•  Hitachi EX200 excavator
•  Curlex II erosion-control blankets

 Location
 Apollo Forest Products Ltd., Forest License adjacent
to the Leo Creek Forest Service Road in the Inzana
Lake watershed approximately 100 km north of Fort
St. James, in the Fort St. James Forest District

 Site Characteristics
•  moist cool Sub-Boreal Spruce (SBSmk1)

ecosystem
•  area was roaded and logged in the early 1980s. At

the junction of the 100 and 500 Road, drainage
concentrated from both roads has scoured a
channel 1.2 m deep through highly erodible silty
soils in an exposed cutbank adjacent to the 500
Road and immediately downslope from the 100
Road. Drainage from the 100 Road was directed
via the ditchline and culvert to the slope
immediately above the exposed cutbank. A
secondary minor source of sediment was the
ditchline runoff from the adjacent 500 Road.

•  eroded sediment has been transported into
adjacent standing timber and a wetland area.
Although the drainage runs clear, the cutbank and
channel side slopes are still actively eroding and
remain a sediment source. Upper slopes have
stabilized and are for the most part revegetated.

Prescription
•  using ditch blocks and additional culverts, re-

establish a more natural drainage pattern that will
reduce drainage water flow through the exposed
cutbank (Figure 1).

•  reprofile and stabilize cutbank.
•  seed all disturbed areas with an erosion-control

grass mix.

Operating procedure
•  to reduce water flow through the exposed

cutbank, modifications to drainage originating
from the 100 Road above were undertaken. Two
cross drain culverts with ditch block were
installed on the 100 Road to reduce flows along
the ditch further downslope to an existing culvert
and to re-establish a more natural drainage
pattern.

 
 Figure 1. Cross drain culvert with ditch block.
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•  a cross drain culvert with ditch block was
installed on the lower 500 Road to divert drainage
water away from the sediment deposition area.

•  the banks of the drainage channel passing through
the cutbank were pulled back and recontoured to
achieve a 2:1 slope.

•  non-woven geotextile fabric was installed along
the bed of the channel and this was covered with
coarse gravel (pit run reject).

•  erosion-control mats (Curlex II ) were placed
further upslope from the channel (Figure 2).

Production/study results
•  prescription objectives were achieved and the

project required 24 hours of excavator time and 11
hours of endhauling.

For further information, contact:
Kim Muddiman, Cripple Creek Forestry Services,
P.O. Box 2, Fort St. James, BC, V0J 1P0. Tel./Fax.:
(250) 996-0081

Kris Bjarnason, Apollo Forest Products Ltd. P.O. Box
129, Fort St. James, BC, V0J 1P0. Tel.: (250) 996-
8297, Fax.: (250) 996-8730, e-mail:
afpops@qlynx.com

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest community. It
does not constitute an endorsement by FERIC of a product
or service to the exclusion of others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

 
 Figure 2. Completed drainage channel with coarse
gravel and Curlex II erosion-control mats.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 51

Road and Beaver Dam Removal in the Inzana Lake Watershed

FRBC Region
Omineca-Peace

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
October, 1999

Source
FERIC field visit

 Contractors
Lakeview Holdings Ltd., Fort St. James, BC

 Equipment
•  Hitachi EX200 excavator
•  non-woven geotextile fabric

 Location
 Apollo Forest Products Ltd., Forest License. Access
road off of the Leo Creek Forest Service Road in the
Inzana Lake watershed approximately 100 km north
of Fort St. James, in the Fort St. James Forest District

 Site Characteristics
•  moist cool and wet cool Sub-Boreal Spruce

(SBSmk1/SBSmk2) ecosystems

•  area was roaded and logged in 1981.
•  the forest access road crosses an S2 Riparian

Class fish bearing stream for which either no
culvert was installed at time of construction or the
culvert had become blocked over time. This,
combined with a beaver dam situated on top of
the road, had ponded water and redirected
streamflow over the road resulting in
sedimentation downstream. The potential for
mass wasting existed should this blockage fail
during periodic flooding.

Prescription
•  remove the roadbed and beaver dam at the

crossing, utilizing all necessary precautions to
control sedimentation of the stream.

•  re-establish a final stream channel suitable for fish
passage (Figure 1).

•  seed all disturbed areas with erosion-control grass
mix.

•  semi-permanently deactivate access road to the
work site with drainage control features such as
cross ditches and water bars.

Operating procedure
•  work was completed during an instream work

window between July 15 and August 20.

•  prior to instream work, silt fences constructed
from geotextile membrane, were set up to contain
sediment.

•  prior to draining the pond, coarse woody debris
was removed from lowest elevation of stream
channel.

 
 Figure 1. Completed stream channel.
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•  to drain the pond gradually, the beaver dam was
breached in two locations (one at each end) and
the water level of the pond was lowered in stages
to control flow. Prior to breaching the dam, a
channel was excavated through the roadbed
towards the dam at one end and lined with
geotextile membrane. The dam was then breached
at this location allowing flow over the membrane
into a settling pond immediately downstream of
the road. While one channel was draining, a
second similar channel was constructed through
the roadbed at the opposite end of the dam and at
a lower elevation. Once the first channel stopped
draining, the dam was breached at the second
channel location and the water directed into the
same settling pond. This process was continued
alternately back and forth between the two
channels until the pond was drained.

•  once the water level behind the dam was below
subgrade level, the final stream channel location
was determined and the old road bed was
removed and endhauled to a nearby landing.

•  non-woven geotextile fabric was installed along
the new stream banks directly below the beaver
dam and the stream banks were covered with
coarse (50 kg) rock riprap to a depth of >550 mm
to hold fabric in place and prevent scouring. The
final stream channel was 10 m wide with the
stream bank having a 1:2 slope.

Production/study results
•  the completed project to restore fish passage to

this portion of the stream resulted in the removal
of approximately 310 m³ of road substrate from
the stream crossing, requiring 24 hours of
excavator time and 40 hours of end-hauling.

For further information, contact:
Kim Muddiman, Cripple Creek Forestry Services,
P.O. Box 2, Fort St. James, BC, V0J 1P0. Tel./Fax.:
(250) 996-0081

Kris Bjarnason, Apollo Forest Products Ltd., P.O.
Box 129, Fort St. James, BC, V0J 1P0. Tel.: (250)
996-8297, Fax.: (250) 996-8730, e-mail:
afpops@qlynx.com

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest community. It
does not constitute an endorsement by FERIC of a product
or service to the exclusion of others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 52

Permanent Road Deactivation in the Taylor River Watershed

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
November, 1999

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
R.A. Stephens Trucking Ltd., Port Alberni, BC

Equipment
•  Hitachi EX220LC excavator with modified ditch

cleaning bucket and live thumb (Figure 1)

Location
Road 550M2 (Weyerhaeuser Canada Ltd., West Island
Timberlands, Sproat Lake Operation), in the Taylor River
watershed, approximately 45 km west of Port Alberni in the
South Island Forest District

Site characteristics
• moist maritime Coastal Western Hemlock (CWHmm1)

ecosystem
• area was roaded in the late 1970s and logged in the early

1980s. Road is situated 500 to 600 m above the Taylor
River with steep natural ground slopes below the road
ranging between 65 and 75%.

•  parent material ranges from till to volcanic rock and
fillslopes are steep, and contain woody debris and stumps.
Wood-supported fills were unstable and prone to sidecast
failure with tension cracks up to 2.5 m from the road
shoulder and slumps up to 1 m deep. A number of sidecast
failures had occurred, one associated with a washed-out
metal culvert. Portions of the road length were constructed
on a rock bench.

Figure 2. Completed cross ditch in a gully.

Figure 1. Modified ditch cleaning bucket.
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Prescription
•  permanently deactivate road by retrieving all

residual sidecast material and recontour to
original slope.

•  remove an existing drainage structure. Install
cross ditches (Figure 2) or blanket drains to
disperse runoff or seepage and restore pre-logging
drainage patterns.

 Operating procedure
•  road surfaces were decompacted or “fluffed” to

the depth of the adjacent ditchline.
•  pullback distances ranged from 9 to 15 m.

Ramping down was required for the longer
reaches (due to safety considerations, not all fills
were retrieved), as was endhauling of excess fill.

•  woody debris and advanced regeneration
excavated from fill slopes were spread across the
deactivated surface (Figure 3).

•  a washed-out metal culvert was removed and the
original gully was reconstructed.

•  erosion-control grass seed was applied to all
disturbed surfaces.

 Equipment description and specification
•  modifications to the ditch cleaning bucket design

consisted of welding four standard bucket teeth
along the bucket’s cutting edge. The teeth allow a
roughened soil surface to be produced and they
improve the digging capability and utility of the
bucket. See Operations: Roads and Bridges,
Article No. 20, for another example of a modified
ditch cleaning bucket used for road deactivation.

 Production/study results
•  the 463-m length of road required 127 hours of

excavator time for deactivation. Approximately
400 to 500 m³ of material was endhauled
requiring 16 hours of dump truck time.
Approximate total cost of deactivation was $22 000.

 Observations and comments
•  after two seasons of operation using the modified

bucket, the contractor has encountered cracking
of welds at quick-change attach points on the
excavator stick. These are attributed to the
stresses caused by handling logs and large rocks
during road deactivation.

For further information, contact:
Bob Stevens Trucking Ltd., R.R. #1, Site 117, C-6,
Port Alberni, BC, V9Y 7L5. Tel.: (250) 723-9358

Rick MacDonald, Renewal Investment Corp., 4641
Margaret St., Port Alberni, BC, V9Y 6H1. Tel.: (250)
723-4422

Hugh Fritz, South Island Forest District, B.C.
Ministry of Forests, 4227 Sixth Ave., Port Alberni,
BC, V9Y 4N1. Tel.: (250) 724-9205

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 3. Spreading woody debris across deactivated
road.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 53

Road Deactivation and Berm Construction in the Otter Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date
September 1999

Source
FERIC field visit
Summary report prepared by Wells Gray Forestland
Reclamation Group, Clearwater, BC

Lead Proponent
Weyerhaeuser Canada Limited, Vavenby, BC

Co-operators
EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd., Kamloops, BC

Wells Gray Forestland Reclamation Group,
Clearwater, BC

Glen Labby Contracting Ltd., Clearwater, BC

John Turner Contracting Ltd., Clearwater, BC

Pashco Blasting Ltd., Knutsford, BC

Equipment
•  Hitachi 400 excavator with bucket and live thumb
•  Caterpillar D8 crawler tractor
•  three 27-ton rock trucks

Location
At 5 km on the Otter Creek Forest Service Road in
Weyerhaeuser Canada Ltd.’s Vavenby Operations,
Clearwater Forest District.

Site characteristics
•  Thompson moist warm Interior Cedar-Hemlock

(ICHmw3) ecosystem

•  the deactivated road section crosses through areas
with steep sideslopes,  and is close to Otter Creek.

•  a bridge crossing at one end of the deactivated
road section will remain intact.  Alternate roads
offer access to locations nearby.

•  instream restoration and bank stabilization work
were conducted in Otter Creek during 1999 (see
Operations: Stream Channels, Article No. 23).
Fish species present include rainbow trout, bull
trout, and coho salmon.

Prescription
•  permanently deactivate 740 m of the Otter Creek

Forest Service Road by ripping the road, pulling
back and endhauling sidecast material, and
recontouring the slope.

•  some unstable road sections close to Otter Creek
required ramping or benching down to complete
pullback.

•  build a deflection berm below a ravelling scar
along the deactivated road section to prevent
sediment from reaching Otter Creek.

•  revegetate the deactivated and recontoured road
section (Figure 1).

Figure 1.  Revegetated and recontoured section of the
Otter Creek Forest Service Road.
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Operating procedure
•  the crawler tractor ripped approximately 200 m of

the road including the ditch line.  The road was re-
graded to allow the trucks access for endhauling.
Landings at each end of the road section were
cleared and ripped and prepared as spoil sites for
endhauled material.

•  the excavator started pullback at 0+275, and
worked towards 0+000 (POC).  A 20-m section
beyond 0+275 was considered too unstable to take
the weight of a large excavator  The excavator
was then lowbedded via an alternate route, and
worked from 0+275 towards 0+740 (POT),
without having to travel across or work directly on
the unstable section.

•  for two sections totalling about 300 m in length,
the excavator benched or ramped down below the
existing grade to retrieve unstable fill material.
These areas of double pullback were endhauled.

•  where the creek meandered to the opposite side of
the valley, and benches and forested flats were
below the fillslope, a 3 to 4 m single pullback was
considered adequate.

•  rock trucks dumped overburden material at ripped
landings located at each end of the road section.
The crawler tractor prepared and contoured the
spoil piles to allow for continuous dumping.

•  the excavator built a deflection berm below a
ravelling scar to prevent material from reaching
Otter Creek (Figure 2).  The berm was
approximately 40 m long, and 2 to 3 m high and
wide.

•  shot rock was used to build the deflection berm
and to armour selected cross ditches.  Shot rock
was readied at 7 km on the Otter Creek Forest
Service Road.

•  an erosion control mix was applied by hand on the
recontoured section, spoil piles, and landings.  A
helicopter and crew applied cereal fall rye-cover
crop (1000 kg/ha) and 28-5-12 slow-release
fertilizer (300 kg/ha) to the same sites the next
day.

•  a slide area and a road section were hydroseeded
using fine seed, mulch, and a tackifier.  An
adjacent ravelling scar was seeded (as a trial);
sitka alder seed, slow-release fertilizer, and topsoil
mix were placed in small holes (dug at 90° to the
slope) at 2.5 cm spacing (microsite seeding).

Production/study results
•  twelve working days were required to complete

the deactivation, including the revegetation work.

Observations and comments
•  a 3-person crew installed two sections of silt

fencing below the deactivated road (at the toe of a
draw) to keep sediment from reaching Otter
Creek.  A hand crew also installed a cross ditch.

•  the microsite seeding trial will be monitored for
its effectiveness in reducing surface erosion, and
for the growth and cover provided from the
planted alder seed.  The results will help to
determine future revegetation prescriptions.  The
alder seed was collected on site.

References
Wells Gray Forestland Reclamation Group.  1998.
South Otter Creek Road Deactivation Report.
Unpublished report prepared for Forest Renewal BC,
and Weyerhaeuser Canada Limited, Vavenby
Timberlands, Clearwater, BC.  13 p.

For further information, contact:
Richard Willan, Weyerhaeuser Canada Limited, Box
130, KP Road, Vavenby, BC, V0E 3A0.  Tel.: (250)
676-1257, Fax.: (250) 676-1237

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2.  Top of the berm in the foreground showing
cereal rye-cover crop growing from the shot rock, and
the ravelling scar in the background.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 54

Road Deactivation, Culvert Removal, and Ford Construction in the
Blomely Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date
September 1999

Source
FERIC field visit

Professional report prepared by Integrated Woods
Services Ltd., Kamloops, BC

Equipment
•  Hitachi EX 200 excavator

•  Kenworth dump truck, 12 m3 capacity

Location
Along road 3930 on the south side of Blomely Creek,
in Tolko Industries Ltd.’s Thompson Woodlands
Operations, Louis Creek, BC

Site characteristics
•  Thompson moist warm Interior Cedar-Hemlock

(ICHmw3) ecosystem

•  a cutslope failure deposited a large amount of
sediment onto the road surface.  Tension cracks
were visible in this area.

•  the road switched back near the cutslope failure
area.  Water management immediately above the
failed cutslope consisted of a ditch which
intercepted and channelled flows away from the
failed area.

•  the failed road section and sections requiring
heavy (9-m slope distance) and moderate (6-m
slope distance) pullback were above and close to
Blomely Creek.  The slope down to the creek is
about 50%.

•  a wooden culvert has deteriorated and slumped.
During high flows the creek surface came up to
the bottom of the culvert stringers.

•  the total road system undergoing semi-permanent
deactivation was about 4 km in length.  FERIC
observed a 600-m section of deactivation and
construction.

Prescription
•  semi-permanent deactivation of Road 3930 to all-

terrain-vehicle (ATV) access.  Deactivation
included sidecast pullback, construction of
waterbars and cross ditches, and culvert removal.

•  in the heavy sidecast pullback section, endhaul the
retrieved material (Figure 1).

•  remove a deteriorated wooden culvert and replace
with a rock ford.

•  construct a ditch to intercept and channel flow,
and install stone lines and live silt fences within
the ditch to minimize erosion and sediment input
to Blomely Creek.

Figure 1.  Retrieving and endhauling sidecast fill
during road deactivation.
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•  hand-seed the deactivated road and spoil site, and
bioengineer the cutslope along the heavy pullback
section.

Operating procedure
•  the excavator was used for heavy and medium

fillslope pullback; constructing cross ditches,
water bars, and a ditch; backing up (with cross
ditches) and removing metal culverts; removing a
wooden culvert; and building a ford.

•  heavy fillslope pullback was prescribed for
approximately 35 m of road, including the site of
the cutslope failure.  A small section of cutslope
was also pulled down and endhauled.

•  the medium pullback sections (approximately 50
m in total length) did not require the retrieved
material to be endhauled.

•  endhauled material was hauled to a spoil site
approximately 75 m away.

•  a ditch was constructed along the road above the
failure to intercept and channel water away from
the cutslope failure area.  The ditch was built next
to the road for 75 m, and continues straight into a
forested area where the road turns sharply.  The
ditch flow at this point is expected to follow into a
low energy creek before reaching Blomely Creek
some 100 m away.

•  within the ditch, a series of stone lines (Figure 2)
were constructed to slow the flow, allow sediment
to settle, and minimize erosion.  The stone lines
were built by hand by placing local rock material
in a line across the width of the ditch.  The stone
lines were separated by an interval of six times the
ditch width.  Live silt fences were also built near
the outlet of the ditch.

•  no cross ditches or waterbars were installed along
the length of road where the ditch was built.

•  the sidecast pullback areas were hand-seeded with
a reclamation mix suitable for the general area.
The site of the cutslope failure was bioengineered,
using local willow and cottonwood species.

Production/study results
•  along the total length of the semi-permanently

deactivated road there were: 24 cross ditches, 2
waterbars, and 1 ford constructed; 6 metal culverts
removed; 2 metal culverts backed up with cross
ditches; and 1 ditch approximately 100 m in
length built.

Observations and comments
•  maintenance and cleaning of the ditch may be

necessary depending on the amount of sediment
accumulated behind the stone lines and live silt
fences.

•  wood from the wooden culvert removed was
placed nearby as a source of large organic debris.

•  locations of cross ditches and waterbars were well
marked in the field.  Cross ditches were spaced as
close as 2 m apart in some places.

References
Henderson, Stephen and Mike Lorimer.  1999.  Road
Deactivation Prescriptions For Blomely Creek.
Integrated Woods Services Ltd., Professional report
prepared for Tolko Industries Ltd., Louis Creek
Division, Kamloops, BC.  4 p.

For further information, contact:
Jennifer Fraser, RPF, Tolko Industries Ltd., P.O. Box
25, Louis Creek, BC, V0E 2E0.  Tel.: (250) 672-9911,
Fax.: (250) 672-2289

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2.  Stone line under construction across the
ditch to slow water flow and allow sediment to settle
out.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 55

Installation of an Armoured Ford Using Tri-lock Flexible Concrete Revetment

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Stephanie Sambo

Date
August 2000

Source
FERIC field visit
Professional report prepared by Ken Langedyk of
Dobson Engineering Ltd., Kelowna, BC

Co-operators
BC Ministry of Forests, Penticton Forest District
Eric Kay, Kay and Associates, Black Creek, BC
CCI Coast, Richmond, BC
Armtec Limited, Richmond, BC
Bar-Ten Springs Enterprises, Lumby, BC
Black Mountain Irrigation District, Kelowna, BC
Dobson Engineering Ltd., Kelowna, BC

Materials and equipment
•  John Deere 200 LC Logger excavator with live

thumb plus standard and ditch cleaning buckets
•  Tri-lock concrete blocks, 10 and 15 cm thick
•  2 x 14 500 kg GVW flatbed trucks
•  2 tandem dump trucks, 9.2 m3 each
•  pallet forks
•  Armtec AMF 245 woven geotextile fabric
•  2 volume-type water pumps, hoses and sandbags

Location
Crown land at Crossing 399 of the Graystokes Forest
Service Road at the headwaters of the Mission Creek
watershed, northeast of Kelowna in the Penticton
Forest District.

Prescription
•  semi-permanent deactivation of Mission Creek at

Crossing 399 to four-wheel-drive vehicle access.

•  remove existing bridge structures and abutments
and install an armoured ford with Tri-lock
concrete blocks (see Table 1) to minimize long-
term sedimentation from the streambed and banks.

•  re-establish vegetation along the upper banks of
the ford using live willow staking; fill voids in
blocks with grass sods (Figure 1).

•  ensure ford is fish passable for rainbow trout.

Site characteristics
•  very dry cold Engelmann Spruce-Subalpine Fir

(ESSFxc) ecosystem

•  the substrate is mainly boulders with some
cobbles and gravels while the banks of the ford
are sandy with cobbles.

•  a log stringer bridge had failed so vehicles were
using a ford downstream to cross the creek,
causing sedimentation problems.

•  Mission Creek is a community watershed utilized
by several irrigation districts and water licensees.

Figure 1. Placing cuttings and filling voids with grass.
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Installation procedure
•  the pallets of Tri-lock blocks were loaded onto

flatbeds and dump trucks by a boom truck using
pallet forks, transported to the remote site and
unloaded at the site by the excavator.

•  upstream of the ford, two volume pumps were used
to divert the creek around the site. Discharge hoses
were run through a buried pipe culvert to maintain
road access for equipment. The creek was
sandbagged during the installation of the ford.

•  the creek bed was shaped, boulders were removed
and the subbase gradient of 3%, in the direction of
streamflow, was established. The excavator reduced
the gradient of the approaches to prevent the
discharge of sediment into the creek and to increase
vehicular access.

•  shovels and rakes were used to remove cobbles from
the prepared subbase. Sand was used to level
depressions and soft areas.

•  woven geotextile material was laid over the ford
with all edges keyed into perimeter trenches
excavated below the scour line.

•  the Tri-lock blocks were hand placed on top of the
geotextile (Figure 2). To start, the blocks were laid
in a straight line along one edge of the ford by
following a string line. Full courses were then laid
sequentially across ensuring alignment was
maintained for the subsequent course of blocks.

•  10 cm thick blocks were mixed with 15 cm blocks to
increase surface roughness in the creek bed for fish
passage.

•  the edges of the geotextile fabric and the Tri-lock
brick were keyed-in. Original streambed material
was replaced on top of the geotextile fabric.

•  locally cut willow whips were placed along the upper
edges of the ford and grass sod was packed into voids
in the blocks to promote revegetation at the site.

Equipment description and specification
•  Tri-lock is a system of concrete blocks made of

two components, a “lock block” and a “key
block.” Each component is keyed into the other
allowing the blocks to articulate and conform to
curves in the subgrade (Table 1).

Table 1. Properties of Tri-lock Concrete Blocks
Thickness 10 cm      (4”) 15 cm      (6”)
Coverage/pair 0.19 m2  (2 ft2) 0.19 m2  (2 ft2)
Weight/pair 31 kg  (68 lbs) 44 kg  (96 lbs)

Production/study results
•  Table 2 shows a cost estimate for the project.

Installation was completed in one 10-h shift.

•  costs are exclusive of engineering design, project
supervision, Tri-lock delivery, and mobilization &
demobilization of crew and equipment.

Table 2. Cost Summary
Excavator (with operator) $1 000
Labour (5-person crew) 1 500
Rental of pumps and accessories 360
Geotextile – 120 m2 240
Tri-lock – 100 m2 3 770
Total $6 870
References
Kay, Eric. 2000. New concept in erosion control for
constructing an ‘Armoured Ford.’ Business Logger,
June 2000, p. 13-14.
Langedyk, Ken. 2000. Mission Creek Crossing #399 –
Crossing Assessment. Professional report prepared for
BC Ministry of Forests, Penticton Forest District,
Penticton, BC. 4 p.

For further information, contact:
Daryl Hunt, Penticton Forest District, BC Ministry of
Forests, 102 Industrial Place, Penticton, BC, V2A
7C8.  Tel.: (250) 490-2200.
Eric Kay, Kay and Associates, 8712 Island Highway,
Black Creek, BC, V9J 1K5. Tel.: (250) 337-5096.
Ernie Bone, CCI Coast, P.O. Box 94580, Richmond,
BC, V6Y 2V6. Tel.: (604) 270-8411.

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.
  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733Figure 2. Laying Tri-lock blocks and replacing 10 cm

thick with 15 cm thick blocks in the background.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 56

Installation of a Steel Cross-Drain in the King Edward Lake Watershed

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Stephanie Sambo

Date
November 2000

Source
Brief summaries of the steel cross-drain installation
prepared by Jim Knight and Ron Fuhr, Tolko
Industries Ltd., Lavington Division, Vernon, BC

Contractor
P&N Excavating and Trucking Ltd, Armstrong, BC

Equipment
•  Jim and Linda Knight’s steel cross-drain

•  Hitachi EX200

•  trailer for culvert

•  chain

Location
Tolko Industries Ltd., Lavington Woodlands
Operation, Forest Licence A18672, at 10.6 km along
King Edward Lake Road in the Vernon Forest District

Prescription
•  install a steel cross-drain on King Edward Lake

Road to prevent sediment from entering the
community water supply.

Site characteristics
•  Thompson dry mild Montane Spruce ecosystem

(MSdm2)
•  the grade of the road where the cross-drain was

installed is 10%. The soil texture is a sandy loam.
•  one side of the road had a berm that prevented

water from reaching the ditch line.
•  the culvert downhill from the cross-drain has a

fish stream passing through it.
•  the road is used for logging and recreation access.

Operating procedure
•  the cross-drain was transported to the site on a

culvert trailer.
•  to install the cross-drain the excavator dug a

trench slightly deeper than the structure. The
trench was placed diagonally across the road
(Figures 1 and 2).

•  the excavator then placed gravel in the trench to
achieve the required bedding depth.

•  a chain attached to the excavator was used to lift
the cross-drain and place it in the trench.

•  the unit was backfilled and tamped in place.
•  the ditchline was deepened to facilitate drainage

of the cross-drain. Water from the cross-drain
enters the ditch line then travels over the forest
floor before reaching the stream.

Figure 1. Steel cross-drain placed diagonally across
the road (photo courtesy of R. Fuhr).
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Equipment description and specification
•  the cross-drain is 8 meters long, 40 cm deep and

61 cm wide but can be manufactured to any
length. It weighs about 100 kg per linear meter
and is engineered for industrial use.

•  the cross-drain has one removable pipe positioned
in the top layer of pipes (Figure 3). It weighs
about 10 kg per linear meter. The removable pipe
is connected by a series of hooks under each I-
beam and a single bolt. It can be easily removed
with wrenches and a sledgehammer then lifted out
by hand and placed on the ground. The removable
pipe makes it possible to remove sediment that
accumulates in the cross-drain with a hand shovel.
This feature eliminates the need for expensive
equipment for maintenance.

Production/study results
•  total installation time of the cross-drain was

approximately 2 hours which cost $475.

Observations and comments
•  in the Kamloops Forest Region, steel cross-drains

are recognized as engineered structures and are
eligible for an appraisal allowance when installed
in a location agreed to by BC Ministry of Forests
District staff. The appraisal allowance for open
steel cross drains is the current cost of the cross-
drain at $195 per linear meter plus the installation
cost.

•  cross-drains are reusable and can be moved if the
situation along the road changes.

•  a properly installed cross-drain should reduce road
maintenance costs and improve downstream water
quality.

For further information, contact:
Ron Fuhr, Tolko Industries Ltd., Lavington Division,
P.O. Box 1540, Vernon, BC, V1T 8C2. Tel.: (250)
545-4992. Fax: (250) 545-5926.

Manufacturer of the steel cross-drain:
Jim and Linda Knight, 5055 Haynes Road, Vernon,
BC, V1B 3J6. Tel.: (250) 545-0325 or 558-9588. Fax:
(250) 545-0183.

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Installed steel cross-drain
(photo courtesy of R. Fuhr).

Figure 3. Steel cross-drain with the removable pipe
propped up on blocks (photo courtesy of J. Knight).



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 57

Construction of a Lock Block Retaining Wall in the Kelly River Watershed

FRBC Region
Kootenay-Boundary

Author
Stephanie Sambo

Date
October 2000

Source
FERIC field visit
Engineers certification report prepared by Dobson
Engineering Ltd.

Lead Proponent
Weyerhaeuser Company Limited, Okanagan Falls Division

Contractors
Dobson Engineering Ltd., Kelowna, BC (prescriptions,
supervision, engineers certification report)
Reum Contracting Ltd., Penticton, BC (excavator, dump
trucks, labour, crane truck)
Westhills Aggregates Ltd., Penticton, BC (gravel)
South Okanagan Concrete Products Ltd., Penticton, BC
(lock blocks)
Meadow Valley Construction, Summerland, BC (ford)

Equipment and materials
•  Hitachi EX220 with ditch cleaning bucket and live

thumb
•  tandem axle dump trucks
•  3-ton Hiab crane truck
•  Case 580K rubber-tired extend-a-hoe
•  vibratory-plate compactor and 10 cm trash pumps
•  Amoco 4551 nonwoven geotextile fabric
•  Armtec SRW300 nonwoven geotextile fabric

Location
Weyerhaeuser Company Limited’s Forest Licence
A18970 in the Kelly River Watershed, at 36.5 km on the
Conkle Forest Service Road.

Site characteristics
•  Okanagan dry mild Montane Spruce (MSdm1)

ecosystem
• access is gained by crossing a ford next to the Kelly

River Recreation Site and travelling 200 m up the road.
•  rainbow trout are present in Kelly River by the road

fillslope.
•  the landslide was initiated during heavy precipitation

in the mid 1990s. The upslope area contributing
seepage to the site is 5-6 ha. The upper slope is 35-
45%. At the toe of the slope, the failure plane was
located approximately 1.2 m below the road surface.

Prescription
•  improve an existing ford by applying riprap to the

approaches so that a dump truck and 3-ton Hiab
truck could cross Kelly River without introducing
sediment. No new riprap was required within the
wetted perimeter of the river. All work was required
to be completed by September 1, 2000 and an
environmental monitor was required to be on-site at
all times during ford construction. Trucks were
washed prior to crossing the ford to minimize
sediment introduction.

•  construct a lock block retaining wall to contain the
failed cutbank located 15 m from Kelly River.

•  construct cross ditches on the road.

Figure 1. Bottom layer of retaining wall (photo source:
Dobson Engineering Ltd.).



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

Operating procedure
•  with authorization to work instream the extend-a-

hoe armoured the approaches to the existing ford
with rock hauled from a quarry 20 km away.

•  a solid foundation was built for the retaining wall by
excavating below the plane of failure along the road.
The excavated hole was filled with roughly 75 m3 of
¾ minus gravel and compacted.

•  the 3-ton Hiab crane truck hauled the lock blocks 37
km from the yard to the site.

•  prior to block placement, nonwoven geotextile was
draped over the excavated cutslope to separate the
porous backfill material from the native soil.

•  a toe drain, consisting of 10 cm perforated O-pipe,
was placed behind the base of the wall to collect
seepage and reduce hydrostatic pressure.

•  the first course of lock blocks were installed in a
curve below the road grade level (Figure 1). The end
lock blocks of the first and third courses were
positioned at right angles to the adjoining blocks.
These rows have 28 lock blocks.

•  geogrid was placed on the second layer of blocks
(Figure 2). The second and fourth courses have 27
lock blocks. A total of 110 lock blocks were used to
build the wall (40 m long and 4 blocks high).

•  backfilling was done after each course of lock
blocks were installed. The fill material was
compacted with a vibratory-plate compactor.

•  riprap was placed beside one end of the retaining
wall to hold back the fill material.

•  an armoured cross drain was constructed to receive
flow from the toe drain and cross ditches were built
as prescribed.

•  the road was insloped towards the retaining wall.
•  erosion control seed mix was hand sown over

disturbed areas.

•  the recreation site was rehabilitated and improved.
•  harvesting above the slope was delayed until the

lock block system retaining wall was built.

Production/study results
•  Table 1 shows the costs for the project.
Table 1. Cost Summary

Item
Cost
($)

% of
Total
Cost

Prescription-Options #1, 2, and 3   1 997.50     5.4
Test of prescription-Option #1      732.50     2.0
Geotextiles, geogrid, toe drain   1 373.89     3.7
Concrete lock blocks   8 827.50   24.0
Ford construction and riprap
loading

  1 730.00     4.7

Lock block delivery   5 440.00   14.8
Excavator/dump truck/labour   7 410.70   20.1
Gravel (¾-) and delivery      662.12     1.8
Supervision & certification report   7 640.36   20.7
Plate compacter and 10 cm trash
pumps

     440.65     1.2

Misc. supplies and services      571.60     1.6
Total 36 826.82 100.0
Note: Prescriptions, supervision of on-site works and
completion of the certification report were done by a
Professional Engineer.

References
Langedyk, Ken. 2000. Kelly River Watershed, Site R2
(Kelly River Recreation Site) – Engineers Certification
Report. Dobson Engineering Ltd., Kelowna, BC. 2 pp. +
map and photos.

For further information, contact:
Steve Jones, Southern Interior ForestCraft Ltd., Consultant
to Weyerhaeuser Canada Limited, P.O. Box 39, Okanagan
Falls, BC, V0H 1R0. Tel.: (250) 497-1291.
Jim Guthrie, BC Ministry of Forests, Boundary Forest
District, P.O. Box 2650, 136 Sagamore Ave., Grand Forks,
BC, V0H 1H0. Tel.: (250) 442-4340.
Les Molnar, Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks,
P.O. Box 2650, 136 Sagamore Ave., Grand Forks, BC,
V0H 1H0. Tel.: (250) 442-4300.

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest community. It
does not constitute an endorsement by FERIC of a product or
service to the exclusion of others that may be suitable.
  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Geogrid placement on second layer of blocks
(photo source: Dobson Engineering Ltd.).



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 58

Road Deactivation, In-stream Structures, and French Drain Installation in the
Prospect Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Stephanie Sambo

Date
October 2000

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractors
M. Milligan and Associates Ltd., Kamloops, BC

N.D. Houlind, Merritt, BC

Nicola Tribal Association, Merritt, BC

Equipment and supplies
•  Hitachi EX200LC excavator

•  lock blocks

•  Nilex 2002 woven geotextile fabric

•  nonwoven geotextile fabric

Location
About 33-km on Hooshum Road, which branches off
TeePee Creek Road in the Prospect Creek Watershed
(Weyerhaeuser Company Limited, Merritt
Forestlands) approximately 53 km northwest of
Merritt, BC.

Site characteristics
•  Thompson dry mild Montane Spruce (MSdm2)

ecosystem

•  Prospect Creek supports various fish species.

•  over time, material has accumulated in the natural
channel of Prospect Creek causing a breach in the
berm and some of the flow to divert down a side
channel. Prospect Creek splits immediately
upstream from the breach in the berm; the main
channel flows to the left and the right branch
rejoins the main channel several hundred metres
downstream. The breach in the berm also caused
the creek to divert along an old road built beside
Prospect Creek.

•  seepage, intercepted and concentrated along a 60-
m section of deactivated road, increased the risk
of road fill failure and sedimentation.

•  a failed culvert in a tributary stream caused the
stream’s clay banks to erode.  The slope above the
stream is approximately 30%.

Prescription
•  change the course of Prospect Creek to prevent it

from diverting down the side channel and
undercutting the old road. Excavate the original
channel. Place boulders in the main channel to
form a control point upstream from the branch in
the creek. The boulders should help to re-establish
the natural stream course by promoting scouring
and deepening of the channel.

Figure 1. Lock blocks installed in streambed.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

•  fell a pine tree at the entrance to the diverted
channel to reduce the flow in that direction.

•  deactivate road permanently to all-terrain vehicle
(ATV)/walking trail access. Install a french drain
to collect seepage on a steep slope above the creek
(Figure 2). Armour creek banks with riprap and
use vegetative methods, i.e, live stakes and grass
seeding, to promote stabilization.

•  stabilize the stream flowing into Prospect Creek
using lock blocks, riprap and vegetative methods
(Figure 1).

Operating procedure
•  upstream from the creek diversion, boulders were

positioned in-stream forming a control point, to
induce bed scour at the inlet of the original creek
channel. The boulders have a low profile to allow
high flows to overtop them and sediment to build
up at the entrance to the diversion channel.

•  a large diameter pine tree was felled across the
mouth of the diversion channel to reduce flow and
act as a high-water weir.

•  stabilization measures included breaking up the
road surface, heavy or aggressive pullback of
unstable road fills (i.e., retrieving all sidecast
material and recontouring to original slope) over a
distance of 2.5 km.

•  to collect seepage and reduce sedimentation, a
french drain with approximate dimensions of 1.5 x
60 m was constructed. Perforated O-pipe was
placed within a trench filled with drain rock.  The
rock and pipe were encapsulated by woven
geotextile. The O-pipe within the trench drained
into another pipe section that ran down the slope.
The outfall was armoured to prevent erosion.

•  riprap was placed along the stream banks. Willow,
cottonwood, red-osier dogwood, and alder stakes
were planted and erosion control seed was sown
over disturbed areas.

•  the culvert lying in the tributary streambed was
too large to remove so its ends were blocked.

•  12 lock blocks were placed in the tributary
streambed to stabilize its banks. First, a nonwoven
geotextile was laid in the streambed. Then the
lock blocks were placed in clusters of three;
usually one block would lie horizontally across
the centre of the streambed and the other two were
placed in a skewed arrangement. In one case,
three lock blocks were placed lengthwise at the
top of the streambed to create a pool. Riprap, 0.4
and 1-m in diameter, was placed around the lock
blocks. Root wads were placed downstream of the
lock blocks.

Equipment description and specification
•  the lock blocks have dimensions of 0.75 x 0.75 x

1.5 m and weigh approximately 2 000 kg each.

Production/study results
•  road deactivation and in-stream work took 7 days

and cost $15 000, supervision for 7 days cost
$5 000 and the lock blocks cost $1 000. The
estimated total cost was $21 000.

Observations and comments
•  the live staking around the french drain may have

punctured the geotextile fabric in that area (see
Operations: Roads and Bridges, Article No. 36).

•  the lock blocks had to be repositioned the year
after they were installed in the streambed because
they had shifted. More riprap was required to help
stabilize the blocks and guard against scouring.

For further information, contact:
Glenn Thiem, Forsite Forest Management Consultants
Ltd., 330 – 42nd Street SW, P.O. Box 2079, Salmon
Arm, BC, V1E 4R1. Tel.: (250) 832-3366.
James O’Hanley, Weyerhaeuser Company Limited, P.O.
Box 158, Merritt, BC, V1K 1B8. Tel.: (250) 378-5166.

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest community. It
does not constitute an endorsement by FERIC of a product or
service to the exclusion of others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada ISSN 0381-7733Figure 2. Completed french drain.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 59

Follow-up Maintenance on a Reconstructed Road Section and Hydroseeded
Cut Slope Along Horsefly-Bouldery FSR

FRBC Region
Cariboo-Chilcotin

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date
October 2000

Source
FERIC field visit

Proponents and partners
West Fraser Mills Ltd., Williams Lake, BC
BC Ministry of Forests, Horsefly, BC

Location
At km 6122 of the Horsefly-Bouldery Forest Service
Road (FSR) in Riverside Forest Product Ltd. Cariboo
Woodlands operating area, Horsefly Forest District.

Site characteristics
•  moist cool Horsefly variant Interior Cedar-

Hemlock (ICHmk3) ecosystem
•  the FSR was built in the 1980s using a crawler

tractor and sidecast methods.  A small road fill
failure in 1995 resulted in moving a 250 m section
of road approximately 8 m into the cut bank to a ¾
bench cut (with sliver fill).  End hauling was
required to remove material from the site.  The road
surface was insloped and 2-cross-drain culverts and
ditchblocks were added.  The cut/fill slope were
hydro seeded with a seed mix, takifier, and fertilizer.

•  the 20 m high cut slope displays a soil horizon of a 2
– 3 m layer of till below the forest floor, followed by
an impermeable lucustrine layer which tends to
direct subsurface seepage/flows out onto the cut
slope.  The slope is typically dry and hard, and does
not ravel. The cut slope surface material has a slurry-
like consistency when wet and has 4 areas where the
grass is sloughing off in large patches.

•  in the years following reconstruction, grader
maintenance caused erosion of the insloped portion
of the project to be lost, allowing for surface flows
to again be directed toward the fill slope.  Residual
tension cracks allowed water to saturate the sliver
fill and a fill slope failure occurred in 2000.

•  Bouldery Creek (S4) flows into the east arm of
Quesnel Lake approximately 2 km downstream of
the project site. Sediment generated from the
slides reached the lake.

Prescription
•  re-establish the inslope, recontour the vertical fill

slope failure headscarp, clean sediment from
catchment basins at culvert inlets, and post
maintenance notice signs for the grader to inslope
the road.

•  construct wattle fences along exposed sections of
the cut bank (Figure 1) and live stake the areas
that remain vegetated.

Operating procedure
•  a backhoe with extendable boom and clam bucket

retrieved fill material.  A short vertical drop along
the road edge was resloped.

Figure 1.  Cut slope requiring follow-up maintenance
showing large rock riprap along the toe of the slope. The
white arrows indicate 3 unvegetated areas along the slope.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

•  a grader insloped the road by moving material
from the ditch side to the fill slope side (20 cm
height difference between road edges).

•  wattle fences were constructed parallel to the
slope, within the unvegetated areas at 1.5 to 2 m
spacing.  Rebar stakes were driven into the ground
1m apart.  The willow whips were woven behind
the rebar stakes (Figure 2).  Mechanical wire was
used to secure the whips to the rebar.  After
construction the wattle fences were backfilled so
as to be in contact with the soil, which promotes
rooting and growth.

•  peat moss was mixed into the backfill of the
wattle fences to increase porosity and retain
moisture during dryer months.

•  willow and cottonwood whips were harvested
locally by the labour crew, typically to a
specification of 3 m long, 5 cm diameter butt and
1 cm diameter top.

•  one wattle bundle was constructed near the top of
the cut bank to gather and drain water away from
the largest unvegetated area.  Located just below
the interface between the till and impermeable soil
horizons, it was designed to prevent further
erosion of the unvegetated areas.

•  vegetated areas of the cut slope were live staked at
1.5 to 2 m spacing to stabilize the established grass
mat.  Pilot holes were drilled using a 2-cycle power
drill and auger 1 m in length and 2.5 cm diameter.

Production/study results
•  the approximate cost of the 1995 road

construction was $250000, which included
moving the road into the cut bank by 8 m,
endhauling all material to a nearby spoil site,
buttressing the toe of the cut slope, and
hydroseeding the cut/fill slopes.

•  the secondary maintenance costs were
approximately $20,000 for the collection and
preparation of the willow, and installation of the
wattle fences, wattle bundle and live stakes.  The
cost also includes the backhoe, rebar, peat moss,
wire, signs, and labour crew transportation and
accommodations. The time frame for this work
was 15 days for a crew of 6.

•  the insloping of the road using a Champion 780A
grader, equipped with frontblade, cost
approximately $900.  The work required one day
to complete.

Observations and comments
•  wattle fences were not constructed along the near

vertical portions of the unvegetated areas.  Past
experience showed that wattle fences were not
successful along such steep areas; i.e.  near the top
of a cut slope.

•  the crew was fairly selective when collecting the
willow.  Straight pieces with no forks were
desired so that the wattle fences can be built with
a tight weave, helping to retain the fill.

•  the trees along the top of the cut slope were left
standing.  The trees were considered windfirm and
their natural pivoting movement was not
degrading the integrity of the cut slope.

•  a follow-up visit (one person, one day) in the
spring to hand seed (with time release fertilizer)
will help re-establish the grass coverage on any
exposed areas.

For further information, contact:
Daryl Taylor, West Fraser Mills Ltd., Williams Lake
Division, P.O. Box 4360, Williams Lake, BC, V2G
2V4.  Tel.: (250) 392-7784, Fax.: (250) 392-7010,
Email: dtayl@westfrasertimber.ca
James Moe, BC Ministry of Forests, Horsefly Forest
District, Tel.: (250) 620-3239, Fax.: (250) 620-3540,
Email: james.moe@gems9.gov.bc.ca

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2.  Wattle fences built parallel to the slope within
the unvegetated areas of the cut slope



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 60

Revegetation Techniques Used on Cut/Fill Slopes, Spoil Site, and Landslides
Along the Harveys Creek Forest Service Road

FRBC Region
Cariboo-Chilcotin

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF, RPBio

Date
Feb. 1999-harvest hardwood, June 1999-revegetation

Source
BC Ministry of Forests, Horsefly District, project file

Lead Proponent
BC Ministry of Forests, Horsefly

Contractors
Brinkman and Associates Reforestation Ltd., New
Westminster, BC (prescription and supervision)

Sherwood Forest Contracting Ltd., Likely, BC (labour
services)

Equipment
•  hardwood collection phase: powersaw, handheld

pruners/loppers, snowshoes, cut-to-length jig
(custom), twine, zip ties, and 50 cm diameter
layflat plastic tubing for storing whips.

•  revegetation work: air hammer (electric), gas-
powered generator, 60 m electrical extension
cords, pruner/loppers, shovels, polaskis, 1.6 cm
diameter rebar cut to 1.2 m lengths, 2.4 m lengths
of 2X8 spruce lumber, silt fencing, grass-seed and
fertilizer, cyclone seeder, and FRBC signs with 3
m 4X4 posts.

Location
At 16.4 to 16.8 km on the Harveys Creek Forest
Service Road (FSR, 35 km northeast from Likely) in
the Cariboo River watershed of the Horsefly Forest
District, Cariboo Forest Region.  The site is
considered remote and all revegetation works were
conducted at the same time (June 1 – 30, 1999).

Site characteristics
•  wet cool Cariboo variant Engelmann Spruce-

Subalpine Fir (ESSFwk1) ecosystem

•  instability along 0.4 km of Harveys Creek FSR led
to road relocation and slope recontouring during the
summer of 1998.  This reduced the landslide risk to
Harvey Creek, but produced approximately 1.35 ha
of exposed soil by creating longer cut slopes and a
spoil area.  Cut slopes are up to 25 m high (Figure
1), and the spoil area is approximately 0.3 ha.

•  surface soil erosion on the exposed areas was a
concern with respect to sediment reaching
Harveys Creek.  Extensive erosion of surface fines
had occurred during the 1999 spring freshet, and
subsurface water sources had appeared, resulting
in small slumps.  There are 4 unnamed tributaries
within the 0.4 km work site.

Figure 1.  Exposed area showing spacing between
continuous wattle fences above FSR (none below).
Arrow indicates running surface and location of a live
pole drain within the cut slope.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

Prescription
•  the exposed soil areas were divided into treatment

units A to G, allowing for site specific prescriptions
depending on soil texture and terrain feature (i.e.,
cut/fill slope, spoil area, old slide chute).

•  willow and cottonwood cuttings were the main
(quantity) resources used for revegetation works,
which included wattle fences, reinforced earth
walls, enhanced reinforced earth walls, modified
brush layers, gully breaks, live pole drains, live
smiles (Figure 2), live stakes, and a live stake wall.

•  all areas were dry seeded with a reclamation mix
and fertilizer

•  sediment settling ponds or sumps were dug on
either side of an unnamed tributary to Harveys
Creek, to capture sediment running along the
rock-lined ditch.

Operating procedure
•  an electric air hammer was used to bore pilot

holes into the naturally hardened soil.  This
greatly assisted rebar and live stake placement.

•  dormant willow was collected from nearby
sources in Feb. 1999.  A homemade processing jig
was used to support the harvested stock for cutting
at 60, 100, or 300 cm lengths (indicated on the
support).  Minimum and maximum diameters
were 1 and 6 cm respectively, and prepared stock
was stored in a freezer until June 1999.

•  structures requiring backfilling were
supplemented with peat moss to increase organic
content of the fill material.  This technique has
been used at other locations in the forest district
(see Operations: Road and Bridges, Article
No.59).

Production/study results
•  a total of 1.36 ha (not including ditch line) were

treated within 13 days/169 person-days.

•  approximate overall project totals are:
-wattle fences 952  lineal m
-reinforced earth walls 80    lineal m
-enhanced reinforced earth walls 30    lineal m
-modified brush layers 38    units
-gully breaks 15    units
-live pole drains (12) 258  lineal m
-live smiles 80    units
-live stakes 7010 units
-live stake wall 25    lineal m

•  total cost for willow and cottonwood harvesting,
including plastic storage tubing and ties was $6500.

•  total cost for revegetation work including
materials, supervision, crew transportation and
accommodations was $42,500.

Comments and conclusions
•  the backfill material had flowed/seeped away in at

least 20 of the live smiles, although the structures
were still freestanding and intact.  It was thought
that too much water concentrated in the bottom of
the smile, leading to liquefaction and seepage of
the soil through the hardwood whips.  As well the
whips need to be woven tightly together to keep
the soil from seeping through the structure.

•  live smiles require thinner flexible whips than do
wattle fences; these whips can bend and hold the
soil in place better than the larger straighter stock
used with wattle fences.

•  control sections where no remedial work was
conducted will provide useful comparisons, and
assist with future decision making.

For further information, contact:
Robert Seaton or Jack Blair, Brinkman & Associates
Reforestation Ltd., 520 Sharpe Street, New
Westminster, BC, V3M 4R2.  Tel.: (604) 521-7771,
Fax.: (604) 520-1968, Email: brinkman@brinkman.ca

James Moe, BC Ministry of Forests, Horsefly Forest
District, P.O. Box 69, Horsefly, BC, V0L 1L0.  Tel.:
(250) 620-3239, Fax.: (250) 620-3540, Email:
james.moe@gems9.gov.bc.ca
Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest community. It
does not constitute an endorsement by FERIC of a product or
service to the exclusion of others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2.  Live smiles constructed along cut slope
with re-enforced earth wall along the toe.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 61

Cut Slope Stabilization of a Raveling Slope and Road Relocation Along Road 8420
(Maeford Lake Forest Service Road) Above the Little River

FRBC Region
Cariboo-Chilcotin

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF, RPBio

Date
October 2000

Source
FERIC field visit

Lead proponent
Weldwood of Canada Limited, Williams Lake
Operations, Williams Lake, BC

Location
Approximately 40 km northeast of Likely along the
Cariboo Lake and 8400 Roads, within Weldwood of
Canada Limited’s, Williams Lake Operating Area,
Horsefly Forest District.

Site characteristics
•  Cariboo wet cool Interior Cedar Hemlock,

(ICHwk4) ecosystem

•  a continuously raveling cut slope was depositing
material on the road surface, was a constant
maintenance issue, and a sediment risk to Little
River.  The raveling cut slope is approximately
120 m long and 25 - 40 m high (Figure 1), and 100
m uphill from Little River.  The cut slope angle
ranges between 60 and 80 %.

•  plans for remedial works were altered due to a
slope failure on the road which deposited material
near the banks of Little River. Permanent
deactivation was done including end haul,
pullback, recontouring and revegetation work on
the raveling cut slope. Access was regained by
constructing 6 km of road along an alternate route.

•  the ravelling slope varies with respect to vegetative
cover; the edges have more natural and established
vegetation than the middle section.

Prescription to Stabilize the Ravelling Slope
•  all prescription goals are to lessen the sediment

impact to downslope resources (Little River).

•  construct modified brush layers along the
ravelling cut slope; plant some live stakes as well.

•  fall snags and danger trees close to the upper crest
of the raveling slope, and leave the stems on the
slope surface as in a lop-and-scatter prescription.

•  plant pine seedlings within the fill slope.

•  protect established vegetation.

•  hand-seed the cut and fill slope when all bio-
remedial activities are finished.

Operating procedure

•  snags and danger trees were felled along the top
of the ravelling head scarp.

•  scaling was done to release any unstable material
before bio-remediation work commenced.

Figure 1. Ravelling cut slope above closed road
showing approximate length, height, and steepness of
ravelling road cut.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

•  modified brush layers were constructed on the cut
slope (Figure 2).  Areas with good vegetative
growth, deep colluvium fans/cones and near
vertical slopes (upper crest area) were avoided.

•  pine was planted along the fill slope

•  cut and fill slope was hand seeded with a wet-belt
reclamation mix

Production/study results
•  a 12-person crew constructed approximately 380

modified brush layers over 10 working days.  The
cost was approximately $25,000, including the
transportation, labour and supplies, but not the cost
of collecting willow.  The production may be
slightly lower at this site because the whips were
positioned at a steep angle to try to insert them
through the colluvium and into favourable rooting
medium/soil.

•  the 6 km road relocation was located along older
spur and branch roads which required upgrading
and minor rehabilitating (lengthening and tapering
corners) at a cost of approximately $150,000.

Observations and comments
•  the road section was originally intended to remain

open and a prescription was in place for lessening
road maintenance and sediment delivery to Little
River.  During the original prescription work, a
slide occurred within the road edge and fill slope
area.  It was decided at that time to relocate the
road and address the ravelling head scarp with a
new/modified prescription.

•  willow cuttings within many of the modified
brush layers were showing new growth (Figure 3).

•  the modified brush layers were not built on the dense
till or ravelling faces, rather, on the colluvium
fans/cones because the sand and gravel has moisture
venting through and good holding capacity or
nutrient value required by the willow whips.

•  the 6 km road relocation was designed and
constructed by the Ministry of Forests.  There
were existing spur and branch roads, no blasting
was needed, and a good source of gravel was
available along the route, all helping to lower the
costs of the detour.

References
Golder Associates Ltd., 1998.  Restoration Options
for Raveling Cut Slope, km 20.5 on the 8400 Road
(Maeford Lake FSR).  Professional Report prepared
for Weldwood of Canada Ltd., Williams Lake
Operations, BC.  41 p.

For further information, contact:
Rob Wilson, PEng, P.Geo, Weldwood of Canada Limited,
BC Operations, P.O. Box 4509, Williams Lake, BC, V2G
2V5.  Tel.: (250) 392-1337, Fax.: (250) 398-6535, Email:
rob_wilson@weldwood.com

Joanne Ramsay, RPF, Forestry Consultant, P.O. Box12,
Bass Rd., R.R. #3, Williams Lake, BC, V2G 1M3.  Tel.:
(250) 392-3691, Fax.: (250) 392-3612, Email:
jramsay@stardate.bc.ca

Robert Seaton, Brinkman and Associates Reforestation
Ltd., 520 Sharpe St., New Westminster, BC, V3M 4R2.
Tel.: (604)521-7771, Fax.: (604)520-1968, Email:
brinkman@brinkman.ca

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest community. It
does not constitute an endorsement by FERIC of a product or
service to the exclusion of others that may be suitable.
  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Modified brush layers staggered along the
ravelling cut slope.  Notice the angular colluvium.

Figure 3. Modified brush layer showing new growth
from willow cuttings, use of cedar boards and rebar
stakes.

Figure 3. Modified brush layer showing new growth
from willow cuttings, use of cedar boards and rebar
stakes.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 62

Installation of an Arch Culvert at a Crossing along Echo Road

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Stephanie Sambo

Date
October 2000

Source
FERIC field visit and “Survey Location Plan km 34.7
Echo F.S.R. Creek Unknown,” produced by B.G.
Macdonald Services, Kelowna, BC

Contractor
B.G. Macdonald Services, Kelowna, BC

Equipment
•  Caterpillar 320 excavator

•  flat deck truck

•  vibrator compactor

•  Dur-A-Span Forestry Arch™

Location
Tolko Industries Ltd., Lavington Division, Forest
Licence at 34.7 km on Echo Road in the Vernon
Forest District

Site characteristics
•  Okanagan dry mild Montane Spruce (MSdm1)

ecosystem

•  a log culvert had failed at the 34.7 km crossing
making it unsafe for vehicle passage.

•  the average stream gradient is 4.5%.

•  the average stream velocity is less than 1 m/sec.

•  the streambed consists of sandy gravel with
organics.

•  the foundation is made up of silty sand, gravel and
cobbles.

•  there is a vegetation barrier downstream from the
location where the culvert was installed that
prevents fish from swimming further upstream.

Prescription
•  replace the failed log culvert with an arch culvert

(Figures 1 and 2).

Operating procedure
•  the 11 m long aluminum arch culvert has a

1828 mm span and a 914 mm rise, and the
footings are 426 mm wide. Its trade name is Dur-
A-Span Forestry Arch™.

•  it was pre-assembled in the yard at Atlantic
Industries Limited, Armstrong, BC.

•  the culvert was delivered to the road crossing
using a flat deck truck.

•  the excavator removed the failed log culvert.

•  additional excavating was also necessary to install
the arch culvert converting from a 1 to a 1.8 m
span.

•  the excavator moved the arch culvert into place.

Figure 1. Installed arch culvert from outlet side.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

•  the footings are buried to a depth of 200 mm
below the stream channel.

•  the compactor was used to tamp down the fill.

•  riprap was placed at the ends of the culvert as well
as along the footings to prevent scouring.

Production/study results
•  Table 1 lists the costs of installing the arch

culvert.

Table 1. Cost Summary

Item Cost
($)

Dur-A-Span Arch complete with
corrugated aluminum footings
pre-assembled on site 6 156

Installation: Labour 2 549
                    Excavator 2 200
                    Gravel truck 812
Equipment mobilization 580
Site survey 805
Overhead (5%) 655
Total 13 757

Observations and comments
•  the vegetation barrier downstream of the culvert

will be removed to allow fish to travel upstream.

References
Holly, Ryan. 2000. Survey Location Plan km 34.7
Echo F.S.R. Creek Unknown. Unpublished report
prepared for Tolko Industries Ltd. 4 p.

For further information, contact:
Ron Fuhr, Tolko Industries Ltd., Lavington Division,
P.O. Box 1540, Vernon, BC, V1T 8C2. Tel.: (250)
545-4992. Fax: (250) 545-5926.

Jason Sherwood, EIT, BC Regional Manager, Atlantic
Industries Limited, R.R. #3, 4155 Crozier Rd.,
Armstrong, BC, V0E 1B6. Tel.: (250) 546-9479. Fax:
(250) 546-9411.

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Installed arch culvert from inlet side.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 63

Road Deactivation, Realignment and Sediment Control in the
Champion Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Stephanie Sambo

Date
October 2000

Source
FERIC field visit

Lead Proponent
Tolko Industries Ltd., Nicola Valley Division

Contractor
Lower Nicola Backhoe, Merritt, BC

Equipment
•  Komatsu PC200 with standard bucket and live

thumb

•  three dump trucks

•  one drum packer

•  North American Green’s® Erosion Control
Blanket (SC150BN™)

Location
12.5 km along Champion Creek Road in Tolko
Industries Ltd., Nicola Valley Division, in the Merritt
Forest District

Site characteristics
•  moist warm Engelmann Spruce - Subalpine Fir

(ESSFmw) ecosystem

•  the fill on the old road was sandy and supported
by an old spruce log. If the log had failed the road
fill would have been deposited into Champion
Creek. The fill slope was 75%. A Watershed
Assessment Survey recommended reducing
sediment into the Tulameen basin. Champion
Creek flows into Tulameen River and this section
of road was identified as a potential sediment
source.

•  this road will be used for log hauling over the next
5 to 10 years.

Prescription
•  deactivate a section of road to reduce the risk of

its failure and realign it towards the cut bank. Use
terracing and erosion control blankets to reduce
sedimentation into Champion Creek.

Operating procedure
•  the location for the new road was flagged. The

centreline of the new road was shifted towards the
cut bank, 20 m from the old road.

•  the right-of-way was hand felled and the logs
were loader-forwarded and skidded to the landing
with a rubber tired machine.

•  overburden from the cutslope was mixed on the
old road. The fill slope of the old road was pulled
back and terraces were built to collect sediment
and rocks. 145 truck loads, or approximately
1450 m3 of gravel was endhauled off the site and
dumped at a nearby landing (Figure 1).Figure 1. Road building (photo source W. Sloan).
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•  the old spruce log that supported the fill slope was
left in place because it was too difficult to remove.

•  the new road was raised a maximum of 4.5 m
above the old road (Figure 2). The new road
feathers into the old road after about 250 m. The
full-bench construction technique was used for
60 m on the new road and cut and fill construction
was used for the rest. The road cut and fill slopes
are at 1.5H:1V (original slope 2V:1H). Minimal
fill was needed for the new road. The maximum
favourable grade constructed was 8%. No end
hauling was done on the new road.

•  an old culvert was removed, its ends were sawn
off and it was reused in the construction of the
new road. A 1000-mm culvert was installed. A
stump diverted the culvert 90º.

•  the packer had mechanical problems so the
excavator compacted the running surface with its
tracks. A grader will grade the road in the spring.

•  grass seed was sown over the terraces. The
erosion control blankets were unrolled
progressively down the slope, working from south
to north (Figure 3). The top edges of the mats
were secured in hand dug trenches then backfilled.
The prescribed anchoring and overlapping
patterns were followed.

•  a dip was left in the road near the culvert at the
bottom of the new road section to prevent runoff
channelling down the next hill.

Equipment description and specification
•  the erosion control blanket (SC150BN) is a

biodegradable mat with 70% straw and 30%
coconut. For more information on a similar
product see Operations: Roads and Bridges,
Article No. 36.

Production/study results
•  one day of engineering was needed for surveying

and locating the road. Deactivation and building
the 250-m section of road took seven days to
complete.

Observations and comments
•  in some situations old culverts can be reused for

stream crossings.

•  the original road surface was used as a terrace. It
was difficult to dig a trench and anchor the
blankets due to the compaction and rocks in the
old road. Therefore, the excavator carefully placed
material on top of the blankets to anchor them.

For further information, contact:
Will Sloan, Tolko Industries Ltd., Nicola Valley
Division, P.O. Box 39, Merritt, BC, V1K 1B8. Tel.:
(250) 378-2224.

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Road deactivation (photo source W. Sloan). Figure 3. Erosion control blankets on terraces.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 64

Retrofitting Culverts with Wildstone Fish Baffle Inserts™ in the
Whipsaw Watershed

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Stephanie Sambo

Date
November 2000

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
N.D. Houlind, Merritt, BC

Snowy River Resources

Wildstone Engineering Ltd., Penticton, BC

Equipment
•  Hitachi EX200LC excavator

•  Wildstone Fish Baffle Inserts™

•  miscellaneous hand tools

•  dump truck

Location
Weyerhaeuser’s Timber Supply Area in the Whipsaw
Drainage, 20 km southwest of Princeton in the Merritt
Forest District

Site characteristics
•  Coast-Interior transition zone between the wet

warm Interior Douglas-fir (IDFww) and Montane
Spruce (MS) ecosystems

•  drops at three culvert outlets ranging from 60 to
80 cm prevented passage by resident trout.

•  the 1500 mm culvert has a grade of 7%, a length
of 30 m, and the flow velocity was 1.1-1.5 m/s.

•  the 1800 mm culvert has a grade of 4%, a length
of 9 m, and the flow velocity was 1.1 m/s.

•  the 2200 mm culvert has a grade of 7%, a length
of 30 m, and the flow velocity was 1.1-1.5 m/s.

Prescription
•  create outlet pools and riffles downstream of three

culverts in the Whipsaw Drainage.

•  retrofit the 1500 mm and 2200 mm diameter
culverts, each with 15 Wildstone Fish Baffle
Inserts™ (Figure 1).

Operating procedure
•  the excavator built trails down the fill slopes to

the 1500 and 2200 mm diameter culverts and
deactivated the trails when finished. Sediment
traps were placed downstream. The work was
conducted within the in-stream work window and
overseen by a fisheries biologist. Pools up to
1.5 m in depth were created using modified
“Newbury Riffles” at the base of the three culverts
to backwater them and thereby eliminate the
drops.

Figure 1. Baffle Inserts installed in a culvert.
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•  large angular boulders, hauled from a quarry 5 km
away, and smaller gravel were placed in the pools
on top of nonwoven geotextile. Riprap was placed
downstream of the pools forming riffles and also
along the banks. For more information see
Operations: Roads and Bridges, Article No. 47.

•  downstream of the 1500-mm culvert, 3 tree
revetments (30 cm diameter) with root wads were
anchored to the stream bank.

Wildstone Fish Baffle Inserts™:
•  testing at Wildstone Baffle Insert Research Center

simulated the flow velocities at 7% culvert grade.
The tests indicate the Baffle Inserts will reduce
the average flow velocities through the culverts by
approximately 60% and allow rainbow trout fry to
travel through them.

•  the Baffle Inserts were transported to the site on a
dump truck and lifted off by hand. The locations
where the baffles were to be inserted were marked
inside the culvert. There was 1.5 m between the
first Baffle Inserts near the outlet and 2 m
between the rest.

•  the Baffle Inserts were installed in the culvert so
that the notches were arranged in a zigzag pattern.

•  the Baffle Inserts were shaped to fit into the
grooves of the culvert with hand tools and lumber
(i.e. a two-by-four). Parts of the culvert were
deformed during the backfilling operation. Some
of the Baffle Inserts were modified to fit into the
parts of the culvert that were not perfectly round.

•  two 25-cm long bolts were inserted through the
angle irons to secure the Baffle Inserts.

Equipment description and specification
•  the Baffle Inserts are sections of culvert with the

same corrugation as the culvert being retrofitted.

•  angle iron is located at the ends of the Baffle
Inserts for bolting.

•  the baffles for the 1500 mm culvert were 20 cm
high on average, with two V-notches 8 cm in
height cut out on one side of the centre of the
Baffle Insert (Figure 2). Two baffles were
adjusted to a lower height to accommodate the
existing pipe hydraulics near the outlet.

•  paint containing 95% zinc to prevent rusting was
used on the edges of the Baffle Inserts. They are
expected to last 15 to 20 years. The galvanization
of the culvert is not affected.

Production/study results
•  the outlet pools and riffles took 5.5 days

(10 h/day) to construct at the three culverts.

•  the first four Baffle Inserts installed in the
1500 mm culvert took between 10 and 20 minutes
to install. The next two Baffle Inserts took longer
because of difficulties compressing the Baffle
Inserts into the portions of the culvert that had
deformations or installation imperfections.

•  the Baffle Inserts for the 1500 mm diameter
culvert cost $550 each and those for the 2200 mm
diameter culvert cost $650 each. Costs include a
survey of the culvert, and the design, manufacture,
and installation of the Baffle Inserts.

Observations and comments
•  at the 1500 mm and 2200 mm diameter culverts

the water ran under the boulders around the edges
of the outlet pool instead of over them so smaller
gravel was added to fill the spaces.

For further information, contact:
Peter McDonald, Timberlands Merritt T.S.A.,
Weyerhaeuser Company Limited, P.O. Box 550,
Princeton, BC, V0X 1W0. Tel: (250) 295-4224.
E-mail: peter.mcdonald@weyerhaeuser.com
Manufacturer: Jim Morrison, P.Eng., Wildstone
Engineering Ltd., 116-3547 Skaha Lake Road,
Penticton, BC, V2A 7K2. Tel.: (250) 493-3947. Fax:
(250) 493-9238. E-mail: jmor@wildstone.com.
Web site: www.wildstone.com
Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.
  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Wildstone Fish Baffle Inserts™.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 65

Installation of an Arch Culvert at a Crossing on the Myren Road System

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Stephanie Sambo

Date
October 2000

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
Lower Nicola Backhoe Services, Lower Nicola, BC

Equipment
•  Hitachi 150 excavator with live thumb

•  light weight trailer

•  gravel truck

•  Mini-Span® I culvert

Location
Tolko Industries Ltd., Nicola Valley Division, at 5 km
on the Myren road system on Pike Mountain in the
Merritt Forest District

Prescription
•  install an arch culvert to provide for fish passage

(Figures 1 and 2).

Site characteristics
•  Cascade dry cool Interior Douglas-fir ecosystem

(IDFdk2)

•  the stream is classified as a default S4 fish stream.

•  the previous 22 year old culvert at the crossing
was 600 mm in diameter.

•  the average stream gradient is 10%. The stream
dries out part of the year. Downstream of the
crossing the grade steepens.

•  the streambed consists of coarse cobble and
glacial till.

•  the foundation is made up of compacted till.

Operating procedure
•  the arch culvert was installed during the fish

window in September 1999.

•  the culvert was transported to the stream crossing
on a lightweight trailer.

•  the failed culvert was removed.

•  the excavator did some additional excavation to
level the foundation where the footings were
placed.

•  the 11 m long culvert was installed across the
creek.

•  the excavator compacted the fill using its tracks
and bucket. A large amount of fill was needed to
achieve acceptable road gradients.

•  riprap was placed at the ends of the culvert.

Figure 1. Installed arch culvert from outlet side.
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Equipment description and specification
•  the arch culvert is 11 m long, the span is 1.2 m

and the rise is 0.6 m. Its trade name is Mini-
Span® I.

•  the corrugation profile is 68 x 13 mm. The steel
thickness is 3.5 mm.

•  the cross braces consist of 112 mm x 79 mm angle
iron, spaced a maximum of 3658 mm apart.

Production/study results
•  Table 1 lists the costs of installing the arch

culvert.

Table 1. Cost Summary

Item Cost ($)

Mini-Span® I culvert and
     delivery 6 500

Installation

      Labour 150

      Excavator 400

      Gravel truck 160

Equipment mobilization 320

Site survey 200

Total 7 730

Observations and comments
•  the culvert came pre-assembled. It was light and

easy to lift with the excavator.

•  more boulders will be placed near the outfall to
build up the stream bed.

For further information, contact:
Dean Jaeger, Tolko Industries Ltd., Nicola Valley
Division, P.O. Box 39, Merritt, BC, V1K 1B8. Tel.:
(250) 378-2224.

Supplier:
Phil Carroll, Armtec Limited, 245-10451 Shellbridge
Way, Richmond, BC, V6X 2W8. Tel.: (604) 278-
3881.

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Installed culvert from inlet side.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 66

Installation of Two Bottomless Arches on Lawless Creek Forest Service Road

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Stephanie Sambo

Date
October 2000

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
Sanders & Company Contracting Ltd., Merritt, BC

Equipment
•  Caterpillar 325B excavator with live thumb

•  Komatsu 200C excavator

•  Nicola Chainsaw rental bobcat

•  forklift

•  compactor

•  wheelbarrow

•  flat deck truck

•  Nilex non-woven geotextile fabric

•  2 Bolt-A-Plate® arch culverts

Location
Tolko Industries Ltd., Nicola Valley Division, at 19.5
km and 19.75 km on the Lawless Creek Forest Service
Road in the Merritt Forest District

Prescription
•  install two bottomless arches one larger than the

other to preserve rainbow trout habitat during the
Spring (Figures 1 and 2).

Site characteristics
•  Thompson dry mild Montane Spruce ecosystem

(MSdm2)

•  a fire swept over Lawless Creek FSR destroying
the original small culvert at the 19.5 km crossing.
It was later removed by the BCMOF. A larger
culvert located at 19.75 km, on Fan Creek, was
backed up with a ford in anticipation of flooding
after the fire.

•  the average stream gradient of the creek at the
smaller arch is 10% and at the larger arch it is 4%.

•  the streambed under both arches consists of
boulders up to 250 mm in diameter, sands and
cobble.

Operating procedure
•  the streams were dry at the time the bottomless

arches were installed.

•  the foundations were excavated to depths of 1.4 m
and 1.0 m below the streambed, for the small and
large arches, respectively.

Figure 1. Larger bottomless arch installed.
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•  non-woven geotextile was installed prior to
construction to enclose the area where the arches’
footings would rest.

•  the forklift was used to unload the arches and
footings.

•  pre-cast concrete footings were used as the
foundation for the smaller arch and corrugated
steel footings were used as the foundation for the
larger arch.

•  the excavator set the arches in place.

•  the compactor was used to compact the fill.

•  riprap was used at the ends of the arches, along
the footings, and under the arches to prevent
scouring.

•  the bobcat placed rocks under the larger arch and
a wheelbarrow was used to move rocks beneath
the smaller arch.

Equipment description and specification
•  the length of the smaller bottomless arch is

13.8 m, the span is 2.3 m, and the rise is 1.4 m.

•  the length of the larger bottomless arch is 13.8 m,
the span is 3.0 m, and the rise is 1.4 m.

•  the width of the footings for the small and large
arches are 0.60 m and 0.43 m, respectively.

•  the trade name of the arches is Bolt-A-Plate®.

Production/study results
•  Table 1 lists the costs of installing the bottomless

arches.

Table 1. Cost Summary
Cost of

smaller arch
($)

Cost of
larger arch

($)
Arch, footings,
     delivery &
     assembly 9 880 8 410
Installation:
     Labour 6 290 5 200
     Excavator 6 090 7 840
     Gravel truck 840 980
Equipment & pipe
     mobilization 320 320
Geotextile 1 330 500
Compactor, forklift
     & tool truck 1 000 1 130
Site survey 450 940
Total 26 200 25 320

Observations and comments
•  the high installation costs can be attributed to the

excavation required for the footing placement.

For further information, contact:
Vern Latremouille, Tolko Industries Ltd., Nicola
Valley Division, P.O. Box 39, Merritt, BC, V1K 1B8.
Tel.: (250) 378-2224.

Supplier:
Jason Sherwood, EIT, Regional Manager, Atlantic
Industries Limited, R.R. #3, 4155 Crozier Rd.,
Armstrong, BC, V0E 1B6. Tel.: (250) 546-9479. Fax:
(250) 546-9411.

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Smaller bottomless arch installed.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 67

Installation of an Open Bottom Plastic Arch Culvert Along the Blackjack Forest
Service Road, Near Nanaimo, BC

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF, RPBio

Date
June 2000

Source
FERIC field visit

Manufacturer and supplier
•  KWH Pipe (Canada) Ltd., Surrey, BC
•  Pacific Poly-Pipe Ltd., Surrey, BC

Equipment and contractor
•  Link-Belt LS3400 excavator with live thumb
•  non-woven geotextile
•  open bottom plastic half-pipe arch culvert
•  B.O.A. Enterprises (under contract with

TimberWest Forest Company)

Location
Near Nanaimo within the South Island Forest District
along the Blackjack Forest Service Road at 2+950 km.

Prescription
•  to install an open bottom culvert over a potential

fish bearing stream along an active log-haul road.

Site characteristics
•  very dry maritime Coastal Western Hemlock

(CWHxm) ecosystem

•  the installation site was within the Boulder Ck.
drainage at a potentially fish-bearing creek
(unnamed); as there are no physical barriers to fish
passage, the creek was treated as though it were fish
bearing.  The creek was dry during the installation.

Operating procedure
•  two arch culvert sections were transported to the

site using a 50-foot flat-deck truck.  The sections
were placed end-to-end at the site to span the full
road width.

•  the excavator prepared the site by leveling and
compacting the bearing surface with the bottom of
the bucket.  The excavator then lifted the culvert
sections into place.

•  non-woven geotextile was placed under and along
the bearing surface of the culvert.  Geotextile was
also placed over the seam between the two plastic
arch sections to prevent fill material from migrating
through the seam and into the creek (Figure 1).

•  logs were placed along each side of the arch to
help stabilize the base of the culvert (Figure 2).
The excavator backfilled the arch culvert with
stockpiled fill.

•  the arch culvert installed at this site was the
largest to date in North America.  Smaller arch
culverts of the same material have been installed
in eastern Canada (FERIC Field Note No.: Roads
and Bridges-57).

Figure 1.  Removing the lifting cord from a section of
plastic arch.  Notice the placement of the geotextile
along the ground and seam.
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Equipment description and specification
•  the two arch sections were fabricated by cutting

one large round pipe in half lengthwise.  The
original round plastic pipe had a 2.13 m inside
diameter.  After cutting, the base of the arch
expanded to 2.92 m.  The ends of each section
were machined to create a 10 cm overlap at the
seam.  The length of the complete culvert was
approximately 8.4 m.

•  the plastic pipe is made of non-corrugated High
Density Polyethylene, and includes 2% carbon
black, which provides some UV protection. The
arch sections weigh approximately 22 kg per foot.

Production/study results
•  40 minutes to maneuver the two culvert arches

into place; 15 minutes to place two logs along the
outside edges and place the geotextile; 60 minutes
to backfill the culvert and approaches; capping
with shot rock was not timed (approximately 30
minutes).

•  cost of the arch sections is $183 per foot.  The
total material cost for this arch culvert was $5033
CDN, F.O.B. Surrey, BC.  This cost includes
cutting the original round pipe in half and
machining the ends for the seam.

Observations and comments
•  the internal structure of the pipe material

determines the length of the overlapping seam
between arch sections.  The overlap must be
machined in increments of 10 cm.

•  for this culvert, the overlap between arch sections
was 10 cm.  This meant that precise control of the
excavator was needed join the two arch sections.
Increasing the overlap to 20 cm is recommended
to facilitate installation.

•  the excavator operator and contractor suggested if
lifting holes were made at the ends of the arches,
moving and placing the arch sections would be
quicker and easier.  Chains or straps could be
looped through the pre-drilled lifting holes and
attached to the bucket of the excavator.

•  after 13 – 18 cm of fill had been placed on top of
the arch culvert, the 27000 kg (60000 lb)
excavator travelled over the culvert.  The culvert
deflected downward approximately 5 cm.
Additional backfilling reduced the lateral and
vertical deflection of the arch.

•  the creek bed was dry and undisturbed during the
installation.  The ground was firm at this location
and the excavator was able to work entirely from
one side of the arch culvert. Other sites may
require some type of footing for the arch.  For
example, the base edges of the arch could be
inserted into notched logs or smaller split pipes.

•  the arch is re-usable.  Its strength and smooth
inner and outer walls should resist deformation
and denting during repeated installations.

•  approximately 270 loads of logs have been hauled
over the arch since the installation date, and it
continues to perform well.

For further information, contact:
D. Murray Brandon, TimberWest Forest Company,
Cowichan Woodlands, 9370 South Shore Rd., P.O. Box
375, Mesachie Lake, BC, V0R 2N0.  Tel.: (250) 749-
7705, Fax. :(250) 749-3722, Email:
brandonm@timberwest.com

Hans Lehrke, BC Ministry of Forests, 2100 Labieux Rd.,
Nanaimo, BC, V9T 6E9.  Tel.: (250) 751-7262, Fax.:
(250) 751-7101, Email: hans.lehrke@gems3.gov.bc.ca

Gord Doolan, Pacific Poly-Pipe Ltd. (supplier), 9515 –
195 St., Surrey, BC, V4N 4G3, Tel.: (604) 513-8197,
Fax.: (604) 513-8207, Email: gm-d@usa.net, Website:
www.pacificpolypipe.com

Alain Roy, KWH Pipe (Canada) Ltd. (manufacturer),
17665 – 66A Ave., Unit 503B, Surrey, BC, V3S 2A7,
Tel.: (604) 574-7473 or 1-800-668-1892, Fax.: (604)
574-7073, Email: aroy@kwhpipe.ca, Website:
www.kwhpipe.ca

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of others
that may be suitable.
  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research Institute
of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2.  Plastic arch in place showing logs
positioned along the outside edges.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 68

Constructing a Railcar Bridge and Approach Fill to Gain Temporary Access Across
the Hoko River, Washington State, USA

Region
U.S.A.-Pacific Northwest

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF, RPBio

Date
September 2000

Source
FERIC field visit

Company
Crown Pacific Limited Partnership, Port Angeles,
Washington

Equipment
•  used gondola/rock railcars

•  300 size (30,000 kg) excavator

Location
Along the Hoko River near Sekiu Bay (approximately 85
km east of Port Angeles) within Crown Pacific’s private
land holdings, Clallam County, Washington, USA.

Prescription
•  install a temporary bridge crossing (used railcar)

to gain access to a proposed timber harvest area
(Figure 1).

•  work within the Washington Department of Fish
and Wildlife hydraulic season: July 15 – Oct. 15.

•  construct a temporary bridge approach fill across
a portion of the dry riverbed.

Site characteristics
•  the site is dominated by Red Alder and second

growth Western Hemlock with a minor component
of residual Stika Spruce.  The site compares to the
Coastal Western Hemlock biogeoclimatic ecosystem
classification used in B.C.

•  the Hoko River is classified as Type 1 Water;
which includes streams and rivers which have
high fish, wildlife, or human use. Type 1 Water is
a fish stream with a defined channel of 20 feet (6
m) or greater within the bankfull width, and has a
gradient of less than 4%.

Operating procedure
•  permits required: State of Washington Hydraulics

Permit, Forest Practice Permit, and Clallam
County Shoreline Permit.

•  installation was done during the low flow period
for the river, and within the permit period.  The
bridge was in place for approximately 2 months,
providing access for timber harvesting, log
hauling and road abandonment.

•  sill logs were placed in an excavated trench at either
end of the bridge span.  The tops of the sill logs
were left exposed for the railcar bearing surface.

•  the railcar frames were launched one at a time
across the river.  An excavator walked across the
river to prepare and position the railcars onto the
sill log.

Figure 1.  Two railcars positioned side-by-side to form
a temporary bridge over the Hoko River.  Note that
each railcar has had one of its side panels removed.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

•  as a precaution the railcars were tied back using
steel cable attached to a tree.

•  the railcar bridge spanned the entire low flow
channel, but not the channel area that would be
occupied during a high flow.  By building an
approach fill over the high flow area of the river, the
required bridge length was reduced by
approximately 10 m.

•  during the approach fill construction, a layer of
medium-duty woven geotextile was laid along the
ground/river bed area before the fill material was
placed.  When the bridge is decommissioned, and
the road fill is pulled back, the geotextile layer
will collect the fine soil particles and prevent them
from entering the river.

•  the bridge approach fill was protected against
unexpected high flow events.  Sandbags, silt fences,
and straw rolls (Figure 3) were positioned against
the toe of the approach as a safety precaution.

•  30 m3 of basalt rock was hauled in from a nearby
quarry, and used for building the approach.

Equipment description and specification
•  the 2 used gondola railcars are each

approximately 20 m in length, and 2.5 m wide.
Each railcar had one of its side panels removed
with a cutting torch, allowing the two frames to be
positioned side-by-side.

•  straw rolls were supplied by California Straw
Works; see Gullies and Landslides, Article No. 4,
for installation, delivery, and cost of this product.

Production/study results
•  the railcars were purchased for $5500 US each,

delivered to Port Angeles.

Observations and comments
•  the constructed approach fill was well protected

along its base in case of an unexpected high flow
event.  This was necessary considering the
importance of the aquatic resource.

•  the geotextile laid between the dry portion of the
river bed and the constructed approach will ensure
that any fine material which may have migrated
through the larger shot-rock will be collect at this
layer.  During the removal of the approach, the
geotextile will be carefully folded and removed to
retain the collected fines.

•  the gondola/rock railcar has two steel side panels,
whereas some railcars have flat decks without
sides. In this case, one side panel from each car
was removed with a cutting torch, leaving the
remaining panel to act as a guardrail.

For further information, contact:
Kent Andersson, Forest Engineer, Crown Pacific
Limited Partnership, 243701 Highway 101 West, Port
Angeles, Washington, USA, 98363. Tel.: (360) 457-
6266, Fax.: (360) 457-1486, Email: kenta@crown-
pacific-timber.com

Washington State Department of Natural Resources –
Forest Practices:
www.wa.gov/dnr/htdocs/fp/fpb/rules.html

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2.  Railcar bridge abutment located at the end
of the approach fill.

Figure 3.  Raised approach showing sandbag, silt
fence, and straw roll protection against unexpected
high flows.  Note the sill log supporting the railcars.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 69

Dur-A-Span™1 Aluminum (Strucural Plate) Arch Installations in Scot Creek Watershed

                                                          
1 Dur-A-Span™ aluminum (structural plate) forestry arches were
manufactured and supplied by Atlantic Industries Ltd., Armstrong, BC

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author(s)
Rob Kupchanko, B.Sc.
Clayton Gillies, RPF, RPBio

Date
January 2001

Source
Information sheet and photographs prepared by
Summit Environmental Consultants Ltd., Vernon, BC

Consultant/Contractors
Summit Environmental Consultants Ltd.
Copeland Resources Ltd.
Norm Friesen Contracting Ltd.
Bonaparte Indian Band
Brian Gilbert Contracting Ltd.

Equipment
•  John Deere 230LC excavator with rotating

clamshell bucket
•  2 tandem dump trucks
•  plate tamper
•  three pumps (6, 3.5 and 2 kW) with hoses
•  electrofisher, screens and minnow traps
•  survey equipment (total station, level and rod)

Location
The two crossings are located at approximately 5 km
(Simmons Ck.) and 10 km (Scot Ck.) east of Bonaparte
River along the Eagan/Bonaparte Lake (3700 Rd.) Forest
Service Road (FSR).

Site characteristics
•  moist cool Sub-Boreal Pine-Spruce (SBPSmk)

ecosystem

•  stream reaches at both crossings are classified as
S3 (fish stream < 5 m wide).

•  both streams are crossed by the FSR (L100
loading requirement) which accesses three BC
Ministry of Forests recreation camp sites.

•  the corrugated metal culverts (1500 mm diameter
by 12 m in length) at both sites were fish barriers;
one was perched at the outlet and the other was a
velocity barrier.

Prescription
• remove fish barriers/culverts at Simmons and Scot

Creek crossings, and replace with Dur-A-SpanTM

aluminum (structural plate) forestry arches (3.1 m
span by 15.1 m length, Figure 1) to restore fish access.

•  during the instream work window (end of October),
isolate, capture, and relocate any fish which are
present, then de-water the construction sites.

Operating procedure
•  riprap and streambed material were washed and

delivered to the sites; sandbags for damming the
creek were filled prior to beginning construction.

•  25 mm2 mesh screens were installed 20 meters
upstream and downstream of the construction
areas to temporarily stop fish access.  Fish were
captured by electrofishing and minnow trapping.

Figure 1.  Excavator lifting a Dur-A-Span™ arch.
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•  sandbags were placed to dam the creek upstream
of the construction areas (below screens) and a 6
kW pump with 8 cm diameter firehose was used
to divert flow downstream of the construction
areas.  In addition, a second dam with 3.5 kW
pump was required 5 m downstream from the first
dam to pump residual flow around the
construction areas.  Sediment control at the
downstream end removed murky seepage water
with a 2 kW pump and hose, which spread the
water over the forest floor to drain.

•  the crossings were excavated and the existing
culverts removed.  Existing fill material was either
taken off-site by dump truck or re-used if deemed
suitable.  New material (<80 mm) was trucked in,
placed and compacted for the footing base, then
geotextile filter cloth was placed over the surface.

•  washed riprap and bed material (cobble, gravel
and sand) were placed over the cloth between the
footing bases.  Two rock weirs were constructed
along the creek bed to reduce and minimize scour.

•  using an excavator the arches were positioned
over the footings and backfilled; equal lifts of
maximum 20 cm were compacted on both sides of
the structures (Figure 2).

•  bed material was spread by hand inside the arches.

•  inlet and outlet aprons were restored and armoured.

•  before the dams were removed and the channel flow
restored, the bed material was washed using the
smaller pump and hose.  The residual silty water at
the outlet was pumped onto the forest floor.

•  layers of sandbags were removed slowly while
arch backfilling continued (minimum of 60 cm
over culvert).

Production/study results
•  70 m3 of riprap/bed material was used to construct

the new creek beds and aprons, and approximately
2.5 (10 hour) days were required to complete each
crossing.  The total material, design and
construction cost per structure was $32,600
(approximately ½ was for material).

Observations and comments
•  the aluminum structures are light in weight (1600

kg/structure).  Both structures were delivered
assembled (excluding footings) on one low-bed,
and were lifted, transported, and installed using
one excavator.

•  installations were quick because the structures are
open bottomed (no scour guards or cross struts
across the centre or ends of the structure).

•  thick layers of clay and silt were encountered at
one crossing, and designed granular footing bases
could not be used.  Riprap had to be placed
beneath a layer of granular material (<80 mm) to
provide a suitable base.  This procedure extended
the construction one extra day and the pumps had
to be manned through the night.

•  bedrock was encountered at one crossing,
therefore the design was modified to allow a 30
cm rise in the footings.

•  approximately 13 km of habitat has been restored
for fish access as a result of the two culvert
replacements.

For further information, contact:
Rob Kupchanko, Project Supervisor, Summit
Environmental Consultants Ltd.  17A-100 Kalamalka
Lake Road, Vernon, BC  V1T 7M3.
Tel.: (250) 545-3672, Fax.: (250) 545-3654,
Email: rk@summit-environmental.com

Paul Christensen, FRBC Project Superintendent,
Ainsworth Lumber Co. Ltd.  P.O. Box 127, Savona,
BC  V0K 2J0.  Tel.: (250) 373-5648, Fax.: (250) 373-
5601
Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.
  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2.  Crew backfilling and compacting material.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 70

Installation of a Used/Recycled Mini-Span IITM1 (Multi-Plate)
in the Brown Creek Watershed

                                                          
1 Mini-Span II™ structure was manufactured and supplied by
Armtec Ltd., Prince George, BC

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author(s)
Rob Kupchanko, B.Sc.
Clayton Gillies, RPF, RPBio

Date
January 2001

Source
Information sheet and photographs prepared by
Summit Environmental Consultants Ltd., Vernon, BC

Consultants/Contractors
Summit Environmental Consultants Ltd.
Copeland Resources Ltd.
F.A. Dobin & Sons
Brian Gilbert Contracting Ltd.
Bonaparte Indian Band

Equipment
•  Caterpillar 322 excavator with thumb
•  John Deere 590D excavator
•  1 tandem dump truck
•  plate tamper
•  three pumps (6, 3.5 and 2 kW) with hoses
•  survey equipment (total station, level & rod)
•  electrofisher, screens and minnow traps

Location
Ainsworth Lumber Co. Ltd. – 100 Mile House
Division operating area.  The crossing is
approximately 3.5 km east of Eagan/Bonaparte Lake
Forest Service Road - 3300 Road junction.

Site characteristics
•  moist cool Sub-Boreal Pine-Spruce (SBPSmk)

ecosystem.

•  stream reach is an S3 (fish stream < 5 m width).

•  the culvert (corrugated metal, 600 mm diameter
and 11 m in length) was perched at the outlet and
assessed as a barrier to fish passage.

Prescription
•  remove existing fish barrier/culvert and replace

with a used/recycled Mini-Span II™ (multi-plate)
forestry arch (2.1 m span and 13.4 m length,
Figure 1), restoring approximately 3 km of fish
habitat along a tributary to Brown Creek.

•  schedule and complete the construction in early
November (pending BC Ministry of Environment,
Lands and Parks instream approval).

•  relocate fish at the construction site by isolating
the site and capturing and moving any fish present.

•  de-water the site by damming the creek and
pumping creek flow around the site.

Figure 1. Mini-Span II™ in place over prepared
footings and creek bed.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

Operating procedure
Construction was carried out October 30 to November
1, 2000 and included:

•  delivery of washed riprap and streambed material
to the site.  Sandbags were filled for damming the
creek prior to construction.

•  screens were installed and fish salvage was
carried out using an electrofisher and minnow
traps.

•  the construction area was de-watered using dams
and two pumps upstream and one downstream of
the site.

•  the crossing was excavated and the existing
culvert was removed.  Coarse material (80 mm
minus) was placed and compacted for the footing
base.

•  sediment control at the downstream end used a
pump and hose to remove murky seepage water.

•  once the footing base height was achieved,
washed riprap and bed material (sand, gravel and
cobble) were placed in pre-constructed plywood
forms.

•  the multi-plate structure, with steel footings and
scour guards, was positioned over the bases.  The
structure was backfilled and equal lifts (max. 20
cm) were compacted on both sides.

•  bed material was spread by hand inside the structure.

•  the inlet and outlet aprons were restored and
armoured.  The new creek bed was washed with a
pump and hose, and the residual water at the
outlet was pumped onto the forest floor.

•  during the backfilling (minimum 60 cm over the
culvert), layers of sandbags were gradually
removed and natural flow was established through
the new bed (Figure 2).

Production/study results
•  50 m3 of riprap and bed material (sand, gravel and

cobble) for the crossings.

•  120 m3 road fill (8 mm minus).

•  approximately 2.5 (10 hr) days were required to
complete the construction.

•  the total material, design and construction cost
was $27,500.

Observations and comments
•  during the removal of the Mini-Span II™ at the

original location, some minor damage to the
footings occurred.  They were inspected and
approved for re-use by Armtec and a BC Ministry
of Forests official.

•  the existing road fill and crossing material was
deemed unusable because of high silt and clay
content.  New material was obtained at nearby
borrow pits.

Proposed work/routine monitoring
•  inspection of the crossing should be carried out in

the spring of 2001.  Maintenance and/or ongoing
monitoring can be considered at that time.

References
Summit Environmental Consultants Ltd., 2000.
Design Report for Site 13 Crossing (33-84 km) in
Brown Creek Watershed (Bucket 95).  Prepared for
Ainsworth Lumber Co. Ltd., Savona Division.

For further information, contact:
Rob Kupchanko, Project Supervisor, Summit
Environmental Consultants Ltd., 17A-100 Kalamalka
Lake Road, Vernon, BC,  V1T 7M3.  Tel: (250) 545-
3672, Fax.: (250) 545-3654,
Email: rk@summit-environmental.com

Paul Christensen, FRBC Project Superintendent,
Ainsworth Lumber Co. Ltd., Savona Division, P.O.
Box 127, Savona, BC, V0K 2J0.  Tel: (250) 373-5648,
Fax.: (250) 373-5601
Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest community. It
does not constitute an endorsement by FERIC of a product or
service to the exclusion of others that may be suitable.
  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2.  Finished installation showing road running
surface and depth of cover.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 71

Utilization of Old River Channel to Protect Bridge Crossing in the Dore River
Watershed

Region
Omineca-Peace

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
September 2000

Source
FERIC field visit

Location
At the junction of the Main Dore River and South
Dore River, approximately 6.2 km along the Dore
River Road west of McBride in the Robson Valley
Forest District.

Equipment
•  Caterpillar 322 excavator (worksite)
•  Caterpillar D8K crawler tractor (worksite)
•  Case 850 crawler tractor (worksite
•  Komatsu PC 200 excavator (rock pit)
•  Caterpillar 966 loader (gravel pit)
•  Aveling Bedford 27 000 kg (30 ton) articulated

rock truck
•  2 tandem dump trucks
•  non-woven geotextile material

 Site characteristics
•  moist mild Interior Cedar Hemlock (ICHmm)

ecosystem

•  an early summer freshet in the Main Dore River
washed over the adjacent Dore River Road in
June, 1999. The washout removed the roadbed on
either side of a bridge crossing the South Dore
River immediately downstream from the washout.

 Prescription
•  repair the road and approaches to the bridge,

armour the stream banks adjacent to the road and
utilize an existing old stream channel to divert a
portion of the stream flow away from the road
(Figure 1).

 Operating procedure
•  the existing main stem channel of the Main Dore

River flowed adjacent to the Dore River Road for
a short distance (where the breach occurred) prior
to joining the South Dore River immediately
down stream from the bridge.

•  large rock rip rap hauled from a distance of 4 km,
was installed over filter cloth to a depth of 2 m to
serve as bank revetment where the river flowed
adjacent to the road.

•  root wads salvaged locally from burned timber,
were installed at the base of the rip rap revetment
and angled upstream (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Main stem flow with armoured bank on
right and diversion of flow to the extreme left (see
arrow).
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•  a portion of the main stem flow was diverted
away from the road by utilizing an old adjacent
channel located nearby. The existing streambed
material of the old channel was excavated and a
woody debris buildup at the channel entrance was
cleared. This allowed partial diversion of a
portion of the main stem flow for a short distance
prior to reconnection with the main stem further
down stream. A rock groin was built extending
into the main stem across from the channel mouth
to redirect a portion of the flow through the old
channel.

•  additional rock armouring was added around
bridge abutments to protect against future high
water events (Figure 3).

Production/study results
•  the work was completed in August of 1999 over a

10 day period. The total cost of the repair which
included all heavy equipment rental and the
delivery of gravel and rock was $ 85 000.

Observations and comments
•  the root wads used as part of the bank revetment

were positioned to slow water velocity at high
flows, trap additional woody debris, and collect
sediments that would further slow the flow and
protect the bank from erosion.

•  the utilization of the old stream channel for a
portion of stream flow will further reduce the
erosional forces on the stream bank adjacent to
the road during high flows.

•  the bridge abutments were mounted on steel
pilings which saved the bridge structure from
being washed out along with the approaches.

For further information, contact:
Peter Wright or Bob Mitchell, Robson Valley Forest
District, BC Ministry of Forests, P.O. Box 40,
McBride, BC, V0J 2E0. Tel.: (250) 569-3700, Fax.:
(250) 569-3738,
Email: peter.wright@gems7.gov.bc.ca

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

 
 Figure 2. Bank rip rap revetment and root wads.

 
 Figure 3. Rock armouring added around bridge
abutments.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 72

Drainage and Erosion Control along Permanently Deactivated Roads in the Everett
Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Ominica-Peace

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
September, 2000

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
•  Environmental Dynamics Inc. Prince George, BC

(prescription)

•  Lobol Ltd., Inc., Prince George, BC (excavating)

Equipment
•  Caterpillar 320B excavator

•  Caterpillar 320BL excavator with articulated
grapple-clam bucket

•  erosion control blankets (Nilex)

 Location
 In the Everett Creek Watershed immediately east of
Tumuch Lake in the Bowron River Watershed
approximately 95 km southeast of Prince George.

 Site Characteristics
•  very wet cool Interior Cedar-Hemlock (ICHvk )

and wet cool Engelmann Spruce-Subalpine Fir
(ESSFwk) ecosystem

•  area was roaded and logged between 1987 and
1989

•  soils range from coarse-textured morainal and
colluvial deposits to colluvial veneers over
bedrock.

•  terrain in the watershed ranges from moderate to
steep with slopes up to 60%.

•  lack of control of drainage in the watershed had
resulted in areas of erosion and sediment
transport. In one location, a series of blocked
culverts upslope contributed to the concentration
of drainage water leading to the washout of the
Bowron-Tumuch Forest Service Road and
deposition of sediment onto the floodplain of
Everett Creek, a salmon and trout bearing
tributary of the Fraser River (Figure 1).

Prescription
•  permanent deactivation of roads to all-terrain

vehicle (ATV) access including removal of
bridges and culverts and installation of cross
ditches to restore pre-logging runoff drainage
patterns and control runoff. Rehabilitative
measures include recontouring cut slopes to the
natural angle of repose to increase stability.

 
 Figure 1. Stabilization of erosion sediments adjacent
to Everett Creek using hay bales.
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•  stabilize areas subjected to large scale road and
soil erosion.

•  revegetate all disturbed areas with erosion control
grass mixes.

Operating procedure
•  deactivation techniques consisted of removing old

drainage structures and replacing them with
armoured cross ditches and constructing
additional cross ditches and water bars where
required. Cross ditches were built with sufficient
depth and breadth, in some cases being skewed, to
contain spring flows and reduce erosive potential.
In cross ditches with large armour rocks, a break
in the armouring was required to allow ATV
passage.

•  in some locations, culverts were buried under
several metres of fill. Fills were pulled back to a
natural angle of repose to match the surrounding
slope contours.

•  when the grade was steep, erosion control
blankets were installed along stream banks and
adjacent slopes and the remaining areas were
covered with hay and erosion control seed (Figure
2).

•  a partially-failed wooden bridge over an S3
stream was removed and replaced by a rock
armoured crossing. Geotextile was installed under
the bridge running surface to catch falling debris
during removal. A temporary stream crossing for
the excavator during bridge removal was installed
using two 2.5 m timber modules laid across the
stream bed. The modules were supported above
the stream flow by using existing rocks in the
stream bed (Figure 3).

•  a sediment fan adjacent to Everett Creek resulting
from the road washout was stabilized using hay
bales (Figure 1), and live rooted cuttings using
large willow and cottonwood stock.

Production/study results
•  overall costs for the project which includes

excavator and lowbed time, revegetation measures
and supervision, was approximately $62 000.

Observations and comments
•  the permanent deactivation measures undertaken

in the Everett Creek operating area were designed
to prevent further movement of large volumes of
soil that could adversely affect Everett Creek, its
habitat, and other tributaries.

For further information, contact:
Mike Darin, Prince George Forest District, BC
Ministry of Forests, 2000 S. Ospika Blvd., Prince
George, BC, V2N 4W5. Tel.: (250) 614-7400,
Email: mike.darin@gems9.gov.bc.ca
Joe Kavanagh, Canadian Forest Products Ltd., P.O.
Box 9000, Prince George, BC, V2L 4W4. Tel.: (250)
962 9611
Cezary Slugocki, Erafor Forestry Ltd., P.O. Box 867,
Prince George, BC, V2L 4T7. Tel.: (250) 962-5011,
Email: cezary@erafor.com

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Deactivated cross ditch showing erosion
control blankets and rock armouring.

Figure 3. Excavator crossing stream on timber
modules.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 73

Cut and Fill Slope Stabilization on the 16000 Road in the Munroe Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Omineca-Peace

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
September, 2001

Source
FERIC field visit

Proponent
Slocan Forest Products Ltd., Mackenzie Operations

Contractor
Nahanni Construction Ltd., Prince George, BC
(operations)

Levelton Engineering Ltd., Richmond, BC
(prescription)

 Equipment
•  Caterpillar D9N crawler tractor
•  two Caterpillar D25C articulated rock trucks
•  Caterpillar EL 300 excavator
•  four tendem dump trucks

 Location
 At 4 km on the Manson 16000 Road, Blackwater
Operations, west of Mackenzie in the Mackenzie Forest
District

 Site Characteristics
•  moist cool Sub-Boreal Spruce (SBSmk) ecosystem
•  road was built in 1985 by cutting into the valley

slopes and side casting fill. Cut slope failures
occurred prior to 1994 above the road with head
scarpes forming near the top of the valley. In
addition failures of sidecast fills at road shoulders
have occurred at several locations.

•  soils are stratified with dry, loose to compact
sands and gravel exposed at the upper portion of
the cut slope and seepage zones were noted near
mid slope. Till deposits consisting of stiff to
dense silt and sand with some gravel were
exposed at the lower half of the cut slope. Slope
failures have deposited a layer of disturbed,
saturated silt and sand (colluvium) over the lower
half of the slopes.

Prescription
•  rehabilitate and stabilize landslides using varying

degrees of sidecast pullback, re-trimming of
slopes and improvement of existing drainage
patterns (Figure 1).

•  seed all disturbed surfaces with erosion-control
mix.

Operating procedure
•  prior to the start of rehabilitative work, sediment

control ponds 10 m long X 1 m deep X 1 m wide,
were constructed to contain silty runoff water
during construction work.

•  steep side cast fill slopes with gradients of 70 to
80% were stabilized by raising a shoulder berm
and insloping the road surface to divert runoff
water away from the road shoulder.

 
 Figure 1. Rehabilitated slope.
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•  partial pull back of fills and slope recontouring was
conducted along a portion of the fill slopes above the
stream to flatten over-steepened slopes to 6–8 m
below the road.

•  willow wattle fences spaced 1 m apart, were
constructed at the base of failed slopes to act as
catchment mechanisms for eroded and raveling soil
or minor sloughs (Figure 2).

•  oversteepened cut slopes were recontoured from 35-
40 degrees to a more natural angle of repose of 26
degrees or a 2:1 slope ratio. Retrimming of slopes
was initiated from the top and excavation work
advanced progressively downward. A 3 m-wide
buffer of trees was removed from around the limits
of the retrimmed slopes. Excavator work was carried
out in the relatively dry months for improved soil
stability. Stock-piled soil was end hauled to a nearby
dump site and the piles sloped at 40% or flatter to
facilitate revegetation.

•  areas of ground water seepage near toe slopes were
covered with non-woven filter cloth and rock
buttressed to a 0.6 m thickness.

•  a ditch was established at the toe of a portion of
oversteepened slope running down to the stream, to
divert silty runoff water to the established sediment
pond.

•  removal of slide debris was conducted at one
location where the slide had encroached into the
stream. Rip rap was added to stabilize the toe of the
slide and the opposite stream bank.

•  critical areas were hydro-seeded to accomplish rapid
erosion control. Other disturbed and nonvegetated
areas were hand seeded with erosion control mix and
covered with hay and straw.

Production/study results
•  cut and fill slopes were restored along approximately

400 m of road. The costs for materials and equipment
to complete the works was $188 080. The costs for
the prescription and design, project management and
field supervision, was $23 770. A total of 148 person
days of employment were created by this project.

Observations and comments
•  to further reduce the likelihood of slope failure

would require more costly pullback of sidecast
material and the installation of retaining structures.

• yearly maintenance will be required to maintain inslope
and shoulder berms.

For further information, contact:
Armando Abello, Levelton Engineering Ltd., 150-12791
Clarke Pl., Richmond, BC,V6V 2H9. Tel.: (604) 278-1411,
Fax : (604) 278 1042, Email: aabello@levelton.com
Jeff Kotowsky, Mackenzie Forest District, BC Ministry of
Forests, Bag 5000, Mackenzie, BC, V0J 2C0. Tel.: (250)
997-2206, Fax: (250) 997-2236, Email:
jeff.kotowsky@gems2.gov.bc.ca
Dean Price, Nahanni Construction Ltd., 18930 Highway 16
West, Prince George, BC, V2N 6K8. Tel.: (250) 560-5060
Leslie Yaremko, Slocan Forest Products Ltd., Mackenzie
Operations, P.O. Box 310, Mackenzie, BC, V0J 2C0. Tel.:
(250) 997-2623, Email: yaremkol@mackenzie.slocan.com

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest community. It
does not constitute an endorsement by FERIC of a product
or service to the exclusion of others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. willow wattle fence constructed at base of
fill slope (Note large diameter willow stock used).

Figure 3. Slope recontouring and end hauling.
Rehabilitated slope on opposite side of bridge.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 74

Deactivation of the Old Manson Mainline Road in the Munroe Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Omineca-Peace

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
September, 2001

Source
FERIC field visit

Proponent

Slocan Forest Products Ltd., Mackenzie Operations

Contractor
Nahanni Construction Ltd., Prince George, BC
(operations)

Levelton Engineering Ltd., Richmond, BC
(prescription)

 Equipment
•  Caterpillar D9N crawler tractor
•  two Caterpillar D25C articulated rock trucks
•  Caterpillar EL 300 excavator
•  four tandem dump trucks

 Location
 The Old Manson Mainline Road, Blackwater
Operations, west of Mackenzie in the Mackenzie
Forest District

 Site Characteristics
•  moist cool Sub-Boreal Spruce (SBSmk)

ecosystem

•  area was roaded in 1975 and was deactivated in
1992/93 to the standards of the day.

•  portions of the road were constructed using half
to three quarters bench cut/fill on moderate (40 to
60%) glacial-fluvial deposits of sandy silt with
gravel (Figure 1). The road has high cut and fill
slopes and is situated above a tributary to Munroe
Creek.

•  massive slump failures have occurred along road
portions with cut slopes up to 10 m. Road
shoulder failures have resulted in slides and
debris flows that threaten the stream downslope.

Prescription
•  permanent deactivation of the 3.1 km section of

road.

•  rehabilitate and stabilize landslides with varying
degrees of sidecast pullback, rebuilding and
trimming of slopes, and improvement of existing
drainage patterns.

•  seed all disturbed surfaces with erosion-control
mixes.

 
 Figure 1. Road prior to deactivation showing steep
cut banks.
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Operating procedure
•  sidecast pullback material was placed against over-

steepened cut slopes to reduce the potential for
future slope failure. Increased stability of the slopes
will encourage revegetation which in turn further
stabilizes the slope. Berms were extended up to the
tops of over-steepened banks where possible or to
within 3 metres of the top where space was limited.
The tops of cut slopes were re-trimmed to stabilize
the slope where the berms could not be extended to
full height.

•  along one portion of the road with a 15 m high cut
slope and a steep (75%) gradient, the slope was
recontoured to a 50% gradient by an excavator
working from the top of the cut.

•  cross ditches, skewed a minimum of 30 degrees,
were installed or rebuilt with ditch blocks to
prevent flow along the road.

•  in areas where existing culverts were removed and
gulley rehabilitation was required, gully sides and
floor were rock armoured to prevent scouring and
erosion (Figure 2 and 3).

•  willow wattle fences spaced 2 m apart were
installed down slope from an area of pulled back
fill where slumping had occurred. Willow live
stakes were established above the wattle fences at a
spacing of 2 stakes per square metre.

•  hydroseeding was applied to critical areas requiring
rapid revegetation to prevent slope failures and
erosion. Erosion control seed mix was applied by
hand to all other disturbed and non-vegetated areas.
Road surfaces were scarified to assist with
revegetation.

Production/study results
•  approximately 3 km of road was deactivated and the

costs for labour, materials and equipment to
complete the works was $164 098. The costs for the
prescription and design, project management, and
field supervision was $43 926. A total of 113 person
days of employment were created by this project.

Observations and comments
•  the rehabilitative measures applied were aimed at

reducing not eliminating the potential for future
failure.

•  to further reduce the likelihood of slope failure
would require more costly pullback of sidecast
material utilizing ramping down techniques and
tote roads.

For further information, contact:
Armando Abello, Levelton Engineering Ltd., 150-
12791 Clarke Pl., Richmond, BC,V6V 2H9. Tel.: (604)
278-1411, Fax : (604) 278 1042,
Email: aabello@levelton.com
Jeff Kotowsky, Mackenzie Forest District, BC Ministry
of Forests, Bag 5000, Mackenzie, BC, V0J 2C0. Tel.:
(250) 997-2206, Fax: (250) 997-2236,
Email: jeff.kotowsky@gems2.gov.bc.ca
Dean Price, Nahanni Construction Ltd., 18930
Highway 16 West, Prince George, BC, V2N 6K8. Tel.:
(250) 560-5060
Leslie Yaremko, Slocan Forest Products Ltd.,
Mackenzie Operations, P.O. Box 310, Mackenzie, BC,
V0J 2C0. Tel.: (250) 997-2623,
Email: yaremkol@mackenzie.slocan.com

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Failure of road at culvert.

Figure 3. Gully repair with amoured cross ditch.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 75

Update on Erosion Control Structures for Road Surface Runoff in the Twin Bays
Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Kootenay-Boundary

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
July 2000

Source
FERIC field visit

Location
Wynndel Box and Lumber Co. Ltd., Forest Licence in
the Twin Bays Creek watershed, northeast of
Wynndel, in the Kootenay Lake Forest District

Site Characteristics
•  moist warm Interior Cedar-Hemlock (ICHmw)

ecosystem
•  the roads are currently temporarily deactivated.
•  Twin Bays Creek is the primary source of water

for the community of Twin Bays.
•  soils consist of a thin mantle of glacial till and

colluvium derived from weathered bedrock. The
most commonly observed surface soils were
loamy sands having a fines content typically less
than 5%.

•  soils are very erodible and sediment transport into
streams is the major concern in the watershed.
Road surfaces and subsurfaces are built with
loamy sands and have grades consistently up to
10%. During snowmelt, water is sometimes
channeled along the road surface before the
substrate thaws. At times, this results in
significant erosion of road surface materials into
ditches and streams.

Prescription
•  prevent sediment transport from an active use

road located on highly erodible soils

Operating procedure
In 1998, a series of erosion control structures was
installed as follows:

•  20 deflective structures made from industrial
conveyor belting, were installed to act as water
bars at various locations along the road (Figure
1).

•  the deflective structures were designed for low
maintenance and to accommodate traffic
associated with logging haul roads, including
passage by road graders. See Operations: Roads
and Bridges, Article No. 37 for a description and
installation of the deflectors.

Figure 1. Deflector 3 years after installation.
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•  a series of ditch blocks were installed across
roadside ditches using straw bales to trap runoff
sediments from roads (Figure 2). The ditch blocks
were located just before culverts, where ditches
came close to creeks, and in long stretches of
unvegetated ditchline. Each block consisted of
one to three bales, and each bale was staked in
place using two 10-mm diameter steel reinforcing
bars (rebar).

•  several french drains were installed across roads
as an alternative to culverts. Consisting of washed
and graded rock, the french drains were located
where a road was close to a stream.

Observations and comments
The sediment control measures used in these erodable
soils have been experimental. After three operating
seasons of use, some observations are as follows:

•  the water deflectors constructed from conveyor
belts are standing up well to logging road traffic.
Sediment erosion around the structures visited by
FERIC appeared minimal. At one installation, the
belt was torn, most likely from a road grader
blade. Improvements identified for the design
were for rock armoring to be used at the outflow
side and rock as drainage material in the
backfilled trench ahead of the deflector. Due to
the high cost of hauling rock to these locations,
the cost of future installations is considered
prohibitive.

•  the straw bale ditch blocks were very effective at
controlling sediment. With a 3-year life span of
the straw bales, low installation and maintenance
cost, these structures in combination with
conventional cross ditches and water bars, were
the most attractive alternative for sediment
control used to date.

•  the structural integrity of the french drains has not
withstood haulroad traffic (Figure 3). The
rounded rock used in construction did not pack
well and has remained unstable due to repeated
vehicle passage. The transportation cost of
hauling rock for these structures is considered
prohibitive.

For further information, contact:
Dave Wigen or Ron Piva, Wynndel Box & Lumber
Co. Ltd., P.O. Box 40, Wynndel, BC, V0B 2N0. Tel.:
(250) 866-5412, Email: wynlog@uniserve.com

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Straw bale ditch block, upstream from
culvert.

Figure 3. French drain following extensive use.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 76

Cut Slope Stabilization using Vegetative Methods on the Rocky Creek Forest
Service Road

FRBC Region
Omineca-Peace

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
September, 2001

Source
FERIC field visit

 Location
 At 6 km on the Rocky Forest Service Road
approximately 45 km south of Chetwynd in the
Dawson Creek Forest District

 Site Characteristics
•  moist cool Sub-Boreal Spruce (SBSmk)

ecosystem

•  road was built in 1988 by cutting into the valley
slopes and side casting fills. Large, steep cut
slopes adjacent to the road approaches on either
side of the bridge over Rocky Creek remained
unvegetated, providing a major sediment source
to the creek from erosion.

•  initial remedial stabilization work was undertaken
by installing a rock drain to reduce the transfer of
sediments from the toe of the cut slope. A culvert
was installed to remove drainage water
originating from the top of the cut slope, and to
direct it to an armoured gully downslope from the
road fill.

Prescription
•  stabilize and revegetate cut slopes using

vegetative methods.
•  seed and fertilize all disturbed surfaces with

erosion-control mix.

Operating procedure
•  live material consisting of willow, cottonwood

and red osier dogwood cuttings were harvested
and stockpiled in a cool area prior to use.

•  a series of modified brush layers and curved
wattle fences were installed in a staggered layout
along steep sections of the cut slope. The
objective was to provide slope breaks to trap
raveling soil and to promote revegetation.

•  for the brush layers, support boards cut from 24
cm high (2X10) lumber were anchored in place
using 16 mm diameter by 91 cm long rebar
(Figure 1).

•  wattle fences bent in the shape of curves (live
smiles) were installed and backfilled to create a
bench providing adequate soil contact with the
live material.

 
 Figure 1 Modified brush layer after 2 growing
seasons.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

•  live pole drains were buried along seepage paths
on the slopes.

•  all unvegetated surfaces were hand seeded with
erosion control mix.

Production/study results
•  the crews involved in the installation of vegetative

structures were inexperienced and received on-the-
job training by an experienced contractor (Polster
Environmental).

•  six – two person crews installed 375 modified
brush layers, 35 live smiles and 300 m of live pole
drains over a ten day period in mid-May, 1999.
Total cost of labour, materials and supplies for the
project was $53 235.

Observations and comments
•  during the first growing season, sprouting of live

material was evident on all three types of
structures, but was most prolific on the modified
brush layers.

•  inspection of the structures and the slopes by
FERIC two growing seasons later in September of
2000, revealed various levels of survival of live
material and coverage of grass.

•  modified brush layers and live pole drains
appeared to have comparatively high levels of
sprouting and establishment.

•  no live sprouts were evident on the live smile
structures although the structures appeared to be
holding up well and many structures were
supporting benches of soil that were covered with
grass (Figure 2).

•  grass coverage was continuous and well
established in some locations and spotty and non
existent in others. The upper portions of steep
slopes, remained unvegetated with evidence of
continuous soil raveling (Figure 3).

For further information, contact:
Kevin Hanna, Dawson Creek Forest District, BC
Ministry of Forests, 9000 – 17th St., Dawson Creek,
BC, V1G 4A4. Tel.: (250) 784-1255, Fax: (250) 784
2356, Email: kevin.hanna@gems1.gov.bc.ca

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 3. Treated area 2 years later, showing lack of
vegetation on upper slopes.

Figure 2. Curved wattle fence after 2 growing
seasons.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 77

Vegetative Methods for Slope Stabilization following Bridge and Culvert Removal
in the George Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Ominica-Peace

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
September 2001

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
•  R.K.T. Forestry Services, Prince George, BC

(operations)
•  EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc., Prince

George, BC (prescription)

Location
Carrier Lumber Ltd., Forest Licence in the George
Creek, sub basin of the Willow River watershed,
approximately 60 km southeast of Prince George in
the Prince George Forest District

Site Characteristics
•  moist warm Sub-Boreal Spruce (SBSmw)

ecosystem

•  in the fall of 1999, a bridge and a culvert were
removed as part of the overall deactivation
prescription for a spur road branching off the 500
Road.

Prescription
•  remove the bridge structure and the culvert and

recontour the streambanks to natural slope angles.

•  re-establish vegetation on disturbed surfaces
using erosion control seed, live stakes, buried
bundles and brush layers.

Operating procedure
•  in the fall of 1999 following bridge and culvert

removal, the streambanks were recontoured to a
series of terraces with intervening slopes up to 50
- 60%, consistent with the natural contours along
the stream bank. All disturbed surfaces were
seeded with erosion control mix and covered with
straw as an interim measure for erosion control.
Large willow clumps, within reach of the
excavator, were transplanted along the upper
portions of the recontoured slopes (Figure 1).

•  in the following spring, a series of vegetative
structures were installed to further stabilize the
deactivated stream banks.

•  along portions of the bank, wattle bundles made
from willow cuttings were laid continuously
along trenches hand dug parallel to the slope
contour and spaced approximately 1.5 - 3 m apart.
Tied together in tightly packed, 20 - cm diameter
bundles, the wattles were buried to three quarters

Figure 1. Willow shrubs transplanted by excavator .
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of the bundle diameter and anchored with 0.9 m
wood stakes (diagonally cut 2x4s) spaced
approximately 3 m apart.

•  brush layers consisting of a single layer of willow
cuttings were installed along terraces. Cuttings,
approximately 2 - 2.5 m long were spaced at 10
cm intervals and overlapped to increase the
strength of the structure. The majority of the
brush layer was covered with 15 - 20 cm of soil so
that only the outermost tips were showing. Where
the slope was steeper, a modified brush layer was
installed by providing extra support of the soil
along the leading edge of the brush layer using
wooden slats supported by stakes (Figure 2).

•  live willow and cottonwood stakes were planted
at 1-m spacing, in the remaining areas around the
buried bundles and brush layers. Live stakes
approximately 3 cm in diameter and 1 m in length
with the base cut at an angle, were driven into the
soil to a depth of 80% of stem length. A dibble
was used to make a pilot hole where necessary
and a dead blow hammer was used to avoid
damage and spitting of the upper portion of the
stake. At one site, live stakes were installed
within the wetted channel of George Creek.

Production/study results
•  the harvesting and storage of willow cuttings for

the spring project, required 8 person days (@ 8
h/day) and cost $ 2354. Installation of vegetative
structures required 17 person days and cost $
5002.

Observations and comments
•  installation of live structures was completed in

June, 2000. Based on a visit by FERIC in late
September, the survival and degree of sprouting
of live material appeared high (Figure 2 and 3).

For further information, contact:
Bob Redden, EDI Environmental Dynamics, Suite
301, 1705 – 3rd Ave., Prince George, BC, V2L 3G7.
Tel.: (250) 562-5412, Fax: (250) 562-5413,
Email: mail@edynamics.com
Verna Gainer, R.K.T. Forestry Services, 19930,
McKeller Rd., Prince George, BC,V2N 5Y8. Tel.:
(250) 963-9234
Mike Trepanier, Industrial Forest Service Ltd., 1595
5th Ave., Prince George, BC, V2L 3L9, Tel.: (250)
564-4115, Fax: (250) 563-9679,
Email: mtrepanier@indforserv.bc.ca

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Modified brush layer.

Figure 3. Brush layer four months after installation.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 78

Armoring of Ford Approaches using Tri-lock Erosion Control System in the
Eighteen Mile Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Ominica-Peace

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
September, 2000

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
Environmental Dynamics Inc. Prince George, BC
(prescription/supervision)

Nilex Inc., Prince George, BC (Tri-lock blocks)

Little Genie Contracting Ltd, Prince George, BC
(excavator)

Equipment
•  Caterpillar 320 excavator

•  Tri-lock erosion control system

 Location
 At Eighteen Mile Creek where it crosses the Frontier
Forest Service Road in the Bowron River Watershed
approximately 80 km southeast of Prince George

 Site Characteristics
•  wet cool Sub-Boreal Spruce (SBSwk) ecosystem

•  Eighteen Mile Creek is an S3 Riparian Class fish
bearing stream with a resident trout population
and salmon spawning habitat.

•  the bridge at this crossing was removed in the fall
of 1999.

•  approximately 20 m downstream from the bridge,
recreational users had established a ford crossing.

•  fording of the stream by four-wheel-drive-traffic
at this location has damaged the channel banks
and the riparian vegetation, and by exposing
mineral soil along the edge of the channel, has
increased the potential for sedimentation into the
stream channel

Prescription
•  four-wheel-drive vehicle access was to be

maintained at this crossing for recreational use
and for future watershed restoration work.

•  the objective of rehabilitation was to construct a
permanent ford crossing, initiate the
establishment of riparian vegetation and enhance
the erosion control measures already in place.

Operating procedure
•  the Tri-lock erosion control system was installed

to armor the approaches and stream banks of the
ford to limit the generation of sediment from
vehicle traffic (Figure 1).

 
 Figure 1. Completed ford with Tri-lock block
approaches.
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•  Tri-lock blocks were not prescribed instream as
the stream substrate consisted of cobbles and
boulders considered suitable for passage of four-
wheel-drive vehicles without causing
sedimentation.

• prior to the installation of the Tri-lock blocks, the
approach areas were prepared with an excavator to a
depth of 0.2 m. The foot of each approach ended at the
stream bed edge.

• to minimize the amount of sediment entering the
stream during site preparation, a sandbag check dam
was constructed to isolate the instream work area at
the foot of each approach from the main stream flow.
Fish trapped in these work areas were removed prior
to site preparation. During construction, sediment-
laden water from the work areas was pumped upslope
into a vegetated buffer to trap sediments prior to being
reintroduced to the stream.

• the stream approaches were re-contoured to mimic the
natural bank contour and to remove obstructions such
as tree roots and/or large cobbles or boulders.

• to key in the block surface with the surrounding soil
and streambed, a trench was excavated to a depth of
0.75 m along each edge of the approach areas. This
was to ensure stability of the completed structure
during high stream flows (Figure 2).

• the approach areas were then covered with geotextile
material followed by Tri-lock blocks interlocked
together. Material excavated from the trenches was
then backfilled over the outer row of Tri-lock blocks
that was keyed into the trench wall.

• erosion-control grass seed mulched with hay was
applied to all disturbed surfaces.

Equipment description and specification
• for a detailed description of Tri-lock. articulated

blocks, supplied by Nilex Inc., see Operations: Roads
and Bridges, Article No.55. In this application, 15-cm
thick blocks were used.

Production/study results
•  work was conducted over a 3 day period in August.

The Tri-lock block system was installed on a area 3.5
m wide by 7.5 m long on each side of the stream. The
cost of Tri-lock blocks was $7,572 which included the
cost of shipping from Richmond, BC.

Observations and comments
• an onsite inspection of the ford several weeks after

completion, revealed that minor damage (breakage) to
the Tri-lock blocks had occurred as a result of traffic
by heavy equipment. It is recommended that no
passage by heavy equipment be allowed across
structures designed for use by four-wheel-drive traffic.

• see Operations: Roads and Bridges, Article # ? for the
installation of a similar ford crossing in the same area
using a Geoweb system to armor ford approaches.

For further information, contact:
Scott Chipman, Nilex Inc., 7729 Lemoyne Pl., Prince
George BC, V5A 3K4. Tel.: (250) 964-9890,
Email: schipman@nilex.com
Mike Darin, Prince George Forest District, BC Ministry of
Forests, 2000 S. Ospika Blvd., Prince George, BC, BC,
V2N 4W5. Tel.: (250) 614-7400,
Email: mike.darin@gems9.gov.bc.ca
Cezary Slugocki, Erafor Forestry Ltd., P.O. Box 867,
Prince George, BC, V2L 4T7. Tel.: (250) 962-5011
Bob Redden, Environmental Dynamics Inc., Suite 301 –
1705 Third Ave., Prince George, BC V2L 3G7. Tel.: (250)
562-5412, Fax.: (250) 562-5413,
Email: bredden@edynamics.com
Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest community.
It does not constitute an endorsement by FERIC of a
product or service to the exclusion of others that may be
suitable.

  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Interface of Tri-lock block approach and
stream substrate.



Operations: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 79

Armouring of Ford Approaches using Geocell Cellular Confinement System in the
Fourteen Mile Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Ominica-Peace

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
September, 2000

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
Environmental Dynamics Inc. Prince George, BC
(prescription/supervision)

Little Genie Contracting Ltd., Prince George, BC
(excavator)

Equipment
•  Caterpillar 320 excavator

•  Geocell cellular confinement system (Nilex)

 Location
 At Fourteen Mile Creek where it crosses the Frontier
Forest Service Road in the Bowron River Watershed
approximately 80 km southeast of Prince George

 Site Characteristics
•  wet cool Sub-Boreal Spruce (SBSwk) ecosystem

•  Fourteen Mile Creek is an S3 Riparian Class fish
bearing stream with a resident trout population.

•  the bridge at this crossing was scheduled for
removal. Immediately downstream from the
bridge, recreational users had been crossing the
stream with four-wheel-drive vehicles.

Prescription
•  four-wheel-drive access was to be maintained at

this crossing for recreational use and for future
watershed restoration work.

•  the objective of rehabilitation was to remove the
bridge and abutments, construct a permanent ford
crossing and restore the site which included re-
establishing riparian vegetation and erosion
control measures.

Operating procedure
•  bridge deck and abutment structures were

removed as a first step. Sediments originating
from the roadbed were removed from the deck
first and the structures were removed with care to
avoid introducing sediment into the stream. The
abutments were located well away from the
stream edge and removal was conducted with the
excavator positioned behind the abutment pulling
material away from the stream channel.

•  the Geocell confinement system was installed to
armour the approaches and stream banks of the
ford to limit the generation of sediment from
vehicle traffic (Figure 1).

 
 Figure 1. Completed ford crossing.
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•  installation involved first preparing the approach
areas by excavating a smooth surface. Following
the existing contours as much as possible, the
excavated slope was not to exceed 20%. Care was
taken to not disturb vegetation beyond the 2.4 m X
6.1 m footprint of the Geocell material.

•  to minimize the amount of sediment entering the
stream during site preparation, a sandbag check
dam was constructed at the foot of each approach
to isolate the instream work area from the main
stream flow. Fish trapped in these work areas were
removed prior to site preparation. During
construction, sediment-laden water from the work
areas was pumped upslope into a vegetated buffer
to trap sediments prior to being reintroduced to the
stream.

•  non-woven geotextile material was layered over the
excavated surface.

•  the Geocell system was stretched over the prepared
area and pinned in place using J-hook anchor
stakes designed for the system (Figure 2).

•  the installed Geocell structure was covered with
clean fill material (75 mm minus clean aggregate)
and compacted to form a 10-mm thick running
surface.

•  the finished approaches were seeded with erosion-
control grass seed mulched with hay.

•  all other disturbed surfaces associated with bridge
removal and recontouring were treated for erosion
control with a combination of willow seeding and
planting at 1 m by 1 m spacing and erosion-control
grass seed mulched with hay.

Equipment description and specification
•  Geocell confinement sections are made up of heavy

duty polyethylene strips fused together such that
when expanded, form a series of interconnected
cells in a flexible mat. When fill material is
deposited over the installed sections, the
combination of confined fill and the cell walls form
a load bearing structure with higher shear strength
and stiffness than fill alone. The structures are
collapsible (accordion like) forming light weight
compact bundles for storage and handling.

Production/study results
•  work to construct the ford was conducted over a 3

day period in September. Cost of the Geocell
panels with J-hooks and geotextile material was
approximately $1000 for the two approaches.

Observations and comments
•  see Operations: Roads and Bridges, Article # for

the installation of a similar ford crossing in the
same area using a Tri-lock blocks to armour ford
approaches.

For further information, contact:

Scott Chipman, Nilex Inc., 7729 Lemoyne Pl., Prince
George BC, V5A 3K4. Tel.: (250) 964-9890,
Email: schipman@nilex.com
Mike Darin, Prince George Forest District, BC
Ministry of Forests, 2000 S. Ospika Blvd., Prince
George, BC, BC, V2N 4W5. Tel.: (250) 614-7400.
Email: mike.darin@gems9.gov.bc.ca
Cezary Slugocki, Erafor Forestry Ltd., P.O. Box 867,
Prince George, BC, V2L 4T7. Tel.: (250) 962-5011
Email: cezary@erafor.com
Bob Redden, Environmental Dynamics Inc., Suite 301
– 1705 Third Ave., Prince George, BC V2L 3G7.
Tel.: (250) 562-5412, Fax.: (250) 562-5413
Email: bredden@edynamics.com

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.
  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Plan view of Geocell structure stretched
and pinned in position.
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Operations: Landings and Trails
Article No: 1

Reclamation of Compacted Fine-Textured Soils
Using a Winged Subsoiler and a Hydraulic Excavator

FRBC Region
Omineca-Peace

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
July 1995

Source
FERIC Technical Note TN-250, December 1996

Contractors
• Forestech Renewal (D.C.) Inc., Dawson Creek,

operated the Tilth winged subsoiler.
• Aleza West Contracting Ltd., Prince George operated

the excavator with site-preparation rake.

Equipment
• Tilth winged subsoiler mounted on a Caterpillar D7F

crawler tractor (Figure 1)
• Finning site-preparation rake and hydraulic thumb

mounted on a Caterpillar EL200B excavator (Figure 2)

Location
Crown land in the Aleza Lake Research Forest, east of
Prince George BC, in the Prince George Forest District.

Site characteristics and history
• wet cool Sub-Boreal Spruce (SBSwk1) ecosystem
• area was roaded and harvested between 1986 and

1990, with all equipment activity occurring under
winter conditions.

• during  road and landing construction, topsoil was
removed.

• road and landing surfaces were compacted as a result
of the harvesting and extraction process.

• soils were primarily fine-textured Gleyed Orthic Grey
Luvisols developed from clayey to silty
glaciolacustrine deposits.

Prescription
• To investigate tilling options for reclaiming compacted

surfaces of temporary roads and landings on fine-
textured soils

Figure 2. Finning site-preparation rake attached to a
Caterpillar EL200B excavator.

Figure 1. The Tilth winged subsoiler attached to a
Caterpillar D7F crawler tractor.



This Compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

Operating procedure
• where topsoil could be recovered in sufficient

quantities from adjacent sidecast material to
reconstruct a rooting zone, the hydraulic excavator
equipped with a hydraulic thumb and site-preparation
rake, recovered and spread the topsoil to a depth of 10
cm, then conducted shallow tillage to a depth of 10-20
cm.

• where topsoil could not easily be recovered, deep
tillage (approximately 50 cm) was performed with a
crawler tractor equipped with a Tilth winged subsoiler.

• in addition, the excavator completed incidental
reclamation tasks: clearing logs and debris off roads
and landings slated for deep tillage, repairing culvert
sites and stream crossings, and building traffic barriers
to bar vehicle access to treated roads and landings
once reclamation was complete.

• following the prepatory work by the excavator, the
Tilth winged subsoiler performed deep tilling, if
required, by tilling as it traveled along the road toward
the furthest site to be treated, and completing the
remaining width as it worked its way back toward the
main road.

• when tilling landings, the subsoiler usually tilled along
straight lines, offsetting onto the next line and backing
up to the starting point, then tilling in the same
direction for each line.

• both shallow and deep tillage treatments were followed
by legume seeding and fertilization.

Equipment description and specification
See Table 1 for prime mover specifications. Additionally,
• the Tilth winged subsoiler attaches to the rear frame of

the prime mover and consists of three tines, 87 cm in
length, spaced 102 cm apart, each equipped with a
winged shoe.

• the Finning site-preparation rake attachment consists
of a rake frame 152 cm wide, with five tines spaced 38
cm apart; the rake was 109 cm in length (new, 117
cm) including teeth.

Table 1. Equipment specifications
Caterpillar

D7F crawler
tractor

Caterpillar EL200B
hydraulic excavator

Operating weight
(kg) 19 500 20 100
Engine power
(kW) 135 88
Static ground
pressure (kg/cm2) 0.59 0.38

Study results
• tilling rates for the winged subsoiler in these compact,

fine-textured soils averaged 3 609 and 2 886 m2/h, for
roads and landings, respectively, at costs of $39 and
$49/1000 m2 respectively.

 
• the excavator’s tilling rates were lower than for the

subsoiler averaging (for roads and landings combined)
1 425 m2/h for shallow tilling only, and 809 m2/ha for
topsoil recovery plus shallow tilling. Costs per 1000
m2 for these two operations averaged $71 and $126,
respectively.

• the operations are very sensitive to weather and soil
moisture conditions.

• the productivity of the subsoiler configuration was
significantly reduced by buried debris and stumps.

• the option of using both machines for reclamation
work, or either one exclusively, is dependent on the
project size and nature of the reclamation work
required.

• included in the technical note, for comparison
purposes, are total reclamation cost scenarios for four
different combinations of equipment and task.

Equipment suppliers
The Tilth winged subsoiler is manufactured by Tilth, Inc,
26979 Dawson Road, Monroe, Oregon 97456. Tel. (503)
847-6200

The site-preparation rake is distributed by Finning Ltd.,
1100 Pacific St., Prince George, BC.  Tel. (250) 563-0331

References
Lawrie, D.; Krag, R.K.; Sanborn, P.; Bulmer, C. 1996.
Reclamation of compacted fine-textured soils on the Aleza
Lake Research Forest using a winged subsoiler and a
hydraulic excavator. FERIC, Vancouver, BC. Technical
Note TN-250. 15 pp.

For further information, contact :
Paul Sanborn, Research Pedologist, Prince George Forest
Region, B.C. Ministry of Forests, 1011 - Fourth Ave.,
Prince George, B.C., V2L 3H9, Tel.: (250) 565 6220

Disclaimer:
This report is based on limited field data and is published
for the information of the BC forest community. It does not
constitute an endorsement by FERIC of a product or
service to the exclusion of others that might be suitable.

 Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research Institute
of Canada ISSN 0381-7733



Operations: Landings and Trails
Article No: 2

Permanent Deactivation of Landings and Roads at International Forest Products
Limited’s Adams Lake Lumber Division

FRBC Region

Thompson-Okanagan

Author

Brad Sutherland

Date

July 1997

Source

FERIC field visit

Contractor

Bischoff Contracting, Celista BC

Equipment

John Deere 690 ELC excavator with standard bucket
and live thumb

Location

International Forest Products Limited, Adams Lake
Division, Forest Licence in the Spapilem watershed
north of Adams Lake, in the Kamloops Forest District

Site characteristics

• Thompson Moist Wet Interior Cedar-Hemlock
(ICHmw3) ecosystem

• area was roaded and harvested in 1978/79.
• during road and landing construction, the topsoil

was removed and the surfaces were compacted
during the harvesting process.

• roads and landings were constructed on loamy and
sandy soils containing 20% coarse fragments.

Prescription

• permanently deactivate all landings and roads

• rehabilitate treated areas with limited pullback of
sidecast topsoil, break up road and landing
surfaces, and revegetate the treated surfaces.

• install cross ditches on both landings and roads to
restore pre-logging runoff patterns and control
runoff.

Operating procedure

• the operator walked the excavator to the end of the
branch road. The first step was then to pull back a
portion of the sidecast soil from the periphery of
the road or landing.

• this soil was spread onto the road or landing
surface, while taking care to preserve advanced
conifer regeneration >3 m tall (Figure 1).

• once soil retrieval was completed the road/landing
surfaces were excavated to a depth of
approximately 50 cm and the substrate was thrown
ahead. The goal was to leave a hummocky surface
with variable microrelief.

• large woody debris unearthed during deactivation
was scattered across the treated surface to reduce
erosion, to provide shade and wildlife perches and
once decomposed, to provide soil nutrients.
Together, the irregular surface relief and woody

Figure 1. Permanent deactivation of a road surface.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

debris help to conserve soil moisture by reducing
evaporation thus providing a more favourable
microclimate for revegetation.

• cross ditches were excavated across landings and
roads whenever neccessary to facilitate runoff.

Production/study results

Machine productivity varies with the steepness of the
side slope, the area of the landing and in the case of
roads, on the number and size of the drainage
crossings. Productivity per 8-hour-shift on the roads
and landings visited by FERIC was approximately 800
m of road or 2 landings. This is based on <40%
sideslopes, landings 0.3 ha in size, and 1 to 2 cross
ditches per 100 m of road.

Observations and comments

Drainage problems on roads and landings are most
easily identified during the height of spring runoff.

Suppliers

The John Deere 690E LC excavator is available from
Capital Tractor and Equipment Ltd., 3508 - 25th Ave.,
Vernon, BC V1T 1P3. Tel.: (250) 545-2188

For further information, contact:

Alan Thorne, International Forest Products Limited,
Adams Lake Lumber Division, RR#2, Chase, BC,
V0E 1M0. Tel: (250) 679-3234

Ralf Bischoff, Bischoff Contracting, Box 36, Celista
BC, V0E 1L0. Tel: (250) 955-2374

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community.  It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

 Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733



Operations: Landings and Trails
Article No: 3

Landing Rehabilitation in the ESSF Zone, Horsefly Forest District: Using a
Hydraulic Excavator and Site Preparation Rake for the Deactivation Phase

FRBC Region

Cariboo-Chilcotin

Author

Brad Sutherland

Date

July 1997

Source

FERIC field visit

Contractor

Chendi Enterprises Ltd., Williams Lake BC

Equipment

• Finning site-preparation rake and hydraulic thumb
mounted on a Caterpillar 315L excavator

Location

Lignum Ltd., Forest License in the Rollie Creek
watershed, northeast of Williams Lake in the Horsefly
Forest District

Site characteristics

• wet cool Engelmann Spruce-Subalpine Fir
(ESSFwk1) ecosystem

• area was roaded and harvested in 1988.

• during road and landing construction, topsoil was
removed and the surfaces were compacted during
the harvesting process.

• the site was located on a morainal bench, and soils
were primarily silt loams containing 50% coarse
fragments.

 

 

• landings are organic material/nutrient poor. They
are composed of an exposed unfavourable
substrate (e.g., C or clay horizon) and/or a mixture
of unfavourable substrates, and have a high
recompaction hazard.

• currently the landings are revegetated with
lodgepole pine regeneration at a density of 350
trees/ha, and an average height of 0.5 m.

Prescription

• rehabilitate the landing surfaces to improve site
nutrient and moisture holding capacity, restore soil
structure and fertility, improve aeration porosity
(>25%), and stimulate microbial activity.

• rehabilitative measures include limited pullback of
sidecast topsoil and breaking up of landing
surfaces.

• following deactivation, landings will be seeded to
native grasses and planted with native shrub
plants. The landings will also be regenerated to
lodgepole pine in the following spring. Some
landings will be fertilized with Biopaks at the time

Figure 1. Spreading topsoil with a ditch cleaning
bucket.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

of planting or manually fertilized in the fall after
planting.

Operating procedure

• prior to deactivation with the site-preparation rake,
mounded topsoil present on the landing was spread
using a ditch cleaning bucket (Figure 1). In the
case of wet landings, ditches were constructed
adjacent to the landing to improve drainage.

• using the site preparation rake, the procedure for
landing deactivation involved first pulling back
topsoil from the periphery of the landing.

• then, starting at the periphery, the landing was
deactivated by excavating to a depth of 50 cm with
the rake and spreading the substrate with a forward
motion (Figure 2). The excavator reached as much
area as possible and then retreated across the
landing until all of the landing had been
deactivated. Care was taken to not damage
drainage ditches.

Observations and comments

• during this field visit we observed the deactivation
of the landings including recovery of topsoil which
is the first phase in the rehabilitative process. This
is followed by fertilization when necessary, and
revegetation.

• the block containing this landing is not utilized as
cattle range.

For further information, contact:

Derek Hodgkins, Inland Timber Management Ltd.,
103-197 2nd Ave. North, Williams Lake, BC, V2G
1Z5. Tel.: (250) 392-7177

Jeff Alexander, Lignum Ltd., 180 Hodgson Rd.,
Williams Lake, BC, V2G 3P6. Tel.: (250) 392 3371

Bill Chapman, Soil Scientist, Cariboo Forest Region,
B.C. Ministry of Forests, 200-640 Borland St.,
Williams Lake, BC, V2G 4T1. Tel.: (250) 398-4718

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community.  It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

 Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Deactivation of landing with site
preparation rake.



Operations: Landings and Trails
Article No: 4

Landing Rehabilitation in the SBPS Zone, 100 Mile Forest District: Using a Tilth
Winged Subsoiler for the Deactivation Phase

FRBC Region

Cariboo-Chilcotin

Author

Brad Sutherland

Date

September 1997

Source

FERIC field visit

Contractor

Critchlow Ranch and Logging, Burns Lake, BC

Equipment

• Tilth winged subsoiler mounted on a rubber-tired
dolly towed by a Caterpillar D7E crawler tractor

Location

Within Lignum Ltd’s., Forest Licence near Walmith
Lake, northeast of Lac la Hache in the 100 Mile House
Forest District

Site characteristics

• moist cool Sub-Boreal Pine-Spruce (SBPSmk)
ecosystem

• area was roaded and harvested in 1990.

• during road and landing construction, topsoil was
removed and the surfaces were compacted during
the harvesting process. Landings were constructed
as cut/fill structures. Compaction has reduced soil
porosity.

• the site is located on a morainal blanket. The soils
range from silt loams to silty clay loams and
contain 15-20 % coarse fragments as cobble or

stone and 25 % coarse fragments as gravel. Soil
texture or stoniness may limit cultivation.

• landings are organic material/nutrient poor and
contain a mixture of unfavorable substrates (e.g.,
C or clay horizons).

• use of area as cattle range is heavy (i.e., landings
are covered by a sod layer that is regularly grazed
and trampled).

• currently the landings are revegetated with <80
trees/ha cover of lodgepole pine having an average
height of 40 cm.

Prescription

• improve site nutrient and moisture holding capacity

• rehabilitative measures involve breaking up of
landing surfaces using a Tilth winged subsoiler
(Figure 1).

• in the following spring, landings will be
revegetated by planting native shrubs and
regenerated to lodgepole pine fertilized manually or
with Biopaks at the time of planting.

Figure 1. Tilth winged subsoiler treating landing.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

Operating procedure

• the equipment and settings used to deactivate these
landings were prescribed as part of an overall
operational trial initiated in 1996 to research and
develop methods to successfully rehabilitate
landings.

• the subsoiler was configured with three tines set 92
cm apart and tipped with the wider of two sets of
shoes provided (Figure 2). The wider shoes
generated more lift and shatter to the soil and were
felt to be the better choice on these highly
compacted landings.

• the operating method was to till each landing in a
series of parallel lines, offsetting onto the next line
and backing up to the starting point, then tilling in
the same direction for each line. When the landing
was sloped, the tilling pattern followed the contour
to minimize erosion.

• the depth of ripping varied from 40 to 60 cm.

Equipment description and specification

See Operations: Landings and Trails, Article No. 1 for
a description of the Tilth winged subsoiler.

Production/study results

• FERIC conducted a limited evaluation of the
equipment on two landings. Ripping productivity
varied from 2900 to 3500 m2/h.

Observations and comments

• soil texture and moisture are two factors that can
affect the quality of subsoiling. During initial
operations with the Tilth mounted directly on the
tractor, the maximum tilling depth achieved on
these dry compacted landings was 30 cm, less than
the prescribed 40-60 cm which resulted in a low

degree of soil fracture. Switching to the dolly-
mounted configuration allowed tilling at the 40-60
cm prescribed depth.

• direct-mounting the Tilth to the tractor rather than
dolly mounting reduces the overall length of the
tractor and implement. This shorter configuration
improves equipment maneuverability and could
result in greater productivity particularly on
smaller or irregular-shaped landings or where
debris piles have to be avoided.

• see Operations: Landings and Trails, Articles No.
3-6, for alternative treatments on landings having
comparable soil conditions.

• during this field visit we observed only
deactivation which is the first phase in the process
of rehabilitating landings.

Equipment suppliers

The Tilth winged subsoiler is manufactured by Tilth
Inc., 26979 Dawson Road, Monroe, Oregon 97456.
Tel. (503) 847-6200

For further information, contact:

Derek Hodgkins, Inland Timber Management Ltd.,
103-197 2nd Ave. North, Williams Lake, BC, V2G
1Z5. Tel.: (250) 392-7177

Jeff Alexander, Lignum Ltd., 180 Hodgson Rd.,
Williams Lake, BC, V2G 3P6. Tel.: (250) 392-3371

Bill Chapman, Soil Scientist, Cariboo Forest Region,
B.C. Ministry of Forests, 200-640 Borland St.,
Williams Lake, BC, V2G 4T1. Tel.: (250) 398-4718

Daryl Critchlow, Critchlow Ranch and Logging Ltd.,
RR# 2, Burns Lake, BC, V0J 1E0. Tel.: (250) 694-
3546

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community.  It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

 Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Subsoiling shoes.



Operations: Landings and Trails
Article No: 5

Landing Rehabilitation in the SBS Zone, Williams Lake Forest District: Using a
Donaren 180D Disc Trencher for the Deactivation Phase

FRBC Region

Cariboo-Chilcotin

Author

Brad Sutherland

Date

October 1997

Source

FERIC field visit

Contractor

Diamond Island Ranch, Quesnel, BC

Equipment

• John Deere 740A skidder and a Donaren 180D
powered disc trencher

Location

Within Lignum Ltd’s., Forest Licence in the Tyee Lake
area, southeast of Williams Lake in the Williams Lake
Forest District

Site characteristics

• dry warm Sub-Boreal Spruce (SBSdw) ecosystem

• the three landings treated were located in cutblocks
that had been harvested and roaded at different
times (1977, 1980 and 1992).

• during road and landing construction, topsoil was
removed and the surfaces were compacted during
the harvesting process. Landings were constructed
as cut/fill structures. Compaction has reduced soil
porosity.

• the site is located on a morainal bench. Soil
textures range from silt loams to silty clay loams to

clay loams, and soils contain 25-30% coarse
fragments as gravel and 5-10% as cobble.

• landings are organic material/nutrient poor and
contain a mixture of unfavorable substrates (e.g.,
C or clay horizons).

• use of area as cattle range is light (i.e., grass is not
grazed regularly) to moderate (i.e., landings are
covered by a sod layer that is regularly grazed).

• currently the landings are not regenerated with
lodgepole pine.

Prescription

• improve site nutrient and moisture holding
capacity.

• rehabilitative measures involve breaking up the
landing surfaces with a Donaren 180D disc
trencher (Figure 1).

• in the following spring, landings will be
revegetated by planting native shrubs and
regenerated with lodgepole pine. On one landing
the pine will be mixed with aspen. All landings will
be fertilized with Biopaks at the time of planting.

Figure 1. Disc trenching on a landing.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

Operating procedure

• the equipment and settings used to deactivate these
landings were prescribed as part of an overall
operational trial initiated in 1996 to research and
develop methods to successfully rehabilitate landings.

• the operating method used on these landings was to
trench each landing in a series of parallel strips. At the
end of each pass the skidder backed up to the starting
point and made a second pass over the same two
furrows as shown in Figure 1. The greater
disturbance resulting from “double discing” was felt
to be beneficial on these compacted soils. When a
landing was sloped, the trench pattern followed the
contour to minimize soil erosion.

• to achieve adequate penetration in the compacted soils
of the landing, the disc trencher was operated at full
rotational pressure on the discs and full down
pressure on the arms.

Production/study results

• FERIC conducted a limited evaluation of the
equipment on three landings. Disc trenching
productivity for the Donaren 180D disc trencher
ranged from 4700 to 5700 m2/h on the three landings.

• the spacing between furrows was determined by
spacing between the discs and the spacing between
adjacent passes.

• when combined with the spacing between passes, the
overall average spacing between furrows was
approximately 2.4-2.6 m.

• A shallow disc angle was used in this operation,
creating the maximum width of disturbance (trench
and berm combined were 1.5 m wide). As a
consequence, the spacing between plantable rows
within a pass was approximately 3 m.

Observations and comments

• the planted furrows produced by disc trenching may
be effective in reducing the damage to conifer
regeneration from cattle trampling. Cattle are likely to
favor the untilled ground between furrows and are
less likely to cross over or lay on the furrows.
However, leaving extensive areas of sod intact
between furrows will continue to attract cattle to the
landings.

• compared to other tools used for landing deactivation,
the disc trencher represents comparatively shallow

disturbance which does not break up the extensively
compacted soils of the landings.

• see Operations: Landings and Trails, Articles No. 3-
6, for alternative treatments on landings with
comparable soil conditions.

• during this field visit we observed only deactivation
which is the first phase in the process of rehabilitating
landings.

Equipment description and specification

See Hedin, 1990 for a description of the Donaren 180D
powered disc trencher and other similar powered trenching
equipment.

References

Hedin, I.B. 1990. Performance evaluation of powered
scarifiers in north-central British Columbia. FERIC,
Vancouver, BC. Spec. Rep. SR-61 and B.C. Min. For.,
Victoria, BC. FRDA Rep. 103. 29 p.

For further information, contact:

Derek Hodgkins, Inland Timber Management Ltd., 103-
197 2nd Ave. North, Williams Lake, BC, V2G 1Z5. Tel.:
(250) 392-7177

Jeff Alexander, Lignum Ltd., 180 Hodgson Rd., Williams
Lake, BC, V2G 3P6. Tel.: (250) 392-3371

Bill Chapman, Soil Scientist, Cariboo Forest Region, B.C.
Ministry of Forests, 200-640 Borland St., Williams Lake,
BC, V2G 4T1. Tel.: (250) 398-4718

Jack Lloyd, Diamond Island Ranch, R.R.#2, Lands Road,
Quesnel, BC, V2J 3H6. Tel.: (250) 747-8618

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and
is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of others
that may be suitable.

 Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research Institute
of Canada ISSN 0381-7733



Operations: Landings and Trails
Article No: 6

Landing Rehabilitation in the SBS Zone, Williams Lake Forest District: Using a
Crawler Tractor with Ripper Teeth for the Deactivation Phase

FRBC Region

Cariboo-Chilcotin

Author

Brad Sutherland

Date

September 1997

Source

FERIC field visit

Contractor

Chendi Enterprises Ltd., Williams Lake BC

Equipment

• International TD-20G crawler tractor with
standard and modified ripper teeth (Figure 1)

Location

Within Lignum Ltd’s., Forest Licence near Sheridan
Creek, northeast of Williams Lake in the Williams
Lake Forest District

Site characteristics

• dry warm Sub-Boreal Spruce (SBSdw) ecosystem

• area was roaded and harvested in 1981.

• during road and landing construction, topsoil was
removed. Compaction during the harvesting
process has reduced soil porosity. Some landings
were constructed as cut/fill structures.

• soils ranged from loams to silt loams to silty clay
loams, and contained 20% coarse fragments as
gravel.

• landings are organic material/nutrient poor and
contain a mixture of unfavorable substrates (e.g.,
C or clay horizon).

• use of area as cattle range is moderate (i.e.,
landings are covered by a sod layer that is
regularly grazed).

• currently the landings are not regenerated with
lodgepole pine, except one landing which had 160
trees/ha of lodgepole pine with an average height
of 1.0 m.

Prescription

• restore soil structure and fertility, improve aeration
porosity (>25%), and stimulate microbial activity.

• rehabilitative measures involve breaking up the
landing surfaces.

• in the following spring, landings will be
revegetated by planting native shrubs and
regenerated to lodgepole pine, in some cases mixed
with aspen. Some landings will be fertilized with
Biopaks at the time of planting or manually
fertilized in the fall after planting.

Figure 1. Standard ripper tooth.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

Operating procedure

• the equipment and settings used to deactivate these
landings were prescribed as part of an overall
operational trial initiated in 1996 to research and
develop methods to successfully rehabilitate
landings.

• a standard ripper tooth (Figure 1) and a modified
ripper consisting of wings welded onto the ripper
shank (Figure 2), were used in this operation.
These were easily interchanged with a simple pin
connector to each of two ripper shanks.

• choice of ripper teeth, spacing between shanks,
operating pattern, and depth of ripping were varied
to allow testing of these parameters across a range
of landing conditions.

• the operating method consisted of ripping each
landing in a series of parallel strips. At the end of
each pass the crawler tractor backed up to the
beginning of the previous pass and made the next
pass straddling the last furrow. The two ripper
shanks were spaced 2 m apart, so straddling
furrows resulted in a 1-m final spacing between
furrows. When a landing was sloped the ripping
pattern followed the contour to minimize soil
erosion. On some landings ripping was done in two
directions, or a criss-cross pattern, to maximize
disturbance.

• the depth of ripping varied from 20-30 cm to 50-60
cm.

Production/study results

• FERIC conducted a limited evaluation of this
equipment on five landings. Ripping productivity
ranged from 945 m2/h on a landing treated in criss-
cross pattern to 2150 m2/h for a landing treated in
one direction along the contour.

Observations and comments

• the ripper attachment used was designed to hold
three ripper shanks spaced 1-m apart. For this
application, the middle shank was removed to
reduce trapping of logging debris that might be
present on the landings. If all three shanks were
used for landings relatively clear of logging debris,
overlapping passes would not be necessary and
machine productivity would be improved.

• see Operations: Landings and Trails, Articles No.
3-6, for alternative treatments on landings with
comparable soil conditions.

• during this field visit we observed only
deactivation which is the first phase in the process
of rehabilitating landings.

For further information, contact:

Derek Hodgkins, Inland Timber Management Ltd.,
103-197 2nd Ave. North, Williams Lake, BC, V2G
1Z5. Tel.: (250) 392-7177

Jeff Alexander, Lignum Ltd., 180 Hodgson Rd.,
Williams Lake, BC, V2G 3P6. Tel.: (250) 392-3371

Bill Chapman, Soil Scientist, Cariboo Forest Region,
B.C. Ministry of Forests, 200-640 Borland St.,
Williams Lake, BC, V2G 4T1. Tel.: (250) 398-4718

Monty Parker, Chendi Enterprises Ltd., 180 Hodgson
Rd., Williams Lake, BC, V2G 3P6. Tel.: (250) 392-
3371

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community.  It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

 Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Winged ripper tooth.



Operations: Landing and Trails
Article No: 7

Landing Rehabilitation in the SBS Zone, Williams Lake Forest District:
Using a Hydraulic Excavator and a CWS 60”/33” Scarification Rake

FRBC Region

Cariboo-Chilcotin

Author

Kris T. Kosicki

Date

August 1997

Source

FERIC field visit

Contractor

Chendi Enterprises Ltd., Williams Lake BC

Equipment

Case 9030 hydraulic excavator with a CWS
60”/33” scarification rake (Figure 1)

Location

Within Lignum Ltd.’s traditional operating area in
the Howes Lake area, Williams Lake Forest District

 Site characteristics

• dry warm Sub-Boreal Spruce (SBSdw) ecosystem

• soils are gravelly loams and gravelly sandy loams
containing 30 and 40% coarse fragments as
gravel. The two landings treated were located in
cutblocks that had been roaded and harvested in
1984.

• during road and landing construction, topsoil was
removed. Heavy compaction during the harvesting
process has reduced soil porosity.

• both landings are organic material/nutrient poor.

• use of the areas as cattle range is moderate (i.e.,
landings are covered by a sod layer that is
regularly grazed).

• currently the landings have not regenerated to
lodgepole pine.

Prescription

• restore soil structure and fertility, improve
aeration porosity (>25%), and stimulate microbial
activity

• decompaction involves excavating and shattering
soil to 30 cm depth using an excavator and a
toothed rake.

• in the following spring, landings will be
revegetated by planting native shrubs, lodgepole
pine (1500 trees/ha), and aspen (100 trees/ha).
Both landings will be fertilized with Biopaks at
the time of planting.

• to maintain access to the area, roads running
through landings will be left untreated.

Operating procedure

• the equipment used to decompact these landings
was prescribed as part of an overall operational
trial intended to research and develop methods to
successfully rehabilitate landings.

Figure 1. Case 9030 excavator with a CWS
60”/33”scarification rake.
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• using the scarification rake, the procedure for
landing decompaction involved first pulling back
topsoil from the periphery of the landing. Then,
starting at the periphery, the landing was
decompacted by excavating to a depth of 30 cm
with the rake (Figure 2) and spreading the
substrate with a forward motion.

• on both landings, two treatments were tested. A
broadcast treatment covered 100% of the
treatment area, and a patch treatment produced
separated patches with average dimensions
3.6 by 3.1 m, 2 m apart, covering 60% of the
area. In both treatments, the excavator reached
as much area as possible from one position and
then retreated across the landing to a new
position until all of the treatment area had been
decompacted. Care was taken to not damage the
drainage ditch.

Equipment description and specification

See Table 1 for the excavator specification.
Additionally,

• the CWS 60”/33” rake attachment consists of a
rake frame 150 cm wide, with 6 tines spaced
30 cm apart. The total weight of the rake is 880 kg.

Table 1. Case 9030 Excavator Specifications

Engine power (kW) 95

Working weight (kg) 20 200

Overall width (m) 3.20

Dig radius at groundline (m) 9.75

Production/study results

FERIC conducted a limited evaluation of the
equipment on two landings. The productivities for the
broadcast treatment and the patch treatment were 340
and 821 m²/h, respectively.

Observations and comments

• see Operations: Landing and Trails, Articles
No. 1, and 3 to 6, for alternative treatments on
landings with comparable soil conditions.

• during this field visit, FERIC researchers
observed only the decompaction phase of the
landing rehabilitation process.

Equipment suppliers

Newer models of the Case excavators are available
from numerous Parker Pacific Equipment Sales
branches in BC, for example, Parker Pacific
Equipment Sales, 1560 Broadway Ave. S., Williams
Lake, BC V2G 2X3. Tel.: (250) 392-7101.
Fax.: (250) 392-6531

The CWS scarification rake is manufactured by
CWS Industries Ltd., 19490-92nd Avenue, Surrey,
BC V4N 4G7. Tel.: (604) 888-9008. Fax.: (604)
888-9006.

For further information, contact:
Derek Hodgkins, Inland Timber Management Ltd.,
103-197 2nd Ave North, Williams Lake, BC
V2G 1Z5. Tel.: (250) 392-7177

Jeff Alexander, Lignum Ltd., 189 Hodgson Rd.,
Williams Lake, BC V2G 3P6. Tel.: (250) 392-3371,
Fax.: (250) 398-3977

Bill Chapman, Soil Scientist,  Car iboo
Forest Region, B.C. Ministry of Forests,
200-640 Borland St., Williams Lake, BC V2G 4T1.
Tel.: (250) 398-4718

Monty Parker, Chendi Enterprises Ltd., 180
Hodgson Rd., Williams Lake, BC V2G 3P6.
Tel.: (250) 392-3371, Fax.: (250) 398-3977

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

 Copyright 1999, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. CWS 60”/33” scarification rake.



Operations: Landing and Trails
Article No: 8

Landing Rehabilitation in the IDF Zone, Williams Lake Forest District:
Using a Bobcat 7753 Skid-Steer Loader with a Six-Tooth Rake and a Mixing Head

FRBC Region

Cariboo-Chilcotin

Author

Kris T. Kosicki

Date

August 1997

Source

FERIC field visit

Contractor

Roots Contracting, Kamloops, BC

Equipment

• Bobcat 7753 skid-steer loader; a six-tooth rake
attachment (Figure 1); a mixing head attachment
(Figure 2)

Location

Within Lignum Ltd’s. Forest Licence Agreement
20018 in the Chimney Lake area, Williams Lake
Forest District

Site characteristics

• dry cool Interior Douglas Fir (IDFdk) ecosystem

• soils are clay loams and silty clay loams
containing 30 to 35% coarse fragments.

• the three landings treated were located in
cutblocks that had been roaded and harvested in
1989 and 1990.

• heavy compaction during the harvesting process
has reduced soil porosity and site productivity,
and increased susceptibility to drought.

• all three landings are organic matter/nutrient poor.
They are composed of an exposed unfavourable
substrate (e.g., C or clay horizons), and have a
high recompaction hazard.

• use of the areas as cattle range is moderate
(i.e., landings are covered by a sod layer that is
regularly grazed) to heavy (i.e., landings are
covered by a sod layer that is regularly grazed and
trampled).

• debris piles were burned and spread, and grass
was seeded.

• currently the landings have not regenerated to
lodgepole pine.

Prescription

• test the suitability of a Bobcat 7753 skid-steer
loader with six-tooth rake and mixing head
attachment for decompaction of landings.

• See Operations: Landings and Trails, Articles
No. 1, and 3 to 7 for typical prescriptions for
landings with comparable soil conditions.

Operating procedure

• the equipment and settings used to deactivate
these landings were selected as part of an overall
operational trial intended to research and develop
methods to successfully rehabilitate landings.

Figure 1. Bobcat 7753 with a six tooth-rake.
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• three treatments were applied: broadcast
decompaction, strip decompaction, and patch
decompaction.

• for the broadcast treatment, covering 100% of
the landing area, only the six-toothed rake was
used. The operating method was to till the
landing in a series of parallel offsetting lines.

• the strip and patch treatments covered about 40
and 12% of the landing area, respectively. Patch
and strip deactivation treatments were done in
two stages. First, the rake was used to remove
logging debris and to scarify the soil surface.
Then the rake was replaced with a mixing head,
and the soil on strips or patches was mixed with
a back and forth motion of the loader. The
average dimensions of patches were 2 by 2.6 m.
Strips had a uniform width of  2 m.

Equipment description and specification

See Table 1 for machine specifications. Additionally,

• the rake was designed and manufactured by the
contractor and consists of a frame 150 cm wide,
with six 30-cm tines spaced 30 cm apart. The
horizontal drum of the mixing head is 2 m wide
and contains 96 teeth in 8 rows. The drum is
powered by a hydraulic motor and operates at
225 rpm. The rake and the mixing head can be
rapidly interchanged.

Production/study results

FERIC conducted a limited evaluation of the
equipment on three landings. The productivity
of the broadcast treatment (ripping only) was
450 m²/h. The productivity of the patch treatment
(ripping and mixing) was 920 m²/h. The productivity
of the strip treatment (ripping and mixing) was 820
m²/h.

Table 1. Bobcat 7753 loader specification

Engine power (net) kW 34

Operating weight (kg) 2475

Overall width (cm) 1735

Travel speed (km/h) 0 to 11.3

Observations and comments

• the maximum tilling depth achieved on these dry
compacted landings was about 20 cm.

• the mixing head was able to fracture the tilled
soil into aggregates of 1 to 2 cm in size.
However, it was not able to increase the depth of
the treatment.

• see Operations: Landing and Trails, Articles
No. 1, and 3 to 7 for alternative treatments on
landings with comparable soil conditions.

• during this field visit, FERIC researchers
observed only the deactivation of the landing
rehabilitation process.

For further information, contact:

Derek Hodgkins, Inland Timber Management Ltd.,
103-197 2nd Ave North, Williams Lake, BC
V2G 1Z5. Tel.: (250) 392-7177

Jeff Alexander, Lignum Ltd., 189 Hodgson Rd.,
Williams Lake, BC V2G 3P6. Tel.: (250) 392-3371,
Fax.: (250) 398-3977

Bill Chapman, Soil Scientist, Cariboo Forest Region,
B.C. Ministry of Forests, 200-640 Borland St.,
Williams Lake, BC V2G 4T1. Tel.: (250) 398-4718

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

 Copyright 1999, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Bobcat 7753 with a mixing head.
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Operations: Riparian Zones and Stand Edges
Article No: 1

SunWest Helicopters Ltd.’s Four-Bladed Aerial Pruning Saw

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Clayton Gillies, FIT

Date
September 1996

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
SunWest Helicopters Ltd., Parksville, BC

Equipment
•  Bell 206 Jet Ranger Helicopter
•  prototype gasoline powered four-bladed pruning

saw developed by contractor (Figure 1)

Location
MacMillan Bloedel Limited’s TFL 39, Eve River
Division, Port McNeill Forest District, on Vancouver
Island

Prescription
•  use the helicopter and pruning saw to aerially

prune selected trees within windthrow-susceptible
areas, removing approximately 50% of crown on
each treated tree

•  continue pruning until Area Engineer is satisfied
with removal level

•  four sites were chosen as having high
susceptibilities to windthrow; FERIC monitored
pruning operations on three of these sites.

Site characteristics
•  the three sites monitored were within the

submontane very wet maritime Coastal Western
Hemlock (CWHvm1) ecosystem.

•  all three sites are Riparian Management Areas
(RMA); the cutblocks adjacent to the RMA’s were
harvested between Fall 1995 and Spring 1996.

•  the main tree species were western hemlock and
amabilis fir; age classes 8 (141-250 yrs) and 9
(251+ yrs) with average heights from 45.8 to 47.5
m and average diameters from 46.4 to 60.2 cm.

Operating procedure
•  the aerial pruning saw was  attached to a Bell 206

helicopter via 15.3 m longline.
•  the pruning saw was started manually while the

helicopter was on the ground (optional remote
start).

•  trees to be treated were chosen by MacMillan
Bloedel’s Area Engineer who directed the pilot via
handheld radio.

•  operator positioned the pruner over the leader and
lowered it down the bole of target tree by lowering
the helicopter.

•  cutting of limbs occurred as the pruning saw was
lowered through the tree crown.

•  the helicopter moved away from the target tree,
ascended, and then repositioned the pruning saw to
repeat the process on another side of the target tree
(Figure 2).

 

Figure 1. SunWest Helicopters Ltd. four-bladed aerial
pruner.
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•  this process was repeated until the Area Engineer
radioed that the target removal was met.

•  pilot took a rest period of 10 to 15 min. after
approximately one hour of pruning.

Equipment description and specification
•  helicopter: Bell 206 Jet Ranger with 15.3 m

longline, lifting capacity approximately 385 kg
•  pruner: homemade, approx. 227 kg, four circular

saws powered by a 14.9 kW Briggs and Stratton
Vanguard V-twin four-cycle engine via a coupling
mechanism

•  circular saws ranged in diameter from 52.5 cm to
62.5 cm.

Production/study results
•  FERIC timed 54 trees.
•  pruning time per tree ranged from 27 sec to 4 min

56 sec, and averaged 2 min 05 sec.
•  cost per tree was approximately $55, and did not

include ferry costs to the site or ground supervision

Observations and comments
•  this procedure cannot be performed in poor

visibility or winds.
•  a coloured longline may enhance visibility of the

line, which would make ascending maneuvers
easier.

•  a Hughes 500 helicopter may be better suited for
this sort of maneuvering and flying due to its
increased power.

 
•  the contractor is addressing minor problems with

the aerial pruning saw that occur due to differences
in rpms between the engine and the saws.

•  it is difficult to determine when the percentage
removal goal is achieved, and a removal level of
less than the targeted 50% was generally accepted.

•  the maximum treated length along the bole is
restricted by the length of the longline chosen;
longlines can be 15, 23, or 30.5 m.

•  FERIC observed an earlier model of SunWest’s
aerial pruner which had a single blade (Boswell
1996); this earlier prototype would rotate
uncontrollably making it difficult to position for
pruning; the four bladed model was designed to
address this concern.

•  this pruning operation was conducted in a
demonstration manner and resulted in a high cost
per tree; a production-oriented prunning operation
would have resulted in a lower cost per tree.

References
Boswell, Brian.  1996.  SunWest Helicopter’s Aerial
Pruner.  FERIC, Vancouver.  Field Note General-46.
2p.

Gillies, Clayton.  1997.  SunWest Helicopters’ Four-
Bladed Aerial Pruner.  FERIC, Vancouver.  Field
Note in press. 2p.

Watershed Restoration Compendium; Research-
Riparian Zones and Stand Edges-Article # 1.

For further information contact:
Brian Sallows, SunWest Helicopters Ltd., 582
Panorama Pl., Parksville, BC, V9P 1A4. Tel.: (250)-
752-0707, Fax.: (250)-752-0909

Disclaimer
The information contained in this report is based on
limited field observation and is only published to
disseminate information to the BC forestry
community.  It is not intended as an endorsement or
approval by FERIC of any product or service to the
exclusion of others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Bell 206 Helicopter equipped with a 15.3 m
longline and aerial pruning saw (Photo courtesy of S.
Renouf).



Operations Riparian Zones and Stand Edges
Article No: 2

Prism Helicopters Ltd.’s 295 kg Aerial Pruning Shear

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Clayton Gillies, FIT

Date
October 1996

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
Prism Helicopters Ltd., Port McNeill, BC

Equipment
•  Hughes 500 D helicopter
•  prototype pruning shear developed and fabricated

by the contractor (Figure 1)

Location
Near Quatse River drainage, on Western Forest
Products Limited’s Port McNeill forest operations,
TFL 6, Port McNeill Forest District, northern
Vancouver Island

Prescriptions
•  use the helicopter and pruning shear to prune

target trees within two treatment units, removing
20-30% of the crown on each treated tree

Site characteristics
•  submontane very wet maritime Coastal Western

Hemlock (CWHvm1) ecosystem
•  age class 8 (141 - 250 years)
•  treatment unit 1 was located in a Riparian

Management Area; dominant tree species was
western red cedar; treated trees had average height
and diameter of 34.8 m and 75.4 cm respectively.

•  treatment unit 2 was located along an edge of a
clearcut; dominant tree species were western
hemlock and amabilis fir; treated trees had average
height and diameter of 39.7 m and 49.9 cm
respectively.

•  both treatment units were located along the edge of
the same cutblock which was logged between Fall
1995 and Fall 1996.

Operating procedure
•  treatment units were marked with high visibility

paint on the slash in the adjacent clearcuts
allowing pilot to see boundaries from the air.

•  the aerial pruner was attached to the Hughes 500 D
helicopter via a 30.5 m longline.

•  Ministry of Forests personnel guided the pilot to
target trees using a handheld radio.

•  pruner was positioned over the leader and lowered
along side of the bole.

•  shearing of limbs occurred during the downward
lowering motion of helicopter.

•  the helicopter moved laterally away from the bole
and ascended, then repeated the process on another
side of the tree (Figure 2).

 
 
•  the pilot continued pruning the target tree until the

Figure 1. Prism Helicopters’ pruning shear.
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MOF observer indicated via radio that the removal
target had been met.

•  pilot took short breaks during refueling stops.

Equipment description and specifications
•  helicopter: Hughes 500 D with 30.5 m steel cable

(longline), lifting capacity approximately 454 kg
•  pruning shear: homemade, approximately 295 kg,

constructed from T 100 steel, slightly angled
cutting blade with machined edge, legs about 3.7
m apart and 2.1 m in length; a concrete filled
propane tank was attached to each leg for weight.

Production/study results
•  FERIC timed the pruning of 139 trees.
•  pruning time per tree ranged from 13 sec. to 5 min.

50 sec., and averaged 1 min. 47 sec.
•  cost per tree was approx. $31; this did not include

ferry cost to the site or MOF supervisor on the
ground.

Observations and comments
•  this procedure cannot be performed in poor

visibiliy or winds over 15 - 20 knots (28 - 37
km/hr)

•  the shear had a tendency to slide outwards along
branches during downward shearing, which
increased the number of passes required to achieve
the target removal level.

•  it was difficult for the ground supervisor to
determine when the removal goal was achieved.

•  Prism Helicopters is considering a heavier pruning
shear (1135 kg) which should decrease the number
of passes required per tree.

•  the maximum treated length along the bole is
restricted by the length of the longline chosen.

References
Gillies, Clayton.  1997.  Prism Helicopters Ltd.’s 295
kg Pruning Shear.  FERIC, Vancouver.  Field Note in
press. 2p.

Watershed Restoration Compendium; Research:
Riparian Zones and Stand Edges, Article #1.

For further information contact:
Mike Aldersey, Prism Helicopters Ltd., Box 700, Port
McNeill, BC, V0N 2R0. Tel.: (250) 956-2777, Fax.:
(250) 956-2900

Chuck Rowan, Ministry of Forests, Vancouver Forest
Region, 2100 Labieuex Road, Nanaimo, BC, V9T
6E9. Tel.: (250) 751-7096, Fax.: (250) 751-7198,
Email: CAROWAN@MFOR01.FOR.GOV.BC.CA

Disclaimer
The information contained in this report is based on
limited field observation and is only published to
disseminate information to the BC forestry
community.  It is not intended as an endorsement or
approval by FERIC of any product or service to the
exclusion of others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Aerial pruning shear moving laterally away
from bole of treated tree.



Operations: Riparian Zones and Stand Edges
Article No: 3

Tree Topping to Manage Windthrow Along Cutblock Edges

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Clayton Gillies, FIT

Date
October 1996

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
Windfirm Professional Tree Service, Squamish, BC

Equipment
•  manual topping using climbing equipment and

small chainsaws (Figure 1)

Location
Near Quatse River, on Western Forest Products
Limited’s Port McNeill Forest Operations, TFL 6,
Port McNeill Forest District, northern Vancouver
Island

Prescription
•  use manual topping methods at two treatment units

to remove 20 to 30% of the live crown from target
trees

Site characteristics
•  the two sites were within the submontane very wet

maritime Coastal Western Hemlock (CWHvm1)
ecosystem and were age class 8 (141 - 250 years)

•  treatment unit 1 was located along the edge of a
40.0 ha clearcut and measured 30 m deep (into the
forest) and 105 m along the clearcut edge;
dominant tree species was western hemlock;
average height and diameter of the trees before
topping were 39.3 m and 55.8 cm, respectively.

•  treatment unit 2 was located along the edge of
another clearcut unit (39.3 ha); no dimensions of
this unit are given due to the random pattern of the
topping; dominant tree species was western
hemlock; average height and diameter of trees
before topping were 42.1 m and 84.6 cm,
respectively.

•  a small sample of topped diameters was measured;
treatment unit 1 averaged 17.7 cm, and treatment
unit 2 averaged 25.3 cm.

Operating procedure
•  the topping crew consisted of three men; two men

topped trees while the third was on the ground
making sure climbing ropes ran smoothly and
acting as a belayer.

•  ropes and equipment were checked each morning
before climbing started.

•  at the start of the workday, the topper climbed the
first tree to topping height, and then used his safety
ropes to swing to as many trees as possible.

•  the top was felled with a chainsaw in a directional
manner (Figure 2); after the tree was topped, the
stem was cut at an angle to facilitate water runoff.

Figure 1. Tree topper using climbing ropes to ascend.
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•  Ministry of Forests personnel helped to determine
the topping height necessary to accomplish the
desired removal level.

•  in order for the climber to swing to the next tree,
the ground person acted as a belay.

•  if trees were closely spaced, occasionally the
climber could top an adjacent tree by reaching over
to it without actually climbing or swinging to it.

Equipment description and specifications
•  two lightweight Stihl 020 AV chainsaws were used

for topping; a backup chainsaw was also available
on site.

•  each climber was equipped with a climbing
harness, mountaineering ropes, climbing belt,
spurs, and associated hardware such as D rings and
clips.

•  the static mountaineering ropes were 70 m in
length and 11.1 mm thick.

Production/study results
•  FERIC timed the topping of 32 trees.
•  topping time ranged from 1 min 04 sec (reach

method) to 34 min 27 sec (climbing from ground).
•  average time to walk to a tree and climb to topping

height was 14 min 36 sec; average time to swing to
a tree and climb to topping height was 3 min
14 sec; average time to treat 32 trees was 12 min
59 sec.

•  86 trees were topped over a three day period at two
separate sites.

•  the cost per topped tree was $54, which included
falling of snags to prepare the site, as well as all
on-site preparations and activities; not included are
accommodations and travel expenses.

Observations and comments
•  the topping crew consisted of experienced tree and

mountain climbers; skilled climbers are essential
for this type of work.

•  it is possible to prune as well as top during the
climbing of target trees.

•  it was difficult for the toppers and ground
supervisors to accurately determine the topping
height to achieve the 20 - 30% removal goal.

•  following safety procedures and frequent
equipment checks is extremely important with
manual topping methods.

•  trees with rot often cannot be climbed to desired
topping heights and must be topped where safety
dictates.

References
Gillies, Clayton.  1997.  Tree Topping by Windfirm
Professional Tree Service.  FERIC, Vancouver.  Field
Note in press. 2p.

Watershed Restoration Compendium; Research:
Riparian Zones and Stand Edges, Article #1.

For further information contact:
Hamish Fraser, Windfirm Professional Tree Service,
Box 2538, Squamish, BC, V0N 3G0. Tel.: (604) 892-
7587 or (604) 979-1381, Fax.: (604) 898-3177

Chuck Rowan, Ministry of Forests, Vancouver Forest
Region, 2100 Labieuex Road, Nanaimo, BC, V9T
6E9, Tel.: (250) 751-7096, Fax.: (250) 751-7198,
Email: CAROWAN@MFOR01.FOR.GOV.BC.CA

Disclaimer
The information contained in this report is based on
limited field observation and is only published to
disseminate information to the BC forestry
community.  It is not intended as an endorsement or
approval by FERIC of any product or service to the
exclusion of others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Directional falling of tree top.



Operations: Riparian Zones and Edges
Article No: 4

Feathered and Serrated Cutblock Edges to Manage Windthrow

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Clayton Gillies, FIT

Date
September 1996

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
Western Forest Products Limited, Port McNeill, BC

Equipment
•  hand falling using chainsaws and wedges

Location
Near Quatse River drainage, on Western Forest
Products Limited’s Port McNeill Forest Operations,
TFL 6, Port McNeill Forest District, northern
Vancouver Island

Prescription
•  apply two windthrow management techniques to

cutblock edges using manual falling methods;
method one is a feathered edge technique which is
a selected removal of 10 - 20% of stems, leaving
the more windfirm trees (Figure 1); method two, a
serrated edge technique has a series of triangular
notches cut along the cutblock boundary, with all
trees within the designated notches removed.

•  felled trees are recovered by excavator-forwarding.
•  treatment unit 3 is an untreated control.

Site Characteristics
•  the treatment units were within the submontane

very wet maritime Coastal Western Hemlock
(CWHvm1) ecosystem, adjacent to a 39 ha
clearcut harvested in 1996.

•  treatment units are orientated perpendicular to the
prevailing south-westerly winds.

•  dominant tree species for all treatment units were
western hemlock and amabilis fir (age class 8 -
141 to 250 years); some western red cedar were
present also.

•  before falling, trees in treatment unit 1 had an
average height and diameter of 27 m and 49 cm,
respectively (excluding snags); the felled trees had
an average height and diameter of 37 m and 76 cm,
respectively (excluding snags).

•  before falling, trees in treatment unit 2 had an
average  height and diameter of 24 m and 36 cm,
respectively (excluding snags); the felled trees had
an average height and diameter of 23 m and 35 cm,
respectively (excluding snags).

Figure 1. Post-treatment at the feathered edge unit
(arrows show approx. boundaries of treatment unit).
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Operating procedures
•  handfalling was done by GLM Falling Limited.
•  the fallers inspected the two treatment units with

the Ministry of Forests personnel, and assisted in
the selection/marking of trees to be felled in the
feathered edge treatment unit where directional
falling was required.

•  the serrated edge modification unit had three
notches felled within it; each notch was ribboned
by the MOF personnel and all trees within the
notches were felled (Figure 2).

•  trees were felled towards the clearcut opening, and
were bucked and limbed for excavator forwarding.

•  the fallers used falling wedges frequently in the
feathered edge unit to direct the felled trees; use of
wedges was less frequent in the serrated edge
treatment.

Equipment description and specifications
•  Husqvarna 394XP chainsaw with a 91 cm bar, 94

cc, 5.2 kW
•  axe and wedges

Production/study results
•  the time required to fall and buck 37 trees

(including snags and windfalls) in the feathered
edge treatment unit was 2 hrs and 10 min
(excluding personal delays).

•  the time required to fall and buck 63 trees
(including snags) in the serrated-edge treatment
unit was 2 hrs and 2 min (excluding personal
delays); excavator forwarding the timber to
roadside took approximately 3 hours for the
feathered edge unit, and approximately 1 hour for
the serrated-edge treatment (FERIC was not on site
and did not observe the extraction phase).

Observations and comments
•  in the feathered edge unit, more time per tree was

required for falling due to the need for precise
directional falling.

•  edge modification techniques can be combined
with tree topping and/or limbing; in this case the
MOF subsequently decided to top 9 dominant trees
after the edge treatments had been performed.

•  both types of edge modifications can be planned
and included during the layout phases.

•  the appearances of the treated edges were not
greatly affected by their treatments.

References
Gillies, Clayton.  1997.  Feathered and serrated edge
modifications to prevent windthrow. FERIC,
Vancouver. Field Note in press. 2p.

Watershed Restoration Compendium; Research:
Riparian Zones and Stand Edges, Article #1.

For further information contact:
Chuck Rowan, Ministry of Forests, Vancouver Forest
Region, 2100 Labieuex Road, Nanaimo, BC, V9T
6E9. Tel.: (250) 751-7096, Fax.: (250) 751-7198,
Email: CAROWAN@MFOR01.FOR.GOV.BC.CA

Disclaimer
The information contained in this report is based on
limited field observation and is only published to
disseminate information to the BC forestry
community.  It is not intended as an endorsement or
approval by FERIC of any product or service to the
exclusion of others.

  Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Post-treatment at the serrated edge unit
(arrow indicates centre of one notch).



Operations: Riparian Zones and Stand Edges
Article No: 5

Experimental Methods to Reduce Windthrow in a Streamside Buffer

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Brian Boswell, RPF

Date
February 1994

Source
FERIC Special Report SR-118

Contractors
West Coast Helicopters, Port McNeill, BC
Fandrich Cone Harvesters Ltd, Abbotsford, BC
Windfirm Professional Tree Service, Squamish, BC

Equipment
•  manual topping and pruning using mountaineering

equipment, tree climbing belt and spurs, and
lightweight chainsaws

•  aerial topping and pruning using a Eurocopter
Astar 350B helicopter (681 kg working load), a
Fandrich Aerial Shear, and a Fandrich Branch
Collector

Location
Keogh River, 18 km west of Port McNeill, within
Western Forest Products Limited’s Tree Farm
Licence 25, Port McNeill Forest District, northern
Vancouver Island

Prescription
•  remove 20-30% of the crown’s sail area from the

dominant and co-dominant trees in a streamside
buffer, in order to reduce windthrow risk

•  the buffer was divided into seven treatment units:
 -  aerial topping or pruning - 3 units
 -  manual topping or pruning - 3 units

-  untreated control - 1 unit.

Site characteristics
•  streamside buffer approximately 30 m wide and

700 m long, adjacent to a recent clearcut
• two distinct stands comprise the streamside buffer

(Table 1).
•  scattered historic and recent windthrow, including

one small area of recent heavy windthrow
•  fine-textured silty to sandy loam soils
•  strong winds and heavy rains, high water table
•  0-5% sideslopes

Table 1. Stand characteristics
Stand 1 Stand 2

Ecosystem submontane very wet maritime
Coastal Western Hemlock

Age (yr) 86 250+
Species western

hemlock,
amabilis fir

western
hemlock,

amabilis fir,
(Sitka spruce)

Average height (m) 44 46
Average diameter (cm) 48 55

Operating procedures
•  aerial topping:  the pilot positioned the helicopter

above a tree and lowered the shear by lowering the
helicopter. The hydraulic shear’s cutting action
was activated by the pilot and the severed top
dropped into the collecting basket.

•  aerial pruning:  the branch collector was
positioned and lowered over the tree, then moved
horizontally until branches contacted knives in
cutting slots. The branches were severed as the
helicopter lifted the device off the tree and the cut
branches fell into the collecting basket.

•  manual topping:  a two person crew, consisting of
a tree climber and a groundperson, used basic
mountaineering procedures, adapted for tree-
climbing, to climb and move between trees.
Chainsaws, and occasionally ropes, were used to
directional fall the tops and ensure the tops did not
land in the stream.

•  manual pruning:  the same equipment and similar
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techniques were used as for manual topping. The
climber ascended to the top of the section to be
pruned, placed the climbing rope over a limb, and
pruned limbs while being lowered by the
groundperson (Figure 1).

•  

Results
•  FERIC observed the topping or pruning of 177 trees

and collected data on productivity and costs (Table 2)
•  each treatment’s effectiveness was evaluated by

measuring the size of the top removed or pruned
and by calculating the proportion of sail area
removed (Table 3).

Table 2. Productivity and costs
Average time
(min/tree)

Average cost
($/tree)

Aerial topping (stand 1) 1.28 21
Aerial pruning (stand 1) 1.61 27
Manual topping (stand 1) 23.0 45

(stand 2) 46.0 89
Manual pruning (stand 1) 34.4 67

Table 3. Treatment effectiveness
Average top removed or pruned
length diameter sail area
(m) (cm) (%)

Aerial topping (stand 1) 3.0 6.1 1
Aerial pruning (stand 1) 4.7 - 4
Manual topping (stand 1) 9.9 17.9 19

(stand 2) 10.8 26.0 23
Manual pruning (stand 1) 11.2 - 60

•  the aerial treatments were ineffective in achieving
the objective of removing 20-30% of the crown’s
sail area.

•  manual topping was able to achieve an average sail
area removal within the target range; however
amounts removed could not be accurately
estimated during treatment and a wide range of
removal levels resulted with many trees outside the
target range.

•  manual pruning at the base of the crown resulted in
over-pruning with considerably more than the
prescribed 20-30% of sail area removed on all trees.

 
Observations and comments
•  delay due to wind was a major component (20%)

of total time spent on manual treatments
(productivity and cost figures presented are based
on net time without wind delay).

•  manual treatments were 45% faster when the tree
top was accessed by swinging by a rope from an
adjacent tree rather than by descending and
ascending with belt and spurs.

•  there was a large difference (53%) in the
productivity levels of the two climbers performing
the manual treatments.

•  minimal or no damage occurred to the site in all
treatments. All damage observed (5 trees) was
caused by falling tops during manual topping in
stand 1.

References
Boswell, Brian.  1997.  Experimental methods to reduce
windthrow in a streamside buffer. FERIC, Vancouver.
Special Report SR-118, 22p.

For further information contact:
Brian Boswell, FERIC, 2601 East Mall, Vancouver, BC,
V6T 1Z4. Tel.: (604) 228-1555, Fax: (604) 228-0999,
Email: brian-b@vcr.feric.ca

Kerry McGourlick, Western Forest Products Ltd, Box 250
Port McNeill, BC, V0N 2R0. Tel.: (250) 959-4446, Fax:
(250) 956-4448

Disclaimer
The information contained in this report is based on limited
field observation and is only published to disseminate
information to the BC forestry community.  It is not
intended as an endorsement or approval by FERIC of any
product or service to the exclusion of others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada  ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 1. Manual pruning.



  Operations: Riparian Zones and Stand Edges
Article No: 6

Prism Helicopters Ltd.’s 295 kg Aerial Pruning Shear: Second Prototype
FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Michelle Bowden-Dunham

Date
July 1997

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
Prism Helicopters Ltd., Port McNeill, BC

Equipment
•  Hughes 500 D helicopter
•  prototype pruning shear (second version) developed and

fabricated by Prism Helicopters Ltd. (Figure 1).

Location
•  4.0 km west of Port McNeill, bordering Highway 19, on

private land owned and managed by MacMillan Bloedel
Limited

Prescription
•  minimize wind damage on residual trees in two adjacent

shelterwood cutblocks and an adjoining feathered buffer
strip.

•  use a helicopter equipped with an aerial pruning shear to
prune target trees within four treatment units.

•  prune all trees greater than 30 cm dbh, to remove
approximately 33% of sail area.

Site characteristics
•  submontane very wet maritime Coastal Western

Hemlock (CWHvm1) ecosystem
•  treated stands consisted of western hemlock, amabilis fir

and occasional sitka spruce.
•  Stand age is about 55 years with an average height of 33 m.
•  treatment units 1 and 2 were located along the edges of a

shelterwood block with 200 trees/ha and treatment units
3 and 4 were located at the edge of a shelterwood block
with 300 stems/ha.

•  both shelterwood blocks were harvested in early 1997
and to date have not experienced any major wind
damage.

•  each treatment unit was 1600 m2 comprised of a small
section of feathered buffer and a larger section of
unlogged leave strip paralleling the highway (Figure 2).

•  this study was part of a larger FERIC research
installation comparing two pruning treatments
(helicopter pruning of upper crowns or manual pruning
of crown bases) plus untreated controls; therefore
treatment units bordering the heli-pruning units were
either untreated or manually pruned.

Operating procedure
•  a manual tree climbing crew topped, spray painted and

ribboned one tree in each treatment unit corner within
the leave strip to make treatment unit boundaries more
visible from the air.

•  other treatment unit corners occurring within the
feathered buffer strip adjacent to the shelterwood blocks
were marked with orange garbage bags secured flat on
the ground.

•  all target trees were marked at dbh with a dot of high
visibility paint, to allow FERIC personnel to identify
designated trees from the ground.
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Figure 1. Prism Helicopters prototype aerial pruning
shear (second version).
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• FERIC personnel maintained radio contact with the pilot to
guide the helicopter to the target trees.  However, visibility
from the ground was limited by the remaining tree crowns.

• the pruning shear was lowered downwards from the top of the
leader, pruning limbs during the decent.  When approximately
33% of sail area had been removed, the helicopter ascended
and moved away from the bole of the tree.

•  the sequence was then repeated on the other side of the
tree.  Pruning generally required two passes/tree.

•  pre-treatment measurements of 81 trees, representing a
cross-section of the species and diameter distribution,
showed an average sail length and width of 11.2 m and
5.0 m respectively.  Calculations showed that a 33%
reduction of sail area could be achieved by pruning from
the top downwards a distance of 6.5 m.

•  the helicopter was refueled once every 1.3 h of flying time.

Equipment description and specification
• Hughes 500 D light turbine helicopter, with a working

load capacity of 454 kg.
• Prism Helicopters Ltd.’s prototype II pruning shear weighing

approximately 295 kg and attached to the helicopter with a
30.5 m steel longline (Figure 1).

Production/study results
Table 1. Productivity and costs

All treatment units
Pruning time/tree, refueling time incl. (min) 2.5
Refueling time/stop (min) 14.0
Sample size (no.) 277
Target trees (no.) 233
Trees pruned (no.) 300
Trees overpruned 1 (%) 29
Pruning cost/tree, refueling cost incl. 2 ($) 29.59

1 Trees overpruned =( trees pruned - target trees)/target trees
2  Pruning costs do not include pre-treatment preparation.
  (e.g., manual tree topping of corner trees)

Observations and comments
•  the pilot experienced difficulty in clearly identifying

target trees, resulting in 29% overpruning.  Overpruning
may have been reduced by pruning all co-dominant and
dominant trees because they would have been more
easily identified from the air.

•  aerial pruning is limited by poor visibility and wind
conditions over 28 to 37 km/h.

•  maximum pruning length along the bole is limited by the
length of longline selected.

•  aerial pruning requires greater pilot concentration and
skill than many other helicopter applications.  A
decrease in production and an increase in overpruning
was noticeable after a prolonged period of flying (>5 h);

•  better production and less overpruning may be realized
by scheduling shorter shifts (3 to 4 h) where possible.

•  pruning in and around partially-cut areas affords the
pilot and ground crew better visibility, ultimately
lessening overpruning and increasing the accuracy of
meeting sail removal prescriptions.

•  target removal and stand damage will be assessed and
presented in a future FERIC report.

•  see Operations: Riparian Zones and Stand Edges, Article no. 2
for description of Prism Helicopters Ltd.’s first prototype
aerial pruning shear.

For further information, contact:
Mike Aldersey, Prism Helicopters Ltd., Box 700, Port McNeill,
BC VON 2R0.  Tel.: (250) 956-2777,  Fax: (250) 956-2900

Disclaimer:
This report is based on limited field data and is published
for the information of the BC forest community.  It does not
constitute an endorsement by FERIC of a product or service
to the exclusion of others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Treatment unit layout.



  Operations: Riparian Zones and Stand Edges
Article No: 7

Operational Demonstration of Cutblock Edge Treatments
for Windthrow Management: Jordan River, Vancouver Island

FRBC Region
Pacific

Authors
Eric Long, FIT
Nini Long, B.Sc.

Date
September 30, 1997

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractors
Mike Aldersey, Prism Helicopters Ltd.

Tim Seppanen, Riparian Environmental Management

Steve Mitchell, UBC Instructor, Faculty of Forestry

Equipment
•  climbing gear and small chainsaws for manual

pruning and topping
•  helicopter and pruning shear for mechanized

pruning

 Location
Western Forest Products Limited’s TFL 25, Jordan
River Division, Vancouver Forest Region, South
Island Forest District

Prescription
•  reduce sail area of dominant and codominant trees

by 1/3;  topping and pruning to be done on
dominants and codominants

•  the specific trees treated and treatments applied
will be the contractor’s choice, based on
experience and safety considerations.

Site characteristics
•  very dry maritime Coastal Western Hemlock

(CWHxm) ecosystem
•  prevailing southeast winter storm winds occur

regularly.  The area has been subject to
windthrow in the past where stand edges, tree
reserves and riparian management areas are
generally vulnerable to windthrow.

Operating procedure
•  the demonstration was divided into 3 segments:

manual topping and pruning; helicopter pruning;
and a workshop on windthrow hazard assessment.

• in the first part of the demo, topping and
delimbing was done by tree climbers from
Riparian Environmental Management (Figure 1).

 
 

Figure 1.  Tree topped manually by
climber.
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• The crew consisted of 4 climbers and 2
groundmen. The ground crew were responsible
for fueling the climbers’ saws, spotting potential
hazards such as cut limbs hung up in the canopy
and removing all cut debris from streams.

•  climbers ascended the trees using spurs and a
harness or, if the trees were close enough
together, they swing between trees (which greatly
increased pruning productivity).  Also, in some
cases, a climber could top a tree adjacent to the
one he was secured to by simply leaning over.
This technique, where it could be done,
eliminated the need to transfer from tree to tree.

•  when topping, climbers used light chainsaws
which were attached to their harnesses by
carabiners and a length of rope.  When the
chainsaw was not being used, it simply hung
below the climber’s feet.

•  in the second part of the demo, Prism Helicopters
Ltd. demonstrated aerial pruning.  An aerial
pruning shear was suspended from the helicopter
on a longline.  The shear was lowered into the
crown of the tree by the pilot and the weight of
the blade was enough to cut the branches (Figure 2).

•  for a detailed description of Prism’s prototype I
and II aerial pruning shears, see Operations:
Riparian Zones and Stand Edges, Article(s) No. 2
and 6 respectively.

•  in the third component, Steve Mitchell gave an in-
woods lecture.  He discussed ways to determine
prevalent winds and historic incidences of
windthrow based on observations of tree form and
the arrangement of uprooted coarse woody debris
and pit-mounds.

•  Mr. Mitchell has developed a set of guidelines to
assess windthrow hazard. He introduced the
concept of the windthrow triangle, a system
which estimates windthrow hazard based on 3
main site characteristics: stand type, soil factors,
and exposure.

•  when applying the windthrow assessment
methodology, the block boundary is divided into
sections with similar site factors and orientation.
In order to assess an entire block for windthrow
hazard, each section has to be evaluated
independently.

•  potential treatments recommended on the
assessment card include: no treatment, boundary
adjustment, feather, top/prune, and other.

•  this demonstration is part of a Forest Renewal BC
funded study being carried out by the Ministry of
Forests.

Production/study results

Productivity was not measured, as this was a
demonstration.

For further information, contact:
Chuck Rowan, B.C. Ministry of Forests, Vancouver
Forest Region, 2100 Labieux Road, Nanaimo, BC,
V9T 6E9.  Tel.:  (250) 751-7096,  Fax:  (250) 751-
7198, E-mail:  chuck.rowan@gems1.gov.bc.ca

Mike Aldersey, Prism Helicopters Ltd., Box 700, Port
McNeill, BC V0N 2R0.  Tel.:  (250) 956-2777, Fax.:
(250) 956-2900

Steve Mitchell, Forest Sciences Department,
University of British Columbia, 270-2357 Main Mall,
Vancouver, BC, V6T 1Z4.  Tel:  (604) 822-4591, Fax:
(604)822-9102, E-mail:  smitchel@unixg.ubc.ca

Tim Seppanen, General Manager, Riparian
Environmental Management (R.E.M. Contracting),
55077 BC Ltd., Box 501, Campbell River, BC, V9W
5C1. Phone/Fax:  (250) 287-495, Cellular: (250) 203-
1196, E-mail: rem@island.net

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community.  It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Pruning shear (with weights) used by
Prism Helicopters Ltd.



Operations: Riparian Zones and Stand Edges
Article No: 8

Enhancement of Riparian Forests in the Tzoonie River Watershed

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date
September 2000

Source
FERIC field visit

Professional report prepared by V.A. Poulin and
Associates Ltd., and Quillicum Forestry Services Ltd.

Proponents and partners
International Forest Products Ltd., Sechelt Operations

Sechelt Indian Band (New Forest Opportunities workers)

Tim Brown, Bellevue, Washington, USA

BC Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks

BC Ministry of Forests

Equipment
•  chainsaw, brush saw, and tree climbing equipment

•  various hand tools including girdling tools,
hammer and nails

Location
Approximately 35 km north of Sechelt via Sechelt
Inlet and Narrows Inlet, in International Forest
Products Ltd.’s Forest License area, Sunshine Coast
Forest District.

Prescription
Modify second-growth riparian forests to speed the
recovery of mature forest characteristics targeted for
fish and wildlife habitat, water quality, and channel
stability by:

•  altering existing stand densities and species
compositions through hand falling and girdling of
targeted trees (Figure 1).

•  promoting wildlife habitat associated with old
forest characteristics by girdling, topping, and top-
girdling trees; and recreating cavities and slots in
trees for use by cavity users (birds, bats and small
mammals).

•  provide immediate nesting opportunities for
secondary cavity users and small mammals by
installing nest boxes (constructed by students at
Sechelt’s Chatelech Secondary School).

Site characteristics
•  submontane very wet maritime Coastal Western

Hemlock (CWHvm1) ecosystem

•  the Tzoonie River drains the west slopes of the
Coast Range and flows into the head of Narrows
Inlet.  Fish species present include pink, chum,
coho, chinook, and sockeye salmon, and steelhead
trout.

•  the riparian areas along the Tzoonie River were
logged as recently as the 1960s, leaving large
western red cedar, Sitka spruce, and Douglas-fir
stumps present throughout the forest.  The stand is
35-55 years old, and 16-32 m in height.  Within
the deciduous dominated sites the suppressed
conifers are 6-12 m in height.Figure 1.  V. Poulin discussing conifer girdling in an RVT 2

stand.  Note 4-inch wide girdle on conifer stems.
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•  47.9 ha were approved for treatment and mapped
into riparian vegetation types (RVT, see
definitions below) signifying stand conditions
(only RVT 2, 3, and 4 were treated):

RVT 1: understocked conifer site dominated by brush
RVT 2: overstocked conifer stand
RVT 3: deciduous-dominated stand with a suppressed
 understory of conifer
RVT 4: deciduous-dominated stand with nil to a
 sparse understory of conifers
RVT 5: old forest or young stand where silvicultural
 intervention is not required to achieve the
 desired future condition
Note: old forests are used to indicate the pre-harvest
conditions and provide ecological templates for
restoration (Poulin et al. 2000).

Operating procedures
•  a stand management prescription was required

from the MOF for approval to modify and cut
trees within the riparian reserve zone.  A BCMOE
approval was also required.

RVT 2 Stands: (7.6 ha over 9 treatment areas):
•  thin conifers to 300-500 sph (from 750-1850 sph);

leaving clumps of 500+ sph is acceptable for
biodiversity objective.  Retain the largest diameter
and most windfirm Ss, Cw or Df as priority
species (Ba and Hw secondary).

•  girdle 20-30% of the conifers to be thinned.
Girdling delays crown loss and maintains tree to
tree contact during winds.  It also provides short
term feeding opportunities for wildlife; reduces
slash which may affect wildlife
movement/corridors, and offers varied rates of
dead and dying trees in the riparian ecosystem.

•  top or top-girdle 10-25 trees/ha of the trees which
need to be removed to achieve stand density
objectives.  Trees were climbed using belt and
spurs.  Branches were pruned to leave stubs for
bird perches.  Hw, ranging from 30-45-cm dbh,
was the typical stem treated.  Trees were topped at
8-15 m height, removing at least 50% of the crown
(most trees were cut below the live crown).  Top
girdling was done mainly on trees adjacent to the
river if the top could not be felled into the treatment
area.  Both treatments will produce snags.

RVT 3 Stands: (36.3 ha over 13 treatment areas):
•  girdle or fall all alder within 5 m of suppressed

target (same as within RVT 2) conifers allowing
at least 40% full sunlight to reach the conifers.
Approximately 80-90% of the alder overstory was
removed with a reduction from 486 to 27 sph.

RVT 4 Stands: (0.3 ha over 1 treatment area):
•  girdle all young alder within 1 m of sparse conifer

seedlings.  Larger upper canopy alder were
retained as a shelterwood for the conifer
seedlings, and provided with a light thinning by
girdling all Dr within 2.5 m.  Dr densities were
reduced from 1000 to 400 sph.

Production/study results
•  23 high priority polygons (44.5 ha) were treated with

a crew of 13 people over 18 days.  68 trees were
topped or topped-girdled, 77 wildlife habitat
modifications (nest boxes, bat slots, cave starts, and
dens) were constructed/installed, and numerous trees
felled or girdled.  The thinning and girdling crews
had an average production of 0.12 ha/person-day
and 0.35 ha/person-day respectively, which included
training and discussions before and during work.

Observations and comments
•  the slow creation of openings by girdling may

allow the residual stand to become more windfirm

•  wildlife is part of a fully functioning and healthy
ecosystem, and therefore wildlife attribute
enhancement was directly linked to the riparain
restoration.  Trees were not only felled, but also
modified to mimic components of old forests used
by wildlife and to create future input to the
aquatic system.

References
V.A. Poulin & Associates and Quillicum Forestry Services
Ltd., 2000.  Restoration of Riparian Forests in Tzoonie River –
Speeding Recovery of Mature Forests Characteristics.
Professional Report prepared for International Forest Products
Ltd., Sechelt, BC. 47 p.

For further information, contact:
Michael Younie, BC Ministry of Environment, Lands and
Parks, Lower Mainland Region, 10470 – 152 Street, Surrey,
BC, V3R 0Y3.  Tel.: (604) 582-5391, Fax.: (604) 930-7119,
Email: Mike.Younie@gems8.gov.bc.ca
Vincent Poulin, V.A. Poulin & Associates Ltd., 2153 West 46th

Avenue, Vancouver, BC, V6M 2L2.  Tel.: (604) 263-0424,
Email: vpoulin@istar.ca
Dennis Lozinsky, International Forest Products Ltd.,
Kingcome Enhanced Forestry Division, 208-5760 Teredo
Street, P.O. Box 381, Sechelt BC, V0N 3A0.  Tel.: (604) 740-
8220, Email: Dennis_Lozinsky@interfor.com

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest community. It
does not constitute an endorsement by FERIC of a product or
service to the exclusion of others that may be suitable.
  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada ISSN 0381-7733



Operations: Riparian Zones and Stand Edges
Article No: 9

Girdling and Spacing Within Riparian Management Areas Along the
Mamquam River Watershed

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date
October 2000

Source
FERIC field visit

Proponents and partners
International Forest Products Ltd., Squamish Operations

Arctos Environmental Consulting Inc., Vancouver, BC

BC Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks

BC Ministry of Forests

Equipment
•  Husqvarna 346 XP chainsaws

•  various hand girdling tools

•  tree-climbing equipment

Location
Approximately 20 km east of Squamish along the
Mamquam-Stawamus FSR, in BCMOF Small
Business Chart Area, Squamish Forest District

Prescription
To improve riparian function by accelerating the
development of mature and old forest attributes by:

•  (within overstocked conifer stands) - reducing
stand densities by girdling, top-girdling, and
falling while maintaining a desirable species
composition and vertical stand structure.

•  (within deciduous dominated stand) - releasing
suppressed conifers by girdling and falling
overstory stems within 2-5 m of conifers, while
maintaining an upper canopy of black cottonwood
(preferred) and large diameter alder.

•  maintain and enhance biodiversity by retaining: a
portion of the Douglas-fir (Df) with distorted
growth (25-50 sph); standing wildlife trees/snags
> 30 cm dbh (where safety allows); and tree
species such as western yew, bitter cherry,
mountain-ash and western white pine.

•  trees with sapsucker wells were often retained in
order to provide continued feeding opportunities.

Site characteristics
•  submontane very wet maritime Coastal Western

Hemlock (CWHvm1) ecosystem

•  the Mamquam River has an S1 classification (> 20
m wide with fish present) which has a total
Riparian Management Area width of 70 m (50 m
width reserve zone and a 20 m width management
zone).  The upper Mamquam River has resident
fish populations of rainbow trout and Dolly
Varden.

Figure 1.  Hand girdling tool used to girdle an alder tree.
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•  wildlife noted in the areas include black bear, mule
deer, ruffed and blue grouse, harlequin duck, belted
kingfisher, northern flicker, tree swallow, varied
thrush, downy and hairy woodpeckers, and red-
breasted sapsucker.

•  most of the riparian areas were harvested during
the 1960’s, and planted with Df or Sitka spruce
(Ss).  The Df present has had some distorted
growth problems and a high number of forked
tops (poor site for Df).  Upper canopy heights are
20-25 m, and associated dbh is approximately 40-
50 cm (conifer), and 20-30 cm (deciduous).

Operating procedure
•  a stand management prescription was required

from the BCMOF for approval to modify and cut
trees within the riparian reserve zone.  A BCMOE
approval was also required.  The prescription
identified 23.4 ha of riparian area for
rehabilitation work.

•  within the overstocked conifer stands: preferred
species are western red cedar, Ss, western
hemlock, and amabilis fir.  At the Df plantation
sites, stems showing the least deformity and >
30% live crown were retained at approximately
400 to 600 sph.  Trees were girdled, top-girdled,
and felled to reach desired stand densities.

•  within the deciduous dominated stands: preferred
overstory species is black cottonwood, and large
diameter and large crowned alder.  Girdle or fall
all trees within 2 to 5 m of suppressed conifers
(Figure 2).  Target density of remaining alder
varied between 100 to 400 sph.

•  active and remnant side channels were kept clear
by bucking and removing any fallen logs or limbs
from within the channel.

•  wildlife trails were identified and remained
passable by implementing directional falling and
slash removal.  Wildlife rub trees along the trails
were protected.

Production/study results
•  approximately 0.35 ha can be girdled by one

person per day.
Observations and comments
•  the hand-girdling tool (Figure 1) worked well on

the deciduous trees, but chainsaws were preferred
for girdling the conifers.

•  when releasing suppressed conifers, an added
effort was given to clearing stems from the
southside of the tree to increase the amount of
sunlight and promote growth.

•  plots were established within treated areas and trees
were measured for dbh, age and last 5 years growth.
These trees can be remeasured to see the effects of
thinning on diameter growth and/or tree health.

References
Pettit, Steve.  2000.  Level One and Two Riparian
Assessment and Prescription for Selected Reaches of
the Mamquam River.  Report prepared for
International Forest Products Ltd., Empire Logging
Division, Squamish, BC.  41 p.

For further information, contact:
Michael Younie, BC Ministry of Environment, Lands
and Parks, Lower Mainland Region, 10470 – 152
Street, Surrey, BC, V3R 0Y3.
Tel.: (604) 582-5391, Fax.: (604) 930-7119,
Email: Mike.Younie@gems8.gov.bc.ca
Gordon Prescott, International Forest Products Ltd.,
P.O. Box 280, 1500 Highway 99, Squamish, BC, V0N
3G0.  Tel.: (604) 892-2568, Fax.: (604) 892-9680

Steve Pettit, Arctos Environmental Consulting Inc.,
4605 Elgin Street, Vancouver, BC, V5V 4R9.  Tel.:
(604) 874-3228, Email: arctos@telus.net

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest community. It
does not constitute an endorsement by FERIC of a product or
service to the exclusion of others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2.  Suppressed conifer released
by girdling and falling treatments.
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Operations: Gullies and Landslides
Article No: 1

Helicopter Hydroseeding a Landslide in the Theodosia River Watershed

FRBC Region

Pacific

Author

Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date

June 1997

Source

FERIC field visit

Contractor(s)

MacMillan Bloedel Limited for Ministry of Forests
John Dawson, Pacific Erosion Control (Systems Limited)

Equipment

• Astar 350 Helicopter with 15-m longline and
application bucket

• mixing tank and hydraulic power source
• two water pumps and hoses

Location

Crown Land in the Theodosia River watershed between
Powell Lake and Desolation Sound, approximately 29 km
north of Powell River BC, Sunshine Coast Forest District
Prescription
• use aerial hydroseeding to revegetate a recent

landslide with grasses and legumes in order to

reduce surface erosion and enhance recovery of
site productivity

• application rate:
60 kg/ha of seed mix
300 kg/ha of slow release fertilizer
25 kg/ha of tackifier
50 kg/ha of mulch

Site characteristics
• the landslide is located within the dry maritime

Coastal Western Hemlock (CWHdm) ecosystem.

• the landslide occurred on January 31, 1995 and is
approximately 3000 m in length and 6.5 ha in area.
It originates at an old logging road about 700 m
above sea level and extends down to or very near
the Theodosia River.

• the initiation zone is on a hillslope angle of 33
degrees, the transport zone is 2375 m long with
slope angles ranging from 33 to 4 degrees, and the
deposition zone is 625 m long with slope angles
ranging from 2 to 1 degrees (Rollerson 1995).

Operating procedure
• seed, fertilizer, tackifier and mulch are all mixed

together with water in a portable aluminum and
stainless steel mixing/delivery tank.

• a portable power pack which runs on diesel gives
the hydraulic power which runs the pumps and
agitators to mix the slurry.

• water is pumped to the mixing tank from a local
water source (stream) through hoses.

• the application bucket is attached to the helicopter
with a 15-m longline.

• the helicopter lifts and positions the application
bucket near the slurry dispensing tank.  Ground
workers then position a dispensing nozzle over the
bucket and fill the application bucket with slurry
(Figure 1).

• the helicopter flies the application bucket to the
targeted site.

Figure 1. Application bucket being refilled.
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• the pilot opens the bucket with a electric control
switch while flying over the targeted area.

• refilling of the application bucket and aerial
hydroseeding continues until all targeted sites have
been seeded.  To help the pilot see which areas have
already been seeded the slurry is coloured green.

• when the cycle time approaches 3 minutes
(approximately 1 km flying distance), the
mixing/delivery tank, power pack, water pumps,
mixing ingredients, and ground crew are all flown
to a closer delivery site to reduce cycle time
(Figure 2).  A suitable water source is the critical
requirement for locating a slurry delivery site.

Equipment description and specifications

• Astar 350 helicopter with a lifting capacity of 754 kg
• 15-m longline
• application bucket with a capacity of 454 to 491 L

of slurry, and weighing about 90 kg empty and 680
kg when filled.

• the mixing/delivery tank and the power pack, each
weighing approximately 726 kg.

• two Honda water pumps with 4.1-kW, 4-stroke,
air cooled engines, and 5-cm diameter, 31-m long
hoses attached.

Production/study results

• average time for the helicopter to lift the application
bucket from the slurry delivery site and return after
applying the mixture on the slide was 2 min 2 sec

(range 1 min 27 sec to 2 min 32 sec; distance range
100 m to 1 km).

• average time to position and fill the application
bucket was 23 sec (range 16 to 32 sec).

• the time to empty the application bucket after the
pilot opens it was 9 sec.

• the approximate cost for helicopter hydroseeding
on this site was $1500/ha.

Observations and comments

• with quick cycle times it is important to be well
organized and prepared for refilling the application
bucket.

• with Pacific Erosion Control’s portable
components, it is possible to quickly move the
mixing and delivery equipment to lessen helicopter
cycle time.

• it is critical to have adequate water supply within
pumping distance.  Pumping distance will vary
depending on the difference between the water
source and the mixing/delivery tank in elevation.

References

Rollerson, Terry. 1996. Theodosia River Debris Flow
Event Report. Ministry of Forests, Vancouver Forest
Region, Nanaimo. Internal Report. 15p.

For further information, contact:

Walt Cowlard, MacMillan Bloedel Limited, Stillwater
Division, 301-4400 Marine Ave., Powell River, BC,
V8A 2K1. Tel.: (604) 485-3106, Fax.: (604) 485-9829

Marion Blank, Ministry of Forests, Sunshine Coast
Forest District, 7077 Duncan Street, Powell River,
BC, V8A 1W1.  Tel.: (604) 485-0779, Fax.: (604)
485-0799

John Dawson, Pacific Erosion Control (Systems
Limited), R.R.#4, Site 450, C-7, Courtenay, BC V9N
7J3. Tel. and Fax.: (250) 338-4574

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community.  It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

 Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Mixing/delivery tank being
airlifted to a new delivery site.



Operations: Gullies and Landslides
Article No: 2

Landslide Stabilization in the Chapman Creek Watershed Using the MBW Inc.
Continuous Berm Machine and a Hughes 500 D Helicopter

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date
November 1997

Source
FERIC field visit and professional reports prepared for
International Forest Products Limited

Contractor(s)
Wayne Keddy Contracting, Gibsons, BC
Mr Green-Up Plantcare Ltd., Powell River, BC

Equipment
•  MBW Inc.�s Continuous Berm Machine  (CBM), non-

woven geosynthetic fabric, compressed gas cartridge,
pneumatic stapler, and lifting bar for manufacturing and
lifting lengths of portable berm.

•  Clark 731 Heavy Duty Bobcat
•  Hughes 500 D helicopter with 15.3 m longline
•  hand shovels

Location
International Forest Products Limited�s Sechelt Operations,
Vancouver Forest Region, in the Chapman Creek watershed
on the Sunshine Coast

Prescription
•  build a geosynthetic berm toe wall between diagonally-

placed log cribs, and plant willow whips between berm
sections (Figure 1) to minimize sediment movement from
a ravelling, sandy slope.

Site characteristics
•  dry maritime Coastal Western Hemlock (CWHdm)

ecosystem

•  the site was located along East Main Road in the
Chapman Creek watershed, at approximately 700 m
elevation

•  the construction site was about 30 m upslope of the
road in a semi-confined ravelling scar on sandy soils.
The scar has a slope of 72% and is approximately 75 m
slope distance in length.

•  two logs had naturally moved down the open scar to the
creek channel.  Each log stabilized the slope
immediately around it.  These logs created a tiered step
between the creek and the open scar, and acted as
deflectors to keep bedload in the creek channel and
prevent the bedload from eroding the toe of the slope.

•  trees immediately above the open scar were felled to
stabilize the scar edges.  The felled trees were placed
and angled (see operating procedure) in positions
similar to the two natural logs described above.

•  the project was used as training and work experience
for members of the Sechelt First Nation.

Operating procedure
•  for operating procedures, equipment description and

specifications for preparing lengths of continuous berm
using MBW Incorporated�s CBM, see Operations:
Roads and Bridges, Article No. 9.Figure 1. Beginning of landslide stabilization showing log

placement and berm sections planted with willow whips.
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•  felled trees near the top of the open scar were limbed
and moved manually to the creek bed at the bottom of
the scar.  These logs were then positioned to mimic the
two natural logs that were already in place.  Shovels
and hand tools were used to prepare trenches for the
logs.

•  prepared sections of berm (each 4 m in length) were
lifted into place using the helicopter (Figure 2).

•  willow stakes and whips were planted in and between
the constructed berm wall layers.

Equipment description and specification
•  Hughes 500D with 15.3-m longline and lifting capacity

of approximately 450 kg

•  the nonwoven needle-punched geotextile used with the
CBM has a fabric style known as LP601.

•  

Table 1. Properties of LP601 Geotextile

Grab tensile (N) 710
Tear (N) 290
Permittivity (sec-1) 1.6
Permeability (cm/sec) 0.25
Water flow (l/min/m2) 4480
Weight (g/m2) 203
Roll size (m) 4.57 x 91.4
Polymer type Polypropylene

Production/study results
•  600 m of geotextile berm was required and the CBM

manufactured approximately 33 m of geotextile berm per
hour.

•  the helicopter took approximately 6 h to move and place
the geotextile berm sections.

•  45 m3 of soil material were used to construct the geotextile
berms.

Observations and comments
•  two lifting bars would have allowed crews to pre-hook

berms for the helicopter.  This would have lowered the
cycle time slightly.

•  hand signals between ground crews and the pilot were
required.  Radios would have been ineffective because
of the noise from the helicopter.

•  the geotextile was adequate for this application.  The
prepared berm sections did not rip while being lifted
and flown.

•  cutting the continuous berms into 4 m lengths and
stapling the ends closed was the most time-consuming
phase of berm preparation.

•  an ample supply of soil material was on site for making
the geotextile berm.

•  the manual stapler must work flawlessly if berms are
manufactured while the helicopter is on site.  To avoid
delays, the berms should be prepared to the desired
lengths and preparation of the site should be done
before the helicopter arrives on site.

References
Miles, M. 1997. Chapman Creek sand gully stabilization.
Professional report prepared for International Forest
Products Limited, Sechelt, BC. 17 p.

For further information, contact:
Dave Marquis, R.P.F., International Forest Products Limited,
RR#3, Tillicum Bay Site, C-17, 7425 Sechelt Inlet Drive,
Sechelt, BC, V0N 3A0.  Tel.: (604) 885-8523, Fax.: (604)
885-1944

Marion Blank, P.Geo., B.C. Ministry of Forests, Sunshine
Coast Forest District, 7077 Duncan St., Powell River, BC,
V8A 1W1.  Tel.: (604) 485-0779, Fax.: (604) 485-0799

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest community. It
does not constitute an endorsement by FERIC of a product or
service to the exclusion of others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Helicopter delivering berm
section to prepared site.



Operations: Gullies & Landslides
Article No: 3

Slope Stabilization in the Holm Creek Watershed
using Willow and Cottonwood Fascines (Wattles)

FRBC Region

Thompson-Okanagan

Author

Brad Sutherland

Date

October 1997

Source

FERIC field visit

Contractor

• Nicola Watershed Stewardship and Fisheries
Authority

Location

Tolko Industries Ltd., Nicola Valley Division, Forest
Licence in the Holm Creek watershed northwest of
Tulameen, in the Merritt Forest District

Site characteristics

• dry mild Montane Spruce (MSdm) ecosystem

• area was roaded in the late 1960s and early 1970s
as cut/fill on steep (>70%) slopes resulting in
oversteepened sidecast material.

• soils consist of sandy gravels interspersed with
lenses of silts and clays that restrict the downward
movement of water, making them subject to
surface failures. Evidence of mass wasting is
common in the area.

• on a portion of the road adjacent to Holm Creek,
two debris torrents (slides) during the winter of
1995-96 carried trees and soil approximately 300
m downslope and into Holm Creek.

• in addition to high rainfall on a snow event and
unstable soils, increased runoff resulting from
harvesting upslope was felt to be a contributing factor
to the debris torrents.

Prescription

• stabilize approximately 400 m of road and associated
cutslopes including slides adjacent to Holm Creek.
Rehabilitative measures will involve the pullback of
oversteepened sidecast material, recontouring of cut
slopes to the natural angle of repose, bioengineering
using cottonwood and willow facines (commonly
referred to as wattles in the industry) buried along the
slope contour, and seeding of all disturbed areas with
erosion control grass mixes.

Operating procedure

• oversteepened and weakened sidecast material was
pulled back and recontoured using an excavator.
Original drainage patterns were re-established. Where
slides had occurred, pulled-back material was
endhauled by dump truck to a more stable area.

• wattling, using buried willow and cottonwood bundles
(Figure 1), was carried out on the slide track
downslope from the road and upslope on the
recontoured fill.

Figure 1. Willow and cottonwood whip bundle tied to
produce a fascine.
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• willow and cottonwood whips suitable for fascines
(2 - 5 years old) were harvested with brush saws
after leaf fall in October.

• once on site, whips were tied with baler twine into
bundles 20 cm in diameter and 2 - 3 m long in
preparation for burying in trenches.

• trenches were dug following slope contours and
spaced approximately 3 - 5 m apart, to a depth
equal to the diameter of a bundle, using a round
mouth shovel or pulaski (Figure 2). Bundles were
then imbedded in the trenches end to end to form
continuous rows along the contour, were covered
with a thin veneer of soil, and tamped by foot.

• bundles were anchored in place using live willow
or cottonwood stakes, 3 per bundle. The stakes,
sharpened at one end, were hammered through the
bundles near bundle ties, as deep as possible
without splitting the stakes. The depth of the stakes
was staggered to achieve rooting at different levels.

• all disturbed areas were hydroseeded or hand
seeded with an erosion control grass mix.

Production/study results

• the bioengineering work required approximately
196 wattle bundles and 600 stakes. Whips were
harvested 3 to 20 km away from the job site and
once on site, were forwarded to near the slide area
using an all-terrain vehicle and trailer. Limited
access for vehicles at the work site meant that
whips had to be backpacked the final distance to
the slide area.

 
 
 

• the time required to harvest whips and stakes,
prepare bundles, and bury them along 470 m of
contour totalled 40 person days (@ 8 h/day). The
work was done by a 4 - 6 person crew.

Observations and comments

• A desirable goal in all watershed restoration
projects is to complete stabilization activities in a
logical order so that one stage does not
compromise the next. Unfortunately, all activities
could not be scheduled at the most appropriate
time. For example, all of the pullback work was
completed prior to hydro-seeding which meant that
the furthest reaches of the deactivated area could
not be hydroseeded because these areas were
beyond the reach of spray equipment. Further,
bioengineering could not be scheduled until after
hydroseeding was completed. Installation of the
wattle bundles disturbed the hydroseeded surface,
requiring hand seeding afterward to repair. While
proper sequencing of the various stages of
reclamation is desirable, scheduling constraints and
the prospect of having equipment or work crews on
standby while other tasks are being completed,
may make this goal unrealistic.

For further information, contact:

Will Sloan, Tolko Industries Ltd., Nicola Valley
Division, P.O. Box 39, Merritt, BC, V1K 1B8. Tel.:
(250) 378-2224

Arnie Narcisse or Neil Todd, Nicola Tribal
Association, P.O. Box 188, Merritt, BC, V1K 1B8.
Tel.: (250) 378-4235

Frank Heller, Merritt Forest District, B.C. Ministry of
Forests, Bag 4400, Merritt, BC, V0K 2B0. Tel.: (250)
378-8437

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

 Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Digging trench for bundles.



Operations: Gullies and Landslides
Article No: 4

Using Straw Wattles to Control Cutbank Ravel in the Chapman Creek Watershed

FRBC Region

Pacific

Author

Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date

April 1997

Source

FERIC field visit and California Straw Works
literature

Purchaser

International Forest Products Limited

Equipment

• Straw Wattles, willow stakes, and wooden stakes

• small sledgehammer and shovel

Location

International Forest Products Limited’s Sechelt
Operations, Vancouver Forest Region, in the Chapman
Creek watershed on the Sunshine Coast

Prescription

• install Straw Wattles along the contour of a
continually raveling scar to help minimize sediment
movement (Figure 1).

• stake the Straw Wattles to the ground using
wooden stakes and live willow stakes which will
eventually root and grow.

• establish an apparent angle of repose

Site characteristics

• dry maritime Coastal Western Hemlock (CWHdm)
ecosystem

• the site was located along East Main Road in the
Chapman Creek watershed, at approximately 650
m elevation.

• the scar, is above the road, and is approximately
120 m long by 20 m high and is composed of silty
glacial till.  A rock toe wall was previously built at
the toe of the slope to help contain sediment.

• the site was also used to demonstrate other
bioengineering techniques such as willow wattling,
alder planting, and hydraulic seeding.

• Chapman Creek watershed is the municipal water
supply for Sechelt.

Operating procedure

• two parallel shallow trenches (approximately 7 to
12 cm deep and 2 to 3 m apart) were dug across
the slope on contour to hold the Straw Wattles.

• the two rolls were laid in the trenches and secured
in place by hammering wooden stakes through the
middle of the rolls and into the slope surface.  The
stakes were placed 1 to 2 m apart and hammered in
to a depth of approximately 55 cm, which left 2 to
5 cm exposed.

 Figure 1. Straw Wattles installed across a slope
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• willow stakes were then driven through the rolls to
encourage plant growth and to establish a root
matrix, helping to stabilize the slope.  Willow or
wooden stakes can be used to anchore the Straw
Wattle to the slope surface (Figure 2).

Equipment description and specification

• Straw Wattles are a tube of slow-degrading rice
straw, bound by UV degradable plastic netting and
made by California Straw Works, in Sacramento,
California.

• each Straw Wattle is 23 cm in diameter by 7.6 m
long and weighs approximately 16 kg.  Shorter
lengths are also available for special orders.

• when left in place, Straw Wattles take 3 to 5
years to decompose.

• local willow were cut into stakes and stored in
water overnight.

Production/study results

• Straw Wattles are sold by the linear foot, in 25-
foot lengths (US$1.25/foot plus tax and shipping
for up to 8,500 feet (340 Straw Wattles), and
US$1.10/foot for orders over 8,500 feet).

• typical installation time is 4 wattles/person/hour
which includes the trench digging and staking.

Observations and comments

• Straw Wattles should be laid in trenches and
staked firmly to the slope, so as to not allow runoff
to escape under the wattle.

• when placing two rolls adjacent to each other they
should tightly abut, but not overlap

• using live stakes (willow) with the Straw Wattles
will give an added benefit of establishing a plant
community on the hillslope.

• the distance between parallel Straw Wattles
should lessen as the slope increases.  This will
create a series of ‘steps’ along the slope.

• it is expected that sediment and native seeds will
collect on the uphill side of the rolls, creating a
favorable growing environment.

• Straw Wattles are environmentally friendly in
that the straw eventually mulches down and the
netting degrades into small pieces (the netting is
UV degradable but not biodegradable).

• California Straw Works suggests numerous other
applications for the rolls such as forest fire burn
rehabilitation (sediment traps) and water-bars for
forest roads.

References

McCullah, John.  1997.  Biotechnical Erosion Control
Training, Sechelt, BC.  Training Manual.  72p.

For further information, contact:

Sherryn Haynes, California Straw Works, 5531 State
Ave., Sacramento, CA, 95819.  Tel. and Fax.: (916)
453-1456, Email: strawwattles@worldnet.att.net,
Website: www.strawwattles.com

Canadian Distributor:
Ken Anderson, Reforestation Technologies
International Inc., 751-50th St., N.W., Salmon Arm,
BC, V1E 4M2.  Tel.: (250) 832-4562, Fax.: (250)
832-6076

David Marquis, International Forest Products Ltd.,
RR#3, Tillicum Bay Site, C-17, 7425 Sechelt Inlet
Drive, Sechelt, BC, V0N 3A0.  Tel.: (604) 885-8523,
Fax.: (604) 885-1944

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

 Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Schematic showing typical installation
details (adapted from McCullah 1996).



Operations: Gullies and Landslides
Article No: 5

Bioengineering Techniques Used at the Barney Creek Landslide

FRBC Region

Thompson-Okanagan

Author

Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date

August 1998

Source

FERIC field visit

Contractor

BC Ministry of Forests, Vernon, BC

Equipment

• hand shovels and small sledgehammers

• 1 X 6 cedar lumber (various lengths)

• 1.6 and 1.9 cm (5/8 and 3/4 inch) rebar

Location
On Crown land near 5.8 km mark on the Becker Lake
Forest Service Road, in the Coldstream Creek
watershed, Vernon Forest District

Prescription

• stabilize the Barney Creek slide and minimize
future sediment input to Barney Creek using a
variety of bioengineering techniques

• bioengineering techniques included modified brush
layers, wattle fences, live pole drains, live staking,
plug planting, live silt fencing, grass and clover
seeding with fertilizer, and lop-and-scatter
techniques (Figure 1).

Site characteristics

• the site was located within the Okanagan very dry
hot Interior Douglas-fir (IDFxh1) ecosystem.

• Barney Creek is classified as S4 (<1.5 m wide),
and is a tributary to Coldstream Creek which is a
source of the Coldstream community water supply.

• the most recent slope failure at this site occurred
around the spring of 1997.  Aerial photography
from 1963 shows this site failing.

• the landslide is estimated to be 20 to 30 m wide
and 60 m long (slope distance).  Approximately
400 m3 of debris, including trees, reached the
creek.

Operating procedure

Numerous biotechnical techniques were tried at this
site, a few of which are described below.

• lop-and-scatter: trees were felled from the top of
the landslide area to act as sediment traps and
prevent any further failures associated with their
pivoting motion in winds.  The trees were felled at
an angle, across rather than perpendicular to the
contours.

Figure 1. Bioengineering techniques
at the Barney Creek slide.
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• modified brush layer (Figure 2): a trench was dug
with hand shovels and the rebar was hammered
into the front of the trench.  1 X 6 lumber was
placed against the rebar and then backfilling
created a flat area where 1 m cottonwood and
willow whips were pounded in at a slight angle.

• wattle (live fascines) fence (Figure 3): rebar was
pounded into the soil at 50-cm spacing and angled
slightly towards the bottom of the slide.  Willow
and cottonwood whips were woven between the
rebar stakes to a height of approximately 30 cm.
Soil was shoveled against the back (inside) of the
bowed surface so some of the whips were in
contact with the soil to promote rooting.

Material description and specification

• materials used at the landslide include:

120 bundles (25 pcs. each) of long cottonwood and
willow whips, 40 bundles of 1 m stakes, 5 bundles of
sandbar willow whips, 7 bundles each of native plants
(red osier dogwood, snowberry, twinberry, highbrush
cranberry, cascara, and red stemmed ceanothus),
fertilizer and rooting hormone mix, 460-1.5 m X 16
mm rebar, 200-1.2 m X 19 mm rebar, 132 cedar
boards, 88 kg clover grass seed mix, 25 kg 17-14-14
plus 7% sulfur fertilizer, 300 cedar, 120 birch, 70 pine,
and 250 larch tree plugs (Everatt 1998).

Production/study results

• the landslide stabilization work required 38.5
person-days and cost approximately $12 000.

• one person-day accomplished approximately one of
the following:  5 modified brush layers, 20 m of
wattle fencing, 250 live stakes 60 cm deep, 450
planted tree plugs, 30 m of live pole drain, 176 kg
of spread grass seed.

Observations and comments

• removing the trees from the creek with machines
was not considered a viable solution as there are no
roads built or planned for this area.  Therefore the
large woody debris which reached the creek will
remain there as a sediment trap.

• the native material was flushing and rooting fairly
well at the time of the field visit, even though the
summer was hot and dry.

• the 19-mm rebar was preferred over the 16-mm
rebar as it is stronger (more rigid) so a shorter
length can be used.

• live pole drains were used near the bottom of the
slide in wet areas.  They were made of cottonwood
and willow mixed, with bundles 30 cm in diameter
tied together with sisal twine.

References
Susan Everatt. 1998. Vernon MOF Slide Rehab.
Nature’s Treasures Consulting, Professional Report
prepared for the Ministry of Forests. 7pp.

For further information, contact:

Shawn Clough, BC Ministry of Forests, Vernon Forest
District, 2501-14th Avenue, Vernon, BC, V1T 8Z1.
Tel.: (250) 558-1700, Fax.: (250) 549-5485

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

 Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Modified brush layer showing use of 1 X 6
lumber and angle of willow and cottonwood whips.

Figure 3. Wattle (live fascine) fence showing the weaving
of willow and cottonwood whips in relation to a rebar
stake. Note arrow showing rebar stake.



Operations: Gullies and Landslides
Article No: 6

Slope Stabilization in the Mission Creek Watershed using Wattle Fencing

FRBC Region

Thompson-Okanagan

Author

Brad Sutherland

Date

October 1997

Source

FERIC field visit

Contractor

Natures Treasures, Enderby, BC

Location

Crown Land adjacent to Joe Riche Creek in the
Mission Creek watershed, northeast of Penticton in the
Penticton Forest District

Site Charateristics

• moist cool Interior Cedar-Hemlock (ICHmk)
ecosystem

• a combination of steep (>90% slopes) and unstable
road fills resulted in a slope failure terminating in a
tributary to Joe Riche Creek.

 Prescription

• stabilize the slide track against future failures and
erosion. Rehabilitative measures include
bioengineering using wattle fencing followed by
seeding with an erosion-control grass mixture.

 Operating procedure

• wattle fences approximately 25 cm high, and made
from live willow whips, were installed along the
slope contours.

 

• to support wattle fencing, 1.3-m long sections of
steel reinforcing bar (rebar) 15-mm in diameter
were hammered into the ground at 20-cm intervals
along the slope contour.

• two variations of wattle fencing were installed. The
conventional method was to weave whips on either
side of the rebar supports (Figure 1). The second
method was to tie whips to the inside (upslope
side) of the rebar (Figure 2). Tying was
accomplished using a single length of bailer twine
per rebar stake.

Figure 1. Wattle fence showing conventional weaving.

 
 Figure 2. Wattle fence with whips tied to rebar.
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• the objective of positioning the whips upslope of
the rebar was to place more length of whip
material in contact with the soil than is possible
with weaving, thus promoting a higher degree of
sprouting.

• once a wattle fence was completed, upslope soil
was pulled down against the fence to form a flat
terrace.

• starting at the toe of the slide, a series of terraces
and wattle fences was installed up the slide track.
Spacing of the wattle fencing was dictated by the
requirement to form level terraces between fences,
so the steeper the slope the closer together the
fences were located (Figure 3).

 Production/study results

• constructing wattle fences by tying the whips in
place was considerably slower than the more
conventional weaving process.

 Observations and comments

• the use of bioengineered structures to address slope
stability problems is a relatively new practice in
British Columbia. Many practitioners are
developing local expertise by experimenting with
bioengineering techniques in order to achieve the
best results. In this project, varying the distance
between wattle fences and experimentating with the
two methods of constucting the fences will be
evaluated to determine what works the best.
Feedback on the success of sprouting and the
stability of structures will allow more efficient
techniques to be employed on future projects.

For further information, contact:

Jake Devlin, Penticton Forest District, B.C. Ministry
of Forests, 102 Industrial Place, Penticton, BC V2A
7C8. Tel.: (250) 490-2200

Susan Everatt, Natures Treasures, S 13, C1, R.R.#2,
Enderby, BC, V0E 1V0. Tel.: (250) 838-7636

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

 Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

 
 Figure 3. Spacing of wattle fences on a steep slope.



Operations: Gullies and Landslides
Article No: 7

Debris Flow Stabilization using Live Gully Breaks in the Mission Creek Watershed

FRBC Region

Thompson-Okanagan

Author

Brad Sutherland

Date

October 1997

Source

FERIC field visit

Contractor

Natures Treasures, Enderby, BC

Location

Crown Land adjacent to Mission Creek, northeast of
Kelowna in the Penticton Forest District

Site characteristics

• moist cool Interior Cedar-Hemlock (ICHmk1)
ecosystem

• a concentration of surface runoff from the Mission
Creek Forest Service Road combined with unstable
terrain (BCMOF; BC Environment 1995) resulted
in a debris torrent 4 to 5 m wide and 150 m long,
which entered Mission Creek.

 Prescription

• stabilize the debris torrent track (gully) against
future failures and erosion. Rehabilitative
measures include bioengineering using live gully
breaks to trap eroding material and promote
revegetation, followed by seeding with an erosion-
control grass mixture.

 Operating procedure

• wattle fences made from live willow whips, and
ranging in height from 0.5 to 1 m were installed as
live breaks across the gully (Figure 1).

• to support the wattle fencing, 1.2- to 1.8-m-long
sections of 25-mm-diameter steel reinforcing bar
(rebar) were hammered into the ground at 40-cm
intervals.

• willow whips were woven on either side of the
rebar supports.

• to improve the stability of the wattle fencing, the
rebar was supported with guy-wires (12-gauge)
attached to 90-cm long rebar anchors hammered
into the fill behind each wattle fence.

Figure 1. Completed wattle fence breaks in
gully.
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 Observations and comments

• the use of bioengineered structures to address slope
stability problems is a relatively new practice in
British Columbia. Many practitioners are
developing local expertise by experimenting with
bioengineering techniques in order to achieve the
best results.

• in this project, the high wattle fences prompted the
use of guy-wires for additional support.

• the live gully breaks are situated on a south facing
slope. Temperature extremes may have a negative
impact on the sprouting success of the willow
whips. Feedback on the success of sprouting and
the stability of structures will allow more efficient
techniques to be employed on future projects.

Two years following installation of the structures (J.
Devlin, BCMOF, pers. comm., May, 1999):

• approximately 60% of the structures sprouted to
varying degrees.

• structures located near the top of the gully
experienced soil erosion while structures further
downslope accumulated and trapped soil.

References

British Columbia Ministry of Forests (BCMOF); BC
Environment. 1995. Mapping and assessing terrain
stability guidebook (forest practices code of British
Columbia), Victoria, B.C. 25 pp.

For further information, contact:

Jake Devlin, Penticton Forest District, B.C. Ministry
of Forests, 102 Industrial Place, Penticton, BC V2A
7C8. Tel.: (250) 490-2200

Susan Everatt, Natures Treasures, S 13, C1, R.R.#2,
Enderby, BC, V0E 1V0. Tel.: (250) 838-7636

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

 Copyright 1999, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733



Operations: Gullies and Landslides
Article No: 8

Gully Stabilization in the Kwiniak River Watershed
using Bioengineering Techniques

FRBC Region
Skeena-Bulkley

Author
Kris T. Kosicki

Date
November 1999

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
Watershed Department, Nisga’a Tribal Council, New
Aiyansh

Location
Deactivated and rehabilitated road on west side of
Kwiniak River valley within Tree Farm Licence #1
(Skeena Cellulose Inc.), in the Kalum Forest District,
about 14 km east of LaxGalts’ap (Greenville)

Site characteristics
•  submontane wet submaritime Coastal Western

Hemlock (CWHwsl) ecosystem

•  moderate to steep hillslopes with granitic bedrock
outcrops and bedrock-controlled gullies

•  high residual risk of road-related landslides,
rockfall and debris torrents

•  gullies run out across roads and directly into the
salmon-bearing Kwiniak River and its tributary.

•  roads were deactivated to four-wheel-drive access
in summer 1998, and to all-terrain vehicle access
in summer 1999. For more information on
deactivation techniques see Operations: Road and
Bridges, Article No. 38.

Prescription
•  stabilize the debris torrent tracks (gullies) against

potential failures and erosion. Rehabilitative
measures include bioengineering using contour
brushlayers, live stakes, and seeding with an
erosion-control grass mixture.

Operating procedure
•  contour brushlayers and live stakes were used to

stabilize gully surface soil, to intercept eroding or
ravelling debris, and to enable grass establishment
(Figure 1).

•  cuttings were taken from young, healthy donor
plants (willow and dogwood) during the dormant
season in early March and stored in a cold room.
Shortly before planting in mid-July, cuttings were
transported to the work site. On site, they were
stored in a holding pool lined with a tarp and kept
until installation.

•  35 metres below and 15 metres above the
deactivated road grade, 0.8-m-wide insloped
terraces were excavated along the contour lines in
the gully wall.

•  0.8-1.3-m-long cuttings (minimum 1 cm diameter)
were placed on the terraces at about 5 cm spacing and
perpendicular to the slope (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Gully walls stabilized with brushlayers and live
stakes.
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•  cuttings were placed criss-cross so as much of the
cuttings as possible were covered by soil for
rooting.

•  backfill was placed on top of the cuttings and
compacted to eliminate air spaces.

• the average distance between brushlayer rows is 1.5 m.

•  live stakes were used in conjunction with brushlayers
(Figure 2). The cuttings for live stakes (1.5 to 3 cm
diameter) were 0.6 to 0.8 m long, with side branches
cleanly removed and the bark intact. The basal ends
were cut at an angle for easy insertion into the soil,
and the tops were cut square.

•  holes oriented either vertically or at right angles to the
slope were created with a probe. Live stakes with the
buds oriented upward were inserted into the holes.
A minimum half of the stake was buried in the
ground, and soil was firmly packed around it.

• stakes were installed 0.8 to 1.5 m apart on a random
pattern.

•  grass seed mix was applied after the
bioengineering work was completed.

Observations and comments
•  it is expected that sediment and native seeds will

collect on the uphill side of the brushlayers,
creating a favorable growing environment.

•  as the cuttings develop into shrubs and trees, they
will increase gully wall stability.

For further information, contact:
Mr. Ralph Robinson, Watershed Department,
Nisga’a Tribal Council, P.O. Box 231, New Aiyansh, BC,
V0J 1A0. Tel.: (250) 633-2245, Fax.: (250) 633-2506

Mr. David Sahlstrom, P.Ag. and Mr. Nelson Molinas,
Terrasol Environmental Consulting, 3-33557 Maclure
Road, Abbotsford, BC, V2S 7W2. Tel.: (604) 852-3782,
Fax.: (604) 852-9376

Mr. Ralph Ottens, Ministry of Forests, Kalum Forest
District, 200-5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BC,
V8G 1L1. Tel.: (250) 638-5163, Fax.: (250) 638-5176,
e-mail: Ralph.Ottens@gems6.gov.bc.ca

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1999, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Brushlayer row with cuttings placed criss-cross
and live stakes on the gully wall.



Operations: Gullies and Landslides
Article No: 9

Bioengineering Techniques and Road Realignment to Stabilize a Road Failure
on Road 31-A, Clearwater Forest District

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date
September 1999

Source
FERIC field visit

Summary report prepared by Integrated Wood
Services Ltd., Kamloops, BC

Contractor
Burnell Enterprises Ltd., Clearwater, BC

Equipment
•  Komatsu 200 excavator with live thumb

•  dump truck

•  1 X 6 (and smaller) dimension lumber of various
lengths

•  rebar and various hand tools

Location
At 3.5 km on Road 31-A, Gill Creek watershed, in
Slocan Forest Products Ltd.’s Vavenby Division,
Clearwater Forest District.

Prescription
Stabilize a slide below a road to reduce surface
erosion and prevent further failures.

Road work:

•  shift approximately 15-m of the road 1 to 1.5 m
into the cutbank, while maintaining an appropriate
width for four-wheel drive access.

•  deactivate road to semi-permanent standard with
light pullback, using the pulled-back fill to raise
the subgrade and inslope the road surface.
Construct cross ditches and ditchblocks, and
install a backup culvert.

•  water from the cross ditch closest to the slide was
directed down the slide channel.  Large angular
rock was placed at the outlet of the cross ditch to
prevent scour.

Bioengineering work:

•  install bioengineered structures (Figure 1) to
enhance the stability of the landslide and
minimize risks to Gill Creek and the North
Thompson River downstream of the slide.

•  black cottonwood was planted on a trial basis.
The rooting and survival will be assesed later to
determine if this species is useful for future
bioengineering projects.  Apply grass seed to
entire site.

•  live gully breaks were built in the flow channel of
the slide, but failed early in the project.  As a
replacement for the live gully breaks, rock was
placed in the flow channel of the slide to act as
stone lines to slow the water velocity and capture
sediment.

Figure 1.  Modified brush layer showing placement of
dimension lumber and sprouting of willow cuttings.
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Site characteristics
•  the site is located within the moist mild Sub-

Boreal Spruce (SBSmm) ecosystem.

•  the slide occurred on road 31-A, and is
approximately 20 m wide and 60 m long.

•  four-wheel drive access needs to be maintained
through the 760-m section of road being
deactivated.

Operating procedure
•  all road deactivation and realignment work were

done using a Komatsu 200 excavator.  Rock from
a nearby source was used for armouring the cross
ditches, with heavier armouring at the outlet of
one cross ditch that drained into the slide channel.

•  a section of road directly above the slide was
realigned by excavating into the cutbank 1 to 1.5 m.

•  to keep excess water from running down and into
the slide area the realigned section was raised and
insloped, keeping surface water flowing towards
the ditchline.  The fill created from the road
realignment and the sidecast pullback was used
for this purpose.  The running surface was
compacted with the excavator tracks.

•  construction of the surface erosion control
structures started at the bottom of the slide and
progressed towards the top.  The near-vertical
section of the headscarp was not bioengineered as
planned, due to tension cracks forming near rebar
holes.  This area was planted with live stakes and
grass-seeded by hand (Figure 2).

•  willow was used in the majority of the live
structures, and cottonwood was used in a few.
Willow cuttings were collected approximately 15
km away, and stored in water for 24 hours.

•  modified brush layers were prepared by first
digging a trench, then hammering in the rebar,
placing the lower board, planting the cuttings,
backfilling, and then placing the upper board over
the protruding cuttings (Figure 1).

•  approximate number of bioengineered structures
installed:  200 live stakes, 32 modified brush
layers, 8 live gully breaks, 3 curved wattle fences
(live smiles), and 13 wattle fences.

•  three or 4 stone lines were constructed.

Observations and comments
•  the upper portion of the slide (headscarp) remained

near vertical, and will be left to naturally erode and
stabilize.  Bioengineering structures may be
installed in the future once the headscarp reaches a
more stable angle.

•  It was suggested that cuttings could be pre-sorted
for use in different structures; long straight
cuttings for wattle fences, live gully breaks and
curved wattle fences (live smiles); crooked
cuttings for modified brush layers and live staking
(Lorimer 1998).

References
Lorimer, Mike.  1998.  Road 31A Bio-technical
Surface Erosion Control Summary Report.  Integrated
Wood Services Ltd., Unpublished Report prepared for
Slocan Forest Products Ltd., Vavenby, BC.  10 p.

For further information, contact:
Rowena Bryan, Slocan Forest Products Ltd., P.O. Box
39, Vavenby, BC, V0E 3A0.  Tel.: (250) 676-9518,
Fax.: (250) 676-9455, Email: robryan@slocan-
vavenby.com

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1999, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2.  Headsccarp of slide showing bioengineering
above and below the near vertical section.



Operations: Gullies and Landslides
Article No: 10

Sediment Retention Structures on an Alluvial Fan Above Harper Creek, Near
Barriere, BC

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date
September 1999

Source
FERIC field visit

Report prepared by Grainger and Associates
Consulting Ltd., Salmon Arm, BC

Equipment
•  Case 9020 B excavator for rock and log placement

•  Caterpillar D7 crawler tractor for skidding logs

•  Dump truck for hauling rock to the site, and for
hauling excavated catchment basin material away
from the site

Location
Below Road 3525 on the east side of Harper Creek, in
Tolko Industries Ltd.’s Thompson Woodlands
Operations, Louis Creek, BC.

Prescription
•  build two permanent sediment retention structures

(Figure 1) below Road 3525 along an unnamed
tributary to Harper Creek, to collect sediment
from upslope sources.

•  upslope of the two sediment retention structures,
place full length logs in a chevron pattern to direct
overland flow towards the structures.  Logs in the
chevron pattern will also collect sediment on their
upslope sides (these structures mimic natural
processes on site).

Site characteristics
•  Thompson moist warm Interior Cedar-Hemlock

(ICHmw3) ecosystem

•  the sediment retention structures are built on an
alluvial fan.

•  the unnamed tributary to Harper Creek follows a
large gully upslope of the sediment retention
structures.  The gully transports sediments which
deposit on the alluvial fan.  During the 1998
freshet, a large amount of sediment moved further
downslope, blocking a culvert and depositing near
or in Harper Creek.

•  starting at the apex of the fan, just below Road
3525, there was natural buildup of sediment
behind large woody debris.  The sediment
retention structures and the chevron log pattern
were designed to mimic this process.

•  Harper Creek supports populations of rainbow and
bull trout, and is considered an important fish-
producing tributary of the Barriere River system.

Figure 1.  Two sediment retention structures showing
armouring of the base log and bank.  Large boulders
placed at the back of these structures can be seen
protruding slightly over the top log.
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Operating procedure
•  two sediment retention dams were constructed 22

m apart, with the upslope structure built
approximately 1/3 of the way down the alluvial
fan from the apex.  The upper and lower structures
are 1.5 and 1.6 m high, 19 and 15 m wide, and are
designed to store 150 and 280 m3 of sediment,
respectively.  The sediment storage is closer to a
total of 500 m3 when including the chevron logs.

•  an excavator was used to excavate the two
sediment catchment basins, handle and place the
17+ m long logs, armour the perimeter of the
basins and embankments, and place cobbles or
boulders on either side of the sediment retention
structures.  The banks of the sediment catchment
basins were excavated to a stable angle of
approximately 1V: 1.5H.

•  the material excavated from the sediment
catchment basin was placed around the perimeter
of the chevron log pattern area to act as a berm to
contain and direct water flow towards the
sediment retention structures.

•  each sediment retention structure was built 3 logs
high, and keyed 1.0 – 1.5 m into the bank on
either side.  The logs were not secured to each
other.

•  boulders (0.5 to 1.0 m) were stacked on the
downslope side and to the same height as the
sediment retention structures, for support and to
act as permanent structures when the logs rot out.

•  the catchment basins were armoured with cobbles
around their perimeters, and the embankments
were heavily armoured where the logs were keyed
in.  Cobbles were placed along the base of the
upstream side of the bottom log of each structure
to prevent scour and flow below the structures
(Figure 1).

•  the chevron log pattern was built using tree-length
logs placed on either side of the channel, with the
peak of the chevron pointing downhill (Figure 2).
Cobble-size riprap was placed behind the logs for
support.

Production/study results
•  the cost of building the two sediment retention

structures and the chevron log pattern was
approximately $38 000, not including the cost of
the logs or supervision.

Observations and comments
•  upslope road deactivation may have created a

short-term sediment source, primarily surface
erosion by water.

•  the sediment retention structures are permanent
and are not planned to be cleaned.  The structures
may fill in approximately 10 years, at which point
the upslope sediment sources should have reached
a stable and revegetated condition.

•  because the sediment retention structures are
being left to degrade naturally, it was decided not
to secure the logs together.  The boulders stacked
on the downslope side of the sediment retention
structures are expected to function as permanent
features for sediment retention.

References
Grainger and Associates Consulting Ltd.  1999.  Road
3525-Sediment Control Harper Creek.  Unpublished
Report prepared for Tolko Forest Industries Ltd., and
Forest Renewal BC.  30 pp.

For further information, contact:
Jennifer Fraser, RPF, Tolko Industries Ltd., P.O. Box
25, Louis Creek, BC, V0E 2E0.  Tel.: (250) 672-9911,
Fax.: (250) 672-2289

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2.  Two logs within the chevron log pattern
pointing downhill.  The unnamed tributary is located
near the left-hand side of this view.



Operations: Gullies and Landslides
Article No: 11

Gully and Slope Stabilization in the Walkin Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Omineca-Peace

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
October, 1999

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
Arboress Enterprises Ltd., Prince George, BC

 Location
 Canadian Forest Products Limited’s Prince George
Region (formerly Clear Lake Division), in the Walkin
Creek watershed approximately 110 km southwest of
Prince George, in the Prince George Forest District

 Site Characteristics
•  dry warm Boreal White and Black Spruce

(BWBSdw1) ecosystem

•  area was roaded and harvested in the late 1980s.

•  soils are predominantly silty clays with 20 to 25%
coarse fragment content and high moisture
content.

•  permanent deactivation of an 800-m segment of
road adjacent to Walkin Creek was undertaken in
the summer of 1997. Full pullback and
recontouring was completed along with drainage
control in the form of cross ditches at appropriate
locations.

•  following deactivation, sluffing above the road
cutbank was evident and erosion from gullies
continued to be a threat.

Prescription
•  gully breaks, live pole drains, brush layers and

live fences were prescribed to stabilize gullies.

•  remove coarse woody debris and trees from just
above the road cutbank to reduce the likelihood of
sluffing.

•  erosion-control grass seed was to be applied to all
disturbed surfaces.

Operating procedure
•  prior to installing gully breaks, live pole drains

were buried along the gully floor to facilitate
drainage. Bundles consisted of willow, 2 to 3 m in
length, with approximately 12 stems per bundle.

•  a series of gully breaks consisting of 2 cross-logs
per location was installed down each gully
(Figure 1). Cross-logs were supported by
reinforced steel bar (rebar) spaced at 1-m
intervals and the completed structures were
backed by filter cloth.

 
 Figure 1. Gully breaks.
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•  downslope from the lowermost gully break, live
willow fences were planted and rock armouring
was added as an additional erosion control
measure.

•  downslope from the deactivated road and at the
base of each gully, filter-cloth silt fences were
installed to prevent sedimentation into nearby
Walkin Creek.

•  to reduce the weight on cut slopes prone to
sluffing, standing trees along the edge were cut
down. This material along with other coarse
woody debris was moved further upslope or
utilized as cross-logs for gully breaks.

•  brush layers, made up of 60-cm-long willow
cuttings, were installed along the steep walls of
one large cross ditch.

Production/study results
•  approimate cost of deactivation and erosion

control measures for the 800-m segment of road
was $25 000

Observations and comments
•  installation of gully breaks, live structures and

seeding were completed in the fall of 1998. One
year later the disturbed areas are completely
vegetated with erosion control grasses (Figure 2),
and the survival and degree of sprouting of live
material in bioengineered structures appears high.
Gully breaks are functioning as designed with
evidence of silt terraces building behind each log
break (Figure 3).

For further information, contact:
Fred Diedrichsen, Arboress Enterprises Ltd., Box
129, Sta. ‘A’ , Prince George, BC, V2L 4R9. Tel.:
(250) 564-3629, e-mail: arboress@mag-net.cm

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Deactivated road one year after seeding.

Figure 3. Silt terrace forming behind gully break after
one year.



Operations: Gullies and Landslides
Article No: 12

Road Stabilization, Slope Stabilization, and Sediment Control at
1 km on Road 71, Baker Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date
October, 1999

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
Burnell Enterprises, Clearwater, BC

Equipment
•  excavator with bucket and live thumb

•  dump truck used for endhauling

•  bioengineering supplies and hand tools

Location
At 1 km on Road 71 in the Baker Creek watershed,
Slocan Forest Products Ltd.’s Vavenby Division,
Clearwater Forest District.

Site characteristics
•  moist mild Sub-Boreal Spruce (SBSmm) ecosystem
•  a landslide started at the outside edge of the road

and travelled downslope approximately 50 m to
reach Baker Creek (Figure 1).

•  Baker Creek, a tributary of the North Thompson
River, is a source of domestic and irrigation water
for local landowners.

•  a ravelling cutbank scar above the road is a
potential source of sediment to the creek.

•  the outside of the road edge was unstable before
the road was shifted into the cutbank during
stabilization work.

Prescription
•  reduce sediment into Baker Creek at the landslide

location.
•  install modified brush layers (Figure 2), wattle

fences, live stakes, and a live pole drain.

•  move the road into the bank by constructing a full
bench cut, and pull back the overloaded fill slope
to relieve loading of the slope.  Raise the road
approximately 3 m and inslope its surface to act as
a berm to ravelling material.

•  hand-seed the cutbank surface.

Figure 2.  Preparing site for a modified brush layer.

Figure 1.  View (looking down from the road) of the
landslide which reached Baker Creek.
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Operating procedure
•  bioengineering work started at the bottom of the

landslide, and progressed upwards toward the
road.

•  willow was collected from nearby sources for use
in the bioengineering structures.  The cuttings were
stored in water for 48 hours before installation.

•  the modified brush layers were made using
dimensional lumber (6-and 8-foot long 1 by 4
inch), rebar stakes, and willow cuttings, seen in
Figure 2.

•  the live pole drain was built on a diagonal across
the upper slope to channel water to the edge of the
slide and into the vegetated surroundings, and to
direct flow away from a shallow draw to reduce
erosion.

•  the wattle fences were constructed along a small
draw to function as a gully break (Figure 3).
Rebar stakes were driven into the soil and willow
whips were placed lengthways in front of the
stakes, with the ends of the whips driven/buried
into the sides of the shallow draw.

•  for easy planting of the live stakes, pilot holes
were made using rebar and a sledgehammer.

•  an excavator was used to build and shift the road
into the cutbank a distance of 1 to 2 m.  The road
was also raised almost 3 m and insloped.

•  the ravelling cutslope bank was hand-seeded with
a Clearwater reclamation seed mixture (Figure 4).

Production/study results
•  a two-person crew constructed 21 brush layers in

a day at this site.  An average for this crew was
normally about 15 brush layers per day.

Observations and comments
•  pilot holes prepared for planting the live stakes

were especially useful at this site.  The ground was
difficult to penetrate and live stakes driven into the
soil without pilot holes may have been damaged.

•  minor road maintenance will be required to clear
and remove ravelling material that accumulates on
the road surface.

For further information, contact:
Don Geiger, BC Ministry of Forests, Clearwater
Forest District.  P.O. Box 4501, R.R. #2, Clearwater,
BC, V0E 1N0.  Tel.: (250) 587-6724, Fax.: (250) 587-
6790, Email: dgeiger@gems4.gov.bc.ca

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.
  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 3.  Looking up the landslide
showing wattle fences in a shallow
draw, and modified brush layers.

Figure 4.  Ravelling cutslope above the road showing
the angle of the slope and early germination of the
seed mixture.



Operations: Gullies and Landslides
Article No: 13

Landslide Stabilization at 21 km of Vavenby-Adams Forest Service Road
(No. 2 Road) Near Vavenby, BC

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Clayton GIllies, RPF
Date
October, 1999

Source
FERIC field visit

Professional reports prepared by AGRA Earth &
Environmental Limited, Kamloops, BC

Memorandum letter prepared by BC Ministry of
Forests, Kamloops Regional Office

Partnerships and co-operators
•  BC Ministry of Forests, Clearwater District
•  Slocan Forest Products Ltd., Vavenby Division
•  AGRA Earth & Environmental Limited,

Kamloops, BC
•  BC Ministry of Forests, Kamloops Region

Equipment
•  Hitachi excavator with bucket and live thumb

Location
At 21 km along the Vavenby-Adams Forest Service
Road (No.2), within Slocan Forest Products Ltd.’s
Vavenby Division, near Vavenby, BC

Site characteristics
•  Thompson moist warm Interior Cedar-Hemlock

(ICHmw3) ecosystem

•  a slide occurred in the early spring of 1998,
resulting in the loss of a portion of the No. 2
Forest Service Road, Clearwater Forest District
(Figure 1).  The road at this location was
constructed of cut and sidecast fill and was once
the beginning of a switch-back to a lower road.

•  the area is prone to landslides (Turner 1998).

•  the bedrock slope above the road had water
trickling out of an exit hole.  It was noted that
water flow from this bedrock slope was less heavy
during the field visit than previously observed.

•  the slide area is approximately 40 m wide along
the road, and 120 m long down the slope.

•  the road, originally constructed about 25 years ago,
is used for log hauling, and by the general public
as access to recreational sites.

Prescription
•  protect the Forest Service Road and existing

plantation below the road.  The road will be re-
constructed to a full bench cut to allow for
continued safe use.  The potential for a second
landslide to reach the plantation will be addressed
with sidecast pullback and surface and subsurface
water management.

•  lessen the risk to the environment.  Although not a
high risk at this time, a large landslide could initiate
a debris avalanche that might impact Burton Creek,
which flows directly into Adams River.

Figure 1.  View of the head scarp area along Road No.
2 showing tension cracks across the road surface,
approximately 1 m deep (photo courtesy of D. Geiger).
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Operating procedure
AGRA Earth & Environmental Ltd. recommended the
following construction (AGRA 1998):

•  the centreline of the road was shifted into the bank
1.5 to 3 m (to a full bench cut), with all excavated
material being endhauled.  The weathered bedrock
above and next to the road was cut at about 4V:1H
(original slope was 1V:1H) using a pneumatic
rock breaker.  The road alignment connected back
up to the existing road centreline 50 to 100 m on
either side of the slide area.

•  a new ditch line was excavated to a depth of
approximately 1 m (Figure 2).  A, (200-mm in
diameter) flexible non-perforated pipe, was
installed beneath the new ditch line to transport
flow in the ditch across the slide zone.  The ditch
was lined with an impermeable plastic liner and
backfilled with free-draining rock.  The pipe was
buried within the free-draining backfill.

•  the road was insloped to direct water towards the
new ditch line.

•  a culvert was installed through the road, up-
gradient from the slide area, to intercept and
divert ditch flow away from the slide area.

•  the upper portion of the slide mass was re-graded
(pulled back), and seeded with grasses and native
material to control surface erosion.

Observations and comments
•  following the construction, Clearwater Forest

District established a series of steel wire stakes
(late in 1998) in a straight line just below the
repaired road section to help determine if the slide
was still visibly moving.

•  It was noted in the fall of 1999 that the stakes
were no longer in line with each other, indicating
movement.

•  based on the visual evidence of stake movement,
BC Ministry of Forests, Kamloops Forest Region
established 22 permanent survey posts on and
around the landslide for long-term monitoring of
the magnitude and rate of movement of the
landslide mass (completed in late 1999).

•  some additional movement can be expected over
time as the area stabilizes.  Monitoring is planned
throughout 2000, and probably in the spring each
year.

•  the steeper constructed cutbank slope may
experience more ravelling than the original
shallower slope.

References
Cavanagh, Paul, 1998.  Landslide – km 21, Main Haul
Road #2, Vavenby, BC.  AGRA Earth &
Environmental Ltd., Professional Report (dated Oct.
20) prepared for Slocan Forest Products Ltd.,
Vavenby, BC.

Turner, Kevin.  1998.  Review of Landslide
Assessment Report by AGRA: No. 2 Road (Vavenby –
Adams F.S.R.) – km 21.  BC Ministry of Forests,
Kamloops Region, Memorandum prepared for BC
Ministry of Forests, Clearwater District, 5 p.

For further information, contact:
Don Geiger, BC Ministry of Forests, Clearwater
Forest District.  P.O. Box 4501, R.R. #2, Clearwater,
BC, V0E 1N0.  Tel.: (250) 587-6724, Fax.: (250) 587-
6790, Email: dgeiger@gems4.gov.bc.ca

Roweena Bryan, Slocan Forest Products Ltd., P.O.
Box 39, Vavenby, BC, V0E 3A0.  Tel.: (250) 676-
9518, Fax.: (250) 676-9455, Email: robryan@slocan-
vavenby.com

Kevin Turner, Geotechnical Engineer, BC Ministry of
Forests, Kamloops Forest Region.  515 Columbia St.,
Kamloops, BC, V2C 2T7.  Tel.: (250) 828-4131, Fax.:
(250) 828-4154, Email: kevin.turner@gems5.gov.bc.ca

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2.  Excavator preparing the new ditchline
along the toe of the bedrock slope (photo courtesy of
D. Geiger).



Operations: Gullies and Landslides
Article No: 14

Measures to Accelerate, Contain, and Revegetate Pegasus Creek Landslide

FRBC Region
Cariboo-Chilcotin

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date
October 2000

Source
FERIC field visit

Proponent and partner
Riverside Forest Products Limited, Williams Lake, BC
BC Ministry of Forests, Horsefly, BC

Location
Approximately 50 km east of Horsefly along the
Mackay River Forest Development Road, within
Riverside Forest Products Ltd. Cariboo Woodlands
operating area, Horsefly Forest District.

Site characteristics
•  Cariboo wet cold Engleman Spruce-Subalpine Fir

(ESSFwc3) ecosystem

•  a landslide originating below a branch road was
identified in 1996.  During 1998, slide debris was
removed from the site and the upper and middle
roads were deactivated and recontoured.  The
slide travelled through a 15-year-old plantation.

•  a small amount of sidecast material remained
below the upper road after deactivation; this
material became saturated and triggered further
landslide activity.  The material eventually
deposited within 5 m of Pegasus Creek.

•  the landslides have created a steep-walled gully with
a distinct channel. The gradient is approximately
65% through the transport zone (Figure 1).  The
slide extends over 250 m, and is twice as wide (40
m) at the source and mid-slope deposition area than
through the lower transport zone.

Prescription
•  dry blast using dynamite to knock off the

overhanging headscarp, and accelerate the
anticipated failure of these areas.

•  clear debris from gullies to contain and channel
surface flows to desired locations.  Within these
gullies construct (modified) gully breaks to reduce
the waters erosive downcutting velocities. Stabilize
the gully side walls with rock and coconut matting.

•  stabilize source material along landslide walls and
through a mid-landslide deposition zone by
constructing modified brush layers, wattle fences,
live staking and hand seeding.

•  due to the dynamics of the landslide, it is expected
that vegatative methods will have moderate
success and will be followed by a second
installation (2001).

Operating procedure
•  all material and supplies were flown in using a

helicopter and longline, due to the steep and
confined nature of the landslide channel.

•  dynamite was strategically placed to remove the
overhanging headscarp areas.  A catchment berm
was built along the lower road to contain the
ravelling material from the blast (if need be).

Figure 1.  Looking uphill at the transport zone of the
landslide, showing 15-year-old plantation on either side.
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•  modified gully (channel) breaks were constructed
near the top and through the mid-slope deposition
zone of the slide.  Channels were excavated into
the glacial till (using hand tools) to connect non
defined seepage and drainage areas to the
established natural channel.  Rebar was driven
into the ground to support 2 X 10 dimensional
lumber, which acted as channel breaks (Figure 2).

•  as a trial, coconut matting was used as an
alternative to armouring the channel with rock
(Figure 3).  The matting was kept in contact with
the ground and secured in place by 4-inch u-
shaped pins.  Large rock (colluvium) was placed
on the mats where it was easy to do so.

•  wattle fences were built using prepared (cut to
size) willow whips.  Sites were excavated and
rebar stakes (approximately 1.2 m long) were
spaced 1 m apart and driven into the soil up to ¾
of their length.  Willow whips were woven behind
the rebar stakes and secured using mechanical
wire.  Peat moss was mixed with the backfill to
increase porosity and retain moisture.  The willow
cuttings need to be in contact with the soil to
promote sprouting.  Hand seeding and live staking
were also done throughout the slide area.

•  modified brush layers were built using 2 X 8
dimensional lumber, supported with 3 rebar stakes,
and willow cutting protruding outwards over the
top of the board.  Peat moss was mixed in with the
backfill, covering the majority of each cutting.

Equipment description and specification
•  for description, specifications, cost, and contact

information for the coconut matting see
Operations: Road and Bridges, Article No. 36.

Production/study results
•  the recent work on the landslide cost approximately

$50,000, which included the hand labour (12 people,
15 days, transportation and accommodation); a
professional environmental monitor; materials such
as peat moss, rebar, lumber, coconut matting with
pins, and seed mix; and 4 hours of helicopter time.

Observations and comments
•  the coconut matting is supplied by North

American Green under the product name C350™.
The matting will not only armour the channel, but
also keep the grass seed in place to help
revegetate the gully/channel walls.

•  to protect wattle fences from the first years snow
melt and rain events, trenches were dug to direct
water away from the backfill areas, keeping the
soil from washing away from the wattle fences.

For further information, contact:
Gord Chipman, Riverside Forest Products Limited,
Williams Lake Division, RR #3, 5000 Soda Creek
Road, Williams Lake, BC, V2G 1M3.  Tel.: (250)
398-9234, Fax.: (250) 398-3695,
Email: gechipman@riverside.bc.ca

Tim Dunne, RPF, PEng., Chiltech Fortestry Ltd., 301-
19 N. 1st Ave., Williams Lake, BC, V2G 4T6 Tel.:
(250) 398-6742, Fax.: (250) 398-9030, Email:
tdunne@chiltech.com

James Moe, BC Ministry of Forests, Horsefly Forest
District, Tel.: (250) 620-3239, Fax.: (250) 620-3540,
Email: james.moe@gems9.gov.bc.ca

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest community. It
does not constitute an endorsement by FERIC of a product or
service to the exclusion of others that may be suitable.
  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2.  Modified gully breaks used to contain and direct
water flow towards the main gully channel.

Figure 3.  Coconut matting used as an alternative to rock
riprap in conjunction with constructed channel breaks.



Operations: Gullies and Landslides
Article No: 15

Seller Creek Landslide Near a Deactivated Portion of the S-Road
Within the Seller Creek Drainage

FRBC Region
Cariboo-Chilcotin

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF, RPBio

Date
October 2000

Source
FERIC field visit

Lead proponent
Weldwood of Canada Limited, Williams Lake
Operations, Williams Lake, BC

Equipment
•  North American Green’s® Erosion Control/Turf

Reinforcement Mat (C350™) with fastening staples

•  Big ‘O’™ pipe, 150mm diameter non-perforated

•  hay bales, rebar, wire and reclamation seed
mixture

•  chainsaw, shovels, sledge hammer, nails, and
other hand tools

Location
In the Seller Creek drainage, northeast of Likely, BC,
next to the 5-km mark on the S-Road, 300 m beyond
the deactivated crossing of Seller Creek.

Site characteristics
•  Cariboo wet cool Interior Cedar Hemlock,

(ICHwk4) ecosystem

•  a landslide reached Sellers Creek and deposited
sediment in the fish-bearing waters.  The slide is
50 to 60 m wide and is 80 to 100 m in length, and
has an average slope gradient of 35%.

•  a 25 year old road above the slide area has been
deactivated with partial recontouring, french
drains, and armoured cross-ditches.

•  materials brought to the site by hand and works
done by hand methods as vehicle/equipment
access had been removed.

•  other landslides (revegetated or not) and raveling
scars are within close proximity to this landslide; the
steepness, soils and hydrology of the local terrain
seem prone to sloughing towards Seller Creek.

Prescription
•  overall objective to lessen sediment input to

Sellers Creek, and provide biological cover and
rooting to help protect exposed mineral soil from
erosion and movement.

•  temporary drainage diversion using Big ‘O’™ pipe
to dry site and allow hand works to proceed.

•  establish drainage paths through the slide area and
protect by constructing both live willow gully
breaks and log chevron gully breaks to keep the
water in the channels (Figure 1). Armour with
rock riprap (later with C350™ matting) to lessen
the downcutting and erosional forces of the
flowing water.

•  construct drainage trenches as well as install Big
‘O’™ pipe to collect and divert water to more
suitable/stable locations.

Figure 1. Log chevrons acting as gully breaks and
water containment structures.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

Operating procedure
•  hay bales were placed near the toe of the slide,

within 5 m of Seller Creek, to act as immediate and
temporary siltation control.  Rebar stakes were
pounded through the bales to secure them in place.

•  snags and danger trees within the slide area were
felled for safety reasons, and were used in the
construction of the log gully breaks.  The trees
were bucked into 1.5 – 2.5 m lengths and secured
(1 – 2 logs high) in a chevron pattern along the
new channels.  The channel area was lined with
rock riprap where accessible, and later, where it
wasn’t accessible, C350™ matting was pinned in
place to armour the water course.

•  live gully breaks were constructed within the
drainage paths using willow cuttings, rebar and
armoured with C350™ matting (Figure 2).

•  willow cuttings were used with rebar stakes to
construct wattle fences throughout the slide area.
Peat moss was mixed with the backfill to increase
the porosity of the soil.

•  live willow staking was done throughout the slide
area.  Hand seeding using a locally proven
reclamation mix was applied to the slide area.

Equipment description and specification
•  the C350™ matting comes in rolls 2 m wide by 17

m long, and weighs approximately 16.8 kg.  The
matting was secured to the ground with 15 cm
long, 11 gauge, U-shaped wire staples.  For further
description, use, and cost of this product see
Operations: Roads and Bridges, Article No. 36.

Funding Partners
•  approximately $60,000 has been spent on the

stabilization of the slide, including sediment and
water control structures.  Fisheries Renewal BC
contributed approximately $25,000 of the total
amount.  Forest Renewal BC funded $35,000.

Observations and comments
•  rock riprap was not plentiful in the immediate

area, and with the road deactivated, hauling rock
was not an option.  Flying in rock using a
helicopter was considered, but deemed an
expensive option.  The labour crew easily carried
the C350™ matting to the site and effectively
armoured the drainage paths.

•  using a reclamation seed mixture compatible with
the biogeoclimatic zone can greatly enhance the
survival and growth of the application.  The grass
seeding was visibly sprouting and consistently
covering the application areas.  The C350™
matting was especially lush and densely covered
with growing seed mixture

•  cross ditches on the deactivated road directed
water down and into an unidentified slide area.
This re-activated the unidentified landslide. The
re-introduced natural flows were no longer
acceptable to the altered slopes without the
prescribed works to establish new drainage paths.

References
Brinkman and Associates Reforestation Ltd., Robert
Seaton, 2000.  Slide on Deactivated Portion of S-
Road.  Professional report prepared for Weldwood of
Canada Limited., William Lake, BC.10 pp.

For further information, contact:
Rob Wilson, PEng, PGeo, Weldwood of Canada
Limited, BC Operations, P.O. Box 4509, Williams
Lake, BC, V2G 2V5.  Tel.: (250) 392-1337, Fax.:
(250) 398-6535, Email: rob_wilson@weldwood.com

Joanne Ramsay, RPF, Forestry Consultant, P.O.
Box12, Bass Rd., R.R. #3, Williams Lake, BC, V2G
1M3.  Tel.: (250) 392-3691, Fax.: (250) 392-3612,
Email: jramsay@stardate.bc.ca

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest community. It
does not constitute an endorsement by FERIC of a product or
service to the exclusion of others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2.  Live gully breaks constructed within slide
channel, showing the C350™ matting lining the sides
and bottom of the channel.



Operations: Gullies and Landslides
Article No: 16

Slope Stabilization in the Vernon Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Stephanie Sambo

Date
October 2000

Source
FERIC field visit

Report prepared by Summit Environmental
Consultants Ltd., Vernon, BC.

Contractor
Nature’s Treasures, Enderby, BC

Equipment
•  hand shovels and small sledgehammers

•  lumber, rebar, string and various hand tools

Location
Crown land adjacent to Vernon Creek, 15 km east of
Winfield, BC, south of the second cattleguard on
Beaver Lake Road, in the Vernon Forest District

Site characteristics
•  very dry hot Interior Douglas-fir (IDFxh1)

ecosystem

•  the landslide is approximately 15 m wide and
50 m long and the slope is 55%. It was first
observed in 1987 air photos. The slide is directly
connected to Vernon Creek.

•  there is an intake for the Winfield and Okanagan
Centre Irrigation District approximately 5 km
downstream of the slide.

•  the brunisolic soils are moderately to highly
erodible as they have a silty-sand texture and low
organic matter content.

•  the presence of an old trail upslope from the slide
was a contributing factor to slide initiation, and
on-going drainage from the road limits natural
restoration processes.

•  the toe of the slide was being undercut by Vernon
Creek.

Prescription
•  stabilize the slide track against future failures and

erosion. Rehabilitative measures include
revegetation using wattle fencing, live pole drains,
modified brush layers, live bank protection, plug
planting, and seeding with clover.

•  in-stream works include armouring the toe of the
slope (Figure 1).

Operating procedure
•  modified brush layers were installed in a

staggered pattern near the headscarp (Figure 2).
Cottonwood cuttings were pounded into the slope
above boards that had been backfilled and
supported by rebar stakes. For more information
see Operations: Gullies and Landslides, Article
No. 5.

Figure 1. Rock armouring and live bank protection
along Vernon Creek.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

•  wattle fences in combination with live pole drains
were installed to provide drainage of the slumps.
Wattle fences are cuttings woven through rebar
stakes to a 30 cm height and backfilled. Pole
drains are bundled cuttings buried in trenches.
They were oriented parallel to the slope to
intercept and collect moisture.

•  live bank protection, a type of modified wattle,
was installed to stabilize the stream bank. The
bank was armoured with riprap.

•  rooted cedar cuttings were planted and the area
was seeded with clover.

Observations and comments
•  the clover grows very vigorously and attracts

cattle. The growth of the cuttings and cedar stock
did not appear to be good when the field visit took
place. Some cuttings along the top appeared to
have better growth than those near the bottom of
the slide.

References
Summit Environmental Consultants Ltd. 1997. Vernon
Creek Landslide Rehabilitation Assessment
Procedure. Unpublished report prepared for Winfield
and Okanagan Centre Irrigation District.

Polster, David F. 2000. Soil Bioengineering for
Steep/Unstable Slopes and Riparian Restoration.
Streamline; Watershed Restoration Technical Bulletin.
Vol. 4/No. 4, pp. 1-8.

For further information, contact:
John Fleming, BC Ministry of Forests, Vernon Forest
District, 2501 – 14th Ave., Vernon, BC, V1T 8Z1.
Tel.: (250) 558-1734.

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Modified brush layer along headscarp.



Operations: Gullies and Landslides
Article No: 17

Managing Gullies During Harvesting: An Alternative to Conventional Gully
Cleaning and Buffering Practices

Region
U.S.A.-Pacific Northwest

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF, RPBio

Date
September 2000

Source
FERIC field visit

Terrain stability field assessment prepared by Golder
Associates Limited, Burnaby, BC

Company
Crown Pacific Limited Partnership, Port Angeles,
Washington

Equipment
•  Madill 120 swing yarder

•  30,000 kg log loader

Location
Near Sekiu Bay (approximately 85 km east of Port
Angeles) within Crown Pacific’s private land
holdings, Clallam County, Washington, USA

Prescription
•  cable harvest timber within a clearcut unit and use

alternative methods for managing the gullies; i.e.,
leave slash within the small gullies (Figure 1) to
trap fine sediment, and remove selected trees
along the gully walls (Figure 2) to help prevent
windthrow and also allow cable yarding over the
gully.

Site characteristics
•  the site compares to the Coastal Western Hemlock

(CWH) ecosystem classification used in BC.

•  the site contained predominantly second growth
western hemlock with a minor component of
residual spruce.

•  the gullies are located within a 50 ha cutblock.  The
numerous small gullies are located in a headwall
basin which would normally have been excluded
from harvest if an alternative plan was not
proposed, because of the high likelihood of
sediment reaching the Sekiu River from this area.

•  the small gullies ‘loaded’ with debris were on side
slopes of 65 – 85 %, and are approximately 0.5 –
1.5 m deep (Figure 1).  The numerous small
gullies direct water into an unnamed tributary to
the Sekiu River.  Normally these gullies would be
cleaned of all debris.

Figure 1.  Small gully ‘loaded’ with
logging slash to trap sediment and
prevent its movement toward the
Sekiu River.
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•  a large gully, within the same cutblock, had side
slopes greater than 70 %.  It was approximately
300 m long and  20 – 25 m wide.  Normally all
trees would be left within the gully up to and
including those along the top of the gully wall.

•  the creek within the large gully is non-fish
bearing, although it is a tributary to the Sekiu
River, classified as Type 1 Water.  See
Operations: Roads and Bridges, Article No. 68 for
full description of Type 1 Water.

•  the large gully was orientated so that, without a spur
road, timber on the far side of the haul road would
have been isolated from cable harvest.  The timber
in this case was easily yarded over the gully and
through the partial buffer.

Operating procedure
•  permits required include State of Washington

Hydraulics Permit and Forest Practices Permit.
•  the gully treatments are considered to be an

alternative method of gully management, and
therefore a site inspection with Timber, Fish, and
Wildlife representatives from the State and Tribal
agencies was required (as with all alternative plans).

•  hand felled trees were intentionally topped and
limbed within the small gullies.  During cable
yarding there was no attempt to remove any chunk
wood or butts from the gullies. A settling pond
was excavated at the base of the gully complex to
treat the water before reaching the Sekiu River.

•  trees considered windfirm were marked to leave
along the top of the walls of the large gully.  Trees
thought to have a high biodiversity component (i.e.
dwarf mistletoe infested western hemlock) and
trees which could reach the creek if windthrown
(source of future Large Woody Material (LWM))
were marked to leave.

•  harvested trees were hand felled across the
contour.  Trees landing in the gully (bottom or
sidewall) were easily yarded out.

•  trees with a heavy lean towards the large gully
were felled into the gully to provide a source of
LWM for the riparian ecosystem.  Some of these
trees spanned the gully while others lay along the
sidewalls.  Tops and limbs were left in the gully to
act as natural sediment traps.

Observations and comments
•  windthrow within gully buffer strips adjacent to

clearcut units is a common occurrence.  Removing
some of the standing trees within the typical buffer
area bordering the gully will help minimize
windthrow (alleviating the need for windthrow
salvage) by allowing the wind to penetrate the buffer.

•  removing some of the trees from the gully will
increase the sunlight reaching the creek and may
have a temperature affect on the non-fish-bearing
creek.  If fish were present, a shade buffer would
have been manditory to control of the water
temperature.

•  as a trial windproofing technique, the trees along
the top of the gully break had a few of their limbs
removed by the cable yarder; the yarding operator
would tighten or slack the mainline to knock
limbs off the yarding corridor trees.

•  as part of the approval for the alternative gully
management techniques, the site requires monitoring
for excessive siltation or mass wasting events.

References
Rollerson, T. 2000.  Terrain Stability Field
Assessment – Draft.  Professional Report prepared for
Crown Pacific L.P., Washington, USA, 8 p.

For further information, contact:
Kent Andersson, Forest Engineer, Crown Pacific
Limited Partnership, 243701 Highway 101 West, Port
Angeles, Washington, USA, 98363. Tel.: (360) 457-
6266, Fax.: (360) 457-1486, Email: kenta@crown-
pacific-timber.com
Washington State Department of Natural Resources –
Forest Practices:
www.wa.gov/dnr/htdocs/fp/fpb/rules.html
Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest community. It
does not constitute an endorsement by FERIC of a product or
service to the exclusion of others that may be suitable.
  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2.  Large gully showing residual trees and
stumps from harvested trees along the gully wall.



Operations: Gullies and Landslides
Article No: 18

Slope Stabilization in the Dore River Watershed using Live Willow Stakes

Region
Omineca-Peace

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
September 2000

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
R.T.K. Forestry Services.

Location
Recently burned slope at 5.5 to 6.0 km along the Dore
River road, west of McBride in the Robson Valley
Forest District

 Site characteristics
•  moist mild Interior Cedar Hemlock (ICHmm)

ecosystem

•  area was burned by wildfire in 1999. Trees and
low vegetation were killed, reducing soil water
uptake and transpiration by plants. The resulting
high soil moisture levels led to landslides at two
locations and soil slumping at a third location
(Figure 1).

 Prescription
•  revegetate and stabilize the slide and slump

locations by planting live willow stakes.

 Operating procedure
A total of 8000 cuttings was planted among the three
areas. The procedure for handling and planting of the
cuttings was as follows:

•  live willow material was retrieved from cold
storage and soaked in cool water for 24 to 48
hours prior to planting.

•  a rooting hormone was applied to the bottom 5 cm
of live stakes directly after soaking and just prior
to installation.

•  a 19 mm diameter pilot hole for each stake was
formed using a steel rod mounted onto the end of
a shovel handle.

•  a dead blow hammer was used to hammer in the
stakes without damaging or splitting the upper
portion of the stake.

•  at least 80% of a 45 cm minimum length live
stake was to be below ground for adequate
rooting, Too long of above ground stem would
allow too much sprouting and cause desiccation
of the stake prior to adequate rooting. Extra
material was trimmed neatly without splitting the
cut ends. As a further step to prevent desiccation,
the ground surface around each stake was pinched
off.

Figure 1. Slump failure.
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•  the soil around each live stake was compressed
either by boot or with dead blow hammer so as to
form a depression to collect rainwater (Figure 2).

•  stakes were planted on 1 m centres with the
planting area beginning 1 m above the headscarp
of each slope failure area so that rooting would
eventually reduce futher ravelling. Planting
extended down to the runout zone. When rocky or
extra hard ground was encountered, the spacing of
stakes was adjusted and planters were instructed
to favour softer ground most suitable for willow
growth.

•  erosion control seed and fertilizer were applied to
all non-vegetated surfaces.

Production/study results
•  the cost of planting the three areas of slope

failure, including the cost of willow material for
the stakes, was $ 16 000.

Observations and comments
•  planting was completed by early June. Inspection

of the sites later in the summer confirmed that
erosion control grass seed had germinated and the
live stakes had successfully leafed out and
appeared vigorous.

•  as part of the overall silvicultural prescription, the
surrounding burned area was planted to conifers
for reforestation. Sheep were introduced to the
area temporarily during the summer, to browse on
ground plants, thus providing vegetation control
for the newly planted conifers.

•  inspection of one of the blocks by FERIC in
September revealed signs of heavy browsing by
sheep (Figure 3). New growth on established
willows was eaten, and careful inspection of
planted willow stakes revealed that all live shoots
had been eaten leaving only the original stake. It
appears that the newly sprouted willow shoots
were preferred browse for the grazing sheep.

•  in future projects utilizing live willow material, it
is recommended that sheep grazing for vegetation
control in the same area be delayed until new
cuttings become better established and are less
desirable as sheep browse.

For further information, contact:
Verna Gainer, R.K.T. Forestry Services, 19930,
McKeller Rd., Prince George, BC,V2N 5Y8. Tel.:
(250) 963-9234

Peter Wright, Robson Valley Forest District, BC
Ministry of Forests,P.O. Box 40, McBride, BC, V0J
2E0. Tel.: (250) 569-3700, Fax.: (250) 569-3738,
Email: peter.wright@gems7.gov.bc.ca

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

 
 Figure 2. Planted willow stake following browsing
(see arrow).

 
 Figure 3. Browsed willow.
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Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 1

Post-Harvest Stream Cleaning Using Eagle Claw Helicopter  Grapple

FRBC Region
Skeena-Bulkley

Author
Kris T. Kosicki

Date
June 1996

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
Sid Peltier, White River Helicopters Inc., Terrace, BC

Location
North Douglas Creek, Star Creek, and Bonser Flats Prince
Rupert Forest Region, Kalum Forest District, Repap BC Inc
TFL 1 and Forest Licence A6835

Site characteristics and history
•  submontane wet submaritime Coastal Western

Hemlock (CWHws1) ecosystem
•  western hemlock (60%) and amabilis fir (40%)

averaging 435 m3/ha and 1.25 m3/tree (net volume)
•  harvested (clear cut) in winter 1995/96 with grapple

yarders
•  cutblock area gentle to rolling
•  S6 Riparian Class streams with section gradients from 2

to 50%, channel depth from 0.1 to 0.5 m, channel width
from 0.1 to 3.0 m, stream wall slopes from 0 to 120%,
and stream wall distance from 0.2 to 30 m

Prescription
•  remove debris deposited from harvesting activities

from stream channel and walls, and move debris
beyond the stream’s ridges to prevent re-entry of the
slash into the stream channel, while retaining natural
stream LWD

Operating procedure
•  the streams were cleaned with a Hiller 12E helicopter

with the Eagle Claw all-hydraulic grapple (Figure 1).
•  the pilot-operator cooperated with two on-ground crew

members.

•  the debris was prepiled in advance of the helicopter by
the ground-crew members; large material was bucked;
the optimum height of the debris pile was about 1.3 m.

•  when the helicopter was operating, one ground-crew
member acted as the grapple-setter and the other
member continued piling debris.

•  after the helicopter had lowered the grapple into
position, the grapple-setter seized it and set it onto the
target debris pile.

•  the pilot closed the grapple on the debris pile using
controls in the helicopter.

•  then, the gathered debris load was lifted up and away
from gully sides, and dispersed over the adjacent
recently harvested cutblock.

•  in reaches with heavy debris loads, the helicopter
removed some slash prior to piling; this made manual
piling of the remaining debris easier.

Equipment description and specification
•  the Hiller 12E is a small aircraft (empty weight

860 kg) with an external payload of about 300 kg
(Figure 2).

•  with a refill of 90 litres, the helicopter can operate for
up to one hour.

Figure 1. Hiller 12E helicopter with
the Eagle Claw grapple in action.
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•  the Eagle Claw all-hydraulic grapple (Figure 3),
manufactured by White River Helicopters Inc., is
fabricated from aluminum and weighs about 61 kg;
hydraulic power is provided by an additional hydraulic
pump retrofitted to the helicopter.

•  the grapple is suspended at the end of an extended line
and is hydraulically operated by the pilot using a switch
inside the helicopter. The commonly-used length of the
extended  line is about 15 m, but it can be increased up
to 30 m with a long line.

Production
Repap performed a detailed production and cost study.
Information on study results (Table 1) is taken from
Nicholson and Jobb (1996).

Table 1. Productivity (lineal metres/helicopter hour),
and cost ($/lineal metre) of helicopter cleaning

Debris load Productivity (m/h) Cost ($/m)
light 165  4.34

moderate  47 15.23
heavy  42 17.05

Debris load categories:
light: small twigs and  branches, small chunks up to 1 m in length, gully
bottom visible;
moderate: debris as in the light category but larger, gully up to 1/3 full
with gaps between slash, not continuous cover;
heavy: debris as before, gully over 1/2 full, continuous cover.
For all debris load classes, productivity and cost in Table 1
assume a uniform width of the cleaned section of 3.0 m.Unit cost
in Table 1 based on grand-total cost of $716 for the helicopter and 2-
person ground crew.

Observations
•  FERIC staff timed the helicopter for one hour of

operation.
•  the cycle time for this period of observation oscillated

around 25 seconds with very low variability.
•  the helicopter’s lifting capacity was sufficient to

transport debris loads accumulated in piles by the
ground crew-members.

•  the curve of the grapple jaws allowed the pilot-operator
to pick up debris in one bite.

•  the grapple kept a firm grip on debris, and the shape of
the closed jaws created a basket for finer material.

•  no lost loads occurred during the field visit.
•  the interaction between helicopter and ground crew was

efficient and did not result in delays.

Equipment suppliers
The Eagle Claw all hydraulic grapple is manufactured by
White River Helicopters Inc., 3104 Hampton Street,
Terrace, BC, V8G 5R5. Tel.: (250) 638-1414, Fax.: (250)
638-0888

Reference
Nicholson, E.; Jobb, T. 1996. Operational Trial of Stream
and Gully Debris Removal Using Helicopters and Hand
Crews. A Joint Project of Repap BC Inc, Terrace
Woodlands, Forest Renewal BC, and Ministry of Forests,
Kalum District. Forest Renewal BC Reference No. PR-25-
96-0214.

For further information, contact:
Trevor Jobb, Area Superintendent, Repap British Columbia
Inc., 4900 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BC, V8G 5L8. Tel.:
(250) 638-5700, Fax.: (250) 638-5720
Sid Peltier, White River Helicopters Inc., 5412 Highway 16 W.
Terrace, BC, tel: (250) 638-1414, fax: (250) 638-0888

DISCLAIMER: This report is based on limited field data
and is published only for the information of FERIC’s
members. It does not constitute an endorsement by FERIC
of a product or service to the exclusion of others that might
be suitable

© Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Hiller 12E helicopter.

Figure 3. Eagle Claw grapple.



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 2

Overview of the Borden Creek Fish Habitat Restoration Project

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
April 1997

Source
FERIC field visit

Proponent
Steelhead Society Habitat Restoration Corporation

Equipment
•  Hitachi  EX 200 LC excavator with a live thumb

•  John Deere 350-C crawler tractor

•  tandem drive-axle dump truck

Location

The Chilliwack River floodplain adjacent to the
Chilliwack Lake Road, where it crosses Borden Creek
(approximately 19 km east from the intersection of
Chilliwack Lake Road and Vedder Road) near the
town of Sardis, in the Chilliwack Forest District
(Figure 1).

Site characteristics and history
•  dry maritime Coastal Western Hemlock

(CWHdm) ecosystem

•  the streambed substrate material is fluvial in
origin, consisting of gravel and sands with lenses
of fine-textured silts.

•  the area was roaded and harvested in the early
1920s.

•  the original channel of Borden Creek meandered
across the Chilliwack River floodplain and shifted
positions historically.
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Figure 1. Layout of the first phase of the Borden
Creek Fish Habitat Restoration Project.
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•  when the Chilliwack Lake Road was originally
built, Borden Creek was channeled through a
culvert and straight into the Chilliwack River, a
distance of 75 m. This was done to prevent
Borden Creek from changing course over time,
thus avoiding potential road washouts.

•  channeling of the lower reaches of Borden Creek
eliminated existing side channel habit.
Additionally, erosion of the streambed at the
mouth of Borden Creek by the Chilliwack River
has created a steep drop which currently restricts
fish entry into Borden creek.

Prescription

•  re-establish rearing and spawning habitat and
overwinter refugia for all Pacific salmon species
as well as cutthroat trout in the lower reaches of
Borden Creek by constructing, in several phases,
approximately 4.5 km of side channel. Starting
from the outlet of Borden Creek where it crosses
the Chilliwack Lake Road, the new side channel
follows a course adjacent to the road and drains
into the Chilliwack River 2.4 km downstream
from the current outlet.

•  the new streambed will have an average gradient
of 1% and will consist of a series of pool and
riffle sequences, meanders, and in-stream habitat
structures such as boulders, large woody debris
and overhanging banks.

•  riparian areas will be planted with grasses and
conifers (i.e., natural source vegetation).

•  the completed project will serve as a
demonstration site for fish habitat structures and
channel restoration techniques for staff of the
British Columbia Ministry of Environment, Lands
and Parks (BCMOELP) and for the training of
licencees and contractors involved in fish habitat
restoration.

Operating procedure
•  a topographic survey of the proposed stream

channel area was conducted and the site was
mapped at 0.5-m contour intervals.

•  the site was then walked to verify or “ground
truth” the selected location of the stream channel.

•  next the gradient of the channel was designed to
conform to desired fish habitat requirements.

•  the excavator roughed in the proposed stream
channel, taking advantage of sources of coarse
gravel which could be distributed in streambeds

over less suitable, finer-textured material. While
primarily following the natural gradient of the
landscape, the location and shape of the channel
was modified to take advantage of existing
features such as buried woody debris or favoured
gravel deposits. Selection of the final stream
course was done on site by a team of specialists in
fisheries habitat, hydrological engineering, and
geomorphology.

•  material suitable for in-stream structures (e.g.
boulders, cedar stumps, and logs with and without
rootwads) was sourced during channel excavation
and stockpiled for later use in habitat structures.

•  along a portion of the stream channel a
containment berm was built up to form a pond for
additional fish habitat and winter refugia.

•  after roughing in the channel, the excavator built
specific fish habitat features. These included final
contouring of pools and riffles, positioning of
large woody debris and rootwads, arranging
boulder clusters, and building habitat structures
such as overhanging banks and plunge pools
within the stream channel.

•  following final contouring of the stream banks
and the containment berm using the crawler
tractor and excavator, these areas were grass-
seeded and planted with Douglas-fir and western
redcedar seedlings.

References
Foy, R.; Logan, G. 1997; Anderson Creek Pond - A
demonstration of an off-channel habitat project.
Streamline; B.C.’s Stream Restoration Technical
Bulletin. Vol. 2/No. 1. pp 1-4.
For further information, direct questions to:
Dan Burns, Steelhead Society Habitat Restoration Corp.,
596 West 24th Ave., Vancouver, BC, V5Z 2B4. Tel.: (604)
708-9793
Chris Picard, British Columbia Conservation Foundation,
Suite 102, 15375-102A Ave., Surrey, BC, V3R 7K1. Tel.:
(604) 951-6304
Bruce Usher, Watershed Restoration Technician, Lower
Mainland Region, BC Ministry of Environment, Lands and
Parks, 9880 South McGrath Rd., P.O. Box 159, Rosedale,
BC, V0X 1X0. Tel.: (604) 794-2241
Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest community.
It does not constitute an endorsement by FERIC of a
product or service to the exclusion of others that may be
suitable.

  Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada ISSN 0381-7733



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 3

Construction of an Overhanging Bank in the Borden Creek Fish Habitat Project

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
April 1997

Source
FERIC field visit

Proponent
Steelhead Society Habitat Restoration Corporation

Equipment
Hitachi EX 200 LC excavator with live thumb

Location

The Borden Creek Fish Habitat Restoration Project is
located on the Chilliwack River floodplain adjacent to
the Chilliwack Lake road, where it crosses Borden
Creek (approximately 19 km east from the
intersection of Chilliwack Lake Road and Vedder
Road) near the town of Sardis, in the Chilliwack
Forest District. Figure 1 indicates the location of the
overhanging structure.

Prescription
As part of the Borden Creek Fish Habitat Restoration
Project (see Operations/Stream Channels/Article No:
2), construct an overhanging bank structure to provide
refuge for salmonids and to reduce the stream flow
energy near the bank in order to prevent erosion.

Site characteristics and history
•  dry maritime Coastal Western Hemlock

(CWHdm) ecosystem

•  

•  the streambed substrate material is fluvial in
origin, consisting of gravel and sands with lenses
of fine-textured silts.

•  a roughed-in stream channel had previously been
excavated in order to establish the stream course
and water level.

•  material for creating in-stream features and
structures (large tree boles, rootwads and
boulders) were sourced during channel
excavation, and stockpiled at various locations
on-site.

Operating procedure
•  all work took place in a newly excavated dry

stream channel.
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Figure 1. Location of the overhanging bank structure in the
Borden Creek Fish Habitat Restoration Project.
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•  the overhanging bank was built with an excavator
with standard bucket and live thumb. To
maximize the life expectancy of the structure,
cedar logs (reclaimed from old culverts) were
used whenever available and placed so that the
majority of the structure would be submerged in
the stream, further slowing its deteriation.

•  the first stage in building the overhanging bank
was to position large-diameter logs in the stream
bed to serve as a base for log decking which made
up the roof of the overhanging bank. The base
logs were positioned with the upstream ends
anchored into the stream bank and the
downstream ends angled out into the stream
channel (Figure 2).

•  large boulders were positioned adjacent to the
base logs to secure them in place and to provide
additional support for the decking.

•  logs for decking were placed on top of the base
logs and were oriented roughly parallel to the
stream channel. Enough logs were used to provide
1.5 to 2 m of overhang into the stream.

•  additional logs were positioned at right angles to
the deck logs and spaced several metres apart, to
act as tie-downs for the deck logs (Figure 3). One
end of each tie-down log was embedded into the
stream bank to anchor it in place.

•  the deck surface was backfilled with soil to
consolidate the deck structure, and the soil was
contoured into the existing bank to provide a
stable slope suitable for seeding and/or planting.

•  finally, the stream bank above the structure was
grass-seeded and planted with conifers to promote
bank stabilization and to prevent erosion.

•  once water is introduced into the stream, the
overhanging bank structure will be checked for
structural integrity and if necessary strengthened
with cable tie-downs.

Equipment description and specification
                                 Hitachi EX 200 LC excavator
Engine power (kW) 98
Approx. weight (kg) 20 400
Width (m) 3.19
Stick length (m) 2.91
Maximum digging depth (m) 6.67
Ground clearance (m) 0.45

Production/study results
The time required to build the structure with the
excavator, using reclaimed materials stockpiled
nearby, was approximately 2 hours.
For further information, contact:
Dan Burns, Steelhead Society Habitat Restoration Corp.,
596 West 24th Ave., Vancouver, BC, V5Z 2B4. Tel.: (604)
708-9793

Chris Picard, British Columbia Conservation Foundation,
Suite 102, 15375 102A Ave., Surrey, BC, V3R 7K1. Tel.:
(604) 951-6304

CEJ Mussell, CEJ Mussell Enterprises Inc., P.O. Box 451
Chilliwack, BC, V2P 6J7. Tel.: (604) 792-8984

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest community.
It does not constitute an endorsement by FERIC of a
product or service to the exclusion of others that may be
suitable.

  Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Placement of large base logs for bank overhang
decking.

Figure 3. Overhanging bank structure showing decking and
tie-down logs.



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 4

Schaeff HSM 41 and HS 40D Walking Excavators:  Observations

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Nini Long, B.Sc.

Date
May 1997

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractors
Brad Berry, J.W. Berry Trucking Ltd., Port Alberni, BC

Lenard Masson, Nu Creek Developments, Nanoose Bay,
BC

Equipment
•  Schaeff HSM 41 Walking Excavator (Figure 1)
•  Schaeff HS 40D Walking Excavator

Location
MacMillan Bloedel Limited’s Cameron/Franklin
Division, near Port Alberni, in the Port Alberni Forest
District, Vancouver Island

Prescription
•  to demonstrate the abilities of the Schaeff HSM 41

and HS 40D Walking Excavators operating on steep
slopes and in creeks

Site characteristics
•  very dry maritime Coastal Western Hemlock

(CWHxm) ecosystem
•  the site was harvested by MacMillan Bloedel

Limited in 1994;  some residual stumps were
present.

•  the slope was measured as 63%, and a small creek
intersected the foot of the slope.

Operating procedure
•  the owner of the HSM 41 transported his machine in

a dump truck, while a flatdeck truck was used for
the HS 40D.

•  both models of the Schaeff excavator were moved in
a similar fashion.  First, the cab was swung forward
to face the front legs.  The operator then reached the
boom forward and pushed down on the ground.  In
this position the machine was stable, allowing the
operator to lift the front legs.

•  in the case of the HSM 41, hydraulically-powered
rear wheels drove forward, towards the boom.  The
HS 40D has non-driven wheels mounted on
outriggers, and the machine was pulled forward as
the boom was retracted.

•  lastly, the boom was lifted and the front pads were
lowered to the ground.  This sequence of steps

Figure.1  Schaeff HSM 41 Walking
Excavator maneuvers over large
debris.
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allowed the HSM 41 and HS 40D to advance
distances of 4.5 and 3.5 m, respectively.

Equipment description and specification
Common Attributes of the HSM 41 and HS 40D
•  the front legs are 2.5 m long when fully extended and

can be spread to achieve a maximum width of 5.5 m.
•  the Schaeff excavators are operable on slopes of up

to 100%;  both models can maneuver over objects
1.5 m high and are capable of working in water 2 m
deep.

•  these machines are equipped with 4 independently
adjustable legs, with low-pressure tires on the rear
legs and metal pads on the front legs.

•  the  upper structure is mounted on a turntable with
360° rotation, and the boom has a reach of 8 m.

•  Schaeff excavators have a Knickmatik  which
allows the boom to pivot to the right or to the left,
providing a lateral boom displacement of 1.22 m.
This feature increases the operating area without
moving the excavator.

•  the excavators are equipped with safety valves on
the stabilizer cylinders which immediately terminate
fluid output to a leaking hose.  The only fluid lost is
the residual volume in the damaged hose.  This
feature is important for machines working on steep
slopes.

•  both excavators can be operated with biodegradable
hydraulic oil.

•  the cab is sound  insulated and has full-vision
windshield design and safety glass windows. The
ergonomically designed seat is hydraulically
cushioned and is adjustable  to the operator’s weight.

•  various attachments are available for these
machines:  5500-kg winch, hydraulic thumb, 60-cm
wide trench bucket, 120-cm wide bucket, 60-cm by
60-cm spike pads, and bolt-on street pads.  Street
pads are useful in aquatic systems; they increase
machine stability and decrease site disturbance.

•  these excavators are distributed by Horizon
Equipment and Construction Inc. of Buxton, Oregon.

Schaeff HSM 41
•  the HSM 41 has a 53 kW engine, weighs 9000 kg,

and has a lifting capacity of approximately 1.5 t at
full boom extension.

•  the excavator has a hydrostatic drive and its rear legs
are equipped with hydraulically-driven wheels; with
rubber-tired wheels mounted on the front legs, it is
capable of travelling at speeds of up to 6 km/h on
smooth road surfaces.

•  the HSM 41 can be equipped with a heavy duty
brush-cutter for mulching.  A tree processing
attachment is also being developed.

•  the front windshield is equipped with pneumatic spring
cylinders and can slide up and under the cab roof.

•  the HSM 41 has a retail price of $300,000 Cdn.
Schaeff HS 40D
•  the HS 40D has a 38 kW engine, weighs 6980 kg,

and has a lifting capacity of approximately 1 t at full
boom extension.

•  the rear legs have non-powered wheels which make
uphill travel more difficult than for the Schaeff HSM 41.

•  the front windshield is designed to slide down and
out of the way.

•  the HS 40D had a retail price of $200,000 Cdn.

Observations and comments
•  Schaeff excavators have potential applications in

stream and gully rehabilitation, road deactivation,
right of way maintenance, power line transmission
work, logging and demolition projects, as well as ski
hill maintenance.

•  the Schaeff excavators’ mobility in rough terrain
enables access to sites that conventional wheeled or
tracked machines can’t reach.

•  FERIC observed the HSM 41 descend a 63% slope
with little difficulty and with minimal site
disturbance.  The machine’s four stabilizers kept the
cab level on the steep slope.

• FERIC also observed both excavators remove debris
from a small creek. The machines appeared very stable
at all times and were effective in removing large
objects, without causing significant site disturbance.

• both contractors had only recently acquired their
machines and were unable to provide productivity rates.

•  the contractors’ one complaint about these machines
was lack of space in the cab.

For further information, contact:

Brad Berry, J.W. Berry Trucking Ltd., 4586 Glenwood
Drive, Port Alberni, BC, V9Y 4P8. Tel:  (250) 724-4912,
Fax:  (250) 724-4989
Lenard Masson, Nu Creek Developments, RR#2, Box 58
Summerset, Nanoose Bay, BC, V0R 2R0.  Cell:  (250) 741-
7790, Ph/Fax:  (250) 468-9228
Lou Davidson, distributor, Horizon Equipment and
Construction Inc., 49970 N.W. Pongratz Road, Buxton,
Oregon 97109.  Tel:  (503) 324-1333, Fax:  (503) 324-1013

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest community.
It does not constitute an endorsement by FERIC of a
product or service to the exclusion of others that may be
suitable.

  Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada ISSN 0381-7733



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 5

Installing Large Woody Debris in a Stream with a Cable Yarder

Region
Oregon, USA

Author
Kris T. Kosicki

Date
June 1997

Source
10th International Stream Habitat Improvement
Symposium field trip on August 21, 1996

Location
Private forest land adjacent to Bark Creek and owned by
Starker Forest Inc., in the central Oregon Coast Range
west of Corvallis, Oregon, USA

Proponents
Oregon State University, College of Forestry; Coastal
Oregon Productivity Enhancement (COPE); Starker Forest
Inc., Philomath, Oregon; RAMCO Logging, Philomath,
Oregon

Objective
•  this is a research project with an overall goal to

incorporate silvicultural, hydrological, and harvesting
activities into a program of comprehensive riparian
management.

•  the objectives of the harvesting portion of this project,
reported here, were:
•  to conduct harvesting operations in conjunction

with riparian silviculture and stream
enhancement,

•  to improve fish habitat by installing large
woody debris (LWD) structures in the stream,
concurrent with cable yarding of the riparian
zones,

•  to determine costs of stream enhancement
activities, conducted as part of the harvesting
phase.

•  other research components investigated physical
habitat, streambed conditions, water quality, and
conifer establishment and growth in hardwood/shrub
riparian areas.

Site characteristics
•  Bark Creek is a fish-bearing third-order stream with a

silty-sand substrate and channel gradients of 2 to 3
percent. It is classified as a type 1 stream (permanent,
fish-bearing stream requiring the maximum amount of
protection during forest operations).

•  the riparian area is predominantly alder-dominated
overstory with salmonberry, swordfern, vine maple,
and stinging nettle understory and no natural conifer
regeneration.

•  fallen hardwoods provide some favourable fish
habitat but they are smaller and decay much faster
than conifers.

•  few large conifer trees are present with the potential
to create debris accumulations and pools that would
increase the quality of fish habitat.

Prescription
•  harvest the cut block leaving a 30-m wide

management exclusion buffer strip (riparian reserve
zone) on each side of the stream (Figure 1).

•  remove streamside hardwoods along approximately
25 percent of the stream reach in scattered patch cuts
90 m long1, in conjunction with upslope cable logging
operations (Figure 1).

•  using the cable yarder, install six large woody debris
(LWD) structures, each consisting of a single key
piece of large wood and three to six pieces of smaller
woody debris to seed the debris jam, in two 90-m
harvesting areas of the stream.

•  following logging, plant conifer seedlings in the new
openings as a source of future large woody debris.

                                                          
1 These small openings were clearcut for the silvicultural
and hydrological part of this project.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

Figure 1. Study site (after Kellogg et al. 1993, slightly
      modified).

Operating procedure
•  all logging occurred in 1993.
•  two types of LWD were used as keys: large Douglas-

fir logs and large alder trees.
•  two Douglas-fir logs, 45 and 50 cm in diameter and

each 10 m long, on two different skyline roads were
selected in the upslope harvest unit, yarded
downslope and placed in the stream under the skyline
path.

•  yarding and placing the 50-cm by 10-m Douglas-fir
log in the stream took about 5 minutes. One choker
was attached at each end of the log and the haulback
line was used to help position the carriage; this gave
good control of the log during placement.

•  yarding and placing the 45-cm by 10-m Douglas-fir
log in the stream took about 18 minutes. Only one
choker was attached (in the middle of the log) and the
haulback line was not used, making log control and
placement difficult.

•  prior to falling of the 90-m long riparian harvest
patches, four streamside alders (2 in each patch) were
identified and left standing. The objective was to pull
these trees over into the stream with their rootwads
intact and on the bank.

•  one alder was successfully uprooted by the yarder and
placed in the stream with rootwad intact.

•  another alder stem snapped during the uprooting
operation and it was not placed in the stream.

•  the other two alders could not be uprooted by the
yarder and were subsequently hand felled into the
stream. While attempting to uproot one of the trees,
the skyline tailhold stump failed, resulting in six hours
of downtime to repair the carriage, prepare a new
tailhold, and raise the skyline again.

•  some small debris entered the stream during the
yarding operation and was captured by the LWD
structures.

Equipment description and specification
•  the unit was harvested by a Madill 071 yarder and

a six-person crew.
•  a standing skyline shotgun configuration and Eagle III

radio-controlled mechanical slackpulling carriage
were used to yard the two 90-m riparian sections and
to position the large woody debris in the stream; the
haulback line was used for outhaul when needed.

•  a live skyline shotgun configuration with a non-
slackpulling carriage was used to yard the rest of the
unit.

Study results
In the three years since they were installed, the Douglas-fir
logs and alder trees placed in the stream have accumulated
some smaller woody debris and built up the debris jams.
The effects of the in-stream structures on fish habitat and
the stream reaches are still being investigated.

For further information, contact:
Loren D. Kellogg, Ph.D. Forest Engineering Department,
College of Forestry, Corvallis, Oregon 97331-5706,
Phone: 541-737-2836, Fax: 541-737-4316, e-mail:
kelloggl@ccmail.orst.edu

References and Suggested Reading
Kellogg, L.; Pilkerton, S.; Skaugset, A. 1993. Harvesting
for active riparian zone management and the effects on
multiple forest resources. Presented at Council on Forest
Engineering (COFE) 16th Annual Meeting; Savannah,
Georgia. Corvallis, Oregon. 16 p.
Kellogg, L.; Milota, G.; Miller, M.; Pilkerton, S. 1996.
Integrating stream habitat improvement with harvesting.
Conference Proceedings of the 10th International Stream
Habitat Improvement. Salmonid Habitat: Operational
Solutions to Problems in Forested Streams. August 19-22,
1996. Corvallis, Oregon.

Disclaimer
This report is based on limited field observations and is
only published to disseminate information to the BC
forestry community. It is not intended as an endorsement
or approval by FERIC of any product or service to the
exclusion of others.

© Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research Institute
of Canada ISSN 0381-7733



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 6

Construction of a Riprap Revetment on the Telkwa River

FRBC Region
Skeena-Bulkley
Author
Kris T. Kosicki
Date
August 1997
Source
FERIC field visit
Contractors
Mc Elhanney Consulting Services Ltd., Smithers BC
Hansen Drilling and Constructing Ltd., Terrace BC
Location
at 19.5 km on the Telkwa River Forest Service Road
(FSR) south of Smithers
Site characteristics and background
•  the Telkwa River FSR is a Class 4 Road and the road

alignment closely follows the Telkwa River.
•  the Telkwa is a wandering gravel-bed river. Flow

velocities range from 1.0 to 2.5 m/s.
•  flow volumes range from 2 m3/s during low flow in

the winter to 45 m3/s during the freshet. The
estimated 200 year flow is 340 m3/s.

•  the road is constructed on fine-grained fluvial and till
soils which are very susceptible to erosion.

•  recent high flows eroded and undercut the fill slopes
in several locations.

•  at the construction site visited, the river sharply
changes flow direction by 2700 and the road is
located directly above the river bank.

Prescription
•  schedule and complete the construction activities

during the appropriate instream work window.
•  reslope the river bank to receive the revetment

(riprap).
•  transport excess material to an approved dumpsite or

use this material to create a berm above the new
riprapped slope.

•  remove loose material from the bank, fill pot-holes
with granular material and tamp it in.

•  the riprap has to meet Standard Specifications for
Highway Construction for Class 250 (85% of rocks
larger than 25 kg, 50% larger than 250 kg, and 15%
larger than 750 kg) and Class 500 (85% of rocks
larger than 50 kg, 50% larger than 500 kg, and 15%
larger than 1500 kg).

•  carefully place a layer of blasted durable angular
rock of Class 500 at the toe and of Class 250 up the
slope as shown in Figure 1.

•  the length of the riprap revetment is 88 m.
•  once the riprap has been placed, soil exposed by the

construction work will be reseeded to reduce erosion
and sediment potential.

Figure 1. Riprap revetment.

Equipment
•  Link-Belt LS4300 and LS3400 hydraulic excavators
•  4 gravel trucks
•  Finning Air Track Rock Drill
Construction procedure
•  construction activities were scheduled for three days

and completed from August 12 to August 14, 1997
during the instream work window.
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•  preparation of construction site and riprap placement
were done by a Link-Belt LS3400 hydraulic
excavator (Figure 2).

•  because the river bank was too high to work from the
road, the Link-Belt LS3400 excavator built and
worked from a bench between the road and river to
install the riprap apron.

•  the river bank had stabilized at a 1:1 slope, so only
limited trimming was needed to reslope the bank and
form a uniform surface for the riprap apron.

•  material from the bench construction and slope
trimming was used to reshape the eroded river bank.

•  riprap material was produced in a nearby quarry,
loaded by the Link-Belt LS4300 excavator (Figure 3),
and hauled to the construction site by the four dump
trucks.

•  to provide a stable foundation and protection against
undercutting, the Link Belt LS3400 excavator placed
riprap Class 500 at the toe of the slope, and
continued with controlled placement of riprap Class
250 to produce a rock mass with dimensions as
shown in Figure 1.

•  to provide riprap stability and a regular surface with
a minimum of voids, the excavator rearranged
selected rocks as necessary.

Production and Cost
•  1310 m3  of rock were used to construct the 88-m

riprap revetment.
•  the total construction cost of $24,235 resulted in unit

cost of $18.50/m3  of placed rock or $275/lineal m of
the riprap section.

Observations and comments
•  the completed revetment met all requirements set by

the technical design.
•  because of the relatively high costs, the use of this

technique requires careful and site-specific technical,
environmental, and financial evaluation.

References
Wild Stone Engineering Ltd., 1996. Level II Professional
Assessment of Four Sites within the Telkwa River
Watershed. Prepared for Pacific Inland Resources. FRBC
Contract No.: 96-FRBC-3. 78 pp.
McElhanney Consulting Services Ltd., 1997. Final
Project Report Telkwa River FSR. 3pp and attachment.
For further information, contact:
Allan Baxter, Operations Assistant, West Fraser Mills
Ltd., P.O. Box 3130, Smithers, BC V0J 2N0. Tel.:
(250) 847-2656, Fax.: (250) 847-5520

Jim K. Morrison, P.Eng., Wild Stone Engineering Ltd.
102-3310 Skaha Lake Rd., Penticton, BC V2A 6G4. Tel.:
(250) 493-3947, Fax.: (250) 493-9238

David G. Porterfield, EIT, McElhanney Consulting
Services Ltd., P.O. Box 787, 3578 Victoria Drive,
Smithers,  BC V0J 2N0. Tel . :  (250) 847-4040, Fax.:
(250) 847-4160

Greg Hansen, Hansen Drilling and Contracting Ltd., 1920
Laurer Street, Terrace, BC V8G 4Y4. Tel.: (250) 635-
5863
Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and
is published only for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of others
that might be suitable.

© Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research Institute
of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 3. Link-Belt LS4300 loading Moxy truck.

Figure 2. Link-Belt LS3400 placing riprap.



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 7

Stream Complexing using Logs in Lucille Creeks, Squamish River Watershed

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
September 1997

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
Squamish River Watershed Committee, Squamish,
BC

Equipment
A variety of manual and motor-manual tools were
used as follows:

•  chain saw and axe

•  chain saw winch (900 kg) and hand operated
come-along winches (800 and 3 600 kg)

•  lifting tongs

•  snatch blocks

•  aircraft grade steel cable (6 mm diameter) and
fastening hardware

Location
Terminal Forest Products Ltd., Forest Licence in the
Squamish River watershed, Squamish Forest District

Site characteristics
•  moist submaritime Coastal Western Hemlock

(CWHms) ecosystem

•  Lucille Creek, a tributary of Chance Creek,
provides refuge for trout during high flows in
Chance Creek.

•  logging activity in 1983 had reduced the naturally
occurring large woody debris in Lucille Creek and
the conifer trees in its riparian zone which
provide the future source of debris.

Prescription
•  enhance the fish-bearing capacity of Lucille

Creek by adding coarse woody debris (Figure 1).
Rehabilitative measures include building log
structures (complexing) to form pools and
enhance fish habitat.

•  rehabilitate disturbed areas and stream banks with
erosion control grass mixes and planted conifer
and brush species. Revegetation measures will
serve to stabilize stream banks, provide shade
which lowers stream temperatures, provide litter
fall to enhance food sources (insects) for fish, and
promote more diverse habitat for wildlife.

•  provide training in the technical aspects of
watershed restoration work to displaced forestry
workers and First Nation groups in the local
community (Tobe et al. 1997).

Figure 1. Logs cabled together to serve as large
woody debris in Lucille Creek.
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Operating procedure
•  log structures were placed across the stream to

provide overhead shade and protective cover for
fish. Some structures were positioned in the
stream bed to form pools for fish habitat.

•  conifer logs suitable for complexing were
identified adjacent to Lucille Creek. Deadfalls
(preferably) or standing trees were selected and
bucked into manageable lengths suitable for
skidding.

•  logs were skidded to the the creek and positioned
manually using a combination of come-along
winches, snatch blocks and lifting tongs.

•  logs were placed across streams in a criss-cross
pattern simulating the natural pattern of deadfalls.
Logs were secured in place using aircraft cable
and fasteners and the structures were anchored to
either boulders (>50 cm in diameter) or trees and
stumps along the creek bank (Figure 2). To
strengthen log structures, criss-crossed logs were
keyed together by cutting out a notch in the log
that would accept the crossed log and this rough
joint was tied together with cables (Figure 3).

References
Tobe, E.; Gebauer, M.; Moore, B.; Bodnar, B. 1997.
Riparian Restoration in the Squamish and Lillooet
River Watersheds. Streamline: B.C.’s Stream
Restoration Technical Bulletin. Vol. 2/No. 3. pp 8-13.

For further information, contact:
Brad Bodnar, Contract Supervisor for Squamish
Watershed Committee, Tricouni Forest Management,
P.O. Box 527, Brackendale, BC, V0N 1H0. Tel.:
(604) 898-2004

Jim Scott, Habitat Biologist, Scott Resource Services
Inc., 8426 Jennings St., Mission, BC, V2V 6M5. Tel.:
(604) 820-1415

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Large woody debris secured to a stump with
cables.

Figure 3. Criss-crossed logs notched and cabled
together.



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No:        8

Bioengineering for Terrain stability in Upper Chance Creek in the Squamish River
Watershed

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
Septem ber, 1997

Source
Riparian Restoration in the Squam ish and Lillooet
River Watersheds, Feature article in Stream line.

Contractor
Squam ish River Watershed Com mittee, Squam ish,BC

Location
Term inal Forest Products, Ltd., Forest Licence in the
Squam ish River watershed, north of Squam ish in the
Squam ish Forest D istrict

Site characteristics
•  moist subm aritim e Coastal Western Hemlock

ecosystem

•  Chance C reek, a tributary  of the C heakamus
River, is a Class S3 to S4 stream supporting
several species of trout

•  prev ious logging activity in 1993 had resulted in
unstable stream  bank s and deforested riparian
zones along  some portions of the creek .

Prescription
•  reduce the potential for sedim entation and

enhance the the riparian z ones of upper Chance
creek  throug h bank  stabilization. Rehabilitativ e
measures will include the installation of of

bioengineered structures and the planting  of brush
and confer species.

•  prov ide training  in the technical aspects of
watershed restoration work  to displaced forestry
workers and first nation g roups from  the local
community  (Tobe et. al. 1997).

Operating procedure
•  wattling  consisting  of willow and cottonwood

whips interwoven as bundles were buried in
trenches.

•  following the slope contour, trenches were lay ed
out 2-9 m apart, enoug h to ensure a sufficient area
of soil between trenches to cov er the whip
bundles. The lineal m etres of budles were
estimated

•  to prepare bundles, 3 -4 live, dorm ant hardwood
whips appoximately 1 m long were gathered
together and the ends g ently  interwoven.

•  starting  at the top of the slope, the trenches were
dug wide enoug h to accom modate the width of a
bundle and stak e and the excavated trench was
boot pack ed

Figure 1. Completed log weir.
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•  bundles were placed end to end in the trenches
and staked with 30 - 50 cm hardwood whips (>2
cm diameter)

•  to cover the trenches, enough soil was pulled from
upslope to cover the staked bundles

Observations and Comments
•  for live planting stock (sprouting) or where the

whips are susceptable to damage, bundles should
be prepared each morning to meet the daily
requirements.

•  planting stock should be stored in a coll dry place
to reduce stress.

•  several survival checks are recommended: the
first shortly after planting to check if th plants
have leafed out, and a second in mid-September.
subsequently an annual check is recommended.

•  Revegetating the riparian zones will serve to
stabilize stream banks, provide shade which
lowers stream temperatures, provide litter fall to
enhance food sources (insects) for fish and will
promote more diverse habitat for wildlife.

References
Tobe, E.; Gebauer, M.; Moore, B.; Bodnar, B. 1997;
Riparian Restoration in the Squamish and Lillooet
River Watersheds. Streamline; B.C.’s Stream
Restoration Technical Bulletin. Vol. 2/No. 3. pp 8-13.

For further information, contact:
Brad Bodnar, Contract Supervisor for Squamish River
Watershed Committee,Tricouni Forest Management,
P.O. Box 527 Brackendale, BC, V0N 1H0. Tel.: (604)
898-2093

Jim Scott, Habitat Biologist

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Large woody debris secured to a stump with
cables



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 9

Stream Bank and Channel Stabilization in a Braided, Multichannel Section of
Hiuihill Creek, Near Adams Lake, BC

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date
August 1998

Source
FERIC field visit

Level 2 fish habitat restoration prescriptions
developed by AGRA Earth & Environmental Limited,
Calgary, Alberta

Contractor(s)
International Forest Products Ltd., Adams Lake, BC

Wallis Environmental Aquatics Ltd., Salmon Arm, BC

Sanders & Company Contracting Ltd., Sorrento, BC

Future Forest, Vernon, BC

Equipment
•  Caterpillar 320 BL excavator

•  various hand tools

Location
On private property in the Hiuihill Creek watershed,
near Adams Lake, BC.

Prescription
•  excavate through the centre of the braided

channel section to help create a more prominent
single channel.

•  build rock spurs (approximately 40 m total length)
to deflect water towards the centre of the
excavated channel (Figure 1).

•  apply bioengineering techniques, including tree
revetments, brush layers and traverses, and live
fascines (approximately 1000 m total length) to
further protect stream banks and channel bars in
this creek section.

•  fencing is planned to promote a continuous
riparian corridor.

•  instream work was to be conducted between July
15th to September 1st, 1998.  This time span is
considered to be during a low risk period for local
fish species.

•  monitor stream reach over time for signs of future
bank and channel instability.

•  remediation measures at this site have a high
priority.

Site characteristics
•  the site is located within the Thompson moist warm

Interior Cedar-Hemlock (ICHmw3) ecosystem.

•  Hiuihill Creek has an S2 classification (>5 ≤ 20 m
wide); the predicted 50-year flood maximum
instantaneous discharge is 35 m3/s, with a
maximum velocity of up to 3 m/s.

Figure 1. Rock spur showing size of material used for
construction. Note eroding bank in background.
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•  the creek is a braided, multichannel system that
has high rates of bank erosion and sediment
deposition.

•  in the past this site had a confined single channel
with a low width to depth ratio.

•  the stream bank is eroding at a bend in the creek,
creating a sediment source/input unfavourable to
fish habitat and channel stability.

Operating procedure
•  the Caterpillar 320 BL excavator excavated

through a channel bar to create a new main
channel, and placed rock riprap (approx. 415 m3)
to build four water-deflecting spurs.

•  the rock spurs were built low (approx. 1 m) to
allow water to overflow the spurs during high
flow (Figure 2).  This will promote sediment
deposition behind the spurs as water levels
recede.

•  live fascines, brush layers and traverses will be
planted in the spring of 1999 when the cuttings
are dormant; planting will be done by hand and no
instream work will be required.

Equipment description and specification
•  the Caterpillar 320 BL excavator has an

approximate operating weight of 21 000 kg and a
rated power of 96 kW.

Production/study results
•  the total cost of this bank and channel

stabilization was estimated at $70 000, including
the materials, installation and engineering costs
for the bioengineering, rock spurs, and fencing.

Observations and comments
•  the rock source for building the spurs was

approximately 5 km away.
•  erosion due to cattle grazing along the streambank

may be significant.  Fencing this riparian area, as
prescribed, is therefore a high priority.

•  future monitoring of the installation site and
adjacent areas is an important aspect of the
rehabilitation work in this watershed.  Several
other sites along Hiuihill Creek have had instream
work done to promote bank and channel
stabilization (see Operations: Streams, Articles
No. 10 and 11).

References
Agra Earth & Environmental Limited. 1998. Hiuihill
Creek Channel Condition and Prescription Assessment:
Detail Design of Stream Channel Prescriptions.
Unpublished report prepared for International Forest
Products Ltd., Adams Lake, BC. 36 pp.

For further information, contact:
Alan Thorne, International Forest Products Ltd.,
RR#2 Chase, BC, V0E 1M0.  Tel.: (250) 679-3234,
Fax.: (250) 679-3545

Michael Wallis, Wallis Environmental Aquatics Ltd.,
Box 1066, Salmon Arm, BC, V1E 4P2.
Tel.: (250) 832-6024, Fax.: (250) 832-5452

Wayne Haskell, Sanders & Company Contracting
Ltd., Box 279, Sorrento, BC, V0E 2W0.
Tel.: (250) 675-3428, Fax.: (250) 675-3429

Mary Fraser, Future Forest, RR#7, Site 13, Comp. 64,
Vernon, BC, V1T 7Z3.  Tel.: (250) 542-2498
Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.
  Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure  2. Rock spur showing its width and shallow depth.



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 10

Stream Bank and Channel Stabilization Along a Heavily Disturbed Section of
Hiuihill Creek, Near Adams Lake, BC

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date
August 1998

Source
FERIC field visit

Level 2 fish habitat restoration prescriptions
developed by AGRA Earth & Environmental Limited,
Calgary, Alberta.

Contractor(s)
International Forest Products Ltd., Adams Lake, BC
Wallis Environmental Aquatics Ltd., Salmon Arm, BC
Sanders & Company Contracting Ltd., Sorrento, BC
Future Forest, Vernon, BC

Equipment
•  Caterpillar 320 BL excavator

•  various hand tools

Location
On private property in the Hiuihill Creek watershed,
near Adams Lake, BC.

Prescription
•  install tree revetments and brush layers (regular

and heavy duty) along the outside of the meander
to protect eroding stream banks and channel bars.

•  place riprap along the bottom of the stream bank
and between tree/log revetments (Figure 1).

•  fencing is planned to promote a continuous
riparian corridor, and any established riparian
vegetation is to be protected.

•  instream work was to be conducted between July
15th to September 1st, 1998.  This time span is
considered to be during a low risk period for local
fish species.

•  monitor the stream reach in future for signs of
bank and channel instability, especially on the
inside bend of the meander.

•  remediation measures at this site have a high
priority.

Site characteristics
•  the site is located within the Thompson moist warm

Interior Cedar-Hemlock (ICHmw3) ecosystem.

•  Hiuihill Creek has an S2 classification (>5 ≤ 20 m
wide); the predicted 50-year flood maximum
instantaneous discharge is 35 m3/s, with a
maximum velocity of up to 3 m/s.

•  the creek at this location has a fairly sharp bend
and has created a new channel along an old road
for approximately 400 m.  A midchannel bar has
developed and high rates of bank erosion along
the outside meander are evident.

Figure 1. Large rock riprap placed at bottom of stream
bank and between tree revetments along the outside bend of
Hiuihill Creek.
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•  agricultural use and an old road has resulted in the
loss of riparian vegetation at this and many other
reaches along Hiuihill Creek.

•  the stream bank is eroding at a nearby bend in the
creek, causing loss of (private) land and creating a
sediment source/input unfavourable to fish habitat
and channel stability (Figure 2).

Operating procedure
•  the Caterpillar 320 BL excavator placed the rock

riprap and built the tree revetments.  See Figure 3
for a typical tree revetment installation.

•  the brush layers (regular and heavy duty) will be
planted in the spring of 1999 when the cuttings are
dormant; planting will be done by hand and no
instream work will be required.

Equipment description and specification
•  the Caterpillar 320 BL excavator has an

approximate operating weight of 21 000 kg and a
rated power of 96 kW.

Production/study results
•  the total cost of this bank and channel

stabilization was estimated at $35 600, including
the materials, installation, and engineering costs
Included in this estimate are 224 m3 of riprap,
3800 cuttings, 42 pieces of large woody debris,
1800 rooted stock and 220 m of fencing.

•  this site took approximately 4 crew days to finish.

Observations and comments
•  the rock source used for riprap was approximately

5 km away.
•  the land which was being lost along the stream

bank was private land used for cattle grazing.
•  cooperation with the landowner greatly enhanced

the feasibility of this remediation project.
•  erosion due to cattle grazing along the streambank

may be significant.  Fencing this riparian area, as
prescribed, is therefore a high priority.

•  future monitoring of the installation site and
adjacent areas is an important aspect of the
rehabilitation work in this watershed.  Several other
sites along Hiuihill Creek have had instream work
done to promote bank and channel stabilization
(see Operations: Streams, Articles No. 9 and 11)

References
AGRA Earth & Environmental Limited. 1998. Hiuihill
Creek Channel Condition and Prescription Assessment:
Detail Design of Stream Channel Prescriptions.
Unpublished report prepared for International Forest
Products Ltd., Adams Lake, BC. 36 pp.
For further information, contact:
Alan Thorne, International Forest Products Ltd., RR#2
Chase, BC, V0E 1M0.  Tel.: (250) 679-3234,
Fax.: (250) 679-3545
Michael Wallis, Wallis Environmental Aquatics Ltd., Box
1066, Salmon Arm, BC, V1E 4P2. Tel.: (250) 832-6024,
Fax.: (250) 832-5452
Wayne Haskell, Sanders & Company Contracting Ltd., Box
279, Sorrento, BC, V0E 2W0.  Tel.: (250) 675-3428,
Fax.: (250) 675-3429
Mary Fraser, Future Forest, RR#7, Site 13, Comp. 64,
Vernon, BC, V1T 7Z3.  Tel.: (250) 542-2498
Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest community.
It does not constitute an endorsement by FERIC of a
product or service to the exclusion of others that may be
suitable.
  Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure  2. An outside bend of Hiuihill Creek showing five
tree revetments.  Gravel at bottom of figure is part of a
midchannel bar.

Figure 3. Schematic showing typical installation details
(adapted from Agra Earth and Environmental Ltd., 1998).



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 11

Stream Bank Stabilization at a Sharp Bend in Hiuihill Creek Near Adams Lake, BC

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date
August 1998

Source
FERIC field visit

Level 2 fish habitat restoration prescriptions
developed by AGRA Earth & Environmental Limited,
Calgary, Alberta

Contractor
International Forest Products Ltd., Adams Lake, BC

Wallis Environmental Aquatics Ltd., Salmon Arm, BC

Sanders & Company Contracting Ltd., Sorrento, BC

Future Forest, Vernon, BC

Equipment
•  Caterpillar 320 BL excavator

•  various hand tools

Location
On private property in the Hiuihill Creek watershed,
near Adams Lake, BC.

Prescription
•  armouring of Hiuihill Creek using large woody

debris (LWD)/log revetment and brush layering
techniques (approximately 50 m total bank length).
Revetments are facings placed on stream banks to
protect against water flow, and they have the
ability to affect local flow velocities, sediment
transport and stream bank erosion.

•  monitor stream reach for signs of future bank and
channel instability.

•  instream work was to be conducted between July
15th to September 1st, 1998. This time span is
considered to be during a low risk period for local
fish species.

•  remediation measures at this site have a high
priority.

Site characteristics
•  the site is located within the Thompson moist warm

Interior Cedar-Hemlock (ICHmw3) ecosystem.

•  Hiuihill Creek has an S2 classification (>5 ≤ 20 m
wide); the predicted 50-year flood maximum
instantaneous discharge is 35 m3/s, at a maximum
velocity of up to 3 m/s.

•  at this site the stream bank is eroding at a sharp
bend in the creek, creating a sediment
source/input unfavourable to fish habitat and
channel stability.

Operating procedure
•  the Caterpillar 320 BL excavator prepared the log

revetment and brush layering sites (Figure 1), and
placed the logs and large rock riprap.  The lowest
layer of riprap was pounded into the soil using the
bucket of the excavator.

Figure 1.  Excavator preparing the brush layering planting
sites just above the log revetment and rock riprap.
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•  log revetments were installed by first excavating
two trenches perpendicular to each other in a T
shape.  The trenches were then lined with rock.  A
tieback/footer log was laid (parallel to the bank)
in the T-trench followed by a second log
(perpendicular to the first) which protruded (1-1.5
m) into the waterway.  The two logs were cabled
to each other and then the excavator backfilled the
trench.

•  large rock riprap (up to 1 m diameter) was placed
between the log revetments to help dissipate the
stream energy and protect the stream bank
(Figure 2).

•  brush layers will be planted in the spring of 1999
when the cuttings are dormant; planting will be
done by hand and no instream work will be
required. The planting sites will be just above the
log revetment and rock riprap as shown in Figure 1.

•  for details of a typical tree revetment (root wad
intact) installation see Operations: Streams,
Article 10.

Equipment description and specification
•  the Caterpillar 320 BL excavator has an

approximate operating weight of 21 000 kg and a
rated power of 96 kW.

Production/study results
•  the total cost of this bank stabilization was

estimated at $9800, including materials, installation
and engineering costs for the bioengineering, log
revetments, and fencing.

Observations and comments
•  the LWD/log revetments need to be positioned as

low as possible in the stream bank, making
installation difficult during high water levels.
Water levels were low during the construction
period which simplified the installation phase.

•  stringers from a nearby deactivated bridge were
reused as log revetments.  Although these logs did
not have root wads, it was felt that they would
perform well at protecting this site.

•  future monitoring of the installation site and
adjacent areas is an important aspect of the
rehabilitation work in this watershed.

•  Several other sites along Hiuihill Creek have had
instream work to promote bank and channel
stabilization (see Operations: Streams, Articles
No. 9 and 10).

References
Agra Earth & Environmental Limited. 1998. Hiuihill
Creek Channel Condition and Prescription Assessment:
Detail Design of Stream Channel Prescriptions.
Unpublished report prepared for International Forest
Products Ltd., Adams Lake, BC. 36 pp.

For further information, contact:
Alan Thorne, International Forest Products Ltd.,
RR#2 Chase, BC, V0E 1M0.  Tel.: (250) 679-3234,
Fax.: (250) 679-3545

Michael Wallis, Wallis Environmental Aquatics
Ltd., Box 1066, Salmon Arm, BC, V1E 4P2.
Tel.:(250) 832-6024, Fax.: (250) 832-5452

Wayne Haskell, Sanders & Company Contracting Ltd.,
Box 279, Sorrento, BC, V0E 2W0. Tel.: (250) 675-3428,
Fax.: (250) 675-3429

Mary Fraser, Future Forest, RR#7, Site 13, Comp. 64,
Vernon, BC, V1T 7Z3.  Tel.: (250) 542-2498

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure  2.  A log revetment showing large rock riprap on
either side of the protruding log.



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 12

Use of Instream Structures to Modify Water Flow in Mercantile Creek

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
November 1997

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
SNC-LAVALIN Inc., Vancouver

Equipment
•  Hitachi 350 EX excavator with standard bucket

and live thumb

 Location
 Mercantile Creek near Ucluelet, in the South Island
Forest District

 Site Characteristics
•  very wet hypermaritime Coastal Western

Hemlock (CWHvh1)

•  Mercantile Creek is currently a back-up or
alternate water supply for the communities of
Ucluelet and Port Albion.

•  changes in stream morphology over time had led
to aggradation in the main channel and a recent
breach of the stream bank resulted in a portion of
the flow from Mercantile Creek being diverted
into Thornton Creek. Mercantile Creek splits
immediately upstream from the breach; the main
channel flows to the left and the right branch
rejoins the main channel several hundred metres
downstream. The breach occurred in the right
branch and 40 to 70% of the flow from
Mercantile Creek was diverted into Thornton
Creek. Until an alternative water supply was
brought on-line in mid-1997, low flow volumes in
Mercantile Creek were considered inadequate to
meet community water supply requirements.

 Prescription
•  modify stream morphology in Mercantile Creek to

prevent water being diverted to Thornton Creek,
particularly during periods of low flow. Large
woody debris was anchored in the main stream
(Figure 1) to induce scour and deepen the channel
to maintain a clear pathway for water into an
excavated channel, and away from the Thornton
Creek diversion.

 Operating procedure
•  prior to working instream, fish access was

blocked from the work site. The portion of the
stream within the work area was electro-shocked,
and resident fish were netted and relocated.

•  an access path for the excavator was constructed
from the nearest logging road (<300 m).

 
 Figure 1. Bed scour-inducing log anchored to
streambed.
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•  the main stream channel of Mercantile Creek
(left) was excavated over a length of
approximately 50 m to accommodate an
anticipated increase in flow following the
diversion.

•  just upstream from the excavated channel, a log
was positioned and anchored instream to induce
bed scour at the inlet of a channel leading away
from the Thornton Creek diversion channel. The
purpose of the log was to narrow and concentrate
the streamflow at this point. The main stream
channel would be scoured downstream to a lower
depth than in the right channel.

•  the diversion log was secured in place using
galvanized cable straps stapled over the log and
anchored to large ballast rocks in the stream bed
(Figure 2). The cable was anchored by boring
holes into selected boulders, injecting adhesive,
and inserting rope ends into each hole. The
buoyancy of the log and size of the anchor rocks
determined the spacing of anchor cables.

 
•  the low flow log would be over topped by higher

stream flows several times per season, exerting
considerable strain on the installation. As an
added security measure, one end of the log was
tethered to the trunk of a tree on the adjacent
stream bank. Rub boards were used to prevent
damage to the tree trunk by the cable tether.

•  on the right branch of Mercantile Creek adjacent
to the breach, a large-diameter log served as a
natural high water weir and a protective gravel
bar had developed behind it. In recent years,
scouring of the stream bed adjacent to the log had
resulted in stream flows beneath the log weir
which contributed to the diverted flows into
Thornton Creek. Riprap was placed below this log
to block the flow and along the stream bank to
prevent erosion. Excavated gravel from the left
channel was used to replace eroded material and
to augment the naturally occurring deposits
behind the weir log.

•  the stream bank and backfilled areas were seeded
with erosion-control grass mixes.

•  a large root ball and riprap were used to block the
breached stream exit into Thorton Creek.

 

 Observations and comments
•  the mitigative measures used here are intended to

be a short-term solution to the problem of
managing water flow in Mercantile Creek.

For further information, contact:
Brian Retzer, BC Ministry of Environment, Lands and
Parks, 202 - 4917 Pemberton Road, Port Alberni, BC,
V9Y 5J8. Tel.: (250) 724-9290

Jonathan Gibson, J.W. Geomorphology, 6-455 West
18th Ave, Vancouver, BC, V5Y 2A9. Tel.: (604) 708-
2189

Scott Babakaiff, Babakaiff and Associates Inc.
Geoscience, 569 West 18th Ave, Vancouver, BC,
V5Z 1V7. Tel. : (604) 874 8733

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

 
 Figure 2. Anchoring point for scour log.



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 13

Stream Bank Protection Using Boulder Clusters and Live Cuttings

on Windermere Creek

FRBC Region
Kootenay-Boundary

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
September 1998

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
AGRA Earth and Environmental Inc., Calgary, AB
and Kucera Engineers Inc., Golden, BC

Equipment
•  Menzi Muck 5000 T2 walking excavator

 Location
 On Windermere Creek northeast of the community of
Windermere and adjacent to the Westroc mine haul

road in the Invermere Forest District (operating area
of Slocan Group, Radium Division)

 Site characteristics and history
•  dry cool Montane Spruce (MSdk) ecosystem

•  Windermere Creek is the largest tributary to
Windermere Lake and is a regionally important
fish stream. Its outlet provides spawning habitat
for kokanee salmon. In addition, bull, eastern
brook, and westslope cutthroat trout have been
reported in the lower reaches.

•  over time, timber harvesting, mining, agriculture
and residential development within the watershed
have caused erosion and aggradation, and created
artificial barriers to fish passage.

 Prescription
•  A 170-m section of eroding streambank at the toe

of a valley wall was a significant sediment source
to the stream. Rehabilitative measures include
using a combination of boulder clusters and live
cuttings at the toe of the slope to reduce sediment
input into the stream and to restore fish habitat.

 Operating procedure
•  1-m diameter boulders were positioned in a

cluster pattern close to the toe of the right
streambank such that the current would not be
directed towards the opposite bank. The boulders
were positioned to reduce stream flow rate
adjacent to the toe to minimize erosion, and to
improve fish habitat (Figure 1).

•  boulders were placed in pre-excavated holes, so
that the top of any boulder was a maximum of 0.3
m above the streambed. Spoil material was placed
outside the channel and floodplain.

 
Figure 1. Boulder cluster is located adjacent to
streambank.
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•  boulders within a cluster were spaced between 0.8
and 1.5 m apart, and adjacent clusters were
spaced a minimum of 5 m apart. The final
placement of boulders was influenced by flow
patterns in the stream and the locations of riffles
and pools.

•  woody debris complete with root wads was cabled
into position along the toe of the slope to act as
sill logs for added bank stabilization and
enhancement of habitat (Figure 2).

•  tree revetment consisting of live willow stakes
(cuttings 400 to 800 mm long by 15 to 40 mm in
diameter) were planted in a 1.0-m triangular
spacing pattern along the toe of the streambank
just above the boulder clusters.

•  the live stakes, angle-cut at the basal end, were
tamped into the ground at right angles to the slope
face to a depth of four-fifths the stake length. Live
stakes were driven into the ground with a dead
blow hammer (hammer head filled with shot or
sand) and the soil was firmly packed.

•  on all disturbed areas, topsoil was replaced and
seeded with erosion control grass mix.

 Equipment description and specification
                                   Menzi Muck 5000 T2 excavator
 Approximate weight (kg)  6 000
 Ground pressure (kg/cm2)  0.38
 Maximum digging depth (m)  5.5
 Maximum reach (m)  7.6
 
 For a description of a similar machine (Schaeff
Walking Excavator), see Operations: Stream
Channels, Article No. 4.

 Production/study results
•  total cost including purchase of 45 boulders, 1190

cuttings, 16 hours of excavator time and 60 hours
of labour was $6633.

 Observations and comments
•  the use of a walking excavator allowed access to

the work site from the road with minimal
disturbance to the streambank and adjacent
riparian area.

For further information, contact:
Vivian Jablanczy, Slocan Forest Products Ltd.,
Radium Division, P.O. Box 39, Radium Hot Springs,
BC, V0A 1M0. Tel: (250) 347-6407

Sue Crowley, Ministry of Environment, Lands and
Parks, P.O. Box 2949, Invermere, BC, V0A 1K0. Tel:
(250) 342-4266

Liv Hundal, AGRA Earth & Environmental, #221 - 18
Street S.E., Calgary, AB, T2E 6J5. Tel.: (403) 569-
6538

Jon Bisset, AGRA Earth & Environmental Inc., Unit
#3, 600 Industrial Rd #1, Cranbrook, BC, V1C 4C6.
Tel: (250) 426-7445

Chuck Kucera, Kucera Engineers Inc., P.O. Box 1079,
Golden, BC, V0A 1H0. Tel: (250) 344-5269

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Woody debris was secured to boulders to
enhance streambank protection.



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 14

Manual Stream Cleaning in the Kalum Valley, Kalum Forest District*

                                                          
* It was the second part of a helicopter-and-manual cleaning trial. For details on helicopter cleaning see Kosicki (1996).

FRBC Region
Skeena-Bulkley

Author
Kris T. Kosicki

Date
August 1997

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
Sid Peltier, White River Helicopters Inc., Terrace, BC

Location
Skeena Cellulose Inc., Tree Farm Licence 1 and Forest
Licence Agreement 16835, in the Kalum valley, Prince
Rupert Forest Region, Kalum Forest District.

Site characteristics
•  submontane wet submaritime Coastal Western

Hemlock (CWHws1) ecosystem
•  western hemlock (60%) and amabilis fir (40%)

averaging 520 m3/ha and 1.21 m3/tree (net
volume)

•  harvested (clearcut) in winter 1996/97 with
grapple yarders

•  cutblock area rolling to steep
•  S6 Riparian Class streams with reach gradients

from 2 to 55%, channel depths from 0.1 to 0.2 m,
channel widths from 0.3 to 1.5 m, stream sidewall
slopes from 5 to 85%, and stream wall distances
from 0.1 to 30 m

Prescription
•  remove logging slash deposited in streams during

harvesting activities and pile it beyond the
stream’s ridges to prevent re-entry of the slash
into the stream channel, but retain natural stream
large woody debris (LWD).

Operating procedure
•  the stream cleaning crew consisted of four

members.
•  small branches and chunks up to 1 m did not

require bucking or delimbing (Figure 1) and could
be removed by one person.

•  in reaches with heavy debris loads, larger material
and tangled branches were first bucked with a
power saw (Figure 2) and then removed by hand.

Equipment
•  chainsaw
•  personal protective clothing

Production
Skeena Cellulose Inc. performed a detailed production
and cost study of manual stream cleaning in the
Kalum valley and prepared a report for FRBC. Study
results (Table 1) are from Jobb and Kelly (1998). For
productivity and cost of helicopter cleaning, see
Kosicki (1996).

Figure 1. Manual cleaning of a heavy debris-load section.
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Table 1. Productivity (lineal metres/4-person-
crew hour), and cost ($/lineal metre) of manual
cleaning. (After Jobb and Kelly, 1998, slightly
modified).

Debris load
1 Productivity

(lineal m/h)
Cost2

($/lineal m)

light 25.2 4.74
moderate 14.9 8.25

heavy 10.0 12.00
1Debris load categories:
light: small twigs and  branches, small chunks up to 1 m in length,
gully bottom visible
moderate: debris as in the light category but larger, gully up to
1/3 full with gaps between slash, not continuous cover
heavy: debris as before, gully over 1/2 full, continuous cover.
2
Unit cost in Table 1 based on total hourly cost of $120

for the  4-member crew.

Observations and comments
•  FERIC staff observed the manual cleaning

operation in Big Cedar River, a tributary of the
Kalum River.

•  the procedure closely followed the prescription
and the quality of the cleaning was considered
very satisfactory.

•  in comparison with the helicopter cleaning,
manual stream cleaning is a low-productivity
but cost-efficient operation.

•  crew members found manual stream cleaning to
be physically demanding and monotonous.

•  manual cleaning is feasible only if the debris has
to be moved short distances; steep and long
stream sidewalls may preclude manual cleaning.

References
Jobb, T.; Kelly, A.J. 1998. Operational trial of stream
and gully debris removal. A Joint Project of Skeena
Cellulose Inc, Terrace Woodlands, Forest Renewal
BC, and Ministry of Forest, Kalum District. Forest
Renewal BC Reference. No. PR-25-96-0214.

Kosicki, K.T. 1996. Post-harvest stream cleaning
using Eagle Claw Helicopter Grapple. FERIC.
Vancouver. Compendium of Watershed Restoration
Activities, Techniques and Trials in Western Canada,
Operations: Stream Channels, Article No. 1. 2 p.
For further information, contact:
Trevor Jobb, Area Superintendent, Skeena
Cellulose Inc., 4900 Keith Ave., Terrace, BC,
V8G 5L8. Tel.: (250) 638-5700, Fax.: (250) 638-5720

Sid Peltier,  White River Helicopters Inc. ,
3104 Hampton St. ,  Terrace, BC, V8G 5R5.
Tel.: (250) 638-1414, Fax.:  (250) 638-0888

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Bucking larger material
using a chainsaw.



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 15

V- Log Weir Installation in Windermere Creek

FRBC Region
Kootenay-Boundary

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
September 1998

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
AGRA Earth and Environmental, Calgary, AB and
Kucera Engineers Inc., Golden, BC

Equipment
•  Menzi Muck 5000 T2 Walking Excavator

provided by Kucera Engineers Inc., Golden, BC

 Location
 On Windermere Creek, upstream from the Highway
93/95 crossing within the community of Windermere
in the Invermere Forest District (operating area of
Slocan Group, Radium Division)

 Site characteristics and history
•  dry cool Montane Spruce (MSdk) ecosystem

•  Windermere Creek is the largest tributary to
Windermere Lake and is a regionally important
fish stream. Its outlet provides spawning habitat
for kokanee salmon. In addition, bull, eastern
brook, and westslope cutthroat trout have been
reported in the lower reaches.

•  over time, timber harvesting, mining, agriculture
and residential development within the watershed
have caused erosion and aggradation, and created
artificial barriers to fish passage.

 Prescription
•  large woody debris spanned the stream channel at

one point resulting in a 1-m waterfall which was a
barrier to fish passage. Rehabilitative measures
include removal of the large woody debris and
replacing it with two log V-weirs to maintain the
existing stream gradient and upstream pool.

 Operating procedure
•  four logs, 5 m long by 0.6 m in diameter, were

sourced from sound, straight coniferous trees,
delimbed and debarked prior to delivery to the
site.

•  logs were set into a pre-excavated trench in the
streambed. The trench was sloped down towards
the middle of the weir to concentrate flow
towards midstream (Figure 1).

•  logs extend upstream, against the direction of
flow, from the banks to the middle of the weir.
Log ends were cut to form the notch (apex) of the
weir and pinned together using rebar drift pins.

 

 

 
 Figure 1. V-log weir in place.
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•  the top of the log sill at the notch was set at a
height not exceeding 0.3 m above the streambed.
The bank tie-in locations were set 0.15 m above
the notch and the logs were positioned to taper
gradually from the notch to the tie-in point on the
bank.

•  at the tie-in locations, the log ends were deeply
buried in the bank for a distance of 1.5 - 2.0 m
and backfilled with rock.

•  on all disturbed areas, topsoil was replaced and
seeded with erosion control grass mix. The
stability of streambanks was enhanced by planting
willow and native shrub species.

 Equipment description and specification
                                       Menzi Muck 5000 T2 excavator
 Approximate weight (kg)  6 000
 Ground pressure (kg/cm2)  0.38
 Maximum digging depth (m)  5.5
 Maximum reach (m)  7.6
 
 For a description of a similar machine (Schaeff
Walking Excavator), see Operations: Stream
Channels, Article No. 4.

 Production/study results
•  total cost including purchase of weir logs, 0.5 m3

of rock, rebar and miscellaneous hardware, 5
hours of excavator time and 20 hours of labour
was $3635.

 Observation and comments
•  the use of a walking excavator minimized

disturbance to the streambank and adjacent
riparian area.

For further information, contact:
Vivian Jablanczy, Slocan Forest Products Ltd.,
Radium Division, P.O. Box 39, Radium Hot Springs,
BC, V0A 1M0. Tel: (250) 347-6407

Sue Crowley, Ministry of Environment, Lands and
Parks, P.O. Box 2949, Invermere, BC, V0A 1K0. Tel:
(250) 342-4266

Liv Hundal, AGRA Earth & Environmental, #221 - 18
Street S.E., Calgary, AB, T2E 6J5. Tel.: (403) 569-
6538

Jon Bisset, AGRA Earth & Environmental Inc., Unit
#3, 600 Industrial Rd #1, Cranbrook, BC, V1C 4C6.
Tel: (250) 426-7445

Chuck Kucera, Kucera Engineers Inc., P.O. Box 1079,
Golden, BC, V0A 1H0. Tel: (250) 344-5269

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 16

Undercut Streambank Repair and Tree Revetment on Windermere Creek

FRBC Region
Kootenay-Boundary

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
September 1998

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
AGRA Earth and Environmental Inc., Calgary, AB
and Kucera Engineers Inc., Golden, BC

Equipment
•  Linkbelt LS2800 Q excavator with standard

bucket and live thumb
•  Menzi Muck 5000 T2 walking excavator

 Location
 On Windermere Creek northeast of the community of
Windermere and adjacent to the Westroc mine haul
road in the Invermere Forest District (operating area
of Slocan Group, Radium Division)

 Site characteristics and history
•  dry cool Montane Spruce (MSdk) ecosystem

•  Windermere Creek is the largest tributary to
Windermere Lake and is a regionally important
fish stream. Its outlet provides spawning habitat
for kokanee salmon. In addition, bull, eastern
brook, and westslope cutthroat trout have been
reported in the lower reaches.

•  over time, timber harvesting, mining, agriculture
and residential development within the watershed
have caused erosion and aggradation, and created
artificial barriers to fish passage.

 Prescription
•  a 30-m long undercut streambank, adjacent to the

road, was subject to moderate attack by the
channel and represented a point source of siltation
downstream. Streambank and adjacent riparian
vegetation was absent. Rehabilitative measures
include stabilizing the streambank and restoring
fish habitat by placing tree revetment and
vegetating the streambank (Figure 1).

 Operating procedure
•  three root wads, 5 m long by 0.6 m in diameter,

were embedded into the streambank at right
angles to the stream channel.

•  spaced 5 m apart along the streambank, root wads
were secured in place with rock riprap, 500 to 800
mm in diameter, and capped with bedding gravel
40 to 200 mm diameter, to a total depth of 1.0 m.
This was overtopped with granular fill (pit run
gravel) and contoured into the natural streambank.

•  tree revetment consisting of live willow stakes
(cuttings 400 to 800 mm long by 15 to 40 mm in
diameter) were planted in a 1.0-m triangular
spacing pattern along the 30 m of protected
streambank. 

 Figure 1. Streambank (left side) following
stabilization treatment.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

•  the live stakes, angle-cut at the basal end, were
tamped into the ground at right angles to the slope
face to a depth of four fifths the stake length. Live
stakes were driven into the ground with a dead
blow hammer (hammer head filled with shot or
sand) and the soil was firmly packed.

•  all disturbed areas were seeded with erosion
control grass mix.

 Production/study results
•  total cost including the purchase of 3 root wads, 5

m3 of rock riprap, 0.5 m3 of bedding gravel, 85
cuttings, 12.5 hours of excavator time and 24
hours of labour was $6360.

For further information, contact:
Vivian Jablanczy, Slocan Forest Products Ltd.,
Radium Division, P.O. Box 39, Radium Hot Springs,
BC, V0A 1M0. Tel: (250) 347-6407

Sue Crowley, Ministry of Environment, Lands and
Parks, P.O. Box 2949, Invermere, BC, V0A 1K0. Tel:
(250) 342-4266

Liv Hundal, AGRA Earth & Environmental, #221 - 18
Street S.E., Calgary, AB,T2E 6J5. Tel.: (403) 569-
6538

Jon Bisset, AGRA Earth & Environmental Inc., Unit
#3, 600 Industrial Rd #1, Cranbrook, BC, V1C 4C6.
Tel: (250) 426-7445

Chuck Kucera, Kucera Engineers Inc., P.O. Box 1079,
Golden, BC, V0A 1H0. Tel: (250) 344-5269

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 17

Stream Barrier Removal and Tree Revetment on Windermere Creek

FRBC Region
Kootenay-Boundary

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
September 1998

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor
AGRA Earth and Environmental, Calgary, AB and
Kucera Engineers Inc., Golden, BC

Equipment
•  Menzi Muck 5000 T2 Walking Excavator

provided by Kucera Engineering Inc. Golden, BC

 Location
 On Windermere Creek between Highway 93-95 and
Windermere Lake in the community of Windermere
in the Invermere Forest District (operating area of
Slocan Group, Radium Division)

 Site characteristics and history
•  dry cool Montane Spruce (MSdk) ecosystem

•  Windermere Creek is the largest tributary to
Windermere Lake and is a regionally important
fish stream. Its outlet provides spawning habitat
for kokanee salmon. In addition, bull, eastern
brook, and westslope cutthroat trout have been
reported in the lower reaches.

•  over time, timber harvesting, mining, agriculture
and residential development within the watershed
have caused erosion and aggradation and created
artificial barriers to fish passage.

 Prescription
•  a 1-m high dam composed of sediment and debris

was a barrier to fish passage. The site represented
the uppermost limit of kokanee spawning in 1996.
Rehabilitative measures include removal of
sediment and debris to permit fish passage.

•  instream large woody debris will be secured to
one stream bank to provide stream bank stability
and cover for fish. The stability of the streambank
will be further enhanced by planting willow and
native shrub cuttings.

 Operating procedure
 
•  instream logs were gathered and buried firmly

into the stream bank (Figure 1). The logs were
secured by a cable tied at the mid-point of each
tree, and attached to a deadman (a log, 5 m long
and >30 cm in diameter, buried horizontally 1 m
deep). The deadman logs were buried 2-3 m back
from the stream bank.

•  logs were placed lengthwise along the bank,
beginning at the downstream end, with the tips of
the logs (small diameter end) pointed
downstream. Large woody debris was handled
carefully to minimize loss of side branches.

 
 Figure 1. Woody material cabled to the streambank.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

•  the 1-m high dam was excavated and the
streambed resloped to allow fish passage.
Excavation was accomplished with a smooth and
gradual transition to the natural undisturbed
streambed and banks. Spoil material was placed
outside the channel and floodplain.

•  on all disturbed areas, topsoil was replaced and
seeded with erosion control grass mix.

 Equipment description and specification
                                         Menzi Muck 5000 T2 excavator  
 Approximate weight (kg)  6 000
 Ground pressure (kg/cm2)  0.38
 Maximum digging depth (m)  5.5
 Maximum reach (m)  7.6
 
 For a description of a similar machine (Schaeff
Walking Excavator), see Operations: Stream
Channels, Article No. 4.
 

 Production/study results
•  total cost including purchase of cable, 5 hours of

excavator time and 16 hours of labour, was $3 365.

 Observations and comments
•  the use of a walking excavator allowed access to

the work site from the road with minimal
disturbance across a public hiking area.

For further information, contact:
Vivian Jablanczy, Slocan Forest Products Ltd.,
Radium Division, P.O. Box 39, Radium Hot Springs,
BC, V0A 1M0. Tel: (250) 347-6407

Sue Crowley, Ministry of Environment, Lands and
Parks, P.O. Box 2949, Invermere, BC, V0A 1K0. Tel:
(250) 342-4266

Liv Hundal, AGRA Earth & Environmental, #221 - 18
Street S.E., Calgary, AB, T2E 6J5. Tel.: (403) 569-
6538

Jon Bisset, AGRA Earth & Environmental Inc., Unit
#3, 600 Industrial Rd #1, Cranbrook, BC, V1C 4C6.
Tel: (250) 426-7445

Chuck Kucera, Kucera Engineering Inc., P.O. Box
1079, Golden, BC, V0A 1H0. Tel: (250) 344-5269

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 18

Bar Stabilization Using Boulders and Logs Adjacent to Private Land in Chase Creek

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date
August 1998

Source
FERIC field visit

Chase Creek Assessment and Prescription Design by
AGRA Earth and Environmental Limited

Proponent
Chase Creek Community Association, Chase, BC

Equipment
•  Caterpillar 320 excavator

•  a crew of 3 with various hand tools including a
rock drill

•  threaded rebar of various lengths with washers
and bolts

•  polyester epoxy resin

Location
Near private land along Chase Creek, near the
community of Chase in the Kamloops Forest District

Site characteristics
•  Thompson moist warm Interior Cedar-Hemlock

(ICHmw3) ecosystem

•  Chase Creek has an S1 classification (> 20 m wide)
at this site, 1% gradient, and an estimated bankfull
discharge of 33 m3/s.  During large flood events
(1:100 years) the maximum instantaneous
discharge is estimated to be 75 m3/s.

•  the creek at this location is approximately 50-55 m
wide and braided, and contains midchannel and
sidechannel gravel bars.

•  the creek bank is eroding at this location causing
loss of (private) land and creating a sediment
source/input unfavourable to fish habitat and
channel stability.

•  riparian vegetation is absent here due to agricultural
use, altered peak flows, and historical erosion.
Other reaches above and below also have no
riparian vegetation for the same reason.

Prescription
•  build bar stabilization structures consisting of

large rock/log structures to serve as debris and
sediment traps during high water flow.

•  attach logs at one end to large boulders by means
of drilled holes, polyester resin adhesive, and
threaded rebar to form bar stabilization structures
(Figure 1).

•  plant the creek bank next to the bar stabilization
structures with rooted tree seedling stock.  Natural
regeneration of willow and cottonwood is expected
between the rock/log structures and therefore the
gravel bar was not planted at this time; fill planting
may be considered in the future.

Figure 1. Bar stabilization structures showing sizes of
boulders and logs.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

•  leave the creek channel and all riparian vegetation
undisturbed in areas where no stabilization work is
planned.

•  establish a riparian buffer zone approximately 20
m wide, back from the top of the bank.  The outer
edge of this buffer zone is to be fenced to help
protect it from livestock and future development.

Operating procedure
•  a load of firewood logs was purchased for use

with this bar stabilization project.

•  the boulders were purchased and hauled
approximately 10 km to the project site.

•  large boulders ranging in size from 900 to 1000
mm in diameter were delivered to the site and
placed using the Caterpillar 320 excavator.

•  the boulders and logs were drilled to allow the
rebar to fit through the logs and into the boulders.
The holes drilled into the boulders were a
minimum of 250 mm deep.

•  once a log was in place it was secured to the rock
(Figure 2).

•  each boulder supported two logs, either each with
its own rebar section or with one rebar section
passing through both logs (shown in Figure 1).

•  prescription goals were to have 1.41 m 3 of large
woody debris per 100 m 2 of channel bar using
logs approximately 60 cm in diameter and 5 m in
length.

Equipment description and specification
•  the Caterpillar 320 excavator has an approximate

operating weight of 21 000 kg and rated power of
96 kW.

Production/study results
•  approximately 17 boulders (50 m3 total) and 34

logs were used for the bar stabilization structures
and 1750 rooted stock were planted along the
bank.  The project was completed in about 3 days.

Observations and comments
•  when using the polyester resin adhesive to attach

the rebar to the boulders, the drilled holes must be
cleaned of rock dust and drilled into competent,
unfractured rock to ensure a reliable bond.

•  minimum boulder and log sizes may vary
depending on the hydraulic characteristics of the
stream.

•  it is possible to anchor logs to boulders or bedrock
using cables instead of threaded rebar.  This
procedure is not discussed here, but for reference
it is sometimes referred to as the ‘two-cable
method’.

References
AGRA Earth and Environmental Limited. 1998.
Chase Creek Assessment and Prescription Design.
Unpublished report prepared for the Chase Creek
Community Association. 40 pp.

For further information, contact:
Henry Cornelsen, Chase Creek Community
Association, R.R.#2, Site 23, Comp. 24, Chase, BC,
V0E 1M0. Tel./Fax.: (250) 679-8079,
Email: hcornels@wkpowerlink.com

Tim Perepolkin, Gentech Engineering Inc., P.O.Box
231, 560 Shuswap Ave., Chase, BC,  V0E 1M0.
Tel.: (250) 679-3878, Fax.: (250) 679-3868

Michael Wallis, Wallis Environmental Aquatics Ltd.,
P.O. Box 1066, Salmon Arm, BC, V1E 4P2.
Tel.: (250) 832-6024, Fax.: (250) 832-5452

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Schematic showing the method of securing the log
to a boulder (adapted from Agra Earth and Environmental
Ltd., 1998).



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 19

Streambank Stabilization Using Rock Riprap and Brush Layering Techniques on
Private Land in Chase Creek

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date
August 1998

Source(s)
FERIC field visit

Chase Creek Assessment and Prescription Design by
AGRA Earth and Environmental Limited

Proponent
Chase Creek Community Association, Chase, BC

Equipment
•  Caterpillar 320 excavator
•  a crew of 3 with various hand tools

Location
On private land along Chase Creek near the community of
Chase in the Kamloops Forest District

Site characteristics
•  the site was located within the Thompson moist warm

Interior Cedar-Hemlock (ICHmw3) ecosystem.

•  Chase Creek has an S1 classification (> 20 m wide) at
this site, 1% gradient, and an estimated bankfull
discharge of 33 m3/s.  During large flood events (1:100
years), the maximum instantaneous discharge is
estimated to be 75 m3/s.

•  the creek at this location is approximately 50-55 m
wide and braided, and contains midchannel gravel
bars.

•  riparian vegetation is absent here due to agricultural use,
altered peak flows, and historical erosion.  Other reaches
above and below also have no riparian vegetation for the
same reasons.

Prescription
•  key-in large rock riprap along the toe of the stream

bank and plant a brush layer in conjunction with the
rock riprap row (Figure 1).

•  plant rooted stock (approximately 780 tree seedlings)
along creek bank to help further stabilize the creek
reach.

•  leave the creek channel and all riparian vegetation
undisturbed in areas where no stabilization work is
planned.

•  establish a riparian buffer zone approximately 20 m
wide back from the top of the bank.  The outer edge of
this buffer zone is to be fenced to help protect it from
livestock and future development.

Figure 1. Keyed-in rock riprap with planted cuttings
forming a brush layer along the streambank.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

Operating procedure
•  the Caterpillar 320 excavator prepared the site for the

rock riprap toe wall and built the wall by keying the
rock in place.

•  a layer of burlap was placed on top of the keyed-in
riprap, and covered with soil and smaller rocks.  The
upper layer was then planted with whole branch
cuttings of cottonwood, willow and red-osier
dogwood (Figure 2).

•  the cuttings were planted in a crisscross or
overlapping fashion with the growing tips pointing
toward the creek channel.  Backfill was placed on top
of the cuttings and then compacted to eliminate voids
in the soil.

•  the cuttings extended slightly beyond the fill and rock
toe wall to help trap sediment during periods of high
water flow.

•  rooted stock (trees seedlings from a nursery) were
planted along the streambank for further erosion
control.  Species included black hawthorne, dogwood,
alder, birch, fir, larch, yellow pine (for dry sites), and
cedar (for shady sites).

Equipment description and specification
•  the Caterpillar 320 excavator has an approximate

operating weight of 21 000 kg and rated power of 96
kW.

Production/study results
•  about 30 truck loads (325 m3) of rock were hauled 10

km and approximately 6100 cuttings were planted
along the brush layering site.

•  this site was completed in approximately 3 days.

Observations and comments
•  the willow cuttings were surviving at the time of the

site visit and flushing vigorously after one season’s
growth.  The rooted stock has also survived well
(approximately 95%).

•  restoration in the upper portions (crown land) of this
watershed is considered important to ensure the
success of these mid-watershed stabilization attempts.
Other stabilization projects have also been
implemented on private land upstream and
downstream of this site.

•  cooperation with landowners is important when
planning such activities on private land.  Cooperation
was excellent in this case with the landowner
watering the cuttings during the hot and dry summer.

References
AGRA Earth and Environmental Limited. 1998. Chase
Creek Assessment and Prescription Design. Unpublished
report prepared for the Chase Creek Community
Association. 40 pp.

For further information, contact:

Henry Cornelsen, Chase Creek Community Association,
R.R.#2, Site 23, Comp. 24, Chase, BC, V0E 1M0.
Tel./Fax.: (250) 679-8079,                 Email:
hcornels@wkpowerlink.com

Tim Perepolkin, Gentech Engineering Inc., P.O.Box 231,
560 Shuswap Ave., Chase, BC,  V0E 1M0.    Tel.: (250)
679-3878, Fax.: (250) 679-3868

Michael Wallis, Wallis Environmental Aquatics Ltd., P.O.
Box 1066, Salmon Arm, BC, V1E 4P2.                 Tel.:
(250) 832-6024, Fax.: (250) 832-5452

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and
is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of others
that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1998, Forest Engineering Research Institute
of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Length of rock toe wall
showing planted cuttings creating a
brush layer.



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 20

Large Woody Debris (LWD) and Boulder Structures in Reach 7
of Mann Creek, Near Clearwater, BC

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date
September 1999

Source
FERIC field visit

Level 1 and 2 Instream Works report prepared by
ARC Environmental Ltd., Kamloops, BC

Contractor(s)
North Thompson Indian Band, Barriere, BC

ARC Environmental Ltd., Kamloops, BC

Equipment
•  Hyundai 290 excavator with bucket and live

thumb
•  Hilti TE70 drill with 30-cm X 1.6-cm drill bit
•  Hilti MD200 Hit Dispenser with Hilti HY150

resin
•  various hand tools
•  1.3-cm galvanized steel core wire rope with

fasteners.
Location
Approximately 23 km upstream of the Mann Creek /
North Thompson River confluence in Slocan Forest
Products Ltd.’s Vavenby Division, Clearwater Forest
District, in the Mann Creek watershed.

Prescription
•  construct vertical stone lines, boulder v-weirs,

boulder clusters, lateral and mid-channel LWD
structures (Figure 1), and lateral debris catchers as
marked in the field along a 1040-m length of
reach 7.  Instream work was conducted from
September 10 to 14, 1998.

•  over time, small woody debris may accumulate
amongst the LWD structures, increasing habitat
potential.

•  wind thrown or dead standing trees located near
the study site were used to construct the LWD
structures.  All boulder structures were
constructed using local (instream) material.

Site characteristics
•  the site is located within the moist mild Sub-

Boreal Spruce (SBSmm) ecosystem.

•  reach 7 contains resident populations of rainbow
trout and eastern brook trout, while the lower
reaches contain chinook, coho, and sockeye.

•  there is evidence that the channel has down cut as
much as 0.5 m, exposing an angular basalt
substrate and near-vertical stream banks (ARC
Environmental Ltd. 1998).

•  forestry activities in the past included clearcutting
on both sides of the creek along this reach,
resulting in a lack of mature coniferous vegetation
within the riparian areas.

Figure 1.  Mid-channel LWD cabled to boulder, leaving the
root wad slightly perched and facing upstream.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

Operating procedure

•  construction sites along the reach were walked
and discussed by the excavator operator and
project biologist before moving the machine on
site.  Sensitive stream banks, vegetation, and
natural structures were avoided.

•  at the beginning of each construction site the
designs of the structures to be built were discussed
by the supervisor with the work crew and
excavator operator.

•  the excavator retrieved dead or wind thrown
lodgepole pine along the cutblock boundary as a
source of LWD.  The forwarding distance was
between 200 and 500 m.

•  the excavator prepared trenches in or along the
stream banks, placed LWD (Figure 2), and then
backfilled the trenches.  Boulders were moved and
placed to create clusters providing instream cover;
boulder weirs were constructed to increase pool
depths through scouring action; boulders were
placed to form stone lines to increase the
frequency of step / pool formations; and plunge
pools were excavated.

•  excavator access points and disturbed soil from
buried LWD were rehabilitated with hand tools
and hand mulched with straw.

•  boulders used for anchoring LWD structures were
drilled to a depth of 20 to 25 cm.  Resin was
injected into the drilled holes after cleaning and
the wire rope was inserted.  Once the resin had
set, the cable was threaded through the LWD and
fastened.

Production/study results

•  it took 5 days to construct 135 structures along the
1040-m of reach 7.  The total cost of the instream
structures including labour, excavator and
machinery rental, and materials was
approximately $19 800 ($145 per structure).

Observations and comments

•  the use of standing dead and wind thrown trees as
LWD structures, as compared to live trees, may
affect the life of the structures.  Western red cedar
or Douglas-fir may be effective longer than the
lodgepole pine used in this project (ARC
Environmental Ltd. 1998).

•  with the dominant conifer trees harvested from
both sides of the creek reach, short-term
recruitment of LWD is not possible (instream
work addressed this concern).

•  the creek is not shaded due to the absence of
riparian trees, and together with the dark volcanic
rock, temperatures in the creek may be a concern.

References
ARC Environmental Ltd., 1998.  Mann Creek
Watershed: Level 1 and 2 Instream Works.
Unpublished report prepared for Slocan Forest
Products Ltd. in partnership with the North Thompson
Indian Band, Vavenby, BC.  47 p.

For further information, contact:
Rowena Bryan, Slocan Forest Products Ltd., P.O. Box
39, Vavenby, BC, V0E 3A0.  Tel.: (250) 676-9518,
Fax.: (250) 676-9455, Email: robryan@slocan-
vavenby.com

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1999, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2.  Lateral LWD anchored along the bank in a glide
section to help increase habitat complexity and decrease
bank erosion.  Notice the lack of coniferous trees along the
creek bank.



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 21

Instream Structures (Groynes) and Bank Stabilization
in the Lower Reaches of Raft River

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date
September 1999

Source
FERIC field visit

Raft River stream restoration proposal prepared by
Integrated Woods Services Ltd., Kamloops, BC

Partnerships
•  Slocan Group, Vavenby Division (lead proponent)
•  North Thompson Indian Band
•  Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks
•  Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO)
•  private landowner

Equipment
•  Komatsu 200 excavator with live thumb
•  dump truck, approximate load capacity of 7 m3

•  rock drill, wire rope and steel chain with fasteners.

Location
Private land 5 km east of Clearwater, BC,
approximately 3 km upstream of the confluence of the
Raft and North Thompson Rivers in the Clearwater
Forest District.

Prescription
Protect and restore fish spawning and rearing habitat by:
•  constructing rock and log groynes, triangular in

shape and evenly spaced along the toe of an
eroding bank, to direct the predominant flow path
(thalweg) away from the bank and prevent
undermining (Figure 1); this will allow vegetation
to establish.

•  re-grading the slope of the eroding bank to a more
stable angle, and plant with native hardwood
species and grass to minimize surface erosion.

•  relocating the fence a suitable distance back from
the riverbank to keep cattle from disturbing the
bank and accelerating erosion.

Site characteristics
•  the site is located within the Thompson moist

warm Interior Douglas-Fir (IDFmw2) ecosystem.

•  the Raft River at this site is eroding along 550 m
of bank on the outside of a meander.  The bank
has two sections: the first is approximately 15 m
high and 225 m long, with a 25 - 35° slope, and an
exposed cobble/sand slope surface (Figure 2); the
second is 225 m long with a 1-m-high bank
eroding into a grassy agricultural field.

•  the Raft River supports coho, chinook, and
sockeye salmon at this location.  Spawning is
concentrated two km downstream.  Rainbow trout,
bull trout, mountain whitefish, and non-sport fish
are also present.

•  portions of the private agricultural land have been
lost due to erosion of the bank.

Figure 1.  Groyne constructed along the toe of the bank to
keep thalweg away from the eroding slope.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

Operating procedure
•  the excavator built an access bench along the bank

approximately halfway down.  This allowed for
easy reach and placement of the boulders and logs
used in the construction of the groynes.

•  the boulders used in the groynes were on site and
donated by the landowner.  They varied in size but
were typically 50 cm in diameter.  The larger
boulders (greater than 50 cm in diameter) were
used to anchor logs in place.

•  about half of the logs used had root wads attached.
Root wads faced towards the centre of the river
with the tops of the logs placed in trenches
excavated into the bank and then backfilled.

•  logs were secured to boulders with either non-
galvanized chain or galvanized steel core wire
rope.  In both cases boulders were drilled and
filled with epoxy resin, and hex-bolts were
inserted into the holes with threads facing
upwards and protruding out of the boulder.

•  chains were wrapped tightly around the logs and
secured by hammering a heavy duty staple
through two of the links and into the log.  The
other end of the chain was secured to the boulder
by placing the last link around the protruding bolt,
adding two washers, and tightening down the nut.

•  galvanized steel core wire rope was wrapped
around the logs and secured to itself with a
fastener.  The end of the wire rope attached to the
boulder was forced into a tight eyelet which was
placed over and secured to the protruding bolt in
the same manner as the chain.

•  material excavated from re-grading the bank was
trucked to a spoil area in the landowner’s field.

•  approximately 25 groynes were built along the
bank.  The grass seeding was completed, and the
fencing and bioengineering is still to be done.

Observations and comments
•  the chain used for securing the logs to boulders is

considered to be better suited and longer lasting
for this application than the steel core wire rope.

•  DFO considers this a high priority site to restore
and protect fish spawning and rearing habitat.
The sockeye migrate from the Pacific Ocean, and
the coho are from the threatened Thompson River
stock.  An enhanced channel for coho spawning is
located nearby.

For further information, contact:
Rowena Bryan, Slocan Forest Products Ltd., P.O. Box
39, Vavenby, BC, V0E 3A0.  Tel.: (250) 676-9518,
Fax.: (250) 676-9455, Email: robryan@slocan-
vavenby.com
Patricia Carlson, Department of Fisheries and Oceans,
1278 Dalhousie Dr., Kamloops, BC, V2C 6G3.  Tel.:
(250) 851-4920, Fax.: (250) 851-4951

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1999, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2.  Exposed bank along the Raft River with
triangular groyne structures built along the toe.  The bank
will be planted with willow cuttings and grass seed to
reduce sedimentation.

Figure 3.  Non-galvanized chains used to secure logs to
boulders. Notice u-shaped staple hammered into log and
washers and nut around the hex-bolt.



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 22

Stream Rehabilitation Techniques in the Spruce Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Omineca-Peace

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
September 1999

Source
FERIC field visit and information brochure from
Northwood Inc.

Contractor
Nechako Valley Horse Logging, Prince George, BC

LMN Forest Management Ltd., Prince George, BC

Aquafor Consulting Ltd., Prince George, BC

Equipment
•  two Belgian draft horses

•  logging chains, shovels and chainsaws

Location
Northwood Inc. Forest License where the Bowron
Forest Service Road crosses Spruce Creek (@55 km
signpost), southeast of Prince George in Prince
George Forest District.

Site characteristics and history
•  wet cool Sub-Boreal Spruce (SBSwk) ecosystem

•  Spruce Creek is an S3 Riparian Class stream

•  mature timber adjacent to creek is important to
fish habitat as it provides shade and protective
cover and is a source of coarse woody debris for
stream habitat and erosion protection. Timber
harvesting in the early 1970s had removed mature
timber adjacent to Spruce Creek near the creek
crossing.

•  with the mature trees removed, no new coarse
woody debris was recruited, and over time the
existing woody debris in the stream rotted and
washed away. This reduced stream complexity
and the pools, holes and gravel bars crucial to fish
habitat.

Prescription
•  the primary objective was to re-establish and

enhance existing log structures, using a draft
horse team, designed to stabilize the stream and
prevent further loss of productive fish habitat for
rainbow and bull trout and chinook salmon.

•  secondary objectives were to test the
effectiveness of these structures in maintaining
natural stream characteristics and to evaluate the
cost effectiveness of using horses for this type of
work.

Operating procedure
•  portions of the creek that had not been logged

were examined to find examples of naturally
occurring pools, debris jams, gravel bars and bank
protectors created by woody debris. These were
used as templates for the new in-stream
structures.

Figure 1. Cedar logs cabled to boulders.
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•  a small number of existing tree saplings were
removed along an old skid trail to allow the horse
team access to the 600 m of stream treated.

•  cedar pulp logs were used to maximize in-stream
life span. Logs were anchored to stumps with
cable and, where necessary, to boulders
transported to the site (Figure 1).

•  along stream banks, rocks and larger logs were
positioned using skid poles and pole ramps in
order to reduce bank damage.

•  where the structures required in-stream work, hay
bales were temporarily installed downstream to
trap sediment from the work site.

The following structures were installed:
•  jam enhancers consisting of a complex of large

debris to provide juvenile fish habitat, maintain
an overflow point for flood relief, minimize the
impact of peak flows, and hold gravel substrates.

•  bank deflectors using root wads or logs to reduce
high-velocity impacts on banks and channels and
to direct flow for habitat enhancement.

•  V- notch structures using logs to create deeper
water at the point of the “V” and to increase the
area of pool habitat above and below the
structure, to reduce bank erosion by focussing
high water flows in mid-stream (Figure 2).

•  a “boulder garden” to diversify in-stream habitat
by placing large boulders which maximize scour
and create pool habitat.

•  a Hewitt Ramp structure constructed of planking
on a support log, designed to break up a long fast
riffle by compounding water behind it while
creating a pool with a protective overhang below
it.

Production/study results
•  Phase 1 involved constructing 17 structures along

600 m of stream and required a total of 144 pieces
of logs, rocks, root wads and/or hay bales. The
total costs for labour, materials and equipment
was approximately $35 000.

•  following completion of Phase 1, Phase 2 of the
project was completed further upstream. In Phase
2, 68 structures requiring 221 pieces were
completed along 1300 m of stream for a total cost
of approximately $63 000. In addition to the horse
team, a Bell 205 helicopter was used to transfer
materials from the road to the more remote work
location.

Observation and comments
•  using horses proved to be very cost effective

when compared to doing the same work with
machinery. The impact on the stream-side
environment was minimal and there was little or
no impact on existing fish populations.

•  Phase-1 and 2 were completed by late summer,
1998. One year later, with the exception of two
structures that required additional ballast, all
structures are intact and functioning as designed.

•  see Harris (1999) for additional information
regarding both phases of the project including
more detailed cost analysis.

References
Harris, C. 1999. Spruce Creek stream restoration
project. Pages 7-1 to 7-4 in Annual Compendium of
Aquatic Rehabilitation Projects For The Watershed
Restoration Program 1998-1999. Ministry of
Environment Lands and Parks Watershed Restoration
Project Report No. 13.

For further information, contact:
Kerry Deschamps, Northwood Inc., (now Canadian
Forest Products Ltd.), P.O. Box 9000, Prince George,
BC, V2L 4W2. Tel.: (250) 962-3276, Fax.: (250) 962-
3368
Cathy Harris, Aquafor Consulting Ltd., 3815
Williams Rd. East, Prince George, BC, V2N 5Z3.
Tel.: (250) 612-0707, Fax.: (250) 612-0707 or 330-
4427
Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.
  Copyright 1999, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. V - notch structure.



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 23

Bank Restoration and Side Channel Construction Along a
Torrented Section of Otter Creek

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date
September 1999

Source
FERIC field visit

Summary letter and as-built drawing prepared by
Summit Environmental Consultants Ltd., Vernon, BC

Contractor(s)
Glen Labby Contracting Ltd., Kamloops, BC

Phil Mar Contracting Ltd., McBride, BC

Brocor Construction Ltd., Clearwater, BC

Poor Man Trucking, Clearwater, BC

Thompson Valley Excavating, Clearwater, BC

Doug Chase Contracting, Clearwater, BC

Equipment
•  Caterpillar 235C excavator with cleaning bucket

and live thumb
•  Hitachi EX 200 excavator with cleaning bucket

and live thumb
•  John Deere 750B (D6) crawler tractor
•  3 tandem dump trucks, approximately 12 m3

capacity

Location
Immediately upstream of the Otter Crossroads Forest
Service Road bridge crossing on Otter Creek, near the
confluence with the North Thompson River, in
Weyerhaeuser Canada Ltd.’s Vavenby Operations,
Clearwater Forest District.

Prescription
•  stabilize the west bank of Otter Creek with a

series of tree revetments (including root wads)
and large angular riprap (Figure 1).

•  excavate a side channel to direct high flows away
from the newly stabilized bank.

•  revegetate upper bank with live-willow stakes,
and apply grass seed mixture to exposed and
disturbed soils.

Site characteristics
•  Thompson moist warm Interior Cedar Hemlock

(ICHmw3) ecosystem

•  the bank at this location was unstable as a result of
a debris jam blowout and channel widening
following a storm in July 1999.

•  the site is located in the Otter Creek watershed, on
an alluvial fan near the mouth of Otter Creek.
The channel morphology is riffle pool, with a
gravel and cobble bed.

•  the 3-m-high bank has a matrix of silty sand with
coarse gravel and cobble clasts.

Figure 1.  Angular riprap delivered along tote road
and being placed along the west bank of Otter Creek.
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•  bull trout, rainbow trout, and coho salmon utilize
Otter Creek along this reach (Summit 1998).

Operating procedure
•  a temporary tote road was constructed to allow

excavator and truck access along the west side of
Otter Creek.

•  a side channel was constructed to prevent high
flows from disturbing the rehabilitated bank.  Stone
lines were placed across the side channel at four
locations to create riffles and dissipate energy.

•  the bank was excavated and sloped to an angle of
about 2:1.  U-shaped trenches were excavated with
root-wad revetments placed on either side and
secured to a deadman log at the back (Figure 2).

•  tree revetments were placed with the root wads
facing the creek and angled about 30˚ upstream
(Figure 3).  The trenches were then backfilled.

•  filter rock (0.2 – 0.3 m) was placed along the bank
and riprap (1.0 – 1.5 m) was entrenched below the
bottom of the bank and keyed in over the filter layer.
Additional riprap was keyed in at the upstream end
of the stabilized bank to prevent water from flowing
behind the revetment structures.

•  to provide extra stability, revetment structures
were attached to adjacent riprap.  The rocks and
logs were drilled, the wire cable was threaded
through the log and secured using cable clamps,
the free end was placed in the drilled rock, and
epoxy was used to fasten the cable in place.

•  two rows of live-willow stakes were planted along
the top of the bank at approximately 1-m spacing,
and grass/legume seed was spread over exposed
soil.

Production/study results
•  three days of machine time, material hauling,

manual labour and site supervision were required
at this site.

Observations and comments
•  long birch and willow cuttings were placed on top

of the revetment structures before backfilling the
trenches.  It is hoped that these long cuttings will
sprout and provide added stability to the bank.

References
Summit Environmental Consultants Ltd.  1998.  Otter
Creek: Integrated Watershed Restoration Plan.
Unpublished report prepared for Weyerhaeuser
Canada Ltd., Vavenby Division, Vavenby, BC

Kupchanko, Rob.  2000.  Summary Letter and As-Built
Drawing, Re: Otter Creek Bank and Channel
Restoration.  Prepared for FERIC, Vancouver, BC.  5p.

For further information, contact:
Richard Willan, Weyerhaeuser Canada Ltd., Box 130,
KP Road, Vavenby, BC, V0E 3A0.  Tel.: (250) 676-
1257, Fax.: (250) 676-1237

Rob Kupchanko, Summit Environmental Consultants
Ltd., # 17A-100 Kalamalka Lake Road, Vernon, BC,
V1T 7M3.  Tel.: (250) 545-3672, Fax.: (250) 545-
3654, Email: kup-sed@junction.net

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2.  Tree revetment secured to a deadman log.

Figure 3.  Tree revetments within u-shaped trench.
Root wads face creek channel and are angled
upstream.



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 24

Slope Stabilization along Scotch Creek Using Bioengineering and a Toe Structure

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date
September 1999

Source
FERIC field visit

Minor works contract: Bio-Engineering
Specifications, supplied by the BC Ministry of
Forests, Salmon Arm

Lead Proponent
BC Ministry of Forests, Salmon Arm

Partners
Adams Lake Indian Band

Little Shuswap Indian Band

Location
Approximately 15 km northeast of Chase, BC, within
the Little Shuswap Indian Band Reserve, Salmon Arm
Forest District.

Prescription
•  revegetate the exposed slope with approximately

350 modified brush layers, and fertilize as
necessary.

•  construct a live bank (modified wattle fence) and
a rock toe structure (using page wire)
approximately 150 m in length, to control
undercutting of the exposed slope.

Site characteristics
•  Thompson moist warm Interior Douglas-Fir

(IDFmw2) ecosystem

•  the continuously ravelling and eroding slope is
approximately 105 m long and 55 m high.

•  the slope has receded almost 50 m in the last 20
years due to the river undercutting the toe of the
slope.  The river at this location flows directly
towards the slope, and is redirected by following
the curved toe (Figure 1).

•  Scotch Creek at this location is considered to be
good habitat for the early sockeye salmon run and
other fish species.  The braided channel has gravel
bars and substrate suitable for spawning.

Operating procedure

•  the modified brush layers were built in a staggered
pattern from the bottom of the slope to the top.
Each modified brush layer consisted of 2 cedar
boards (4 feet by 6 inches) placed parallel to the
contour, and supported by two 1-m lengths of
rebar (15 mm diameter) hammered into the soil.
The rebar was positioned approximately ¼ of the
distance in from each end, and below the boards
(Figure 2).

Figure 1.  View showing the curved slope at this
location with bioengineering in the foreground.  A
recent high-flow event caused mature forest to be
removed from the furthest portion of the cliff (beyond
the bioengineering).
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•  willow and cottonwood cuttings were placed into
the slope with their exposed ends overhanging the
board, and local material was backfilled, covering
90% of the stock length to a depth of
approximately 6 inches.

•  the live bank protection (wattle fence) and page
wire structure were built along the toe of the slope.

•  the live bank protection was a wattle fence with
live cuttings slightly protruding through the fence
(modified).  The lengths of willow and
cottonwood were woven between, and secured to,
rebar posts spaced at approximately 1-m intervals
(Figure 3).

•  the larger creek rock was collected by hand and
placed within the page wire to buttress the toe of
the slope (Figure 3).  Top and bottom sides of the
page wire were buried to help secure the structure.
The page wire will keep the rocks in place, and
prevent the flow of the river from moving them.

•  willow and cottonwood cuttings were collected
from nearby sources.  The stock is expected to be
drought resistant.

•  The cuttings were soaked while being stored in the
creek.

Production/study results
•  a 4- to 6-person hand crew constructed

approximately 350 modified brush layers and 150
m of toe structure in 4 weeks.

•  the total cost of the project (excluding rebar) was
approximately $65 000.  (The rebar was donated
by the BC Ministry of Forests.)

Observations and comments
•  no heavy machinery could be used at this site due

to lack of access and fish sensitivity.

•  boulders were absent from this reach of Scotch
Creek, but might otherwise have been utilized for
toe slope protection.

•  for safety of the crew working on the steep slope,
the rebar poles were hammered to a depth just
below the top board of the modified brush layer.

•  the loss of mature forest along the slope due to a
recent high-flow event suggests that the
bioengineering may face a similar risk.  A
concrete lock-block barrier along the toe of the
slope may afford better protection than the page-
wire installation, although access would have to
be installed.

For further information, contact:
Pierre Rossouw, BC Ministry of Forests, Salmon Arm
Forest District, Bag 100, Salmon Arm, BC, V1E 4S4.
Tel.: (250) 833-3433, Fax.: (250) 833-3399

Dave Nordquist, Natural Resource Manager, Adams
Lake Indian Band, P.O. Box 588, Chase, BC, V0E
1M0.  Tel.: (250) 679-8841, Fax.: (250) 679-8813

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2.  Modified brush layers in a staggered
pattern, showing the use of 2 rebar supports (arrows)
per structure (photo courtesy of P. Rossouw).

Figure 3.  Section of live bank protection and a page
wire structure at the toe of the ravelling slope (photo
courtesy of P. Rossouw).
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Article No: 25

Creek and Bank Restoration on Private Land in Upper Lewis Creek

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date
October, 1999

Source
FERIC field visit

Upper Louis Creek draft restoration proposal prepared
by ARC Environmental Ltd., Kamloops, BC

Lead Proponent
North Thompson Indian Band (NTIB), Barriere, BC

Multidisciplinary Team
•  hydrotechnical engineer - BC Rivers

•  stream restoration specialists – ARC
       Environmental Ltd.

•  riparian specialist (R.P.Bio.)

•  project supervisor - NTIB

•  fisheries/riparian technician - NTIB

•  restoration specialists - Department of Fisheries
and Oceans

Equipment
•  Case 9030 excavator with clean-up bucket

Location
Private land 20 km east of the community of Heffley
Creek, approximately one kilometre upstream of the
confluence of Louis Creek and McGillvray Creek in
the Kamloops Forest District.

Prescription
Protect and restore fish and fish habitat by:

•  stabilizing the bank and modifying the creek
channel along identified sites of upper Louis
Creek.  Toe rock and log revetments will be used
in the creek (Figure 1), and coconut matting will
be placed on the re-graded bank.

•  planting vegetation to increase shade (moderate
temperature), and to provide cover and food for
fish, directly through insect drop and indirectly
through the addition of detrital materials.

•  relocating and building (or repairing) fences a
suitable distance back from Louis Creek to keep
cattle from disturbing the bank and accelerating
erosion.

•  monitoring is planned for the future.

•  these initiatives fulfill the vision of the Thompson
Basin Fisheries Commission by acting to restore
fish habitat for the benefit of wild fish
populations.

Figure 1.  Sharp sinuous bend in Louis Creek showing
the placement of toe rock and the re-graded bank
ready for installing the coconut matting.
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Site characteristics
•  Thompson moist warm Interior Cedar-Hemlock

(ICHmw3) ecosystem

•  restoration will be conducted in stages along a
1100-m section of upper Louis Creek.  The upper
700 m is moderately sinuous, has a low gradient,
and is undergoing active streambank erosion.  The
lower 400 m has a perched channel that is actively
flooding into the adjacent fields.

•  the restoration area passes through three privately
owned properties.  The private properties are
primarily used for agriculture and ranching.

•  Louis Creek, a tributary to the North Thompson
River, supports coho and chinook salmon,
rainbow and bull trout, and mountain whitefish.

Operating procedure
•  a sharp bend in the creek (shown in Figure 1) was

re-graded using the excavator.

•  rock was hauled from a local source and dumped
at the site.  The excavator placed the rock
(approximately 0.5 m diameter) in a continuous
line along the toe of the bank.

•  large woody debris (amabilis fir logs with root
wads attached) was stockpiled on site and will be
used for instream structures.

•  the log and root wad structures will be secured by
using Duckbill® anchors (aluminum) and
galvanized steel wire rope (Figure 2).

•  the anchors are driven into the soil blunt end first,
using a hammer and drive steel.  When the wire
rope attached to the anchor is pulled, the anchor
moves perpendicular to the entrance path, and
opposes removal from the soil.

•  coconut matting will be rolled over the re-graded
creek bank and pinned into place.  Hand seeding
with a grass-seed mixture will be done once the
mat is in place.  See Operations: Roads and
Bridges, Article No. 36 for further description and
uses for the coconut matting.

Observations and comments
•  the main resource activities within the Louis

Creek Watershed are agriculture and ranching on
private land, forestry, urban settlement, and
recreational development.  A significant portion
of the valley bottom has been cleared and
cultivated for pasture and forage crop production.

•  the project funding was partly supplied by the
Thompson Basin Fisheries Council.

•  the private landowners contributed towards the
project in the form of equipment, fencing, or trees
to be used as in-stream structures.

•  the Duckbill® anchors were supplied by Okanagan
Fence Supplies, Armstron, BC, Tel.: (250) 546-
8059, Fax.: (250) 546-8059.

References
ARC Environmental Ltd., 1999.  Upper Louis Creek
Stream Restoration Proposal - Draft.  Unpublished
report prepared for the North Thompson Indian Band.

For further information, contact:
Christine Donald, North Thompson Indian Band, P.O.
Box 220, Barriere, BC, V0E 1E0.
Tel.: (250) 672-9995, Fax.: (250) 672-5858,
Email: ntibgis@mail.ocis.net

Pat Matthew, Tribal Fisheries Manager - Thompson
Basin, Shuswap Nation Fisheries Commission, room
215-335 Yellowhead Hwy., Kamloops, BC, V2H
1H1.  Tel.: (250) 828-9791, Fax.: (250) 828-9787,
Email: pmatthew@direct.com

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.
  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2.  Duckbill anchor with galvanized steel wire
rope attached.  The anchor is sitting on a roll of the
coconut matting, which will blanket the re-graded
creek bank.



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 26

Groundwater Channel and Large Woody Debris Placement
in the South Sarita River Watershed

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
December 1998

Source
FERIC field visit and project report by Retzer (1999)

Contractor
Huu-ay-aht First Nation, Bamfield, BC

Location
MacMillan Bloedel Ltd., TFL 44, Franklin Operation
where the Bamfield Mainline Road crosses the South
Sarita River, 12 km northeast of Bamfield, in the South
Island District, Vancouver Island

Site characteristics and history
•  very wet maritime Coastal Western Hemlock

(CWHvm) ecosystem

•  forest development since the 1920s has resulted in
channel widening, channel and bank instability, pool
infilling, reduced surface flows, and loss of instream
woody debris. Assessments revealed that chinook,
coho and steelhead production was restricted by
available rearing, pool and holding habitat especially
during low flow conditions.

•  off-channel habitat for rearing and spawning was
poor throughout the watershed, and where it did exist
it was not accessible during low flow conditions.

Prescription
•  the placement of large woody debris (LWD) was

prescribed for four pools to encourage streambed
scour, to increase pool depth, and to provide
instream cover (Figure 1).

•  construction of a groundwater-fed side channel was
prescribed for off-channel habitat for all salmonid
species.

Operating procedure
•  four instream LWD structures, differing in design

and orientation to compare effectiveness, were
constructed at four sites in the Sarita River:

•  at Site 7, in Reach 3 of the Sarita River, six large
logs with root wads attached were individually
placed and oriented roughly parallel to each other
with the roots extending into a large pool and with
the cut ends anchored to the bank.

•  at Site 8, immediately downstream from the
confluence of the Sarita and South Sarita Rivers, 12
large logs, some with root wads attached, were
cabled in a criss-cross fashion, to create a large crib.

Figure 1. Large woody debris structures.
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•  at Site 9, Reach 3 of the Sarita River, a modified
crib was constructed immediately downstream from
the Blenheim mainline bridge. Four large logs with
roots, and two logs without roots, were arranged and
cabled into a loose crib structure to provide stability
during high flows. The rooted ends were extended
into an adjacent pool, where they could promote
scour.

•  at Site 13, in Reach 20 of the South Sarita River,
three triangular log structures were placed
approximately 15 m apart extending into a pool
downstream from the Bamfield mainline bridge.
Each structure consisted of two logs, one with a root
wad attached.

•  all structures were anchored using cabling and
appropriately sized ballast rocks.

•  a 150 m-long side channel was excavated at Site 12,
in Reach 20 just upstream from the Bamfield
mainline bridge. Habitat complexity was created in
the channel by adding LWD pieces and large rocks
(Figure 2). Erosion control blankets (Curlex II LT)
were installed over the banks of the side channel and
on streamside access trails. Erosion control seeding
was applied to all disturbed surfaces.

•  in 1999, four more LWD structures were installed in
the Sarita River between the Blenheim bridge and
South Sarita River confluence.

Production/study results
•  approximate cost for all work completed in 1998

was $110, 000.

Observation and comments
•  one year after completion, sampling has confirmed

heavy salmon use of pool areas adjacent to all four
structures. The structures at site 13 have captured
large and small woody debris during every storm
event and have caused increased scour and
enlargement of adjacent pools.

•  heavy river flows during the late fall and winter of
1998-99 caused the structure at site 9 to be lifted up
the bank and away from the pool. The structure was
repositioned and reballasted but subsequent high
flow events partially buried and eventually destroyed
the structure. Remaining logs were salvaged and
used in other structures.

•  high water levels entering the side channel dislodged
most LWD overwinter and these were relocated and
augmented during 1999 by anchoring the LWD with
rock ballast. Additional LWD pieces were added.

References
Retzer, B. 1999. The Sarita River watershed
groundwater channel and large woody debris
placement. Pages 1-57 to 1-60 in Annual Compendium
of Aquatic Rehabilitation Projects for the Watershed
Restoration Program 1998-1999. Ministry of
Environment Lands and Parks Watershed Restoration
Project Report No. 13.

For further information, contact:
Brian Retzer, Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks,
#202 – 4917 Pemberton Road, Port Alberni, BC, V9Y
5J8. Tel.: (250) 724-9290, Fax.: (250) 724-9321. Email:
bdretzer@ptalberni.env.gov.bc.ca

Stefan Ochman, Fisheries Manager Huu-ay-aht First
Nation, P.O. Box 70, Bamfield, BC, V0R 1B0. Tel.:
(250) 728-3080, Fax.: (250) 728-3081

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of others
that may be suitable.
  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research Institute
of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Side channel with large woody debris .
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Article No: 27

Bank Protection and Stream Habitat Improvement in Colt Creek

FRBC Region
Omineca-Peace

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
October, 1999

Source
FERIC field visit and project report by Anderson
(1999)

Contractor
Walking-O-Services Inc., Fort St. John, BC

Great Northern Bridge Work Ltd., Fort St. John
(excavator)

Equipment
John Deere 792 DLC excavator with standard bucket
and thumb

Location
Colt Creek, upstream from 1st ford crossing of the
Colt Creek Road on Canadian Forest Products
Limited’s, Fort St. John-Taylor Division (Blue Grave
Creek Operating Area), approximately 115 km west
of Fort St. John in the Fort St. John Forest District

Site characteristics and history
•  Boreal White and Black Spruce (BWBS) and

Engelmann Spruce-Subalpine Fir (ESSF)
ecosystems.

•  Colt Creek is an S2 Riparian Class Stream.

•  the watershed was harvested from 1984 to 1990.
Large sections of adjacent riparian areas have been
removed along Colt Creek where it flows adjacent
to the Colt Creek Road.

•  fish habitat assessments revealed that there were
large debris jams contributing to increased erosion.
On a 2.7-km section of the creek, there was an
overall lack of pool habitat, limited spawning
opportunities, and low abundance of large woody
debris (LWD).

•  restoration activities began in 1996 and consisted
of constructing v-weirs at ford crossings, rip-
rapping and tree revetment along unstable bank
areas adjacent to the road, in-channel boulder
placements and brush layering.

•  a major flood event in 1996 caused all of the tree
revetment structures to fail.

Prescription
•  stabilize sections of the creek requiring bank

protection (Figure 1).

•  improve local habitat conditions for fish by
creating pools and increasing cover.

Operating procedure
•  lateral large woody debris structures called LT-

52s (LGL 1999) were constructed at seven
locations along Colt Creek.

Figure 1. Large woody debris structure for bank
protection and channel stability.
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•  the structures were situated on the outside of
meander bends to increase bank stability and
maintain channel position where bank erosion and
stream lateral migration were occurring. White
spruce trees with root wads attached were used in
the structures. Trees were cabled together and
anchored to the bank and to large boulders as
required.

•  immediately downstream from each LT-52
structure, a riffle structure was built to maintain
pool depths upstream of the riffle and help direct
flow downstream (Figure 2).

•  single rootwads were placed amidst existing rip-
rap or downstream of previously constructed
boulder weirs in order to promote local scouring
action and to provide increased cover within
pools.

•  approximately 5000 shrubs were planted along
sections of the creek bank or gravel bars where no
woody vegetation existed.

Production/study results
•  approximately 200 white spruce trees (30 cm in

diameter) were brought into the site for the
construction of LT-52 structures.

•  in addition to rock used on site, a total of 140 m³
of rock was brought in for use in construction.

•  to complete restoration work on 2.5 km of Colt
Creek, the approximate cost for labour was
$37 800, and for equipment and materials $45
500, for a total of $83 300.

Observation and comments
Further restoration work is proposed on Colt Creek to
help stabilize the channel and reduce sediment load in
the stream. This will include the installation of
additional LWD structures, boulder clusters and
riffle-pool sequences, and the planting of non-
vegetated or newly disturbed stream banks and gravel
bars.

References
Anderson, B. 1999. Colt Creek restoration. Prepared
for the Annual Compendium of Aquatic
Rehabilitation Projects for the Watershed Restoration
Program 1999-2000. Ministry of Environment Lands
and Parks Watershed Restoration Project Report (in
preparation).

LGL Limited Environmental Research Associates.
1999. Martin Creek Watershed Restoration Program
Fish Habitat Prescriptions. Unpubl. Report. LGL
Limited Environmental Research Associates, Sidney,
BC.

For further information, contact:
Brendan Anderson, BC Ministry of Environment
Lands and Parks, #400 1003-110th Ave., Fort St.
John, BC, V1J 6M7. Tel.: (250) 787-3331, Fax.: (250)
787-3219

Jim Schilling, Canadian Forest Products Limited,
Peace Region, Fort St. John-Taylor Division, R.R.#1,
Compartment 2, Site 13, Fort St. John, BC, V1J 4M6.
Tel.: (250) 787-3638, Fax.: (250) 787-3622

Scott Gordon, Lynx Consulting Ltd., 9325-100th St.,
Fort St. John, BC, V1J 4N4. Tel.: (250) 785-1166,
Fax.: (250) 787-2394
Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.
  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Boulder placement for riffle .



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 28

Martin Creek Restoration: Year 1 - Instream Structures and
Side Channel Construction

FRBC Region
Omineca-Peace

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
October, 1999

Source
FERIC field visit and report by Wescott and
MacMahon (1998)

Contractor(s)
Bob Hauber Contracting Inc., Chetwynd, BC
(Hitachi)

J.W. Berry Trucking Ltd., Port Alberni, BC (Schaeff)

Equipment
•  Hitachi EX 200 LC excavator with standard

bucket and thumb

•  Schaeff Spyder 41 mobile walking excavator

 Location
 Work was carried out along Reach 1 of Martin Creek
adjacent to the bridge at km 1 of the Sukunka Forest
Service Road, approximately 25 km south of
Chetwynd in the Dawson Creek Forest District.

 Site Characteristics
•  Boreal White and Black Spruce (BWBS)

ecosystem

•  Martin Creek is an S2 Riparian Class stream and
is an important sportfish, spawning and rearing
stream in the lower Sukunka River drainage.

•  the watershed was harvested during the 1960s and
1970s. Straightening and channelization of a 400-
m section of the stream immediately upstream
from the bridge caused the stream to downcut and
become isolated from its historic floodplain. This
resulted in the loss of pool habitat and channel
complexity, an increase in gradient due to channel
straightening, and channel instability.

•  the lower reaches also suffered from a lack of
large woody debris (LWD).

 Prescription
 Rehabilitation work was proposed along Reach 1 of
the Martin Creek watershed as follows:

•  construct a sequence of pools and riffles to
stabilize and narrow the straightest portion of the
channel immediately upstream from the bridge
(Figure 1). Rootwads were to be added to the
pools for cover.

•  construct LWD structures in locations that would
promote bed scour and pool formation.

•  constuct two deflectors to narrow the channel
immediately below the bridge.

 
 Figure 1. Constructed pool with outlet to riffle.
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•  reconstruct an old side channel to provide
juvenile rearing habitat for arctic grayling.

Operating procedure
•  eight riffle-pool sequences were constructed in a

500-m section of the main channel. Rootwads and
other cover structures were placed in most pools.
Boulders for riffles were sized to withstand
maximum flows thereby ensuring stabilty of the
streambed.

•  fourteen low-profile LWD structures were located
in the mainstem utilizing the Schaeff excavator.
These consisted of multiple log structures
arranged in a triangular pattern and ballasted with
rock (Figure 2).

•  two stream-flow deflectors were constructed
downstream from the bridge to narrow the
overwidened channel. The deflectors were
constructed from logs and rocks/boulders and
built with a low profile to allow high flows to
overtop the structures to reduce erosion of the
opposite bank.

•  an existing but elevated side channel was
excavated down to groundwater level to ensure
the channel could support juvenile fish during low
water levels. The channel was reconstructed as a
series of 7 shallow pools separated by short (5-m)
riffle sections. The newly excavated clay bed was
lined with round rock (10 to 20 cm diameter) to
provide more suitable substrate for fish and
aquatic insect production. A berm was
constructed between the creek and the side
channel to protect the side channel during high
flows and the inlet was cut off..

Production/study results
•  work was completed in late July and early

August, 1998. A total of 35 trees (average 30 cm
dbh) and 800 m³ of native rock (30-120 cm) were
brought in to the site for construction.

•  Overall costs for the project are summarized in
Table 1.

Table 1. Cost summary:
Restoration design 5 300
Project coordination/ supervision 16 000
Hitachi excavator 22 000
Schaeff excavator 13 000
Felling and delivery of LWD  4 500
Rock delivery to worksite 17 500
Portable bridge rental 2 400
Labour 5 500
Equipment rental 1 700
Materials (rock, LWD, cable, epoxy) 9 400
Total $97 300

Observations and comments
•  the 1998 project rehabilitated approximately 12

000 m² of spawning and rearing habitat for arctic
grayling, bull and rainbow trout and mountain
whitefish.

•  one year after project completion, all structures
are intact and functioning as designed.

•  additional work is scheduled for 1999 to
revegetate disturbed areas, further improve
instream habitat, and stabilize the stream course.

References
Westcott, L. and MacMahon, P. 1998. Martin Creek
stream rehabilitation project. Pages 7-19 to 7-22. in
Annual Compendium of Aquatic Rehabilitation
Projects for the Watershed Restoration Program 1998-
1999. Ministry of Environment Lands and Parks
Watershed Restoration Project Report No. 13.

For further information, contact:
Brendan Anderson, BC Ministry of Environment
Lands and Parks, 400 1003-110th Ave., Fort St. John,
BC, V1J 6M7. Tel.: (250) 787-3331, Fax.: (250) 787
3219

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Triangular woody debris structure
constructed in Reach 2.



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 29

Martin Creek Restoration: Year 2 - Creation of Pools and Cover and
Stabilization of Channel Position

FRBC Region
Omineca-Peace

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
October, 1999

Source
FERIC field visit and project report by Anderson
(1999)

Contractor
Bob Hauber Contracting Inc., Chetwynd, BC
(excavator)

Erikson Enterprises, Chetwynd, BC (forwarder)

Equipment
•  Hitachi EX 200 LC excavator with standard

bucket and thumb

•  Kockums 85-35 forwarder with clambunk
attachment

 Location
 Work was carried out along Reaches 1, 2 and 3 of
Martin Creek approximately 1 km upstream of the
bridge at km 1 of the Sukunka Forest Service Road,
approximately 25 km south of Chetwynd in the
Dawson Creek Forest District.

 Site Characteristics
•  Boreal White and Black Spruce (BWBS)

ecosystem

•  Martin Creek is an S2 Riparian Class stream and
is an important sportfish, spawning and rearing
stream in the lower Sukunka River drainage

•  the watershed was harvested during the 1960s and
1970s. Straightening and channelization of a 400-
m section of the stream immediately upstream
from the bridge caused the stream to downcut and
become isolated from its historic floodplain. This
resulted in the loss of pool habitat and channel
complexity, an increase in gradient due to channel
straightening, and channel instability.

•  the lower reaches also suffered from a lack of
large woody debris (LWD).

•  restoration work was started on Reach 1 in 1998.
See Operations: Stream Channels, Article No. 28
for a description of the work completed.

Prescription
Rehabilitation work started in 1998 on Reach 1 was
continued by:
•  constructing additional large woody debris

(LWD) structures both instream and in small side
channel pools (Figure 1).

•  planting willow stakes and cottonwood seedlings
on unstable or newly constructed banks and
floodplain areas and a constructed berm.

 
 Figure 1. Large woody debris structure in pool.
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On Reaches 2 and 3, approximately 1 km upstream
from the bridge, along a 1 km section of stream:
•  construct a series of LWD structures called LT-

52s (see Operations: Stream Channels, Article
No. 27 for a more complete description) to
promote bank and channel stability while creating
a scouring action to maintain pools (Figure 2).
Construct riffle structures immediately
downstream from the LWD structures to maintain
pool depths upstream of the riffle and help direct
flow downstream.

•  construct low profile triangular LWD structures
to provide bank protection and increased habitat
complexity.

•  plant willow stakes and bundles on newly created
or disturbed banks.

Operating procedure
All instream construction and channel excavation was
completed with the excavator while the forwarder was
used to transport woody debris to the worksite.
On Reach 1:

•  five low-profile triangular LWD structures were
located downstream of previously constructed
riffles.

•  seven floating LWD structures were added to
small side channel pools.

On Reaches 2 and 3:
•  eight lateral LWD structures called LT-52s were

situated on the outside of meander bends to
provide increased bank stability and maintain
channel position. Riffle structures were located
immediately downstream of the LT-52 structures.

•  six low-profile triangular LWD structures were
constructed.

Production/study results
•  work was completed on 2 km of mainstem habitat

over a 12-day period in late July and early August
of 1999. Approximately 275 trees with rootwads
attached (average 30 cm dbh) and 320 m³ of rock
were brought into the site for use in construction.
Additional on-site rock was also utilized. Overall
costs for the project are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Cost summary:
Equipment and materials 68 000
Labour 32 400
Total $100 400

Observations and comments
•  further bioengineering work will be completed on

Reaches 2 and 3 in 2000 to increase bank and bar
stability and reduce sedimentation.

•  the 2 km of mainstem rehabilitated in 1998 and
1999 could potentially support a mixed
population of roughly 3100 juvenile and adult
salmonids.

References
Anderson, B. 1999. Martin Creek restoration.
Prepared for the Annual Compendium of Aquatic
Rehabilitation Projects for the Watershed Restoration
Program 1999-2000. Ministry of Environment Lands
and Parks Watershed Restoration Project Report (In
preparation).

For further information, contact:
Brendan Anderson, BC Ministry of Environment
Lands and Parks, 400 1003-110th Ave., Fort St. John,
BC, V1J 6M7. Tel.: (250) 787-3331, Fax.: (250) 787
3219

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Lateral debris catcher.



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 30

Narrowlake Creek Restoration in the Willow River Watershed:
Year 1 - Instream Works

FRBC Region
Omineca-Peace

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
October, 1999

Source
FERIC field visit and report by Wilson (1998)

Contractor
Swede Creek Contracting, Prince George, BC (excavator
and labour)

Northern Mountain Helicopters, Prince George, BC

Equipment
•  Hitachi EX 200 LC 2 excavator with standard bucket

and thumb

•  Sikorsky S61 helicopter

Location
Work was carried out in Narrowlake Creek, just south of
kilometre 169.5 on the Willow 100 Forest Service Road
approximately 80 km southeast of Prince George in the
Prince George Forest District.

Site Characteristics
•  Sub-Boreal Spruce (SBS) ecosystem

•  Narrowlake Creek is an S2 Riparian Class fish bearing
stream.

•  The watershed was harvested from 1966 to 1974 and
80% of the mainstem length was harvested to the
stream bank.

•  soils in the watershed are comprised of highly erodable
unsorted cobble and gravel alluvium.

•  following harvest, the creek has experienced a loss of
deep root strength in the riparian zone coupled with a
widening and shallowing of the active stream channel.
Riparian conifer regeneration has been compromised
by a dominant shrub-herb community. As a result,
recruitment of functional large woody debris (LWD) in
the lower two-thirds of the watershed has been
impaired. Existing LWD predates harvesting and is
clumped at irregular intervals. The loss of LWD
reduces channel roughness and consequently habitat
complexity such that the majority of the creek is made
up of riffle and glide habitat.

Prescription
Rehabilitation work was proposed along three reaches of the
lower third of the Narrowlake Creek watershed as follows:

•  placement of single logs along both streambanks to
mimic natural blowdown into the stream channel
(Figure 1).

•  construct and anchor lateral debris jams in existing and
intermediate pool habitats to trap material, induce
scour, and provide overhead cover.

•  accelerate the process of channel narrowing and
deepening through stabilization of exposed gravel bars.

Figure 1. Single log placement to simulate blowdown.
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•  construct lateral and mid-channel gravel bar log jam
structures that mimic natural templates.

•  Transplant willow root clumps to bar stabilization
structures to establish root strength on gravel bars.

Operating procedure
•  boulders and bucked cedar logs were transported to the

restoration site by gravel trucks and self-loading
logging trucks.

•  whole trees with rootwads were sourced in a patch of
blowdown 15 km from the restoration site and brought
to the creek by a combination of helicopter and self
loading truck. All LWD and boulder material was
flown into the creek and deposited at pre-marked drop
zones.

•  for single log placement, LWD was placed at
approximately 30-m intervals, in random orientations,
directly in the wetted stream by helicopter.
Approximately two-thirds of each stem was positioned
in the wetted channel, and where possible the upper
third of the stem was placed on the upstream side of
large conifers along the streambank. Boulder ballast
was not utilized as the stream gradient along this reach
was low and it was felt that the weight of the LWD
would be sufficient to hold the trees in place.

•  triangular woody debris fish habitat structures were
constructed at predetermined locations by the excavator
using rock ballast and LWD (Figure 2). On average,
structures were comprised of 4 logs, 10 m in length.

•  woody debris complexes were constructed as
stabilization works on 7 lateral gravel bars. Complexes
of 4 to 7 whole trees with root wads and bucked logs
were built at the head of gravel bars with the excavator.
Designed to trap fine sediments and organic debris to
induce revegetation and narrowing of the bankfull
channel, the lower tiers of the complexes were
constructed by partially burying the top third of 3
whole trees laid in parallel. This was overlain by a
second tier of 3 trees placed at 90 degrees. The two
tiers of woody debris were then cabled together and
ballasted with large boulders.

Production/study results
•  for phase 1 of the project, completed in August 1997, a

total of 132 pieces of large woody debris and 181
boulders were used to restore approximately 2.5 km of
Narrowlake Creek.

Cost summary:
Engineering 15 000
Labour 15 500
Equipment 80 000
Materials 13 500
Total cost $ 124 000

Observations and comments
•  an immediate benefit to fish habitat was realized in the

form of a 20% increase in woody debris cover in pools.
Over time, the increased woody debris complexing in
mainstream pools and stabilization of gravel bars are
expected to result in a 2.5-fold increase in total rainbow
trout numbers.

•  one year later there was good survival of transplanted
willow clumps and all structures were still in place and
functioning as designed.

References
Wilson, A. 1998. Narrowlake Creek restoration. Pages 7-5
to 7-8 in Annual Compendium of Aquatic Rehabilitation
Projects for the Watershed Restoration Program 1997-1998.
Ministry of Environment Lands and Parks Watershed
Restoration Project Report No. 8.

For further information, contact:
Don Cadden or Andrew Wilson, BC Ministry of
Environment Lands and Parks, 325 – 1011 Fourth Ave.,
Prince George, BC, V2L 3H9. Tel.: (250) 565-6135, Fax.:
(250) 565-6629

Ray Pillipow, BC Conservation Foundation, 202 – 1943
Ave., Prince George, BC, V2M 1G7. Tel.: (250) 562-6684

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest community.
It does not constitute an endorsement by FERIC of a
product or service to the exclusion of others that may be
suitable.

  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Triangular woody debris habitat structures.



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 31

Narrowlake Creek Restoration in the Willow River Watershed:
Year 2 - Bank Stabilization

FRBC Region
Omineca-Peace

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
October, 1999

Source
FERIC field visit and report by Wilson (1999)

Contractor
J.W. Berry Trucking Ltd., Port Alberni, BC
(excavator)

Swede Creek Contracting, Prince George, BC (labour)

Northern Biological Management, Prince George, BC
(labour)

RTK Forestry Services, Prince George, BC (labour)

Collins Self Loading, Prince George, BC (logging
trucks)

Equipment
•  Schaeff Spyder 41 mobile walking excavator

•  Sikorsky S61 helicopter

Location
Work was carried out along Narrowlake Creek, just
south of kilometre 169.5 on the Willow 100 Forest
Service Road, approximately 80 km southeast of
Prince George in the Prince George Forest District.

Site Characteristics
•  Sub-Boreal Spruce (SBS) ecosystem

•  Narrowlake Creek is an S2 Riparian class fish
bearing stream.

•  The watershed was harvested from 1966 to 1974
and 80% of the mainstem length was harvested to
the stream bank.

•  soils in the watershed are comprised of highly
erodable unsorted cobble and gravel alluvium.

•  following harvest, the creek has experienced a
loss of deep root strength in the riparian zone
coupled with a widening and shallowing of the
active stream channel. A dominant shrub-herb
community has compromised riparian conifer
regeneration. As a result, recruitment of
functional large woody debris (LWD) in the
lower two-thirds of the watershed has been
impaired. Existing LWD predates harvesting and
is clumped at irregular intervals. The loss of
LWD reduces channel roughness and
consequently habitat complexity such that the
majority of the creek is made up of riffle and
glide habitat.

Figure 1. Rock groyne/deflector.
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•  A lateral eroding bank exists along the mainstem
of Narrowlake Creek and is characterized by non-
cohesive gravel alluvium with clay seams near the
downstream end of the bank. As a result the angle
of the bank is unstable and annually erodes during
high discharge events.

Prescription
•  Rehabilitation work started in 1997 and was

continued with the construction of LWD lateral
debris jams and deflectors in mainstem
Narrowlake Creek. These were installed to induce
scour, provide overhead cover, and protect
eroding banks by shifting the thalweg (main
current) and dispersing hydraulic energy.

•  gravel bars were stabilized by constructing LWD
complexes described in Operations: Stream
Channels, Article No. 30.

•  two different structures were installed to
demonstrate different prescription types for
controlling lateral eroding banks and to protect
the forest resources along the eroding bank.

Operating procedure
Two distinct treatment areas were selected along the
length of the eroding bank as follows:
•  two rock groynes/deflectors were constructed

using the excavator and labour provided by the
Lheidli T’enneh Native Council (Figure 1). The
rock groynes were situated at the beginning of the
eroding bank to shift the thalweg away from the
bank and dissipate the energy downstream.

•  A LWD revetment was cabled in along the bank
and included the use of spruce trees with roots
attached (Figure 2). Young trees from local
spacing contracts were manually placed behind
LWD revetments. Revetment was designed to
armour the bank, deflect currents, and allow
eroded materials from the bank to settle behind
the LWD.

Production/study results
•  for phase 2 of the project, completed in August

1998, a total of 22 fish habitat and channel
restoration structures were constructed, comprised
of 124 pieces of LWD and 140 boulders.

Cost summary:
Engineering 8 800
Labour 18 790
Equipment 65 390
Materials 12 340
Total cost $ 105 320

Observations and comments
•  Since 1997, a total of 67 restoration structures

have been installed over 3.5 km of Narrowlake
Creek utilizing 252 pieces of LWD (including
root wads), and 321 boulders.

References
Wilson, A. 1999. Narrowlake Creek restoration (Year
2). Pages 7-23 to 7-26 in Annual Compendium of
Aquatic Rehabilitation Projects for the Watershed
Restoration Program 1998-1999. Ministry of
Environment Lands and Parks Watershed Restoration
Project Report No. 13.

For further information, contact:
Don Cadden or Andrew Wilson, BC Ministry of
Environment Lands and Parks, 325 – 1011 Fourth
Ave., Prince George, BC, V2L 3H9. Tel.: (250) 565-
6135, Fax.: (250) 565-6629

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Large woody debris bank revetment.



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 32

Stream Channel and Habitat Enhancement of Camp Creek near Valemount, BC

FRBC Region
Omineca-Peace

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF

Date
October 1999

Source
FERIC field visit
Summary report prepared BC Ministry of Environment,
Lands and Parks, Fish and Wildlife Branch

Lead Proponent and Co-operators
Columbia Basin Fish and Wildlife Compensation
Program, Revelstoke, BC

BC Hydro

BC Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks

Equipment
•  Komatsu 200-and 300-series excavators

Location
Various locations along 18 km of Camp Creek,
starting where the Yellowhead (No. 5) Highway
crosses Camp Creek and progressing upstream; in the
Robson Valley Forest District.

Prescription
•  provide a diversity of favourable habitat types for

various fish species by constructing instream and
bank structures, and removing a beaver dam.
Work was completed during 1994.

Site characteristics
•  moist mild Interior Cedar-Hemlock (ICHmm)

ecosystem

•  Camp Creek is a tributary of the Canoe River,
which flows into Kinbasket Reservoir.

•  migratory and resident fish species in Camp Creek
include kokanee, rainbow trout, bull trout, and
mountain whitefish.

•  the creek gradient along the enhancement sections
is less than 3%.

•  the creek has been affected by past developments,
such as roadways, railways, logging and a resort.

Operating procedure
•  excavate the creek bottom and place large organic

debris (LOD) to create low-velocity rearing and
holding areas for juvenile fish.  Root wads (Figure
1) were cabled to deadmen buried on shore, riprap
was placed to stabilize the undercut bank, and
large blast rock was used to provide protection to
the root wads during high flows.

•  a beaver dam was removed by the excavator to
allow upstream migration for fish.

•  full-length trees were felled into the creek to
create low-velocity rearing areas.  The selected
trees were felled to allow two-thirds of the creek
width to be covered by the branches.  Booming
pins, cables, and clamps were used to secure the
felled stems in place.

Figure 1.  Root wads secured along creek bank to
provide habitat and increase creek complexity.
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•  rock spurs were constructed to provide holding
areas and stable flows for spawning.  Each spur
extended to a nose rock (80 to 120 cm) about 4 m
from shore.  Smaller (40 to 50 cm) blast rock was
placed towards the shore from the nose rock at an
angle of 30 to 40°, upstream and downstream, to
the shoreline.  The resulting triangle was then
filled with interlocking rock to a depth which
allowed 20 cm of water to flow over its length
during high flow.  No water flows over the higher
nose rock (Figure 2).

•  an area downstream of each rock spur was
excavated to a depth of 50 cm and filled to a depth
of 30 cm with 5- to 38-mm spawning gravel.  The
placement extended from the shoreline to the nose
rock and downstream for a distance of 3 to 4 m.
The area was raked by hand to provide
uniformity.

•  wing deflectors were constructed and seeded with
spawning gravel in the same manner as rock spurs,
except that the triangular area constructed from the
nose rock to shoreline was not filled in with
interlocking rock.  Wing deflectors were typically
constructed on the outside of the creek bend.

•  large (1 to 2 m) boulders were placed in the creek to
enhance pool formation via scouring action
downstream of the boulder.  Boulders were placed
in groups of 3 to 4, with the furthest upstream being
placed in the thawleg (centre of prominent flow).

•  a mid-channel bar formed from silt deposition was
excavated and removed.  Riprap was placed in
line to channelize and narrow the main flow
through the excavated section.

•  2.5-m-deep pools were excavated to promote low
velocity holding habitat.

Production/study results
•  the number of structures constructed were: 17 root

wads, 14 mid-channel boulders, 2 riprap sections, 7
rock spurs/wing deflectors, and 5 or 6 tree-length
sweepers.  The total cost of these enhancement
structures was approximately $18,000 which
included materials and supplies, gravel, contractor
fees, and labour and administration.

Observations and comments
•  Gold Creek, a tributary to Camp Creek, had 2 rock

spurs with spawning gravel, 3 boulder placements,
and LOD removal during the same year.

•  evaluations of the structures found that 9 (20%)
failed, 18 (40%) had impaired function, and 18
(40%) were functioning well, although not always
as intended.  This type of evaluation and
assessment can be used to develop criteria for
future use of these types of enhancement
structures.

•  during the field visit (October) numerous kokanee
were present and utilizing the lower section of
Camp Creek, which was enhanced with wing
deflectors and rock spurs.

References
Zachary, S.,  1994.  Stream Enhancement of Camp
Creek.  Professional report prepared for Columbia
Basin Fish & Wildlife Compensation Program, BC
Hydro, and the BC Ministry of Environment, Lands
and Parks, Prince George, BC.  54 p.

For further information, contact:
Karen Bray, Columbia Basin Fish and Wildlife
Compensation Program, 1200 Powerhouse Road, P.O.
Box 500, Revelstoke, BC, V0E 2S0.  Tel.: (250)837-
2538, Fax.: (250) 837-9600,
Email: karen.bray@bchydro.bc.ca

Don Cadden, Regional Fisheries Biologist, BC
Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks, Fish and
Wildlife Branch, Plaza 400, 1011-4th Avenue, Prince
George, BC, V2L 3H9.  Tel.: (250) 565-6423,
Fax.: (250) 565-6629,
Email: don.cadden@gems1.gov.bc.ca

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2000, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2.  Rock spur showing the protruding nose
rock (arrow) and shoreline rocks on far side of creek.



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 33

Tranquille Creek Stream Restoration: In-stream Structures and Creation of Pools

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Stephanie Sambo

Date
October 2000

Source
FERIC field visit

Draft “1999/2000 Tranquille Creek Stream
Restoration Project,” produced by ARC
Environmental Ltd. and BC Rivers Consulting,
Kamloops, BC

Lead Proponent and Co-operators
Weyerhaeuser Company Limited, Kamloops, BC
(lead proponent)

Tranquille Creek Stewardship Group, Kamloops, BC

Shuswap Nation Fisheries Commission

Kamloops Indian Band

Skeetchestn Indian Band

Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks

Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO)

City of Kamloops

Equipment
•  Hitachi 200 excavator with live thumb

•  gravel truck

Location
Work was carried out approximately 3 km and 4 km
from the confluence of Tranquille Creek with
Kamloops Lake, 2 km northwest of Kamloops in the
Kamloops Forest District

Site characteristics
•  dry Ponderosa Pine (PPxh2) and Bunchgrass

(BGxh2) ecosystems
•  historic placer mining activities and agriculture

have caused loss of riparian areas and stream
channel impacts.

•  hiking and gold panning are popular recreational
activities at Tranquille Creek.

•  an old dam and fish ladder are located about 4 km
from the mouth of Tranquille Creek. Water
extraction for irrigation creates low flow risks in
the summer.

•  Tranquille Creek is an important fisheries stream
with rainbow trout, coho, and chinook using the
stream. Riffle/glide habitat units dominate the
system. Pool habitat is limited in the Lower
Tranquille. The substrate is predominantly cobble
and large gravel with subdominant boulder. The
dominant cover type is boulder.

Prescription
•  install riprap/log deflectors (Figure 1), lateral log

jams, rootwads, boulder clusters, and weirs.
Excavate a plunge pool at the outlet of the fish
ladder. Fencing and revegetation is planned to
promote a continuous riparian corridor.

Figure 1. Log deflectors with root wads.
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Operating procedure
•  the excavator placed Douglas-fir trees with

rootwads, (20 cm in diameter), in trenches
perpendicular to the streambank. A gravel truck
delivered riprap to the site and it was placed
around the tree deflectors. Lateral log jams were
also created. Seven structures with logs/trees were
installed.

•  the excavator installed boulder clusters in the
stream to create localized scour and pools and
provide habitat complexity. Hard points were
formed from keyed-in riprap along the bank
(Figure 3). Four hard point structures were
constructed.

•  the fish ladder was cleaned and a pool was
dredged at its base to restore access. A line of
boulders was placed on the edge of the pool to
help contain it (Figure 2). Boulder weirs were
built downstream of the fish ladder and dam.

Production/study results
•  18 loads or 140 m3 of riprap were transported to

the site. It took 2.5 days to complete the works.

Observations and comments
•  further work is proposed for 2001 in Tranquille

Creek using logs and/or rocks and bank
stabilization.

•  the old water structure and abandoned dam could
be modified or removed to improve fish habitat.

•  planting with stakes or rooted stock increase bank
integrity and improve riparian condition.

•  fencing would exclude cattle and provide for the
establishment of riparian vegetation including
cottonwood groves important for stream shading
and for bird populations.

References
ARC Environmental Ltd. and BC Rivers Consulting.
1999/2000 Tranquille Creek Stream Restoration
Project. Draft report prepared for, Weyerhaeuser
Company Limited. 6 p. + appendices.

For further information, contact:
Bill Rublee, ARC Environmental Ltd., 1326 McGill
Road, Kamloops, BC, V2C 2E6. Tel.: (250) 851-0023.

Don Brimacombe, Weyerhaeuser Company Limited,
P.O. Box 40, Kamloops, BC, V2C 5K3. Tel.: (250)
828-7799.

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Completed hard point and boulder clusters.

Figure 3. Pool formed at bottom of fish ladder.



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 34

Creek Restoration by BC Hydro in the Johnson Creek Watershed

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Stephanie Sambo

Date
October 2000

Source
FERIC field visit

Lead Proponent
BC Hydro, Vernon, BC

Contractor
Hohn Construction, Westbank, BC

Equipment
•  Hitachi 150 and 200 excavators with live thumbs
•  John Deere 450 crawler tractor
•  dump truck

Location
Two locations along Johnson Creek where it crosses
the BC Hydro 5L91 right of way, approximately 30
km north of Lumby, BC in the Vernon Forest District

Site characteristics
•  Shuswap moist warm Interior Cedar-Hemlock

(ICHmw2) ecosystem

•  the force of the water during the 1997 freshet cut
ravines up to 2.5 m deep and 1 m wide along two
sections of Johnson Creek. The edges of the
ravines were eroding and there was concern that
cattle would get trapped if they fell in.

•  there is not much riparian vegetation along
Johnson Creek under the powerlines due to
persistent cattle grazing.

•  there are no fish in Johnson Creek but it flows into
Lossy and Trinity Creek; both are fish bearing.

•  special permission was given to work outside the
in-stream work window due to Johnson Creek’s
distance from fish bearing waters and the low
flow conditions prior to October 15 when the
work was completed.

Prescription
•  pullback the creek banks to an angle of 2H:1V.

•  stabilize the banks of the creek using log
deflectors (including root wads) and angular
riprap (Figure 1). Log deflectors will consist of
strong durable timber with roots cleaned of soil
and debris with sound tree trunks no less than
0.25 m in diameter and 8 m long.

•  log deflectors shall be placed with the stumps in
the stream and at least 2/3 of the trunk buried in
the bank with a key of riprap. The trunk shall be
placed relatively level and at about 60 degrees to
the stream direction upstream. The soils excavated
from around the trunk shall be replaced and
thoroughly tamped around the trunk. A key of
riprap shall then be placed around the upstream
side of the trunk.

•  grass seed the creek banks, plant willow stakes
and fence off the area from cattle.

Figure 1. Log deflectors and riprap installed along
recontoured creek bank.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

Operating procedure
•  temporary sediment traps made of hay bales and

nonwoven geotextile material were placed
downstream of the creek sections to be recontoured.
Their purpose was to prevent sediment flowing into
the watercourse in the event of heavy rains.

•  100 m sections of corrugated plastic pipe were
used to temporarily divert the creek from areas
where the excavator was working.

•  the creek banks were pulled back starting at the
upstream end and working downstream. Riparian
vegetation and stumps were disturbed as little as
possible. The log deflectors and riprap protection
were placed as the recontouring progressed.

•  the dump truck hauled the riprap from a nearby
quarry.

•  the crawler tractor pulled the trees to the creek
(dead standing trees complete with root wads
were acquired in a nearby stand under authority
from BCMOF).

•  the excavators placed the trees/logs in trenches
along the streambank and replaced and tamped the
soil around the trunks. Riprap was keyed in
around the trunk.

•  eleven Douglas-fir and/or larch logs were placed
along the first creek section, which was 150 m in
length (Figure 2). Fifteen log deflectors were
installed along the second creek section, which
was 200 m in length.

•  the disturbed areas were hand seeded.

•  willow stakes will be planted in the spring of 2001
when the cuttings are dormant.

Production/study results
•  approximately 400 m3 of soil were pulled back

along the first creek section. 600 m3 of soil were
pulled back along the second creek section. 50 m3

of riprap were used in creek bank stabilization at
both locations.

•  the creek bank recontouring, and installation of
the tree revetments and riprap took 10 days to
complete.

Observations and comments
•  erosion due to cattle grazing may be significant.

Fencing this riparian area and planting willow, as
prescribed, is therefore a high priority.

References
BC Hydro. 2000. Circuit 5L91, Kilometre 129 Area,
Stream Stabilization Recommendations. Unpublished
report. 2 p.

For further information, contact:
Vic Lewynsky, BC Hydro, 1401 Kalamalka Lake
Road, Vernon, BC, V1T 8S4. Tel.: (250) 549-8657.

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Log deflector with riprap.



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 35

313 Ha of Private Land Purchased by the BC Land Conservancy Along the Horsefly
River for Protection and Restoration of Fish and Wildlife Habitat

FRBC Region
Cariboo-Chilcotin

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF, RPBio

Date
October 2000

Source
FERIC field visit

Proponents
Riverside Forest Products Ltd., Cariboo Woodlands,
Williams Lake, BC
Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks (MELP)
Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO)

Location
Along the Horsefly River approximately 20 km
upriver from the community of Horsefly, BC, at the
Black Creek Ranch.

Site characteristics
•  dry warm Sub-Boreal Spruce (SBSdw1)

ecosystem

•  approximately 320 ha of valley bottom land along
the banks of the Horsefly River were purchased
and title of the land was granted to the Land
Conservancy of BC.  MELP currently manages
the land, which has been named the Horsefly
River Riparian Conservation Area (HRRCA).

•  for many decades the area has been used for
agriculture purposes (haycropping and livestock
grazing).  The riparian areas are void of deciduous
and coniferous stands, and shrub and native grass
communities, leaving the reach without shade, a
well-rooted bank, or a source of future large
woody debris (LWD).  The agricultural fields are
located on the river’s flood plain.

•  the Horsefly River (S1) supports one of the most
important sockeye salmon runs in BC, and
produces the majority of the unique (trophy size)
rainbow trout in Quesnel Lake.  The river is
inhabited or utilized for spawning or rearing by
sockeye, chinook, and coho salmon; rainbow and
bull trout; mountain whitefish; northern pike
minnow; redside shiner and several sucker species.

Prescription
To help restore lost and impaired riparian function by:

•  re-establishing off-channel and tributary stream
habitat that were affected (realigned and
straightened) by human development.

•  re-introducing LWD and other in-stream rearing
and habitat components.

•  stabilizing unstable banks (Figure 1).

•  re-introducing indigenous species to the river
bank and flood plain by planting coniferous /
deciduous trees, and Saskatoon, twinberry, and
snowberry shrubs.

•  creating wildlife habitat.

Figure 1.  Log deflector structures built along a re-
graded, 350-m long bend in the river.  Note the
inverted tree with its root wad acting as a bird perch.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

Operating procedure
•  the near-original location of a tributary was re-

established through the agricultural fields adjacent
to the Horsefly River (Figure 2).  The channel was
excavated, and LWD was secured within the
channel to act as cover.  The exposed banks were
hand seeded and once the vegetation is established
the final reconnection to Patenuade Ck. will occur.

•  eroding banks along the river were either planted
with live hardwood stakes, re-graded, or protected
with log deflector structures; and/or a combination
of these strategies.  Log deflectors were supported
by two piling logs, one near the river on the
downstream side and another in the bank on the
upstream side.  Cables and deadmen were also used
to secure the structures to the bank and to each
other.  The structures were built along an outside
bend in the river, with a few debris-catching
structures upstream of the deflectors.  An excavator
was used for log placement and piling driving.

•  bank re-grading entailed removing the sod,
resloping the surface to a 2:1 angle, replacing the
sod, live staking through the sod, and hand
seeding the bank with fall rye grass.

•  harvested hardwood cuttings and twinberry,
Saskatoon, and snowberry seedlings were planted
along and near the top of the river bank.  Spruce
and pine seedlings were planted near the bank and
also into the agricultural field / flood plain.

•  a farm tractor with attachment was used to remove
and invert two strips of sod along the outside bend
of the channel .  This cleared an area of competing
grasses for planting seedlings.  The ploughed strips
are approximately 2.5 m wide and 7 m apart, and
are non-continuous (1–2 m break) to avoid the
channelization of water.

•  bird perches, osprey-nesting sites, and bat slots
were constructed by placing delimbed trees in
excavated holes in the flood plain.  Stems, with
their root wads attached, were inverted (Figure 1);
others had wooden platforms attached to the top
of the stem (Figure 3).  Slits in the bark along the
bole were created to provide bat habitat.

Production/study results
•  approximately 2 km of the bank has been planted

with live stakes or seedlings using 2000 spruce,
13,000 willow, 7000 cottonwood, and 4000 other
shrubs (twinberry, alder, Saskatoon, snowberry).

•  approximate costs (mainly labour) during 1999
were $130,000, and $50,000 during 2000.

Observations and comments
•  creation of off-channel habitat may focus on the

use of old oxbows that have become disconnected
from the main river.

•  recreational use of the river and surrounding land is
highly valued and expected to continue.  Public
field visits to view restoration efforts and flood
plain recovery are planned and encouraged.

For further information, contact:
Mike Ramsay, RPBio, BC Ministry of Environment, Lands
and Parks, Habitat Protection Section, Suite 400, 640
Borland St., Williams Lake, BC, V2G 4T1.  Tel.: (250)
398-4258, Fax.: (250) 398-4214, Email:
Mike.Ramsay@gems2.gov.bc.ca
Rick Wheeler, Riverside Forest Products Ltd., Soda Creek
Division, RR 3, 5000 Soda Creek Rd., Soda Creek, BC,
V2G 1M3.  Tel.: (250) 398-3600, Fax.: (250) 398-3690.
Email: rjwheeler@riverside.bc.ca
Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest community. It
does not constitute an endorsement by FERIC of a product or
service to the exclusion of others that may be suitable.
  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2.  Excavated tributary channel in its near-
original (meandering) location.

Figure 3.  Wooden platform for nesting and perching.



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 36

Instream Structures Associated with Habitat Enhancement, Bank Protection, and
Temporary Bridge Removal, Washington State, USA

Region
U.S.A.-Pacific Northwest

Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF, RPBio

Date
September 2000

Source
FERIC field visit

Company
Crown Pacific Limited Partnership, Port Angeles,
Washington

Equipment
•  30,000 kg excavator

•  two 20,000 kg loaders/excavators

•  D8 and D6 size crawler tractor

Location
Various sites near Sekiu Bay (approximately 85 km
east of Port Angeles) within Crown Pacific’s private
land holdings, Clallam County, Washington, USA.

Prescription(s)
•  to install Large Woody Material (LWM) in Big

River (Figure 1) while using the same permits
required to remove a temporary bridge at the site.
Note: LWM specifically refers to conifer species.

•  to place LWM in the Sekiu and Hoko Rivers to
increase fish habitat and protect river banks.

Site characteristics
•  the site compares to the Coastal Western Hemlock

(CWH) ecosystem classification used in B.C.

•  the instream structures were constructed within
rivers classified as Type 1 Waters (see Roads and
Bridges, Article No. 68 for full description of
Type 1 Waters and the required permits).

•  the riparian areas visited were harvested in the
1950s, and are dominated by early seral deciduous
species such as alder.

•  there is a lack of conifer LWM for natural
recruitment in the future, prompting the need for
LWM placement into the aquatic system.

•  stream reaches which have had deposition
resulting in lateral movement, have had
vulnerable banks protected with LWM structures.

Operating procedure
•  instream habitat structures were typically built

using full-length trees as ‘key’ pieces (Figure 2).
Smaller logs were placed near and sometimes
secured to the ‘key’ piece.  Allowing some of the
LWM to migrate through the river system in the
future was considered acceptable.  Some ‘key’
pieces were left as stand-alone structures.

•  as an alternative to ‘key’ pieces, and specifically
for bank protection, logs were pounded into the
riverbed as pilings, holes were drilled, and cables
were used to secure additional LWM in place.Figure 1.  LWM placed and secured instream at the

dismantled bridge site.



This compendium is funded by Forest Renewal BC.

•  a pile-driving cap (Figure 4) was placed over the
ends of the piling logs during installation.

•  during the dismantling of the temporary bridge,
LWM from the approaches were placed and
secured in the river.

•  the bridge deck was cleaned so that no sediment
would enter the river during dismantling.  Wood
was placed in the river as puncheon for the
excavator to travel on while gaining access to the
far approach.  The puncheon wood and additional
wood was used for habitat structures (Figure 1).

•  the bridge removal site has been recontoured and
numerous sites grass seeded.

Production/study results
•  a typical instream structure can be built for

approximately $27,000 US.  This includes all
machinery (see equipment), low bed, excavating for
‘key’ pieces, site preparation, additional wood
acquisition costs (approximately $7800 US), labour,
materials, and construction.

Observations and comments
•  the ‘key’ pieces used for LWM aquatic habitat

structures were full tree length and included the
root wad.  To obtain these ‘key’ trees, an
excavator dug around the base of a standing tree,
and subsequently pushed it over.  A low bed was
used to transport individual pieces.

•  non-secured LWM is expected to migrate through
the river system.  Certain habitat structures were
tagged by the native Makah Nation for monitoring
and relocation mapping.

•  trials of LWM placement include ‘wood tossing’,
which allows the LWM to be dropped into the river
from a bridge crossing.  The material is free to float
and become lodged at any point in the river system.

For further information, contact:
Kent Andersson, Forest Engineer, Crown Pacific
Limited Partnership, 243701 Highway 101 West, Port
Angeles, Washington, USA, 98363.  Tel.: (360) 457-
6266, Fax.: (360) 457-1486, Email: kenta@crown-
pacific-timber.com

Washington State Department of Natural Resources –
Forest Practices:
www.wa.gov/dnr/htdocs/fp/fpb/rules.html

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2.  ‘Key’ piece used for instream structures.
Notice the person standing near the root wad for scale.

Figure 3.  Instream structure with numerous logs
positioned around the ‘key’ piece.

Figure 4.  A pile-driving cap was placed over the ends
of logs before driving them into the riverbed.



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 37

Increasing Fish Habitat Complexity on Moose Creek near Clearwater, BC

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
September, 2000

Source
FERIC field visit

Contractor (s)
•  ARC Environmental Ltd., Kamloops, BC

•  J.W. Berry Trucking Ltd., Port Alberni, BC
(owner of Schaeff)

Equipment
•  Schaeff Spyder 41 mobile walking excavator

 Location
 Work was carried out along Reach 1 of Moose Creek, a
tributary of the Mann Creek watershed within Tree Farm
License #18 of Slocan Forest Products Ltd.’s Vavenby
Division, approximately 26 km northeast of Clearwater,
BC.

 Site Characteristics
• moist mild Sub-Boreal Spruce (SBSmm) ecosystem
• Moose Creek is an S3 Riparian Class stream with a

resident population of rainbow trout and eastern brook
trout.

•  Harvesting of the watershed in the 1970s removed
mature timber from the riparian zone which has
reduced the potential for recruitment of large woody
debris into the stream for fish habitat. An assessment
of fish habitat variables concluded that both the
quantity and quality of habit was reduced.

Prescription
•  the primary goal was to increase fish habitat

complexity in Moose Creek that will be consistent
with the natural structures already existing in the
reach.

Operating procedure
The following large woody debris (LWD) and rock
structures were installed along a 900 m length of the
creek:

•  stone lines (Figure 1) and v-weirs constructed of
both boulders and LWD secured with cables

•  boulder clusters and deflectors (Figure 2)

•  LWD positioned in stream riffles and pools (Figure
3)

•  structures were installed by hand with the assistance
of an excavator as access permitted.

•  logs used for construction were delivered to roadside
by a local logging contractor (J. Sallenbach
Logging). The excavator was used to fling the logs
downslope and to carry and/or winch them into
position. Logs were buried in excavated trenches
with 1/4 to 1/3 of the log length extending into the
stream. In some cases logs were secured with cables.

 
 Figure 1. Stone line.
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Equipment description and specification
•  for a description of the Schaeff excavator, see

Operations: Stream channels, Article No. 4. For
other examples of stream restoration projects
utilizing walking excavators, see Articles Nos. 13,
15-17, 28 and 31.

Production/study results
•  construction activities were completed on the 900

m reach of Moose Creek over a 3-day period in
late September of 2000. A total of 89 fish habitat
structures was constructed at 24 different sites.
The structures consisted of 51 log and rock
structures utilizing 81 pieces of LWD, 13 stone
lines, 13 boulder V-weirs and 12 boulder clusters.
The total cost to construct the instream structures
including labour, excavator and machinery rental
and materials was approximately $11 000 or $124
per structure.

Observations and comments
•  access for equipment to the stream area was steep

and would have resulted in considerable
disturbance using a conventional excavator.

•  the Schaeff walking excavator was able to
traverse the road sideslope and operate in and
adjacent to the stream with little disturbance.

•  as an environmental precaution, the Schaeff
excavator was operated with biodegradable
hydraulic oil.

For further information, contact:
Rowena Bryan, Slocan Forest Products Ltd., P.O. Box
39, Vavenby, BC, VOE 3A0. Tel.: (250) 676-9518,
Fax.: (250) 676-9455,
Email: robryan@slocan-vavenby.com
Ted Fuller, BC Ministry of Environment Lands and
Parks, 1259 Dalhousie Dr., Kamloops, BC, V2C 5Z5.
Tel.: (250) 371-6271, Fax.: (250) 828-4000,
Email: ted.fuller@gems5.gov.bc.ca
Bill Rublee, ARC Environmental Ltd., 1326 McGill
Rd., Kamloops, BC, V2C 6N6. Tel.: (250) 851-0023,
Fax.: (250) 851-0074

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Boulder cluster and LWD deflector.

Figure 2. LWD in pool.



Operations: Stream Channels
Article No: 38

Construction of a Debris Catcher on Slesse Creek in the Chilliwack River
Watershed

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
August, 2001

Source
FERIC field visit

Proponent
•  Fraser Association

•  Ministry of Environment Lands and Parks

Equipment
•  Caterpillar 320 L excavator

Location
Work was carried out in Slesse Creek, approximately
1 km upstream from where the Chilliwack Lake Road
crosses Slesse creek (approximtely 21 km east from
the intersection of Chilliwack Lake Road and Vedder
Road) near the town of Sardis, in the Chilliwack
Forest District.

Site Characteristics
•  dry maritime Coastal Western Hemlock

(CWHdm) ecosystem

•  Slesse Creek is a fourth-order stream.
•  the area was roaded and harvested beginning in

the early 1920s. Anadromous fish use is
concentrated in the lower 8 km of the stream,
which is presently aggraded and unstable.

Prescription
•  stabilize the stream bank where severe slumping

of clay soil has occurred and enhance adjacent,
instream fish habitat

Operating procedure
The objective of stabilization measures was to divert
the mainstream flow away from the eroding
streambank. This was accomplished as follows:
•  a large debris catcher was erected in Slesse Creek

adjacent to the eroding stream bank and
immediately upstream from the slump failure
(Figure 1).

•  the debris catcher was constructed from large
woody debris (LWD). At the upstream position or
leading edge of the structure, boulders were used
to anchor LWD cut ends. The LWD was elevated
at the downstream end and secured to support
posts positioned as X-shaped members. Four of
these X-shaped members were erected, one for
each LWD log. The completed structure
resembled a water-ski ramp.

Figure 1. Completed debris catcher in foreground
with slope failure downstream.
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•  galvanized steel cables anchored into the stream
bank, were layed across and attached to LWD
members (Figure 2). Additional rock armouring
was added to the stream bank surrounding the
anchor cables.

•  large boulders were suspended from several
locations by stainless steel cables, to ballast the
structure especially during high stream flows. The
cables were attached to the boulders using steel
loops anchored into pre-drilled holes filled with
epoxy adhesive.

•  Several additional LWD stems were secured to the
outside of the structure closest to the stream centre
diverting stream flow away from the bank and to
help form a scour pool immediately downstream.

•  for added protection of the stream bank, additional
log revetment was cabled in along the stream bank,
immediately downstream from the structure (Figure
3).

•  designed for a 15 to 20 year life span, the exposed
ends of LWD stems used in the structure were
painted with preservative.

Production/study results
•  the debris catcher has the effect of creating 465 m2

of juvenile rearing habitat. The structure was built
over a 5 day period using an excavator and a two-
person ground crew.

Observations and comments
•  use of this large debris catcher is experimental and

replaces more traditional shot rock armouring, bank
revetment techniques. The effect of the structure to
promote bank stability and stabilization of the
slumping clay soils down stream, and to enhance
riparian zone habitat will be monitored over time.

•  by diverting the main stream flow away from the
stream bank, scoured stream bed areas immediately
upstream and downstream from the structure will
become areas of sediment deposition. This will
stabilize the adjacent damaged streambank and
protect it from further erosion.

•  the debris catcher is designed to shed some of the
LWD load. During low flows, LWD is captured
and builds up along the sloped structure. At high
flows, some of the captured LWD will become
buoyant and float off of the structure. The structure
was built higher than the expected peak flow to
ensure that the majority of the captured debris will
be retained.

For further information, contact:
Rheal Finnigan, British Columbia Conservation
Foundation, # 206-17564 56A Ave., Surrey, BC, V3S
1G3. Tel.: (604) 939-0854, Fax: (604),
Email: rheal_finnigan@telus.net

Bruce Usher, Watershed Restoration Technician,
Lower Mainland Region, BC Ministry of
Environment, Lands and Parks, 46360 Airport Rd.
Chilliwack, BC, V0X 1X0. Tel.: (604) 702-5731,
Email: bruce.usher@gems3.gov.bc.ca

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Debris catcher showing suspended ballast
rocks (see arrow).

Figure 3. Bank revetment using woody debris.
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Research: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 1

Comparison of Seedling Performance on Rehabilitated Roads and Adjacent
Clearcut Areas on Northern Vancouver Island

FRBC Region
Pacific
Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF
Date
March 1999
Source
Unpublished report prepared by B.A. Blackwell and
Associates, and A. Barber, RPF, Canadian Forest
Products Ltd.
Location
Canadian Forest Products Limited’s (Canfor)
Englewood Logging Division (Tree Farm License 37)
in the Port McNeill Forest District
Proponent
•  Canadian Forest Products Limited, Englewood

Logging Division, Woss
 Contractor
•  B.A. Blackwell and Associates Ltd., North

Vancouver
 Objective
•  compare the growth and characteristics of planted

seedlings on rehabilitated logging roads with those
in adjacent undisturbed (unroaded) areas of
cutblocks (Figure 1).

•  establish and monument permanent sample plots
for monitoring over next 10 years.

•  communicate the preliminary and final results to
operational foresters and researchers.

 Site characteristics
•  the sites are all located within the Coastal

Western Hemlock biogeoclimatic zone, and
within three subzones: Very Dry Maritime (xm);
Submontane Very Wet Maritime (vm1); and
Montane Very Wet Maritime (vm2).

•  the sites ranged in elevation from 145 to 820 m
and were mostly located in a zonal site series
(01).  Four sites were within a moist/poor-medium
site series (06,09); four were within a fresh-
moist/rich site series (05,07); and two were within
a dry/poor site series (03).

•  sites were chosen where roads had recently been
rehabilitated and planted (1995-96 plantations).
Planted species included Douglas-fir, yellow
cedar, and amabilis fir.

 Prescription / Methods
•  14 blocks were selected based on site, tree species,

availability of adjacent plantations to act as
‘controls’, rehabilitated road materials, and access.

•  10 of the selected blocks had two installations
each, and the remaining four blocks each had a
single installation, for a total of 24 installations.

•  each installation contained 4 plots on the
rehabilitated road (25 trees per plot, dead or alive)
and 2 ‘control’ plots in the adjacent planted
cutblock (25 trees per plot, dead or alive).  This
gave a total of 100 trees in the rehabilitated road
and 50 trees in the adjacent planted cutblock, per
installation.

 
 Figure 1.  Arrow points to planted tree in rehabilitated
road (notice the hardhat for scale).
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•  plots were rectangular in shape and variable in size
depending on inter-tree spacing.  The control plots
were located either above or below the road.

•  each plot was monumented with a 4X4 cedar post
and each tree within the plot was referenced with
a wooden stake and a numbered aluminum tag.

•  one baseline photograph was taken for each plot.
Six photographs were required to document each
installation (four photos for road plots and two
photos for control plots).

•  plot trees were measured for total height, current
year’s height increment, and stem diameter at 10
cm above the ground surface.  Plot trees were also
assessed, using classes from Table 1, for vigour,
foliage condition, and damage.

•  each block had an ecosystem description that
included site, soil, and understory vegetation, and
a biogeoclimatic description including subzone,
variant, and site series.

•  one soil pit was dug in each road plot to describe
soil properties.

•  surface cover of rocks and coarse woody debris
were measured in each road plot using the line
intersect method.

 Table 1.  Assessed classes for vigour, foliage, and
damage conditions

 Vigour  Foliage  Damage

 Good  Healthy  None
Browsed

Frost

 Moderate  Chlorotic:
slight-mod

 Soil erosion
Leader die back
Lateral die back

 Poor  Chlorotic:
mod-severe

 Late Flush
Broken stem
Sweep/bend

 Moribund  Necrotic
spots and bands

 Forked leader
Forked stem

Smothered by veg.

 Dead  Poor needle
retention

 Rodent damage
Scar/girdle

 

 Analysis / Results
•  a second growing season summary of seedling

performance and percent mortality shows a
significant difference between the rehabilitated
road and control; for all species (Ba, Fd, Yc), and
for three measurements (total height, diameter at
10 cm above ground, and height increment) the
‘control’ outperformed the rehabilitated road.

•  there was no significant difference in mortality
between the control and road plots with respect to
percent mortality.

•  these results should be considered preliminary, as
it normally takes seedlings 4-5 years after
planting to release and truly reflect the overall site
quality.

For further information, contact:
Al Barber, RPF, Silviculture Forester, Canadian
Forest Products Ltd., Englewood Logging Division,
Woss, BC, V0N 3P0.  Tel.: (250) 281-2300, Fax.:
(250) 281-2485

References
B.A. Blackwell and Associates Ltd., 1997.
Regeneration Performance on Rehabilitated Roads.
Unpublished report prepared for Canadian Forest
Products Ltd., Woss, BC, 21 pp.

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1999, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733



Research: Roads and Bridges
Article No: 2

Rehabilitation of Forest Roads with Wood Waste – Establishment Details

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Kirsty Venner

Date
Project started July, 1997

Source
File reports by Kirsty Venner

Equipment
•  Kobelco 270 excavator with standard bucket

Location
International Forest Products Ltd., Tree Farm Licence
54 at Kennedy Flats, approximately 15 km southeast
of Tofino, in the South Island Forest District.

Proponents
Department of Forest Sciences, University of British
Columbia; B.C. Ministry of Forests; Pacific Forestry
Centre and Kalamalka Research Station; Foresol
Consulting, Campbell River; Feonix Forest
Consulting, Nanaimo; and International Forest
Products Ltd., Campbell River

Objectives
To determine:
•  the best methods of rehabilitating compacted

forest roads by tilling and applying organic
matter, and

•  the potential for inactive forest roads to act as a
disposal site for wood wastes

Site Characteristics
•  the disused ‘corduroyed’ road is located in the

very wet hypermaritime Coastal Western
Hemlock (CWHvh1) biogeoclimatic zone and has
soils of glaciomarine origin with a silty clay loam
texture.

•  the roads were originally constructed in 1982
using wood puncheon overlain by rock and sand
soil fill, and have been heavily compacted by
logging traffic (Figure 1).

•  natural regeneration of vegetation has been
restricted to the road edges and the middle of the
running tracks. Species include grasses, clover
and some alder.

•  a relatively flat 370 m in length piece of road
(intersected by a creek and four cross-ditches)
was treated.

Prescription
In July 1998, six treatments were applied in a
randomised block design to plots measuring 15 m in
length and approximately 3 m wide. Treatments
included:

Figure 1. Road prior to deactivation.
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•  control (no decompaction or organic amendment),
•  tilled (decompaction to approximately 50 cm

depth),
•  tilled (as above) with applications of wood waste

(chipped wood, mainly cedar, recovered from
creeks during watershed restoration), spread
approximately 15 cm deep, either as a surface
mulch or incorporated to approximately 40 cm
depth.

•  tilled (as above) with compost (wood waste mixed
with shrimp waste from Ucluelet), applied as
above (Figure 2).

In September 1998, each plot was planted with 45
Douglas-fir seedlings (Stock Type 415D) at 1 m x 1 m
spacing. Sites will be monitored annually until 2002.
Measurements will include tree height, root collar
diameter and seedling nutrient contents,
decomposition rates of litter and amendments, and
physical and chemical soil properties.

Observations and comments
The initial characteristics of the amendments,
surrounding forest floor and soil have been detailed in
a FRBC Report (Venner 1998). The following
observations were noted during the establishment of
the site:
•  tilled soils had the capacity to accommodate

larger quantities of organic amendment due to the
large air filled spaces between the rock pieces.

•  planting Douglas-fir seedlings in compacted
forest roads took approximately four times as long
as that in tilled plots and required the use of a
pick to provide a suitable planting position.

•  grass seeding was not recommended as the
potential for surface soil erosion was low and the
competition for resources from additional

vegetation may be detrimental to growth of tree
seedlings.

Recommendations for the management of inactive
forest roads will be drawn up using results of tree
performance and soil physical and chemical
characteristics collected annually until the year 2002.

See Research: Landings and Trails, Article No. 5, for
a description of a companion study on the
rehabilitation of landings with wood waste.

References
Venner K. H. 1998. Rehabilitation of forest roads and
landings with wood wastes. Six month interim
progress report, Year 2. FRBC Project No. PA97276-
0RE.

For further information, contact:
Kirsty Venner, Department of Forest Sciences, Forest
Sciences Centre, University of British Columbia,
2424 Main Mall, Vancouver, BC, V6T 1Z4. Tel.:
(604) 822-6941, E-mail: kvenner@interchange.ubc.ca

Mary-Jane Douglas, Foresol Consulting, 2037
Kelland Road, Black Creek, BC, V9J 1G4. Tel.: (250)
337-1834.

Cindy Prescott, Department of Forest Sciences, Forest
Sciences Centre, University of British Columbia,
2424 Main Mall, Vancouver, BC, V6T 1Z4. Tel.:
(604) 822-4701.

Caroline Preston, Natural Resources Canada,
Canadian Forest Service, Pacific Forestry Centre, 506
West Burnside Road, Victoria BC, V8Z 1M5. Tel.:
(250) 363-0720.

Warren Warttig, International Forest products
Limited, P.O. Box 36, Campbell River, B.C. V9W
4Z9. Tel.: (250) 286-4547.

Don Waugh, Feonix Forest Consulting, 5769 Alder
Way, Nanaimo B.C. V9T 5N4. Tel.: (250) 758-1418.

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community. It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1999, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Surface application of compost to
decompacted road surface.
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Research: Landings and Trails
Article No: 1

Reclamation of Compacted Landings Using a Winged Subsoiler, Topsoil Recovery,
and Nitrogen-Fixing Vegetation −−−− Results 8 Years After Treatment

FRBC Region
Omineca-Peace

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
May 1997

Source
File reports by Kranabetter and Osberg (1995) and
Kranabetter and Denham (1995)

Equipment
•  Tilth winged subsoiler

•  Brush blade

Location
Three locations were included in the study. Two of
the locations, the 6200 Road and 29000 Road sites
were located on Slocan Forest Products Limited’s
operations, Mackenzie Timber Supply Area south of
Mackenzie BC, in the Prince George Forest District.
The third location, Mossvale, was located
approximately 50 km northwest of Prince George and
is part of the Forest Licence for Lakeland Mills in the
Prince George Forest District.

Proponent
BC Ministry of Forests, Prince George Forest Region

Objective
•  To rehabilitate landings with compacted soils and

low nutrient status, to productive growing site
using subsoiling, topsoil respreading, and legume
and alder cover crops.

Site characteristics
•  the Mossvale and 6200 Road sites were located in

the Mossvale and Williston moist cool Sub-Boreal
Spruce (SBSmk1 and SBSmk2) ecosystems
respectively and the 29000 Road site was located
in the Finlay-Peace wet cool Sub-Boreal Spruce
(SBSwk2) ecosystem.

•  the Mossvale and 29000 Road sites had full bench
landings. The sites were destumped and
approximately 10 cm of the surface mineral soil
and the forest floor were removed and stockpiled.

•  the 6200 Road site had a partial bench−partial fill
construction and the topsoil was not stockpiled but
instead incorporated into the landing surface.

•  in all cases, the subsoil was consolidated as a
result of the harvesting and extraction process.

•  the Mossvale site had loam soils with 20% coarse
fragment content and a low productivity due to a
shallow compact basal till. The 6200 Road sites
had medium rich to rich loam soils with a
subhygric moisture regime and 20% coarse
fragment content. The 29000 Road sites consisted
of poor to medium sandy loam soils with a
submesic moisture regime and a 35% coarse
fragment content.

Prescription
•  in 1986 three treatment regimes were applied as

follows: topsoil only, seed only to a legume cover
crop, and topsoil plus seed.

•  at the Mossvale and 29000 Road site, for the
topsoil treatments, topsoil material was pushed
back onto the plots using a brush blade. The
topsoil depth after replacement was variable
ranging from 10 to 20 cm deep.

•  at the 6200 Road site, the fill portion of the
landing was designated as the topsoil treatment.
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•  after topsoil replacement, the entire landing area
was ripped to a target depth of 50 cm using the
winged subsoiler.

•  on the plots receiving the legume cover treatment
(applied at the rate of 40 kg/ha), a broadcast
application of N-P-K fertilizer (19-19-19) was
applied at a rate of 200 kg/ha.

•  bareroot (2+0) lodgepole pine seedlings were
planted on the landing treatments in the spring of
1987.

•  sitka alder was planted between the lodgepole
pine.

Results
Kranabetter and Osberg (1995) reported on interim
results after 8 growing seasons. Topics discussed
include tillage effectiveness, soil bulk density, soil
chemical properties, legume and alder crop covers and
tree growth. Highlights of their results and
recommendations are as follows:

•  tillage effectiveness for initial decompaction
depended in part on soil texture and moisture.

•  many forest soils have good soil structure in the
top 15 or 20 cm, so conserving this soil by piling
and respreading topsoil is critical for reclamation.

•  the topsoil amendment was valuable for its
addition of nutrients such as nitrogen,
phosphorus, and potassium.

•  landing reclamation was found to be consistently
effective where soil texture was coarse (>50%
sand) or where good topsoil recovery (>15 cm)
occurred.

•  difficulties with reclamation occurred with
subsoiling wet soil and with mixing woody debris
into topsoil piles.

•  reclamation plans should demonstrate an
understanding of the importance of soil texture,
timing of subsoiling, conservation of topsoil and
establishment of cover crops for successful
reclamation.

•  handling of the topsoil is an important
consideration. For example, the addition of
woody debris or the mixing of subsoil with
topsoil should be minimized.

•  the use of fertilizers for establishing seedlings
during landing reclamation may not be necessary
in cases where sufficient topsoil has been
recovered.

•  a large amount of plant cover (e.g., 80%) should
always be a goal in restoring soil productivity.

•  the best tree growth, regardless of treatment, was
consistently found where the topsoil was deepest.

Kranabetter and Denham (1995) undertook a more detailed
study of lodgepole pine productivity related to soil physical
and chemical properties. Their conclusions were as follows:

• the correlations from this study suggest that alleviation
of compaction is the primary goal of reclamation, and
any gains in aeration porosity will positively affect
productivity of lodgepole pine.

• subsoiling was found to be effective for alleviating
compaction on coarse-textured soils but was less
consistent in loam or finer textured subsoils.

• the recovery of topsoil was a better technique than was
tilling for restoring adequate soil structure on the loam-
textured or finer subsoils than was tilling.

• potassium content of the soil is also an important factor,
and may be especially limiting with subsoils of high pH.

Equipment description and specification

See Operations: Landings and Trails, Article No. 1 for a
description of the Tilth winged subsoiler.

References
Kranabetter, J.M.; Osberg, M. 1995. Landing reclamation
trials in the Prince George Forest Region. Internal report
prepared for the Prince George Forest Region.

Kranabetter, J.M.; Denham, W.T. 1995. Soil properties
related to lodgepole pine productivity on reclaimed landings.
Internal report prepared for the Prince George Forest
Region.

For further information, contact:
Al Balisky, Slocan Forest Products Limited, Mackenzie
Region, P.O. Box 310, Mackenzie, BC, V0J 2C0. Tel.:
(250) 997-2623

Will Carr, Carr Environmental Consultants, Suite 202, 5752-
176 St., Cloverdale, BC, V3S 4C8. Tel.: (604) 574-3100

Marty Kranabetter, Prince Rupert Forest Region, B.C.
Ministry of Forests, Bag 5000, 3726 Alfred Ave., Smithers,
BC, V0J 2N0. Tel.: (250) 847-7435

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest community.
It does not constitute an endorsement by FERIC of a product
or service to the exclusion of others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada ISSN 0381-7733



Research: Landings and Trails
Article No: 2

Reclamation of Compacted Landings Using a Winged Subsoiler and Nitrogen-
Fixing Vegetation −−−− Observations 10 Years After Treatment

FRBC Region
Omineca-Peace

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
May 1997

Source
FERIC field visit

Proponent
BC Ministry of Forests, Prince George Forest Region

Equipment
•  Tilth winged subsoiler

Location
Slocan Forest Products Limited’s operations,
Mackenzie Timber Supply Area south of Mackenzie
BC, in the Prince George Forest District

Objective
•  To rehabilitate landings with compacted soils and

low nutrient status, to productive growing site
using subsoiling and the addition of nitrogen-
fixing vegetation referred to as “green manure”

Site characteristics
•  Finlay-Peace moist cool Sub-Boreal Spruce

(SBSmk2) ecosystem
•  during landing construction, approximately 10 to

20 cm of topsoil were removed.
•  the subsoil was consolidated as a result of the

harvesting and extraction process.
•  soil texture and moisture conditions varied among

the 3 landings visited. Two of the landings had

silty clay loam soils and poorer drainage than the
third landing which had a well drained sandy soil.

Prescription
•  in 1986, one portion of each landing was left as a

control plot while the other portion was ripped
with the subsoiler. An additional untreated control
plot was established adjacent to each landing.

•  all plots were planted with containerized lodgepole
pine stock, and sitka alder was interspersed with
the pine on the ripped plots.

•  after the trial was established, the landings were
accidentally treated with herbicide.

Observations and comments
Observations are based on a brief stop during a field
tour (Figure 1). From these limited observations 10
years after treatment, no clear advantage of any of the
treatments on the response of pine was obvious. The
growth of pine was variable both within and between
treatments and a clear benefit of subsoiling and/or
adding a green manure crop was not readily evident.
The consensus of the tour group was that variations in
soil texture and moisture and site drainage may have
had more impact on growth than the ripping or
addition of a green manure crop. As well, the positive
impact of the green manure crop may be difficult to
determine on the three landings that were treated with
herbicide. High mortality of the alder attests to the
effectiveness of the herbicide.

Equipment description and specification
See Operations: Landings and Trails, Article No. 1 for
a description of the Tilth winged subsoiler.

References
Kranabetter, J.M.; Osberg, M. 1995. Landing
reclamation trials in the Prince George Forest Region.
Internal report prepared for the Prince George Forest
Region.
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Kranabetter, J.M.; Denham, W.T. 1995. Soil
properties related to lodgepole pine productivity on
reclaimed landings. Internal report prepared for the
Prince George Forest Region.

Figure 1. Lodgepole pine 10 years after treatment
with ripping plus the planting of alder.

For further information, contact:
Al Balisky, Slocan Forest Products Limited,
Mackenzie Region, P.O. Box 310, Mackenzie, BC,
V0J 2C0. Tel.: (250) 997-2623

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community.  It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733



Research: Landings and Trails
Article No: 3

Reclamation of Compacted Landings Using a Winged Subsoiler, Fertilizer and Pulp
Mill Sludge −−−− Observations 10 Years After Treatment

FRBC Region
Omineca-Peace

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
May 1997

Source
FERIC field visit

Proponent
BC Ministry of Forests, Prince George Forest Region

Equipment
•  Tilth winged subsoiler

•  agricultural discs

Location
Slocan Forest Products Limited’s operations,
Mackenzie Timber Supply Area south of Mackenzie
BC, in the Prince George Forest District

Objective
•  To rehabilitate landings with compacted soils and

low nutrient status, to productive growing site
using subsoiling and the addition of fertilizer and
pulp mill sludge.

Site characteristics
•  two projects, Tudyah Lake and 5900 Road, were

visited.
•  Finlay-Peace moist cool Sub-Boreal Spruce

(SBSmk2) ecosystem
•  during landing construction, approximately 10 to

20 cm of topsoil were removed.
•  the subsoil was consolidated as a result of the

harvesting and extraction process.

•  soil texture and moisture conditions varied
between projects and at 5900 Road, between
landings. Well drained sandy soils were
predominant among the 3 landings visited at
Tudyah Lake.

•  At the 4 landings visited at 5900 Road, two of the
landings were situated at the toe of a slope on silty
loam to loam soils with 15% coarse fragments and
the third landing, with similar soil, was situated
closer to the crest of a slope. The fourth landing
was situated on a sandy soil.

Prescription
•  In 1986 four treatments were applied as follows

(Kranabetter 1990):
Treatment 1: fertilizer at the rate of 1265 
kg/ha (nitrogen), 218 kg/ha (phosphorus) and 
1798 kg/ha (potassium), combined with 5 cm 
(56 400 kg/ha) of pulp sludge.
Treatment 2: fertilizer at the rate of 2530 
kg/ha (nitrogen), 436 kg/ha (phosphorus) and 
3596 kg/ha (potassium), combined with 10 cm 
(112 800 kg/ha) of pulp sludge.
Treatment 3: non-rehabilitated control on the 
landing.
Treatment 4: non-rehabilitated control 
adjacent to the landing.

 
•  prior to fertilizer and sludge application, the

landings were ripped with the subsoiler.
•  after application of the fertilizer and sludge, the

landings were disced to a depth of 10 cm.
•  At Tudyah Lake, all four treatments were applied

to portions of each landing.
•  At 5900 Road, the small landing size precluded the

application of all treatments on each landing.
Consequently, one landing was designated as a
control and left untreated.

•  all plots were planted with containerized lodgepole
pine stock.
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•  In 1989, Tudyah Lake block was accidentally
treated with herbicide.

Observations and comments
Observations are based on a brief stop during a field
tour (Figure 1). From these limited observations 10
years after treatment, no clear advantage of any of the
treatments on the response of pine was obvious. The
pine were generally fairing better on the coarse
textured, well drained soils at Tudyah Lake compared
to much poorer performance on the plots with finer
textured and more poorly drained soils at the 5900
Road location. A clear benefit of subsoiling and
adding fertilizer and/or sludge was not readily
evident. Adding an organic amendment such as
sludge, is felt to be more beneficial on finer textured
soils (M. Kranabetter, pers. comm., October, 1997).
On the landings, pine was virtually the sole tree
species present, while on the harvested areas adjacent
to the landings, a stand of aspen and pine
predominated.

Figure 1. Lodgepole pine 10 years after treatment
with ripping plus the application of fertilizer and
sludge.

References
Kranabetter, J.M. 1990. Pulp fibre waste as a soil
amendment: rates of net carbon mineralization.
University of British Columbia Dept. Soil Science
M.Sc. Thesis

Equipment description and specification
See Operations: Landings and Trails, Article No. 1 for
a description of the Tilth winged subsoiler.

For further information, contact:
Al Balisky, Slocan Forest Products Limited,
Mackenzie Region, P.O. Box 310, Mackenzie, BC,
V0J 2C0. Tel.: (250) 997-2623

Marty Kranabetter, Prince Rupert Forest Region, B.C.
Ministry of Forests, Bag 5000, 3726 Alfred Ave.,
Smithers, BC, V0J 2N0. Tel.: (250) 847 7435

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community.  It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733



Research: Landings and Trails
Article No: 4

Reclamation of Compacted Landings Using a Winged Subsoiler, Topsoil Recovery,
and Nitrogen-Fixing Vegetation −−−− Observations 10 Years After Treatment

FRBC Region
Omineca-Peace

Author
Brad Sutherland

Date
May 1997

Source
FERIC field visit and file reports by Kranabetter and
Osberg (1995) and Kranabetter and Denham (1995)

Proponent
BC Ministry of Forests, Prince George Forest Region

Equipment
•  Tilth winged subsoiler

•  Brush blade

Location
Slocan Forest Products Limited’s operations,
Mackenzie Timber Supply Area south of Mackenzie
BC, in the Prince George Forest District

Objective

•  to rehabilitate landings with compacted soils and
a low nutrient status, to productive growing site
using subsoiling, topsoil respreading, and legume
and alder cover crops

Site characteristics
•  two projects, 6200 Road and 29000 Road, were

visited.
•  the 6200 Road site was located in the Williston

moist cool Sub-Boreal Spruce (SBSmk2)
ecosystem and the 29000 Road site was located in
the Finlay-Peace wet cool Sub-Boreal Spruce
(SBSwk2) ecosystem.

•  the 29000 Road sites had full bench landings. The
site had been destumped and approximately 10 cm
of the surface mineral soil along with the forest
floor were removed and stockpiled.

•  the 6200 Road sites had a partial bench-partial fill
construction and the topsoil was not stockpiled but
instead incorporated into the landing.

•  in all cases, the subsoil was consolidated as a
result of the harvesting and extraction process.

•  the 6200 Road sites consisted of medium rich to
rich loam soils with a subhygric moisture regime
and 20% coarse fragment content. The 29000
Road sites consisted of poor to medium sandy
loam soils with a submesic moisture regime and
35% coarse fragment content.

Prescription
•  in 1986, three treatments were applied as follows:

topsoil only, seed only to a legume cover crop,
and topsoil plus seed.

•  at the 29000 Road topsoil treatments, topsoil
material was pushed back onto the plots using a
brush blade. The topsoil depth after replacement
was variable, ranging from approximately 10 to
20 cm deep.

•  at the 6200 Road sites, the fill portion of the
landing was designated as the topsoil treatment.

•  after topsoil replacement, the entire landing area
was ripped to a target depth of 50 cm using the
winged subsoiler.

•  on the plots receiving the legume cover treatment
(applied at the rate of 40 kg/ha), a broadcast
application of N-P-K fertilizer (19-19-19) was
also applied, at a rate of 200 kg/ha. After the
experimental treatments, the 6200 Road landings
were accidentally seeded with clover by a local
guide-outfitter.
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•  bareroot (2+0) lodgpole pine seedlings were
planted on the landing treatments in the spring of
1987.

•  sitka alder was planted between the lodgepole
pine.

Observations and comments
Observations are based on a brief stop during a field
tour. From these limited observations 10 years after
treatment, the performance of pine appeared to be best
on the topsoil plots (Figure 1). While the growth of
pine was variable within treatments, the overall
performance was generally better on the coarse
textured, better drained soils at the 29000 Road site.
The impact of subsoiling only on the growth of pine
was not part of this trial, however the effects of
subsoiling are discussed as part of a related
experiment in Kranabetter and Denham (1995) which
is summarized in Research: Landings and Trails,
Article No. 1.

Figure 1. Lodgepole pine 10 years after treatment with
topsoil only and ripping.

Equipment description and specification

See Operations: Landings and Trails, Article No. 1 for
a description of the Tilth winged subsoiler.

References
Kranabetter, J.M.; Osberg, M. 1995. Landing
reclamation trials in the Prince George Forest Region.
Internal report prepared for the Prince George Forest
Region.

Kranabetter, J.M.; Denham, W.T. 1995. Soil
properties related to lodgepole pine productivity on
reclaimed landings. Internal report prepared for the
Prince George Forest Region.

For further information, contact:
Al Balisky, Slocan Forest Products Limited,
Mackenzie Region, P.O. Box 310, Mackenzie, BC,
V0J 2C0. Tel.: (250) 997-2623

Marty Kranabetter, Prince Rupert Forest Region, B.C.
Ministry of Forests, Bag 500, 3726 Alfred Ave.,
Smithers, BC, V0J 2N0. Tel. : (250) 847 7435

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community.  It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733



Research: Landings and Trails
Article No: 5

Rehabilitation of Forest Landings with Wood Waste – Establishment Details and
Results after One Growing Season

FRBC Region
Thompson-Okanagan

Author
Kirsty Venner

Date
Project started July, 1997

Source
File reports by Kirsty Venner

Equipment
•  Hitachi EX200 excavator with standard bucket

Location
Weyerhaeuser Canada Ltd. Tree Farm Licence in the
Dutton Creek watershed, approximately 20 km from
Okanagan Falls in the Penticton Forest District.

Proponents
Department of Forest Sciences, University of British
Columbia; B.C. Ministry of Forests; Pacific Forestry
Centre and Kalamalka Research Station; Foresol
Consulting, Campbell River; Feonix Forest
Consulting, Nanaimo; and Weyerhaeuser Canada
Ltd., Okanagan Falls

Objectives
To determine:
•  the best methods of rehabilitating compacted

forest landings by tilling and applying organic
matter, and

•  the potential for disused forest landings to act as a
disposal site for wood wastes

Site Characteristics
•  the landings were located in the dry mild Interior

Douglas Fir biogeoclimatic zone (IDFdm1)
biogeoclimatic zone.

•  the site, at 1200 m elevation, was generally flat
with uniform topography having little potential
for surface erosion. Soil texture was sandy.

•  landings were constructed in 1980 by blading the
topsoil and the forest floor into adjacent berm
piles (Figure 1).

•  the subsoil was consolidated as a result of the
harvesting and extraction process, and
subsequently from cattle grazing.

Prescription
In May 1998, three landings (along a 5 km stretch of
road) were divided into fourteen plots measuring 10 m
x 8 m and treated as follows:
•  control (no decompaction or organic amendment),
•  tilled (decompaction to 40 cm depth only),
•  tilled with a surface application of topsoil scraped

from the landings during construction,

Figure 1. Landing prior to treatment.
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•  tilled (as above) with sortyard waste (wood and
mineral soil) applied as a surface application (10
cm depth) or incorporated to 40 cm depth at two
rates (10 cm or 20 cm depth) (Figure 2),

•  tilled (as above) with hogfuel (wood waste and
bark strips) applied as above, and incorporated
(10 cm depth) with 200 kg Nitrogen/ha and,

•  tilled (as above) with compost (hogfuel and
biosolid mix) at 10 cm depth application rate
incorporated to 40 cm depth.

At the end of June, each plot was planted with 40
lodgepole pine seedlings (Stock Type PSB410 1+0) at
2 m x 1 m spacing. The control, tilled and sortyard
waste mulch treatments were replicated and planted
with western larch (Stock Type PCT410 1+0)
seedlings at the same spacing.

Results
The initial characteristics of the wood wastes, forest
floor (from the adjacent forest) and soil, the
dimensions and survival of seedlings and the invasion
of ground vegetation during the first growing season
are detailed in a FRBC report (Venner 1998). The
results indicate that;
•  decompaction of soil dramatically increases the

survival of seedlings. It is suggested that changes
in the physical integrity of the surface soil
enhance the ability of tree roots to become
established and exploit the bulk soil.

•  pine seedlings are more tolerant of compacted
soils than larch.

•  the application of wood wastes and top soil did
not affect the survival of seedlings. The influence
of an amendment is expected to become evident
in subsequent years.

•  incorporation of compost accelerated the invasion
of vegetation characteristic of disturbed sites
(Chenopodium album, Lamb’s quarters). The
conditions present in the compost treatment
reduced the survival of pine seedlings to less than
1%.

Observations and comments
•  recommendations for the management of disused

landings will be drawn up using results of tree
performance and soil physical and chemical
characteristics collected annually until the year
2002.

•  see Research: Roads and Bridges, Article No. 1,
for a description of a companion study on
rehabilitation of roads with wood waste.

References
Venner K. H. 1998. Rehabilitation of forest roads and
landings with wood wastes. Six month interim
progress report, Year 2. FRBC Project No. PA97276-
0RE.

For further information, contact:
Kirsty Venner, Department of Forest Sciences, Forest
Sciences Centre, University of British Columbia,
2424 Main Mall, Vancouver, BC, V6T 1Z4. Tel.:
(604) 822-6941, E-mail: kvenner@interchange.ubc.ca

Chuck Bulmer, Kalamalka Forestry Centre, 3401
Reservoir Road, Vernon Ministry of Forests, BC,
V1B 2C7. Tel.: (250) 260-4765.

Steve Jones, Weyerhaeuser Canada Ltd., P.O. Box 39,
Okanagan Falls, BC, V0H 1R0. Tel.: (250) 497-8211.

Cindy Prescott, Department of Forest Sciences, Forest
Sciences Centre, University of British Columbia,
2424 Main Mall, Vancouver, BC, V6T 1Z4. Tel.:
(604) 822-4701.

Caroline Preston, Natural Resources Canada,
Canadian Forest Service, Pacific Forestry Centre, 506
West Burnside Road, Victoria BC, V8Z 1M5. Tel.:
(250) 363-0720.

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest community.
It does not constitute an endorsement by FERIC of a
product or service to the exclusion of others that may be
suitable.

  Copyright 1999, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 2. Tilling decompaction of landing surface
prior to incorporation of sort yard waste (pile on left).



Research: Landings and Trails
Article No: 6

Operational Trials of Landing Rehabilitation in the East Kootenays

FRBC Region
Kootenay-Boundary

Authors
Chuck Bulmer and Mike Curran

Date
Project established 1998

Source
File reports by C. Bulmer and M. Curran, BC Ministry
of Forests  (BCMOF) extension notes, unpublished
data

Location
Tate Creek, Cranbrook Forest District

MaryAnne / Cedrus Creek, Invermere Forest District

Proponent
BCMOF Research Branch; Nelson Forest Region;
Invermere Forest District, Enhanced Forest
Management Pilot Project

Objective
•  to determine soil conditions and tree growth after

various treatments to restore productivity to
abandoned landings.

Site characteristics
•  Tate Creek landings and roads

– ICHmw2
– SiL to L soils

•  MaryAnne landing:
–IDF dm2
– SiL soil

•  Cedrus landings:
– IDF dm2
– SiL soil most common,

Prescription / Methods
•  small plots were established on the landings, and a

variety of treatments was used depending on the
initial conditions on the landings, including the
presence of debris piles, and topsoil.

•  sections of road with cut and fill construction
were treated either by ripping alone or by
recontouring.

•  a variety of stocktypes and tree species were
planted: Pli PCT 412A; Fdi PCT 412A; and Lw
PCT 412A.

Results
•  tillage operations were completed in 1998. Tree

planting occurred in spring 1999. In general,
tillage operations successfully created the desired
treatment conditions (Figures 1, 2, 4).

Figure 1. Landing at MaryAnne Creek (25 km
Kootenay Rd), showing excavator tillage and topsoil.
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•  planted trees at MaryAnne and Cedrus Creek
suffered severe damage attributed to deer browsing.
Browsing affected all tree species equally, resulting
in up to 90 percent of planted trees in some sites
being damaged, and up to 60 percent mortality.
Although many seedlings would have recovered,
all of these plots will be replanted in 2001, so that
height comparisons can be obtained in future
monitoring. Replanted trees will be protected with
mesh tubes to prevent further damage.

Figure 2. Overview of landing at Cedrus Creek
(White-Stuart FSR). Treatments involved tillage alone,
and with topsoil and debris incorporated.

•  seedling survival was high at the Tate Creek
installations, and seedling damage was low on all
plots. After two growing seasons, differences in
seedling heights between treatments were small
(Figure 3). Even portions of the landings and roads
that were not treated had reasonable early growth.
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Figure 3. Seedling height after two growing seasons
at Tate Creek.

•  monitoring of the plots will continue in the future,
along with soil sampling to identify soil
conditions affecting productivity.

•  results will help to implement Forest Practices
Code rehabilitation requirements, and guide
backlog rehabilitation work associated with
watershed restoration projects or other initiatives.

Figure 4. Landing and road: Tate Creek FSR.

Observations and comments
•  while severe seedling damage and mortality

occurred in the plots established in the Invermere
Forest District, these establishment problems
resulted from factors other than the rehabilitation
treatments. Survival was good in the Cranbrook
Forest District.

•  successful establishment of these plots depended
on effective communication between researchers
and operational staff, and from close supervision
of equipment in the field. These trials show the
benefits of operational staff and researchers
working together to solve problems.

For further information, contact:
Chuck Bulmer, BC Ministry of Forests, Vernon,
phone 250-260-4765,
Email: chuck.bulmer@gems8.gov.bc.ca

Mike Curran, BC Ministry of Forests, Nelson,
phone 250-354-6274
Email: mike.curran@gems5.gov.bc.ca

Reference
Curran, M.P. and C. Bulmer.  2000.  Establishing
operational trials of soil rehabilitation: Two examples
from the east Kootenays.  BCMOF, Nelson Forest
Region. EN-047

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data and is
published for the information of the BC forest community. It
does not constitute an endorsement by FERIC of a product or
service to the exclusion of others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 2001, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada ISSN 0381-7733
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Research: Riparian Zones and Stand Edges
Article No: 1

Operational Trials of Windthrow Management Treatments for Cutblock Edges

FRBC Region
Pacific

Author
Clayton Gillies, FIT

Date
October 1996

Source
FERIC field visits and meetings

Location
The study area is located on northern Vancouver
Island, in Western Forest Products Limited's Port
McNeill Forest Operations, TFL 6, Port McNeill
Forest District.

Proponent
BC Ministry of Forests, Vancouver Forest Region

Objective
•  to compare five cutblock-edge modification

techniques for managing windthrow:
- two methods of helicopter pruning
- two methods of edge feathering
- tree topping

•  the pruning and topping treatments tested ways to
reduce tree sail area.

•  the edge-feathering treatments tested ways to
select and leave windfirm trees and to create more
windfirm stand structures.

Site characteristics
•  two sites were selected for the trial (Table 1).
•  each site included an untreated control unit for

comparison.
•  5 treatment units and 2 controls oriented

perpendicular to south to southwesterly winds
(Figure 1) at site 1; the treatments on these units
are predominantly tree modification techniques.

•  2 treatment units and 1 control oriented
perpendicular to southwesterly winds (Figure 2) at
site 2; the treatments on these units are
predominantly edge modification techniques.

•  all treatment units extend approximately 30 m into
the standing timber.

•  all treatment units are located along the edge of
cutblock boundary.

Table 1. Stand characteristics for site 1 (block 928)
and site 2 (block 940)

Block 928 Block 940
Ecosystem submontane very wet maritime

Coastal Western Hemlock
Age 141-250 years
Species western hemlock, amabilis fir,

western red cedar
Average height (m) 39 26
Average diameter (cm) 55 45

Prescription
Helicopter pruning:
•  two methods of helicopter pruning were used at

site 1, with the objective of removing one third of
the live crown (sail area), on all dominant and co-
dominant trees.

•  four units were treated, two with each method.
•  method 1: heli-pruning with a gas-powered

circular saw apparatus; this method was designed
to cut the limbs off the tree as the helicopter
lowered the apparatus via a 15 m longline.

•  method 2: heli-pruning using a weighted shear
which knocked the limbs off the tree; this method
also worked from the top, downwards with a
30.5 m longline.

 Manual tree topping:
•  manual tree topping at site 1 was conducted on one

treatment unit.  Again, removal of one-third of the
live crown was the goal, on all dominant and co-
dominant trees.



Edge modification:
•  two methods of edge feathering/modification were

used at site 2.
•  method 1 is a serrated edge pattern, while method

2 is a selected removal of 10 - 20% of the standing
trees, known as a feathering technique.

•  both methods involved hand-falling.

For further information, contact:
Chuck Rowan, British Columbia Ministry of Forests,
Vancouver Forest Region, 2100 Labieux Rd.,
Nanaimo, BC, V9T 6E9. Tel.: (250) 751-7096, Fax.:
(250) 751-7198,
Email: CAROWAN@MFOR01.FOR.GOV.BC.CA

References
FERIC Field Note(s) in press.

Watershed Restoration Compendium; Operations:
Riparian Zones & Stand Edges, Article(s) #1, 2, 3,
and 4.

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC
forestry community.  It does not constitute an
endorsement by FERIC of a product or service to the
exclusion of others that may be suitable.

  Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada ISSN 0381-7733

Figure 1. Seven treatment units showing orientation
along  cutblock boundary. Figure 2. Three treatment units showing orientation

along cutblock boundary.



Research: Riparian Zones and Stand Edges
Article No: 2

Operational Trials of Windthrow Management Treatments for a Buffer Strip
Adjacent to a Commercially Thinned Second-Growth Stand

FRBC Region
Pacific
Author
Clayton Gillies, RPF
Date
July 1997

Source
FERIC field visits and research proposal
Location
The study area is located on northern Vancouver
Island, in MacMillan Bloedel Limited’s Port McNeill
Forest Operations, private land Managed Forest Unit
21, Port McNeill Forest District.
Proponent
FERIC
Cooperator and Contributor(s)
•  MacMillan Bloedel Limited
•  Forest Renewal BC

Contractors
•  manual basal pruning by Windfirm Tree Services,

Squamish, BC
•  helicopter pruning by Prism Helicopters Ltd., Port

McNeill, BC

Experimental Design
•  the experimental design for the comparison will

be a Randomized Complete Block Design using
two blocks and three treatments.

Objectives
•  to apply and compare three replicated treatments

for improving the windfirmness of trees in a
second-growth buffer strip on northern Vancouver
Island. The treatments are an untreated control,
helicopter pruning of upper crowns, and manual
pruning of crown bases.

•  document the productivities, costs, and
influencing factors for the treatments.

•  survey the treatment plots periodically for five
years to quantify the treatment effects.

Site characteristics
•  the treatment units were within the submontane

very wet maritime Coastal Western Hemlock
(CWHvm1) ecosystem, between a 16-ha
shelterwood block harvested in 1997, and
Vancouver Island Highway No. 19.

•  the shelterwood thinning area was comprised of two
units, each with different residual densities; to the
east the residual density was 200 stems per hectare
(SW200), and to the west the residual density was
300 stems per hectare (SW300, Figure 1).

•  the shelterwood thinning area was part of another
MacMillan Bloedel Limited / FERIC research
trial conducted during 1997.

•  the dominant tree species were western hemlock
and amabilis fir, with minor sitka spruce; the
stand had an average age of 55 years and height of
33 m; the topography was flat with rooting depths
ranging from 60 to 120 cm.

•  southwest and southeast storm winds cause the
greatest damage along opening edges in the Port
McNeill area (Mitchell 1996).

•  pre-treatment measurements of 81 trees showed an
average sail length and width of 11.2 m and 5.0 m
respectively. Calculations indicated that the target
of a 33 % reduction in sail area would be achieved
by pruning the live crown from the top downwards
(helicopter) a distance of 6.5 m, and from the
bottom upwards (manual) a distance of 2.1 m.

•  each treatment unit was comprised of a small
section of feathered buffer (adjacent to the
shelterwood) and a larger section of unlogged
leave strip (adjacent to Vancouver Island
Highway No. 19).
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Prescription
•  the buffer strip was divided into 12 treatment

units (four units per treatment) and the three
treatments were then randomly assigned.

•  each treatment unit measured approximately 40 m
by 40 m.

•  all trees in the treatment units over 30 cm DBH
were treated.

Helicopter pruning:
•  this method of heli-pruning used a weighted shear

which knocked the limbs off the tree from the top
downwards.  The shear was suspended from a 30.5
m longline, and weighed approximately 295 kg
(Gillies 1997).

• see  Operations: Riparian Zones and Stand Edges,
Article No. 6 for dimensions and description of
Prism’s prototype II shear.

•  high-visibility flagging ribbon was tied to the
longline at the 6.5 m mark to indicate to the pilot
when the shear had descended the appropriate
length along the bole.

•  large orange garbage bags were pinned on the
ground to mark the north corners of the helicopter
treatment units.  The south corners were marked
by topping a tree at each corner and painting the
cut tops orange, as well as hanging flagging
ribbon from top branches; the pilot could easily
identify all four corners of the treatment units.

•  Average treatment time per tree was 2.5 min, with
0.4 min allocated to work related delays.

Manual pruning:
•  the manual pruning crew consisted of three men;

two men pruning trees while the third was on the
ground acting as a belayer and making sure
climbing ropes (static 11 mm) ran smoothly.

•  two light weight chainsaws were used for
pruning/topping, a Husqvarna 335 XPT and a
Stihl 020 AV. Both had a bar length of 35.5 cm.

•  the crew pruned a distance of 2.1 m upwards
along the bole from the base of the live crown,
and at the point were the first live branch was cut
a line was painted for post treatment surveys.

•  Average pruning time per tree was 12.9 min, with
1.9 min allocated to work related delays.

•  time requird to top the eight corner trees averaged
18.9 min

•  time required to travel between topped trees
averaged 4.8 min

For further information, contact:
Clayton Gillies, Forest Engineering Research Institute of
Canada, 2601 East Mall, Vancouver, BC, V6T 1Z4.
Tel.: (604) 228-1555, Fax.: (604) 228 0999,
Email: CLAY-G@VCR.FERIC.CA

References
Gillies, Clayton.  1997.  Prism Helicopters’ 300-kg
Pruning Shear.  FERIC, Vancouver.  Field Note
General-59. 2p.
Mitchell, Steve.  1996.  Windthrow Assessment
Commercial Thinning Trial - Port McNeill.  Professional
Report.  15p.

Disclaimer: This report is based on limited field data
and is published for the information of the BC forest
community.  It does not constitute an endorsement by
FERIC of a product or service to the exclusion of others
that may be suitable.
  Copyright 1997, Forest Engineering Research Institute
of Canada ISSN 0381-7733
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Figure 1. Twelve treatment units showing location and
proximity to shelterwood units.
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